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Announcements and News

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.
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Release Notes
Use the navigation panel to access release information for iDash, including version-specific release notes to help you
learn about the features available in each release, as well as known and resolved issues present in each version of iDash.

This section also includes the compatibility matrix, system requirements for running iDash, and release notices for third-
party software used in iDash.

Release Compatibility and Support

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support Online (login required):

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• iDash Release and Support Lifecycle Dates
• iDash Compatibility Matrix
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• iDash User Community

12.0.05.00 Release
Broadcom is pleased to announce the iDash 12.0.05.00 release. This release includes fixes for issues present in previous
releases, as well as many new features, including:

• AutoSys job run reports that now include manually set statuses
• Improved forecasting for externally demanded or dataset-triggered CA 7 jobs.
• Capability in CA 7 Job Runs reports to choose an option to view the job trend statistics for the CA 7 jobs specified in

the CA 7 Job Run report definition
• Improved processing of updated CA 7 Schedule Scan parameters

Use the navigation panel on the left to access pages that contain full lists and details of new features and fixed
issues included in iDash 12.0.05.00. 

New Features
The iDash 12.0.05.00 release includes the following new features:

iDash Log Configuration File is Monitored for Changes When the Server is Running 

This release introduces a new capability – the iDash server process now periodically monitors the log configuration file
and updates its logging behavior when changes are detected. New log file specifications may be added and existing ones
modified without restarting iDash server process. The log configuration file is located at IDASH_HOME/etc/log4j.conf. In
previous releases, iDash server process required a restart for log configuration changes to go into effect.

AutoSys Job Run Reports Now Include Jobs with Manually Set Statuses US443911

In previous versions of iDash, AutoSys Run Reports would include jobs that had run automatically, but did not include or
check for jobs whose statuses had been set manually by an AutoSys administrator. 
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With this enhancement, AutoSys Run Reports will now automatically check for jobs with manually set statuses and include
them as runs in the report, with no need to perform any extra analysis or steps. This check will find jobs that have been
modified with a KILLJOB event, or with a CHANGE_STATUS event that changed the job’s status to SUCCESS, FAILURE,
or TERMINATED.

Job runs that are created in this fashion will have only a start time. In order to see these runs in the AutoSys Job Run
Report, the report definition must specify a Time Qualifier value of either Start time or Start or end time.

NOTE

The default Time Qualifier value is End time. Reports with the default Time Qualifier selection will not show job
runs created by manual job status changes.

[Experimental] iDash Now Produces Extra Logging when an SLA Raises an Alert DE340348 

In previous versions of iDash, SLAs have produced a standard set of logs during processing. When an SLA raised an
alert, these logs were copied to the IDASH_HOME/log/sla/alarm directory.

With this release, we are introducing an experimental new feature to help diagnose the causes of SLA alerts. When
an SLA raises an alert, two extra SLA log files will be created and moved to the standard IDASH_HOME/log/sla/alarm
directory:

• The first file is named with an .flw file extension and contains information about the SLA flow.
• • Even if the full SLA flow is too large to be displayed in the SLA Flow view, the full list of job connections and the

complete SLA flow is saved in this file.
• The second file is named with an .fld file extension and contains a preliminary analysis of the SLA state.
• • This file will contain information about the state of certain jobs in the flow, depending on the SLA condition that

caused the alert.
• SLAs predicted to complete after the deadline or before the run validity window that raise an alert will have the list

of the jobs in the sub-flow predicted to complete at the latest time.
• SLAs that do not have a predicted completion time that raise an alert will have a listing of all jobs in the SLA that do

not have a predicted completion time.

Using the information in these files may make it easier to find the cause of an SLA miss, and to correct the issue for future
runs.

WARNING

This feature is still under development, and the analysis may be incomplete or inaccurate.

A new parameter has been added to the iDash configuration file located at IDASH_HOME/etc/idash.conf to control the
generation of these extra SLA alert log files. By default, the files will be created. To disable this feature, locate the entry for
idash.produce.additional.alert.logs in the idash.conf file and set the value to false. 

Improved forecasting for externally demanded or dataset-triggered CA 7 jobs US430584

In previous versions of iDash, job run history-based forecasting for externally demanded or dataset-triggered CA 7 jobs
was limited to forecasting only the next upcoming run. If such a job were to have multiple possible runs within the forecast
window, only the first run would be forecast.

With this enhancement, iDash will be able to forecast all possible runs within the forecast window for an externally
demanded or dataset-triggered job.

NOTE

An externally demanded job is a job with no defined schedules and no defined triggering jobs or datasets, but
that does have successors or jobs that it will trigger. A dataset-triggered job is a job with no defined schedules or
triggering jobs, but with defined triggering datasets. In the absence of schedules that can be connected to such
jobs, iDash will forecast runs for these jobs based on run history only.  
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CA 7 Job Run Report PDFs with Trend Statistics US312233

This release introduces a new option for the CA 7 Job Run Report: the addition of a trend statistics option while defining
the job run report that changes the format of the PDF output. A statistics summary table displaying four new columns is
placed at the top of the PDF report output. This table will include a row summarizing the total runs for each job included in
the report. The new columns available for this table are LPAR, Run Count, Aggregate Average Runtime, Aggregate Trend,
and Aggregate Trend %. The trend columns will display the time variance of the job runs from the aggregate average
run time in raw form, and also as a percentage change. As part of this change, a new CA 7 Job Number column is now
available to choose when defining the CA 7 Job Run report.

After the statistics summary table, there will be a chart and a job run table for each job included in the report. The chart
will display the run time for each included run, as well as an average runtime and a trend line to show the job’s variance
over time. The table for each job will include the existing columns for the CA 7 Job Run report. This report will only be
available in PDF format.

The newly introduced columns for the job run report with trend statistics are only available if the Show Trend Statistics
option is selected, and they must be included. These columns may be used as sort criteria for the report if desired.
Additionally, only the COMPLETED job status is valid for inclusion in the trend statistics report. 

Improved CA 7 Schedule Scan Update Processing DE488395

In previous versions of iDash, the schedule scan settings of CA 7 instances were gathered by connecting to CA 7 to
execute a /DISPLAY command. In earlier versions of iDash, this command was executed only when iDash was restarted,
and in later versions, it was executed with each forecast and SLA processing cycle.

With this release, iDash is able to process a new event from CA 7 that will be sent any time the schedule scan parameters
are updated. iDash will still need to retrieve the schedule scan parameters once, at restart, by /DISPLAY command. After
the initial setting, iDash will rely on the schedule scan event for updates. If the CA 7 instance being monitored does not
have the required maintenance applied to generate the schedule scan event, iDash will fall back to the previous behavior
of updating schedule scan settings by command with each processing cycle.

NOTE

To create schedule scan settings events:

• CA 7 11.3 instances must have PTFs SO04486 and SO04487 applied
• CA 7 12.0 instances must have PTFs SO04511 and SO04512 applied

Updated Java Certificates for iDash JAR Files 

This release includes updates to Java certificates for iDash JAR files. These new certificates will remain valid until April
5, 2020. The new Java certificates are required to launch the iDash Admin Tool after the validity period for the current
certificates ends on April 5, 2019. 

Fixed Issues
The following issues have been fixed in the 12.0.05.00 release of iDash:

SLA display shows a partial list of SLA Time Conditions DE338137

In previous versions of iDash, only ten of the possible SLA Time Conditions for a single SLA would be displayed on the
read-only version of the SLA definition page. If an SLA was defined with more than ten Time Conditions, it was necessary
to enter the editing interface for the SLA in order to see the full list.

With this fix, the Time Conditions limitation on the SLA definition page has been removed, and all Time Conditions for an
SLA will be displayed. 
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Critical path displaying incorrectly for CA 7 SLA jobs DE344305

In previous versions of iDash, all connections between CA 7 jobs in the critical path were marked as belonging to the
critical path in the Flow View. The extra connections were marked as belonging to the critical path in both the Critical Path
view and the All Jobs view.

With this fix, only the connections that actually make up the critical path are marked as critical path connections. If other
connections between CA 7 jobs on the critical path exist, those connections will not be visible in the Critical Path view, and
they will be visible but not marked as critical path connections in the All Jobs view.

Active Directory configuration disappearing in Admin Tool DE347252

In previous versions of iDash, users would configure and save the Active Directory configuration using the Admin Tool, but
when the Admin Tool was relaunched, the Active Directory configuration displayed blank. 

With this fix, the saved Active Directory configuration displays in the Admin Tool as expected. 

Missing envvars in AutoSys job definitions DE349430

In previous versions of iDash, the Job Definition tab for AutoSys jobs was only displaying one environment variable
(envvar), even if multiple envvars existed.

With this fix, all envvars are displayed in the job definition for AutoSys jobs. 

CORS-related vulnerabilities found in iDash US480929

Following a scan by AppScan, some vulnerabilities related to Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) were found in
iDash. Though the vulnerabilities were low severity, they have been eliminated in this version of iDash. 

For more information on CORS filters, search Configure the CORS Filter. 

Corrupted or misread CA 7 job data files interfering with forecasting US473885

In previous version of iDash, it was possible for a corrupted or misread CA 7 seed or delta job definition file to cause
exceptions that prevented iDash from completing its forecast and SLA processing cycles. This would result in the iDash
SLAs becoming static and ceasing to update.

With this fix, handling of bad and misread files has been enhanced. After reading a new seed or delta job definition file,
the job data will be sanitized to remove any misread data. Warning messages will appear in the iDash logs to display the
jobs found to contain improper data.

When a file is corrupted or appears to be corrupted, iDash will keep track of the file and attempt to reread it on the next
processing cycle, based on the Forecast Interval defined in the Admin Tool. If a file is unreadable for multiple cycles,
a warning message will appear in the logs. For either of the warning messages, consider making an update in CA 7
(resaving the job without making changes will work) to generate a new job definition delta file. If multiple jobs are affected,
consider generating a new seed file through the Admin Tool.

Example warning message for misread data:

2018-04-10 15:04:53.011 WARN  Ca7XmlUtil:51 - Unable to read successor for job jobName:

 com.ca.idash.core.job.ca7.SESuccessor@5e66509f

Example warning message for corrupted file:

18-04-10 08.57.36 [ WARN] instanceName:com.ca.idash.core.instance.InstanceThread: Ca7Instance: instanceName

 delta file name: delta-jobName-20180128165344544.xml has not been read successfully for more than one

 processing cycle. Consider updating the job to generate a new delta file or generating a new seed data file.
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Workload Automation AE calendars incorrectly imported DE354111+DE366557

In previous versions of iDash, calendars imported from AE were interpreted according to the timezone of the iDash server.
The selected GUI time zone setting for the defined AE instance, as specified in the Admin Tool, was not properly applied.
In cases where the iDash server resided in a timezone behind the defined GUI time zone, this could lead to SLAs that
were defined with Run Calendars being monitored on the wrong days.

With this fix, the AE instance GUI timezone will be correctly applied to all calendars imported from the AE instance.

For more information regarding AE instance configuration with iDash, please search Add a Workload Automation AE
Instance.

SLA creation page does not load for certain CA 7 jobs DE361755

In previous versions of iDash, the SLA creation page would sometimes not load for certain CA 7 jobs. This was related to
the job definition data received from CA 7. If a job in the flow for the potential SLA job contained a trigger definition for a
job that was no longer defined in CA 7, the SLA creation page would not display. This situation could be created in CA 7
job definitions by deleting a job without purging that job’s cross references.

With this fix, the SLA creation page will correctly display, even if a job is encountered in the flow that contains a trigger for
a job that cannot be found. A warning message will be sent to the iDash logs containing both the triggering job and the
triggered job that cannot be found.

The warning message will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-04 15.14.55 [ WARN] http-nio-8080-exec-10:com.ca.idash.ws.services.common.JobService: Unable to locate

 job DELJOB^CA7INST. This job is listed as a triggered job for TRGJOB^CA7INST.

SLA Date Scheduling parameters may display incorrectly when editing an existing CA 7 SLA DE361834

In previous versions of iDash, a default value could display for the Date Scheduling parameters of a previously defined
SLA instead of the actual defined parameters. This would occur while editing a CA 7 SLA defined with Triggering Job Date
Scheduling.

With this fix, the actual SLA Date Scheduling parameters will be correctly displayed when editing such an SLA.

CA 7 force complete job runs not recognized by iDash DE362142

In previous versions of iDash, CA 7 job runs that were force completed were not properly processed by iDash. This could
lead to incorrect predictions for force completed jobs in the SLA flow, SLAs being incorrectly marked as missed if the SLA
job itself was force completed, and force completed runs being excluded from reports.

With this fix, force completed job runs are processed correctly. A run will be added to the run tables for reporting, and a
message will be placed in the info log noting the force complete processing. Forecasting and SLA processing will correctly
recognize the completed run.

The message in the info log will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-17 08.49.25 [ INFO] http-nio-8080-exec-9: Force complete processed for job jobName^instanceName.

Subtags being duplicated in parent tags on the Web UI DE362325

In previous versions of iDash, subtags that were moved from one parent tag to another were being duplicated in both the
original and destination parents tags.

With this fix, moving subtags will not cause any duplications.
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iDash unable to open multiple alarms of the same type for a single AutoSys SLA DE363010

In previous versions, iDash was unable to open more than one alert of a given type during a monitored SLA run for
a Workload Automation AE job. This could lead to unexpected multiple executions of SLA alarm scripts without a
corresponding alarm being seen. This would affect any iDash monitoring SLA for AE jobs that had been configured with
an alarm notification option that allowed for multiple SLA alarms to be raised during a single SLA run.

For example: In an iDash instance configured with the default “Always” alarm notification setting, an SLA raises a
Predicted Miss alarm, and the alarm is later closed, either automatically by iDash on recovery or manually by an iDash
user. A  second problematic situation arises during the same monitored run, however iDash does not open a second
Predicted Miss alarm, but does execute the defined alarm script.

With this fix, iDash will be able to correctly open multiple alarms of the same type for a single SLA monitored run if
required. In the above example, after the second problematic situation arises, iDash is able to raise the new alarm in
addition to executing the alarm script.

iDash SLAs execute a provided script even if the script is disabled DE377364

In previous versions of iDash, any alarm script specified in an SLA definition would execute when an alarm was
generated. These scripts would execute even if the Enabled toggle was set to NO.

With this fix, the Enabled toggle will correctly prevent alarm scripts from executing if set to NO.

Known Issues
The following are known issues that are present in the 12.0.04.00 release of iDash:

SLAs not showing predicted completion times when in Missed status 

On the SLA List table, SLAs with a status of Missed are displaying a predicted completion time; however, clicking on an
individual SLA to view the SLA summary shows the predicted completion time as unknown, and the completion time is not
displayed in the SLA Runs table. 

Delay in pre-populating the list of jobs while creating an SLA 

With EEM authorization, depending upon the defined policies for listing the authorized jobs, there is a delay in pre-
populating the jobs list while creating an SLA because of the associated privileges defined in these policies. For example,
if there are 5 instances configured in the iDash environment, and the logged in user only has access to one instance that
is last in the list of the configured instances, then a delay in pre-populating the jobs list will be noticed. 

CA 7 Web Client Launch from Web UI

When launching the CA 7 Web Client from the iDash Web UI, the CA 7 Web Client login is populated based on the
parameters established on the CA 7, Connection tab in the Admin Tool. An error is occurring where the Host field on the
CA 7 Web Client is not populating with the host specified in the Admin Tool (for example, the host in the Admin Tool is
specified as HOSTA011 but the Host field on the CA 7 Web Client is populating as A011), resulting in a connection error.
Manually entering the correct host into the CA 7 Web Client login will allow the user to log in, but results in an instance
error.

For a temporary workaround of this issue, access the CA 7 Web Client directly by using the URL specified on the CA 7,
CA 7 Web Client tab in the Admin Tool.

Job status reports failing due to asterisk variable 

In versions of iDash previous to 12.0.04.00, job status reports used the asterisk (*) variable to indicate a field where all
data was included, while all other report types used the <ALL> variable. Starting with version 12.0.04.00, iDash will use
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the <ALL> variable for all report types, and will no longer recognize the asterisk variable. Because of this, when users
generate a job status report that was created in a version previous to 12.0.04.00, the report generation will fail because of
the presence of the asterisk variable in the report. 

To work around this issue, update the report in the CLI and replace all occurrences of the asterisk variable with the <ALL>
variable. See Create/Update Reports (idupdate) for details on updating the report in the CLI. 

Event reports failing when all instances are selected by default 

In iDash 12.0.04.00, event report definitions that have all instances selected by default are causing an error in executing
the reports, which causes the event report to fail.  

To work around this issue, rearrange the column order of the index on the idash_event table using the following SQL
commands:

For Oracle:

drop index idash_event_ins_evttime_index

create index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance);

For MS SQL and Sybase:

drop index dbo.idash_event.idash_event_evttime_index;

create nonclustered index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on dbo.idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance) on

 'default';

CA 7 Run reports showing inconsistent results between the CLI and the Web UI

For CA 7 Run reports, the reports generated from the CLI are inconsistent with reports generated from the Web UI
when the CLI time zone is different from the time zone in the report definition. This issue is occurring because reports
generated from the CLI are using the time zone in which the CLI is running, not the time zone specified in the report
definition. Reports generated from the Web UI correctly use the time zone specified in the report definition, leading to
these reports and the CLI-generated reports using different time intervals, producing different and incorrect results from
the CLI-generated reports.

Misleading database errors when upgrading to iDash 12.0.04.00

During the upgrade process to iDash12.0.04.00, multiple table indexes are changed. To do this, the previous index is
deleted and the new index is created. Depending on the version of iDash you are upgrading from, the previous version of
the index may not have been created. In these cases, iDash can register an error caused by an attempt to delete an index
that does not exist. 

As long as this type of error is the only error type seen, there is no problem with the upgrade. The new version of the
index is created, even if the old one did not exist to delete. If other types of database errors are seen in the install log
(IDASH_HOME/.install4j/installation.log), please consult the iDash documentation for next steps.

Examples of errors related to index deletion that do not need to be corrected:

DB Create Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Tables: Error -

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error -

Examples of database errors not related to index deletion that would require corrective action:
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DB Create Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Tables: Tables not successfully created.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Tables not successfully created.

Errors when loading SLAs after the job has been deleted 

Trying to load final SLAs (SLAs with a "met or "missed" status) after the SLA's job had been deleted is causing errors in
the log files. The error will look similar to the following:

com.ca.idash.core.sla.tree.SLAInstanceTree: SLAInstanceTree:filter job is null

This error occurs because iDash is attempting to load the SLA summary for an SLA whose job has been deleted. 

Receiving new CA 7 instance seed data may cause the event subscription to go into recovery

Receiving a new seed data file from the CA 7 Server for iDash task on mainframe may cause an event subscription for
that instance to go into recovery. iDash rebuilds the base instance data after receiving a new seed file, and during the
rebuild process, that instance is not able to process events. If a batch of events is delivered during the rebuild, iDash will
reject the events, causing the subscription to be placed into recovery. The subscription recovery issue can also occur
when a new seed file is requested via the Extract Data button on the CA 7 Instance configuration toolbar in the Admin
Tool.

Old job runs showing up in the Problematic Jobs view 

Users have noticed that old job runs are appearing in the Problematic Jobs table for SLAs, with some job runs being over
a week old. This creates a large list of job runs that include old job runs, making it difficult to properly monitor current
problematic jobs. 

SLAs for CA 7 jobs may be monitored on days the SLA job will not run

While defining an SLA for a CA 7 job, if there are jobs that will cause a chain of triggered job runs leading up to the SLA
job, a user may choose to monitor the SLA on the days that one or all of those triggering jobs is scheduled to run.

Users are given the option to choose from any of the valid schedules on any of the triggering jobs found for the SLA job.
Choosing the <ALL> option will include all of the defined schedules for all of the triggering jobs to determine which days to
monitor the SLA. In some cases, a triggering job may be defined with a schedule that does not cause the SLA job to run.
In these cases, including that schedule in the SLA monitoring schedule could cause unnecessary missed SLAs.

SLAs showing one-hour time discrepancy 

SLAs might be monitored for incorrect deadline times on days when clock time changes are made for daylight savings
time. If an SLA was defined in a time zone that observes daylight savings time, the deadline for the SLA could be
incorrectly calculated as one hour earlier or later on the days when the daylight savings clock changes occur. Predictions
for job flows may also initially be incorrect on these days, until the job flows begin to run.

Unique constraint violation errors in iDash log 

During JFM recovery, when adding CA7 job runs to the iDash database, the following messages appear in the iDash log:

Batch insert of JobRuns into idash_hist_job_run_ca7 failed. Attempting series of single inserts.

The problem occurs because iDash is trying to store a job run more than once. 
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Wrong list of jobs with EEM security 

When creating a new iDash report, clicking the + icon to search for jobs displays a list of jobs that doesn't seem to honor
EEM read privileges. The problem occurs because iDash uses the Manage SLAs EEM privilege to retrieve the job list
instead of the job read privilege.

Large number of problematic jobs 

Large numbers of problematic job entries are being created for some of the SLAs with Shorter than average exception
types and default average runtimes.

SLAs not raising a second alert for CA 7 jobs after second failure

If iDash is configured to raise alerts with the Always option and set to Close Alarm on Recovery, iDash could fail to raise
an alert for a second occurrence of a given alert state in the SLA run. CA 7 SLA alerts that are closed automatically on
recovery are not properly registered as closed. Instead, iDash considers those alerts acknowledged, but still open. In
these conditions, if the SLA were to enter into the same alert state again (At Risk or Predicted Miss) for a new cause,
iDash will not open a second alert. This issue affects only alerts that are automatically closed. Manually closed alerts are
properly registered as closed, and the SLA will be able to raise a new alert if the alert state is reached again.

As a workaround, users may manually mark the alert as closed. iDash will then be able to raise a new alert if the alert
state is reached again.

12.0.04.01 Release
Broadcom is pleased to announce the iDash 12.0.04.01 release. This release includes fixes for issues present in previous
releases.

Use the navigation panel on the left to access pages that contain full lists and details of fixed issues included in iDash
12.0.04.01.

Fixed Issues
The following issues have been fixed in the 12.0.05.00 release of iDash:

SLA display shows a partial list of SLA Time Conditions DE338137

In previous versions of iDash, only ten of the possible SLA Time Conditions for a single SLA would be displayed on the
read-only version of the SLA definition page. If an SLA was defined with more than ten Time Conditions, it was necessary
to enter the editing interface for the SLA in order to see the full list.

With this fix, the Time Conditions limitation on the SLA definition page has been removed, and all Time Conditions for an
SLA will be displayed. 

Critical path displaying incorrectly for CA 7 SLA jobs DE344305

In previous versions of iDash, all connections between CA 7 jobs in the critical path were marked as belonging to the
critical path in the Flow View. The extra connections were marked as belonging to the critical path in both the Critical Path
view and the All Jobs view.

With this fix, only the connections that actually make up the critical path are marked as critical path connections. If other
connections between CA 7 jobs on the critical path exist, those connections will not be visible in the Critical Path view, and
they will be visible but not marked as critical path connections in the All Jobs view.
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Active Directory configuration disappearing in Admin Tool DE347252

In previous versions of iDash, users would configure and save the Active Directory configuration using the Admin Tool, but
when the Admin Tool was relaunched, the Active Directory configuration displayed blank. 

With this fix, the saved Active Directory configuration displays in the Admin Tool as expected. 

Missing envvars in AutoSys job definitions DE349430

In previous versions of iDash, the Job Definition tab for AutoSys jobs was only displaying one environment variable
(envvar), even if multiple envvars existed.

With this fix, all envvars are displayed in the job definition for AutoSys jobs. 

CORS-related vulnerabilities found in iDash US480929

Following a scan by AppScan, some vulnerabilities related to Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) were found in
iDash. Though the vulnerabilities were low severity, they have been eliminated in this version of iDash. 

For more information on CORS filters, search Configure the CORS Filter. 

Corrupted or misread CA 7 job data files interfering with forecasting US473885

In previous version of iDash, it was possible for a corrupted or misread CA 7 seed or delta job definition file to cause
exceptions that prevented iDash from completing its forecast and SLA processing cycles. This would result in the iDash
SLAs becoming static and ceasing to update.

With this fix, handling of bad and misread files has been enhanced. After reading a new seed or delta job definition file,
the job data will be sanitized to remove any misread data. Warning messages will appear in the iDash logs to display the
jobs found to contain improper data.

When a file is corrupted or appears to be corrupted, iDash will keep track of the file and attempt to reread it on the next
processing cycle, based on the Forecast Interval defined in the Admin Tool. If a file is unreadable for multiple cycles,
a warning message will appear in the logs. For either of the warning messages, consider making an update in CA 7
(resaving the job without making changes will work) to generate a new job definition delta file. If multiple jobs are affected,
consider generating a new seed file through the Admin Tool.

Example warning message for misread data:

2018-04-10 15:04:53.011 WARN  Ca7XmlUtil:51 - Unable to read successor for job jobName:

 com.ca.idash.core.job.ca7.SESuccessor@5e66509f

Example warning message for corrupted file:

18-04-10 08.57.36 [ WARN] instanceName:com.ca.idash.core.instance.InstanceThread: Ca7Instance: instanceName

 delta file name: delta-jobName-20180128165344544.xml has not been read successfully for more than one

 processing cycle. Consider updating the job to generate a new delta file or generating a new seed data file.

Workload Automation AE calendars incorrectly imported DE354111+DE366557

In previous versions of iDash, calendars imported from AE were interpreted according to the timezone of the iDash server.
The selected GUI time zone setting for the defined AE instance, as specified in the Admin Tool, was not properly applied.
In cases where the iDash server resided in a timezone behind the defined GUI time zone, this could lead to SLAs that
were defined with Run Calendars being monitored on the wrong days.

With this fix, the AE instance GUI timezone will be correctly applied to all calendars imported from the AE instance.

For more information regarding AE instance configuration with iDash, please search Add a Workload Automation AE
Instance.
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SLA creation page does not load for certain CA 7 jobs DE361755

In previous versions of iDash, the SLA creation page would sometimes not load for certain CA 7 jobs. This was related to
the job definition data received from CA 7. If a job in the flow for the potential SLA job contained a trigger definition for a
job that was no longer defined in CA 7, the SLA creation page would not display. This situation could be created in CA 7
job definitions by deleting a job without purging that job’s cross references.

With this fix, the SLA creation page will correctly display, even if a job is encountered in the flow that contains a trigger for
a job that cannot be found. A warning message will be sent to the iDash logs containing both the triggering job and the
triggered job that cannot be found.

The warning message will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-04 15.14.55 [ WARN] http-nio-8080-exec-10:com.ca.idash.ws.services.common.JobService: Unable to locate

 job DELJOB^CA7INST. This job is listed as a triggered job for TRGJOB^CA7INST.

SLA Date Scheduling parameters may display incorrectly when editing an existing CA 7 SLA DE361834

In previous versions of iDash, a default value could display for the Date Scheduling parameters of a previously defined
SLA instead of the actual defined parameters. This would occur while editing a CA 7 SLA defined with Triggering Job Date
Scheduling.

With this fix, the actual SLA Date Scheduling parameters will be correctly displayed when editing such an SLA.

CA 7 force complete job runs not recognized by iDash DE362142

In previous versions of iDash, CA 7 job runs that were force completed were not properly processed by iDash. This could
lead to incorrect predictions for force completed jobs in the SLA flow, SLAs being incorrectly marked as missed if the SLA
job itself was force completed, and force completed runs being excluded from reports.

With this fix, force completed job runs are processed correctly. A run will be added to the run tables for reporting, and a
message will be placed in the info log noting the force complete processing. Forecasting and SLA processing will correctly
recognize the completed run.

The message in the info log will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-17 08.49.25 [ INFO] http-nio-8080-exec-9: Force complete processed for job jobName^instanceName.

Subtags being duplicated in parent tags on the Web UI DE362325

In previous versions of iDash, subtags that were moved from one parent tag to another were being duplicated in both the
original and destination parents tags.

With this fix, moving subtags will not cause any duplications.

iDash unable to open multiple alarms of the same type for a single AutoSys SLA DE363010

In previous versions, iDash was unable to open more than one alert of a given type during a monitored SLA run for
a Workload Automation AE job. This could lead to unexpected multiple executions of SLA alarm scripts without a
corresponding alarm being seen. This would affect any iDash monitoring SLA for AE jobs that had been configured with
an alarm notification option that allowed for multiple SLA alarms to be raised during a single SLA run.

For example: In an iDash instance configured with the default “Always” alarm notification setting, an SLA raises a
Predicted Miss alarm, and the alarm is later closed, either automatically by iDash on recovery or manually by an iDash
user. A  second problematic situation arises during the same monitored run, however iDash does not open a second
Predicted Miss alarm, but does execute the defined alarm script.
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With this fix, iDash will be able to correctly open multiple alarms of the same type for a single SLA monitored run if
required. In the above example, after the second problematic situation arises, iDash is able to raise the new alarm in
addition to executing the alarm script.

iDash SLAs execute a provided script even if the script is disabled DE377364

In previous versions of iDash, any alarm script specified in an SLA definition would execute when an alarm was
generated. These scripts would execute even if the Enabled toggle was set to NO.

With this fix, the Enabled toggle will correctly prevent alarm scripts from executing if set to NO.

12.0.04.00 Release
Broadcom is pleased to announce the iDash 12.0.04.00 release. This release includes fixes for issues present in previous
releases, as well as many new features that will enhance the experience for all users, including forecasting for externally
demanded CA 7 jobs, AutoSys Job Run reports with trend statistics, and the ability to define cross-instance job links for
AutoSys jobs.

Use the navigation panel on the left to access pages that contain full lists and details of new features and fixed
issues included in iDash 12.0.04.00. 

New Features
The iDash 12.0.05.00 release includes the following new features:

iDash Log Configuration File is Monitored for Changes When the Server is Running 

This release introduces a new capability – the iDash server process now periodically monitors the log configuration file
and updates its logging behavior when changes are detected. New log file specifications may be added and existing ones
modified without restarting iDash server process. The log configuration file is located at IDASH_HOME/etc/log4j.conf. In
previous releases, iDash server process required a restart for log configuration changes to go into effect.

AutoSys Job Run Reports Now Include Jobs with Manually Set Statuses US443911

In previous versions of iDash, AutoSys Run Reports would include jobs that had run automatically, but did not include or
check for jobs whose statuses had been set manually by an AutoSys administrator. 

With this enhancement, AutoSys Run Reports will now automatically check for jobs with manually set statuses and include
them as runs in the report, with no need to perform any extra analysis or steps. This check will find jobs that have been
modified with a KILLJOB event, or with a CHANGE_STATUS event that changed the job’s status to SUCCESS, FAILURE,
or TERMINATED.

Job runs that are created in this fashion will have only a start time. In order to see these runs in the AutoSys Job Run
Report, the report definition must specify a Time Qualifier value of either Start time or Start or end time.

NOTE

The default Time Qualifier value is End time. Reports with the default Time Qualifier selection will not show job
runs created by manual job status changes.

[Experimental] iDash Now Produces Extra Logging when an SLA Raises an Alert DE340348 

In previous versions of iDash, SLAs have produced a standard set of logs during processing. When an SLA raised an
alert, these logs were copied to the IDASH_HOME/log/sla/alarm directory.

With this release, we are introducing an experimental new feature to help diagnose the causes of SLA alerts. When
an SLA raises an alert, two extra SLA log files will be created and moved to the standard IDASH_HOME/log/sla/alarm
directory:
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• The first file is named with an .flw file extension and contains information about the SLA flow.
• • Even if the full SLA flow is too large to be displayed in the SLA Flow view, the full list of job connections and the

complete SLA flow is saved in this file.
• The second file is named with an .fld file extension and contains a preliminary analysis of the SLA state.
• • This file will contain information about the state of certain jobs in the flow, depending on the SLA condition that

caused the alert.
• SLAs predicted to complete after the deadline or before the run validity window that raise an alert will have the list

of the jobs in the sub-flow predicted to complete at the latest time.
• SLAs that do not have a predicted completion time that raise an alert will have a listing of all jobs in the SLA that do

not have a predicted completion time.

Using the information in these files may make it easier to find the cause of an SLA miss, and to correct the issue for future
runs.

WARNING

This feature is still under development, and the analysis may be incomplete or inaccurate.

A new parameter has been added to the iDash configuration file located at IDASH_HOME/etc/idash.conf to control the
generation of these extra SLA alert log files. By default, the files will be created. To disable this feature, locate the entry for
idash.produce.additional.alert.logs in the idash.conf file and set the value to false. 

Improved forecasting for externally demanded or dataset-triggered CA 7 jobs US430584

In previous versions of iDash, job run history-based forecasting for externally demanded or dataset-triggered CA 7 jobs
was limited to forecasting only the next upcoming run. If such a job were to have multiple possible runs within the forecast
window, only the first run would be forecast.

With this enhancement, iDash will be able to forecast all possible runs within the forecast window for an externally
demanded or dataset-triggered job.

NOTE

An externally demanded job is a job with no defined schedules and no defined triggering jobs or datasets, but
that does have successors or jobs that it will trigger. A dataset-triggered job is a job with no defined schedules or
triggering jobs, but with defined triggering datasets. In the absence of schedules that can be connected to such
jobs, iDash will forecast runs for these jobs based on run history only.  

CA 7 Job Run Report PDFs with Trend Statistics US312233

This release introduces a new option for the CA 7 Job Run Report: the addition of a trend statistics option while defining
the job run report that changes the format of the PDF output. A statistics summary table displaying four new columns is
placed at the top of the PDF report output. This table will include a row summarizing the total runs for each job included in
the report. The new columns available for this table are LPAR, Run Count, Aggregate Average Runtime, Aggregate Trend,
and Aggregate Trend %. The trend columns will display the time variance of the job runs from the aggregate average
run time in raw form, and also as a percentage change. As part of this change, a new CA 7 Job Number column is now
available to choose when defining the CA 7 Job Run report.

After the statistics summary table, there will be a chart and a job run table for each job included in the report. The chart
will display the run time for each included run, as well as an average runtime and a trend line to show the job’s variance
over time. The table for each job will include the existing columns for the CA 7 Job Run report. This report will only be
available in PDF format.

The newly introduced columns for the job run report with trend statistics are only available if the Show Trend Statistics
option is selected, and they must be included. These columns may be used as sort criteria for the report if desired.
Additionally, only the COMPLETED job status is valid for inclusion in the trend statistics report. 
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Improved CA 7 Schedule Scan Update Processing DE488395

In previous versions of iDash, the schedule scan settings of CA 7 instances were gathered by connecting to CA 7 to
execute a /DISPLAY command. In earlier versions of iDash, this command was executed only when iDash was restarted,
and in later versions, it was executed with each forecast and SLA processing cycle.

With this release, iDash is able to process a new event from CA 7 that will be sent any time the schedule scan parameters
are updated. iDash will still need to retrieve the schedule scan parameters once, at restart, by /DISPLAY command. After
the initial setting, iDash will rely on the schedule scan event for updates. If the CA 7 instance being monitored does not
have the required maintenance applied to generate the schedule scan event, iDash will fall back to the previous behavior
of updating schedule scan settings by command with each processing cycle.

NOTE

To create schedule scan settings events:

• CA 7 11.3 instances must have PTFs SO04486 and SO04487 applied
• CA 7 12.0 instances must have PTFs SO04511 and SO04512 applied

Updated Java Certificates for iDash JAR Files 

This release includes updates to Java certificates for iDash JAR files. These new certificates will remain valid until April
5, 2020. The new Java certificates are required to launch the iDash Admin Tool after the validity period for the current
certificates ends on April 5, 2019. 

Fixed Issues
The following issues have been fixed in the 12.0.05.00 release of iDash:

SLA display shows a partial list of SLA Time Conditions DE338137

In previous versions of iDash, only ten of the possible SLA Time Conditions for a single SLA would be displayed on the
read-only version of the SLA definition page. If an SLA was defined with more than ten Time Conditions, it was necessary
to enter the editing interface for the SLA in order to see the full list.

With this fix, the Time Conditions limitation on the SLA definition page has been removed, and all Time Conditions for an
SLA will be displayed. 

Critical path displaying incorrectly for CA 7 SLA jobs DE344305

In previous versions of iDash, all connections between CA 7 jobs in the critical path were marked as belonging to the
critical path in the Flow View. The extra connections were marked as belonging to the critical path in both the Critical Path
view and the All Jobs view.

With this fix, only the connections that actually make up the critical path are marked as critical path connections. If other
connections between CA 7 jobs on the critical path exist, those connections will not be visible in the Critical Path view, and
they will be visible but not marked as critical path connections in the All Jobs view.

Active Directory configuration disappearing in Admin Tool DE347252

In previous versions of iDash, users would configure and save the Active Directory configuration using the Admin Tool, but
when the Admin Tool was relaunched, the Active Directory configuration displayed blank. 

With this fix, the saved Active Directory configuration displays in the Admin Tool as expected. 
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Missing envvars in AutoSys job definitions DE349430

In previous versions of iDash, the Job Definition tab for AutoSys jobs was only displaying one environment variable
(envvar), even if multiple envvars existed.

With this fix, all envvars are displayed in the job definition for AutoSys jobs. 

CORS-related vulnerabilities found in iDash US480929

Following a scan by AppScan, some vulnerabilities related to Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) were found in
iDash. Though the vulnerabilities were low severity, they have been eliminated in this version of iDash. 

For more information on CORS filters, search Configure the CORS Filter. 

Corrupted or misread CA 7 job data files interfering with forecasting US473885

In previous version of iDash, it was possible for a corrupted or misread CA 7 seed or delta job definition file to cause
exceptions that prevented iDash from completing its forecast and SLA processing cycles. This would result in the iDash
SLAs becoming static and ceasing to update.

With this fix, handling of bad and misread files has been enhanced. After reading a new seed or delta job definition file,
the job data will be sanitized to remove any misread data. Warning messages will appear in the iDash logs to display the
jobs found to contain improper data.

When a file is corrupted or appears to be corrupted, iDash will keep track of the file and attempt to reread it on the next
processing cycle, based on the Forecast Interval defined in the Admin Tool. If a file is unreadable for multiple cycles,
a warning message will appear in the logs. For either of the warning messages, consider making an update in CA 7
(resaving the job without making changes will work) to generate a new job definition delta file. If multiple jobs are affected,
consider generating a new seed file through the Admin Tool.

Example warning message for misread data:

2018-04-10 15:04:53.011 WARN  Ca7XmlUtil:51 - Unable to read successor for job jobName:

 com.ca.idash.core.job.ca7.SESuccessor@5e66509f

Example warning message for corrupted file:

18-04-10 08.57.36 [ WARN] instanceName:com.ca.idash.core.instance.InstanceThread: Ca7Instance: instanceName

 delta file name: delta-jobName-20180128165344544.xml has not been read successfully for more than one

 processing cycle. Consider updating the job to generate a new delta file or generating a new seed data file.

Workload Automation AE calendars incorrectly imported DE354111+DE366557

In previous versions of iDash, calendars imported from AE were interpreted according to the timezone of the iDash server.
The selected GUI time zone setting for the defined AE instance, as specified in the Admin Tool, was not properly applied.
In cases where the iDash server resided in a timezone behind the defined GUI time zone, this could lead to SLAs that
were defined with Run Calendars being monitored on the wrong days.

With this fix, the AE instance GUI timezone will be correctly applied to all calendars imported from the AE instance.

For more information regarding AE instance configuration with iDash, please search Add a Workload Automation AE
Instance.

SLA creation page does not load for certain CA 7 jobs DE361755

In previous versions of iDash, the SLA creation page would sometimes not load for certain CA 7 jobs. This was related to
the job definition data received from CA 7. If a job in the flow for the potential SLA job contained a trigger definition for a
job that was no longer defined in CA 7, the SLA creation page would not display. This situation could be created in CA 7
job definitions by deleting a job without purging that job’s cross references.
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With this fix, the SLA creation page will correctly display, even if a job is encountered in the flow that contains a trigger for
a job that cannot be found. A warning message will be sent to the iDash logs containing both the triggering job and the
triggered job that cannot be found.

The warning message will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-04 15.14.55 [ WARN] http-nio-8080-exec-10:com.ca.idash.ws.services.common.JobService: Unable to locate

 job DELJOB^CA7INST. This job is listed as a triggered job for TRGJOB^CA7INST.

SLA Date Scheduling parameters may display incorrectly when editing an existing CA 7 SLA DE361834

In previous versions of iDash, a default value could display for the Date Scheduling parameters of a previously defined
SLA instead of the actual defined parameters. This would occur while editing a CA 7 SLA defined with Triggering Job Date
Scheduling.

With this fix, the actual SLA Date Scheduling parameters will be correctly displayed when editing such an SLA.

CA 7 force complete job runs not recognized by iDash DE362142

In previous versions of iDash, CA 7 job runs that were force completed were not properly processed by iDash. This could
lead to incorrect predictions for force completed jobs in the SLA flow, SLAs being incorrectly marked as missed if the SLA
job itself was force completed, and force completed runs being excluded from reports.

With this fix, force completed job runs are processed correctly. A run will be added to the run tables for reporting, and a
message will be placed in the info log noting the force complete processing. Forecasting and SLA processing will correctly
recognize the completed run.

The message in the info log will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-17 08.49.25 [ INFO] http-nio-8080-exec-9: Force complete processed for job jobName^instanceName.

Subtags being duplicated in parent tags on the Web UI DE362325

In previous versions of iDash, subtags that were moved from one parent tag to another were being duplicated in both the
original and destination parents tags.

With this fix, moving subtags will not cause any duplications.

iDash unable to open multiple alarms of the same type for a single AutoSys SLA DE363010

In previous versions, iDash was unable to open more than one alert of a given type during a monitored SLA run for
a Workload Automation AE job. This could lead to unexpected multiple executions of SLA alarm scripts without a
corresponding alarm being seen. This would affect any iDash monitoring SLA for AE jobs that had been configured with
an alarm notification option that allowed for multiple SLA alarms to be raised during a single SLA run.

For example: In an iDash instance configured with the default “Always” alarm notification setting, an SLA raises a
Predicted Miss alarm, and the alarm is later closed, either automatically by iDash on recovery or manually by an iDash
user. A  second problematic situation arises during the same monitored run, however iDash does not open a second
Predicted Miss alarm, but does execute the defined alarm script.

With this fix, iDash will be able to correctly open multiple alarms of the same type for a single SLA monitored run if
required. In the above example, after the second problematic situation arises, iDash is able to raise the new alarm in
addition to executing the alarm script.

iDash SLAs execute a provided script even if the script is disabled DE377364

In previous versions of iDash, any alarm script specified in an SLA definition would execute when an alarm was
generated. These scripts would execute even if the Enabled toggle was set to NO.
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With this fix, the Enabled toggle will correctly prevent alarm scripts from executing if set to NO.

Known Issues
The following are known issues that are present in the 12.0.04.00 release of iDash:

SLAs not showing predicted completion times when in Missed status 

On the SLA List table, SLAs with a status of Missed are displaying a predicted completion time; however, clicking on an
individual SLA to view the SLA summary shows the predicted completion time as unknown, and the completion time is not
displayed in the SLA Runs table. 

Delay in pre-populating the list of jobs while creating an SLA 

With EEM authorization, depending upon the defined policies for listing the authorized jobs, there is a delay in pre-
populating the jobs list while creating an SLA because of the associated privileges defined in these policies. For example,
if there are 5 instances configured in the iDash environment, and the logged in user only has access to one instance that
is last in the list of the configured instances, then a delay in pre-populating the jobs list will be noticed. 

CA 7 Web Client Launch from Web UI

When launching the CA 7 Web Client from the iDash Web UI, the CA 7 Web Client login is populated based on the
parameters established on the CA 7, Connection tab in the Admin Tool. An error is occurring where the Host field on the
CA 7 Web Client is not populating with the host specified in the Admin Tool (for example, the host in the Admin Tool is
specified as HOSTA011 but the Host field on the CA 7 Web Client is populating as A011), resulting in a connection error.
Manually entering the correct host into the CA 7 Web Client login will allow the user to log in, but results in an instance
error.

For a temporary workaround of this issue, access the CA 7 Web Client directly by using the URL specified on the CA 7,
CA 7 Web Client tab in the Admin Tool.

Job status reports failing due to asterisk variable 

In versions of iDash previous to 12.0.04.00, job status reports used the asterisk (*) variable to indicate a field where all
data was included, while all other report types used the <ALL> variable. Starting with version 12.0.04.00, iDash will use
the <ALL> variable for all report types, and will no longer recognize the asterisk variable. Because of this, when users
generate a job status report that was created in a version previous to 12.0.04.00, the report generation will fail because of
the presence of the asterisk variable in the report. 

To work around this issue, update the report in the CLI and replace all occurrences of the asterisk variable with the <ALL>
variable. See Create/Update Reports (idupdate) for details on updating the report in the CLI. 

Event reports failing when all instances are selected by default 

In iDash 12.0.04.00, event report definitions that have all instances selected by default are causing an error in executing
the reports, which causes the event report to fail.  

To work around this issue, rearrange the column order of the index on the idash_event table using the following SQL
commands:

For Oracle:

drop index idash_event_ins_evttime_index

create index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance);

For MS SQL and Sybase:
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drop index dbo.idash_event.idash_event_evttime_index;

create nonclustered index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on dbo.idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance) on

 'default';

CA 7 Run reports showing inconsistent results between the CLI and the Web UI

For CA 7 Run reports, the reports generated from the CLI are inconsistent with reports generated from the Web UI
when the CLI time zone is different from the time zone in the report definition. This issue is occurring because reports
generated from the CLI are using the time zone in which the CLI is running, not the time zone specified in the report
definition. Reports generated from the Web UI correctly use the time zone specified in the report definition, leading to
these reports and the CLI-generated reports using different time intervals, producing different and incorrect results from
the CLI-generated reports.

Misleading database errors when upgrading to iDash 12.0.04.00

During the upgrade process to iDash12.0.04.00, multiple table indexes are changed. To do this, the previous index is
deleted and the new index is created. Depending on the version of iDash you are upgrading from, the previous version of
the index may not have been created. In these cases, iDash can register an error caused by an attempt to delete an index
that does not exist. 

As long as this type of error is the only error type seen, there is no problem with the upgrade. The new version of the
index is created, even if the old one did not exist to delete. If other types of database errors are seen in the install log
(IDASH_HOME/.install4j/installation.log), please consult the iDash documentation for next steps.

Examples of errors related to index deletion that do not need to be corrected:

DB Create Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Tables: Error -

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error -

Examples of database errors not related to index deletion that would require corrective action:

DB Create Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Tables: Tables not successfully created.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Tables not successfully created.

Errors when loading SLAs after the job has been deleted 

Trying to load final SLAs (SLAs with a "met or "missed" status) after the SLA's job had been deleted is causing errors in
the log files. The error will look similar to the following:

com.ca.idash.core.sla.tree.SLAInstanceTree: SLAInstanceTree:filter job is null

This error occurs because iDash is attempting to load the SLA summary for an SLA whose job has been deleted. 

Receiving new CA 7 instance seed data may cause the event subscription to go into recovery

Receiving a new seed data file from the CA 7 Server for iDash task on mainframe may cause an event subscription for
that instance to go into recovery. iDash rebuilds the base instance data after receiving a new seed file, and during the
rebuild process, that instance is not able to process events. If a batch of events is delivered during the rebuild, iDash will
reject the events, causing the subscription to be placed into recovery. The subscription recovery issue can also occur
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when a new seed file is requested via the Extract Data button on the CA 7 Instance configuration toolbar in the Admin
Tool.

Old job runs showing up in the Problematic Jobs view 

Users have noticed that old job runs are appearing in the Problematic Jobs table for SLAs, with some job runs being over
a week old. This creates a large list of job runs that include old job runs, making it difficult to properly monitor current
problematic jobs. 

SLAs for CA 7 jobs may be monitored on days the SLA job will not run

While defining an SLA for a CA 7 job, if there are jobs that will cause a chain of triggered job runs leading up to the SLA
job, a user may choose to monitor the SLA on the days that one or all of those triggering jobs is scheduled to run.

Users are given the option to choose from any of the valid schedules on any of the triggering jobs found for the SLA job.
Choosing the <ALL> option will include all of the defined schedules for all of the triggering jobs to determine which days to
monitor the SLA. In some cases, a triggering job may be defined with a schedule that does not cause the SLA job to run.
In these cases, including that schedule in the SLA monitoring schedule could cause unnecessary missed SLAs.

SLAs showing one-hour time discrepancy 

SLAs might be monitored for incorrect deadline times on days when clock time changes are made for daylight savings
time. If an SLA was defined in a time zone that observes daylight savings time, the deadline for the SLA could be
incorrectly calculated as one hour earlier or later on the days when the daylight savings clock changes occur. Predictions
for job flows may also initially be incorrect on these days, until the job flows begin to run.

Unique constraint violation errors in iDash log 

During JFM recovery, when adding CA7 job runs to the iDash database, the following messages appear in the iDash log:

Batch insert of JobRuns into idash_hist_job_run_ca7 failed. Attempting series of single inserts.

The problem occurs because iDash is trying to store a job run more than once. 

Wrong list of jobs with EEM security 

When creating a new iDash report, clicking the + icon to search for jobs displays a list of jobs that doesn't seem to honor
EEM read privileges. The problem occurs because iDash uses the Manage SLAs EEM privilege to retrieve the job list
instead of the job read privilege.

Large number of problematic jobs 

Large numbers of problematic job entries are being created for some of the SLAs with Shorter than average exception
types and default average runtimes.

SLAs not raising a second alert for CA 7 jobs after second failure

If iDash is configured to raise alerts with the Always option and set to Close Alarm on Recovery, iDash could fail to raise
an alert for a second occurrence of a given alert state in the SLA run. CA 7 SLA alerts that are closed automatically on
recovery are not properly registered as closed. Instead, iDash considers those alerts acknowledged, but still open. In
these conditions, if the SLA were to enter into the same alert state again (At Risk or Predicted Miss) for a new cause,
iDash will not open a second alert. This issue affects only alerts that are automatically closed. Manually closed alerts are
properly registered as closed, and the SLA will be able to raise a new alert if the alert state is reached again.
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As a workaround, users may manually mark the alert as closed. iDash will then be able to raise a new alert if the alert
state is reached again.

12.0.03.00 Incremental Release
Broadcom is pleased to announce the iDash 12.0.03.00 Incremental Release. This release includes fixes to issues
present in previous releases, as well as many new features that will enhance the experience for all users, including
several upgrades to monitoring, reporting, and security functionality. The following video provides an overview of the new
features available in iDash 12.0.03.00:

  

Use the navigation panel on the left to access pages that contain full lists and details of new features, fixed issues,
and known issues included in iDash 12.0.03.00. 

New Features
The iDash 12.0.05.00 release includes the following new features:

iDash Log Configuration File is Monitored for Changes When the Server is Running 

This release introduces a new capability – the iDash server process now periodically monitors the log configuration file
and updates its logging behavior when changes are detected. New log file specifications may be added and existing ones
modified without restarting iDash server process. The log configuration file is located at IDASH_HOME/etc/log4j.conf. In
previous releases, iDash server process required a restart for log configuration changes to go into effect.

AutoSys Job Run Reports Now Include Jobs with Manually Set Statuses US443911

In previous versions of iDash, AutoSys Run Reports would include jobs that had run automatically, but did not include or
check for jobs whose statuses had been set manually by an AutoSys administrator. 

With this enhancement, AutoSys Run Reports will now automatically check for jobs with manually set statuses and include
them as runs in the report, with no need to perform any extra analysis or steps. This check will find jobs that have been
modified with a KILLJOB event, or with a CHANGE_STATUS event that changed the job’s status to SUCCESS, FAILURE,
or TERMINATED.

Job runs that are created in this fashion will have only a start time. In order to see these runs in the AutoSys Job Run
Report, the report definition must specify a Time Qualifier value of either Start time or Start or end time.

NOTE

The default Time Qualifier value is End time. Reports with the default Time Qualifier selection will not show job
runs created by manual job status changes.

[Experimental] iDash Now Produces Extra Logging when an SLA Raises an Alert DE340348 

In previous versions of iDash, SLAs have produced a standard set of logs during processing. When an SLA raised an
alert, these logs were copied to the IDASH_HOME/log/sla/alarm directory.

With this release, we are introducing an experimental new feature to help diagnose the causes of SLA alerts. When
an SLA raises an alert, two extra SLA log files will be created and moved to the standard IDASH_HOME/log/sla/alarm
directory:
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• The first file is named with an .flw file extension and contains information about the SLA flow.
• • Even if the full SLA flow is too large to be displayed in the SLA Flow view, the full list of job connections and the

complete SLA flow is saved in this file.
• The second file is named with an .fld file extension and contains a preliminary analysis of the SLA state.
• • This file will contain information about the state of certain jobs in the flow, depending on the SLA condition that

caused the alert.
• SLAs predicted to complete after the deadline or before the run validity window that raise an alert will have the list

of the jobs in the sub-flow predicted to complete at the latest time.
• SLAs that do not have a predicted completion time that raise an alert will have a listing of all jobs in the SLA that do

not have a predicted completion time.

Using the information in these files may make it easier to find the cause of an SLA miss, and to correct the issue for future
runs.

WARNING

This feature is still under development, and the analysis may be incomplete or inaccurate.

A new parameter has been added to the iDash configuration file located at IDASH_HOME/etc/idash.conf to control the
generation of these extra SLA alert log files. By default, the files will be created. To disable this feature, locate the entry for
idash.produce.additional.alert.logs in the idash.conf file and set the value to false. 

Improved forecasting for externally demanded or dataset-triggered CA 7 jobs US430584

In previous versions of iDash, job run history-based forecasting for externally demanded or dataset-triggered CA 7 jobs
was limited to forecasting only the next upcoming run. If such a job were to have multiple possible runs within the forecast
window, only the first run would be forecast.

With this enhancement, iDash will be able to forecast all possible runs within the forecast window for an externally
demanded or dataset-triggered job.

NOTE

An externally demanded job is a job with no defined schedules and no defined triggering jobs or datasets, but
that does have successors or jobs that it will trigger. A dataset-triggered job is a job with no defined schedules or
triggering jobs, but with defined triggering datasets. In the absence of schedules that can be connected to such
jobs, iDash will forecast runs for these jobs based on run history only.  

CA 7 Job Run Report PDFs with Trend Statistics US312233

This release introduces a new option for the CA 7 Job Run Report: the addition of a trend statistics option while defining
the job run report that changes the format of the PDF output. A statistics summary table displaying four new columns is
placed at the top of the PDF report output. This table will include a row summarizing the total runs for each job included in
the report. The new columns available for this table are LPAR, Run Count, Aggregate Average Runtime, Aggregate Trend,
and Aggregate Trend %. The trend columns will display the time variance of the job runs from the aggregate average
run time in raw form, and also as a percentage change. As part of this change, a new CA 7 Job Number column is now
available to choose when defining the CA 7 Job Run report.

After the statistics summary table, there will be a chart and a job run table for each job included in the report. The chart
will display the run time for each included run, as well as an average runtime and a trend line to show the job’s variance
over time. The table for each job will include the existing columns for the CA 7 Job Run report. This report will only be
available in PDF format.

The newly introduced columns for the job run report with trend statistics are only available if the Show Trend Statistics
option is selected, and they must be included. These columns may be used as sort criteria for the report if desired.
Additionally, only the COMPLETED job status is valid for inclusion in the trend statistics report. 
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Improved CA 7 Schedule Scan Update Processing DE488395

In previous versions of iDash, the schedule scan settings of CA 7 instances were gathered by connecting to CA 7 to
execute a /DISPLAY command. In earlier versions of iDash, this command was executed only when iDash was restarted,
and in later versions, it was executed with each forecast and SLA processing cycle.

With this release, iDash is able to process a new event from CA 7 that will be sent any time the schedule scan parameters
are updated. iDash will still need to retrieve the schedule scan parameters once, at restart, by /DISPLAY command. After
the initial setting, iDash will rely on the schedule scan event for updates. If the CA 7 instance being monitored does not
have the required maintenance applied to generate the schedule scan event, iDash will fall back to the previous behavior
of updating schedule scan settings by command with each processing cycle.

NOTE

To create schedule scan settings events:

• CA 7 11.3 instances must have PTFs SO04486 and SO04487 applied
• CA 7 12.0 instances must have PTFs SO04511 and SO04512 applied

Updated Java Certificates for iDash JAR Files 

This release includes updates to Java certificates for iDash JAR files. These new certificates will remain valid until April
5, 2020. The new Java certificates are required to launch the iDash Admin Tool after the validity period for the current
certificates ends on April 5, 2019. 

Fixed Issues
The following issues have been fixed in the 12.0.05.00 release of iDash:

SLA display shows a partial list of SLA Time Conditions DE338137

In previous versions of iDash, only ten of the possible SLA Time Conditions for a single SLA would be displayed on the
read-only version of the SLA definition page. If an SLA was defined with more than ten Time Conditions, it was necessary
to enter the editing interface for the SLA in order to see the full list.

With this fix, the Time Conditions limitation on the SLA definition page has been removed, and all Time Conditions for an
SLA will be displayed. 

Critical path displaying incorrectly for CA 7 SLA jobs DE344305

In previous versions of iDash, all connections between CA 7 jobs in the critical path were marked as belonging to the
critical path in the Flow View. The extra connections were marked as belonging to the critical path in both the Critical Path
view and the All Jobs view.

With this fix, only the connections that actually make up the critical path are marked as critical path connections. If other
connections between CA 7 jobs on the critical path exist, those connections will not be visible in the Critical Path view, and
they will be visible but not marked as critical path connections in the All Jobs view.

Active Directory configuration disappearing in Admin Tool DE347252

In previous versions of iDash, users would configure and save the Active Directory configuration using the Admin Tool, but
when the Admin Tool was relaunched, the Active Directory configuration displayed blank. 

With this fix, the saved Active Directory configuration displays in the Admin Tool as expected. 
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Missing envvars in AutoSys job definitions DE349430

In previous versions of iDash, the Job Definition tab for AutoSys jobs was only displaying one environment variable
(envvar), even if multiple envvars existed.

With this fix, all envvars are displayed in the job definition for AutoSys jobs. 

CORS-related vulnerabilities found in iDash US480929

Following a scan by AppScan, some vulnerabilities related to Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) were found in
iDash. Though the vulnerabilities were low severity, they have been eliminated in this version of iDash. 

For more information on CORS filters, search Configure the CORS Filter. 

Corrupted or misread CA 7 job data files interfering with forecasting US473885

In previous version of iDash, it was possible for a corrupted or misread CA 7 seed or delta job definition file to cause
exceptions that prevented iDash from completing its forecast and SLA processing cycles. This would result in the iDash
SLAs becoming static and ceasing to update.

With this fix, handling of bad and misread files has been enhanced. After reading a new seed or delta job definition file,
the job data will be sanitized to remove any misread data. Warning messages will appear in the iDash logs to display the
jobs found to contain improper data.

When a file is corrupted or appears to be corrupted, iDash will keep track of the file and attempt to reread it on the next
processing cycle, based on the Forecast Interval defined in the Admin Tool. If a file is unreadable for multiple cycles,
a warning message will appear in the logs. For either of the warning messages, consider making an update in CA 7
(resaving the job without making changes will work) to generate a new job definition delta file. If multiple jobs are affected,
consider generating a new seed file through the Admin Tool.

Example warning message for misread data:

2018-04-10 15:04:53.011 WARN  Ca7XmlUtil:51 - Unable to read successor for job jobName:

 com.ca.idash.core.job.ca7.SESuccessor@5e66509f

Example warning message for corrupted file:

18-04-10 08.57.36 [ WARN] instanceName:com.ca.idash.core.instance.InstanceThread: Ca7Instance: instanceName

 delta file name: delta-jobName-20180128165344544.xml has not been read successfully for more than one

 processing cycle. Consider updating the job to generate a new delta file or generating a new seed data file.

Workload Automation AE calendars incorrectly imported DE354111+DE366557

In previous versions of iDash, calendars imported from AE were interpreted according to the timezone of the iDash server.
The selected GUI time zone setting for the defined AE instance, as specified in the Admin Tool, was not properly applied.
In cases where the iDash server resided in a timezone behind the defined GUI time zone, this could lead to SLAs that
were defined with Run Calendars being monitored on the wrong days.

With this fix, the AE instance GUI timezone will be correctly applied to all calendars imported from the AE instance.

For more information regarding AE instance configuration with iDash, please search Add a Workload Automation AE
Instance.

SLA creation page does not load for certain CA 7 jobs DE361755

In previous versions of iDash, the SLA creation page would sometimes not load for certain CA 7 jobs. This was related to
the job definition data received from CA 7. If a job in the flow for the potential SLA job contained a trigger definition for a
job that was no longer defined in CA 7, the SLA creation page would not display. This situation could be created in CA 7
job definitions by deleting a job without purging that job’s cross references.
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With this fix, the SLA creation page will correctly display, even if a job is encountered in the flow that contains a trigger for
a job that cannot be found. A warning message will be sent to the iDash logs containing both the triggering job and the
triggered job that cannot be found.

The warning message will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-04 15.14.55 [ WARN] http-nio-8080-exec-10:com.ca.idash.ws.services.common.JobService: Unable to locate

 job DELJOB^CA7INST. This job is listed as a triggered job for TRGJOB^CA7INST.

SLA Date Scheduling parameters may display incorrectly when editing an existing CA 7 SLA DE361834

In previous versions of iDash, a default value could display for the Date Scheduling parameters of a previously defined
SLA instead of the actual defined parameters. This would occur while editing a CA 7 SLA defined with Triggering Job Date
Scheduling.

With this fix, the actual SLA Date Scheduling parameters will be correctly displayed when editing such an SLA.

CA 7 force complete job runs not recognized by iDash DE362142

In previous versions of iDash, CA 7 job runs that were force completed were not properly processed by iDash. This could
lead to incorrect predictions for force completed jobs in the SLA flow, SLAs being incorrectly marked as missed if the SLA
job itself was force completed, and force completed runs being excluded from reports.

With this fix, force completed job runs are processed correctly. A run will be added to the run tables for reporting, and a
message will be placed in the info log noting the force complete processing. Forecasting and SLA processing will correctly
recognize the completed run.

The message in the info log will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-17 08.49.25 [ INFO] http-nio-8080-exec-9: Force complete processed for job jobName^instanceName.

Subtags being duplicated in parent tags on the Web UI DE362325

In previous versions of iDash, subtags that were moved from one parent tag to another were being duplicated in both the
original and destination parents tags.

With this fix, moving subtags will not cause any duplications.

iDash unable to open multiple alarms of the same type for a single AutoSys SLA DE363010

In previous versions, iDash was unable to open more than one alert of a given type during a monitored SLA run for
a Workload Automation AE job. This could lead to unexpected multiple executions of SLA alarm scripts without a
corresponding alarm being seen. This would affect any iDash monitoring SLA for AE jobs that had been configured with
an alarm notification option that allowed for multiple SLA alarms to be raised during a single SLA run.

For example: In an iDash instance configured with the default “Always” alarm notification setting, an SLA raises a
Predicted Miss alarm, and the alarm is later closed, either automatically by iDash on recovery or manually by an iDash
user. A  second problematic situation arises during the same monitored run, however iDash does not open a second
Predicted Miss alarm, but does execute the defined alarm script.

With this fix, iDash will be able to correctly open multiple alarms of the same type for a single SLA monitored run if
required. In the above example, after the second problematic situation arises, iDash is able to raise the new alarm in
addition to executing the alarm script.

iDash SLAs execute a provided script even if the script is disabled DE377364

In previous versions of iDash, any alarm script specified in an SLA definition would execute when an alarm was
generated. These scripts would execute even if the Enabled toggle was set to NO.
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With this fix, the Enabled toggle will correctly prevent alarm scripts from executing if set to NO.

Known Issues
The following are known issues that are present in the 12.0.04.00 release of iDash:

SLAs not showing predicted completion times when in Missed status 

On the SLA List table, SLAs with a status of Missed are displaying a predicted completion time; however, clicking on an
individual SLA to view the SLA summary shows the predicted completion time as unknown, and the completion time is not
displayed in the SLA Runs table. 

Delay in pre-populating the list of jobs while creating an SLA 

With EEM authorization, depending upon the defined policies for listing the authorized jobs, there is a delay in pre-
populating the jobs list while creating an SLA because of the associated privileges defined in these policies. For example,
if there are 5 instances configured in the iDash environment, and the logged in user only has access to one instance that
is last in the list of the configured instances, then a delay in pre-populating the jobs list will be noticed. 

CA 7 Web Client Launch from Web UI

When launching the CA 7 Web Client from the iDash Web UI, the CA 7 Web Client login is populated based on the
parameters established on the CA 7, Connection tab in the Admin Tool. An error is occurring where the Host field on the
CA 7 Web Client is not populating with the host specified in the Admin Tool (for example, the host in the Admin Tool is
specified as HOSTA011 but the Host field on the CA 7 Web Client is populating as A011), resulting in a connection error.
Manually entering the correct host into the CA 7 Web Client login will allow the user to log in, but results in an instance
error.

For a temporary workaround of this issue, access the CA 7 Web Client directly by using the URL specified on the CA 7,
CA 7 Web Client tab in the Admin Tool.

Job status reports failing due to asterisk variable 

In versions of iDash previous to 12.0.04.00, job status reports used the asterisk (*) variable to indicate a field where all
data was included, while all other report types used the <ALL> variable. Starting with version 12.0.04.00, iDash will use
the <ALL> variable for all report types, and will no longer recognize the asterisk variable. Because of this, when users
generate a job status report that was created in a version previous to 12.0.04.00, the report generation will fail because of
the presence of the asterisk variable in the report. 

To work around this issue, update the report in the CLI and replace all occurrences of the asterisk variable with the <ALL>
variable. See Create/Update Reports (idupdate) for details on updating the report in the CLI. 

Event reports failing when all instances are selected by default 

In iDash 12.0.04.00, event report definitions that have all instances selected by default are causing an error in executing
the reports, which causes the event report to fail.  

To work around this issue, rearrange the column order of the index on the idash_event table using the following SQL
commands:

For Oracle:

drop index idash_event_ins_evttime_index

create index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance);

For MS SQL and Sybase:
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drop index dbo.idash_event.idash_event_evttime_index;

create nonclustered index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on dbo.idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance) on

 'default';

CA 7 Run reports showing inconsistent results between the CLI and the Web UI

For CA 7 Run reports, the reports generated from the CLI are inconsistent with reports generated from the Web UI
when the CLI time zone is different from the time zone in the report definition. This issue is occurring because reports
generated from the CLI are using the time zone in which the CLI is running, not the time zone specified in the report
definition. Reports generated from the Web UI correctly use the time zone specified in the report definition, leading to
these reports and the CLI-generated reports using different time intervals, producing different and incorrect results from
the CLI-generated reports.

Misleading database errors when upgrading to iDash 12.0.04.00

During the upgrade process to iDash12.0.04.00, multiple table indexes are changed. To do this, the previous index is
deleted and the new index is created. Depending on the version of iDash you are upgrading from, the previous version of
the index may not have been created. In these cases, iDash can register an error caused by an attempt to delete an index
that does not exist. 

As long as this type of error is the only error type seen, there is no problem with the upgrade. The new version of the
index is created, even if the old one did not exist to delete. If other types of database errors are seen in the install log
(IDASH_HOME/.install4j/installation.log), please consult the iDash documentation for next steps.

Examples of errors related to index deletion that do not need to be corrected:

DB Create Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Tables: Error -

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error -

Examples of database errors not related to index deletion that would require corrective action:

DB Create Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Tables: Tables not successfully created.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Tables not successfully created.

Errors when loading SLAs after the job has been deleted 

Trying to load final SLAs (SLAs with a "met or "missed" status) after the SLA's job had been deleted is causing errors in
the log files. The error will look similar to the following:

com.ca.idash.core.sla.tree.SLAInstanceTree: SLAInstanceTree:filter job is null

This error occurs because iDash is attempting to load the SLA summary for an SLA whose job has been deleted. 

Receiving new CA 7 instance seed data may cause the event subscription to go into recovery

Receiving a new seed data file from the CA 7 Server for iDash task on mainframe may cause an event subscription for
that instance to go into recovery. iDash rebuilds the base instance data after receiving a new seed file, and during the
rebuild process, that instance is not able to process events. If a batch of events is delivered during the rebuild, iDash will
reject the events, causing the subscription to be placed into recovery. The subscription recovery issue can also occur
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when a new seed file is requested via the Extract Data button on the CA 7 Instance configuration toolbar in the Admin
Tool.

Old job runs showing up in the Problematic Jobs view 

Users have noticed that old job runs are appearing in the Problematic Jobs table for SLAs, with some job runs being over
a week old. This creates a large list of job runs that include old job runs, making it difficult to properly monitor current
problematic jobs. 

SLAs for CA 7 jobs may be monitored on days the SLA job will not run

While defining an SLA for a CA 7 job, if there are jobs that will cause a chain of triggered job runs leading up to the SLA
job, a user may choose to monitor the SLA on the days that one or all of those triggering jobs is scheduled to run.

Users are given the option to choose from any of the valid schedules on any of the triggering jobs found for the SLA job.
Choosing the <ALL> option will include all of the defined schedules for all of the triggering jobs to determine which days to
monitor the SLA. In some cases, a triggering job may be defined with a schedule that does not cause the SLA job to run.
In these cases, including that schedule in the SLA monitoring schedule could cause unnecessary missed SLAs.

SLAs showing one-hour time discrepancy 

SLAs might be monitored for incorrect deadline times on days when clock time changes are made for daylight savings
time. If an SLA was defined in a time zone that observes daylight savings time, the deadline for the SLA could be
incorrectly calculated as one hour earlier or later on the days when the daylight savings clock changes occur. Predictions
for job flows may also initially be incorrect on these days, until the job flows begin to run.

Unique constraint violation errors in iDash log 

During JFM recovery, when adding CA7 job runs to the iDash database, the following messages appear in the iDash log:

Batch insert of JobRuns into idash_hist_job_run_ca7 failed. Attempting series of single inserts.

The problem occurs because iDash is trying to store a job run more than once. 

Wrong list of jobs with EEM security 

When creating a new iDash report, clicking the + icon to search for jobs displays a list of jobs that doesn't seem to honor
EEM read privileges. The problem occurs because iDash uses the Manage SLAs EEM privilege to retrieve the job list
instead of the job read privilege.

Large number of problematic jobs 

Large numbers of problematic job entries are being created for some of the SLAs with Shorter than average exception
types and default average runtimes.

SLAs not raising a second alert for CA 7 jobs after second failure

If iDash is configured to raise alerts with the Always option and set to Close Alarm on Recovery, iDash could fail to raise
an alert for a second occurrence of a given alert state in the SLA run. CA 7 SLA alerts that are closed automatically on
recovery are not properly registered as closed. Instead, iDash considers those alerts acknowledged, but still open. In
these conditions, if the SLA were to enter into the same alert state again (At Risk or Predicted Miss) for a new cause,
iDash will not open a second alert. This issue affects only alerts that are automatically closed. Manually closed alerts are
properly registered as closed, and the SLA will be able to raise a new alert if the alert state is reached again.
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As a workaround, users may manually mark the alert as closed. iDash will then be able to raise a new alert if the alert
state is reached again.

12.0.02.00 Incremental Release
Broadcom is pleased to announce the iDash 12.0.02.00 Incremental Release. This release includes fixes to issues
present in previous releases, as well as many new features that will enhance the experience for all users, including
several upgrades to monitoring, reporting, and security functionality. The following video provides an overview of the new
features available in iDash 12.0.02.00:

  

Use the navigation panel on the left to access pages that contain full lists and details of new features, fixed issues,
and known issues included in iDash 12.0.02.00. 

New Features
The iDash 12.0.05.00 release includes the following new features:

iDash Log Configuration File is Monitored for Changes When the Server is Running 

This release introduces a new capability – the iDash server process now periodically monitors the log configuration file
and updates its logging behavior when changes are detected. New log file specifications may be added and existing ones
modified without restarting iDash server process. The log configuration file is located at IDASH_HOME/etc/log4j.conf. In
previous releases, iDash server process required a restart for log configuration changes to go into effect.

AutoSys Job Run Reports Now Include Jobs with Manually Set Statuses US443911

In previous versions of iDash, AutoSys Run Reports would include jobs that had run automatically, but did not include or
check for jobs whose statuses had been set manually by an AutoSys administrator. 

With this enhancement, AutoSys Run Reports will now automatically check for jobs with manually set statuses and include
them as runs in the report, with no need to perform any extra analysis or steps. This check will find jobs that have been
modified with a KILLJOB event, or with a CHANGE_STATUS event that changed the job’s status to SUCCESS, FAILURE,
or TERMINATED.

Job runs that are created in this fashion will have only a start time. In order to see these runs in the AutoSys Job Run
Report, the report definition must specify a Time Qualifier value of either Start time or Start or end time.

NOTE

The default Time Qualifier value is End time. Reports with the default Time Qualifier selection will not show job
runs created by manual job status changes.

[Experimental] iDash Now Produces Extra Logging when an SLA Raises an Alert DE340348 

In previous versions of iDash, SLAs have produced a standard set of logs during processing. When an SLA raised an
alert, these logs were copied to the IDASH_HOME/log/sla/alarm directory.

With this release, we are introducing an experimental new feature to help diagnose the causes of SLA alerts. When
an SLA raises an alert, two extra SLA log files will be created and moved to the standard IDASH_HOME/log/sla/alarm
directory:
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• The first file is named with an .flw file extension and contains information about the SLA flow.
• • Even if the full SLA flow is too large to be displayed in the SLA Flow view, the full list of job connections and the

complete SLA flow is saved in this file.
• The second file is named with an .fld file extension and contains a preliminary analysis of the SLA state.
• • This file will contain information about the state of certain jobs in the flow, depending on the SLA condition that

caused the alert.
• SLAs predicted to complete after the deadline or before the run validity window that raise an alert will have the list

of the jobs in the sub-flow predicted to complete at the latest time.
• SLAs that do not have a predicted completion time that raise an alert will have a listing of all jobs in the SLA that do

not have a predicted completion time.

Using the information in these files may make it easier to find the cause of an SLA miss, and to correct the issue for future
runs.

WARNING

This feature is still under development, and the analysis may be incomplete or inaccurate.

A new parameter has been added to the iDash configuration file located at IDASH_HOME/etc/idash.conf to control the
generation of these extra SLA alert log files. By default, the files will be created. To disable this feature, locate the entry for
idash.produce.additional.alert.logs in the idash.conf file and set the value to false. 

Improved forecasting for externally demanded or dataset-triggered CA 7 jobs US430584

In previous versions of iDash, job run history-based forecasting for externally demanded or dataset-triggered CA 7 jobs
was limited to forecasting only the next upcoming run. If such a job were to have multiple possible runs within the forecast
window, only the first run would be forecast.

With this enhancement, iDash will be able to forecast all possible runs within the forecast window for an externally
demanded or dataset-triggered job.

NOTE

An externally demanded job is a job with no defined schedules and no defined triggering jobs or datasets, but
that does have successors or jobs that it will trigger. A dataset-triggered job is a job with no defined schedules or
triggering jobs, but with defined triggering datasets. In the absence of schedules that can be connected to such
jobs, iDash will forecast runs for these jobs based on run history only.  

CA 7 Job Run Report PDFs with Trend Statistics US312233

This release introduces a new option for the CA 7 Job Run Report: the addition of a trend statistics option while defining
the job run report that changes the format of the PDF output. A statistics summary table displaying four new columns is
placed at the top of the PDF report output. This table will include a row summarizing the total runs for each job included in
the report. The new columns available for this table are LPAR, Run Count, Aggregate Average Runtime, Aggregate Trend,
and Aggregate Trend %. The trend columns will display the time variance of the job runs from the aggregate average
run time in raw form, and also as a percentage change. As part of this change, a new CA 7 Job Number column is now
available to choose when defining the CA 7 Job Run report.

After the statistics summary table, there will be a chart and a job run table for each job included in the report. The chart
will display the run time for each included run, as well as an average runtime and a trend line to show the job’s variance
over time. The table for each job will include the existing columns for the CA 7 Job Run report. This report will only be
available in PDF format.

The newly introduced columns for the job run report with trend statistics are only available if the Show Trend Statistics
option is selected, and they must be included. These columns may be used as sort criteria for the report if desired.
Additionally, only the COMPLETED job status is valid for inclusion in the trend statistics report. 
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Improved CA 7 Schedule Scan Update Processing DE488395

In previous versions of iDash, the schedule scan settings of CA 7 instances were gathered by connecting to CA 7 to
execute a /DISPLAY command. In earlier versions of iDash, this command was executed only when iDash was restarted,
and in later versions, it was executed with each forecast and SLA processing cycle.

With this release, iDash is able to process a new event from CA 7 that will be sent any time the schedule scan parameters
are updated. iDash will still need to retrieve the schedule scan parameters once, at restart, by /DISPLAY command. After
the initial setting, iDash will rely on the schedule scan event for updates. If the CA 7 instance being monitored does not
have the required maintenance applied to generate the schedule scan event, iDash will fall back to the previous behavior
of updating schedule scan settings by command with each processing cycle.

NOTE

To create schedule scan settings events:

• CA 7 11.3 instances must have PTFs SO04486 and SO04487 applied
• CA 7 12.0 instances must have PTFs SO04511 and SO04512 applied

Updated Java Certificates for iDash JAR Files 

This release includes updates to Java certificates for iDash JAR files. These new certificates will remain valid until April
5, 2020. The new Java certificates are required to launch the iDash Admin Tool after the validity period for the current
certificates ends on April 5, 2019. 

Fixed Issues
The following issues have been fixed in the 12.0.05.00 release of iDash:

SLA display shows a partial list of SLA Time Conditions DE338137

In previous versions of iDash, only ten of the possible SLA Time Conditions for a single SLA would be displayed on the
read-only version of the SLA definition page. If an SLA was defined with more than ten Time Conditions, it was necessary
to enter the editing interface for the SLA in order to see the full list.

With this fix, the Time Conditions limitation on the SLA definition page has been removed, and all Time Conditions for an
SLA will be displayed. 

Critical path displaying incorrectly for CA 7 SLA jobs DE344305

In previous versions of iDash, all connections between CA 7 jobs in the critical path were marked as belonging to the
critical path in the Flow View. The extra connections were marked as belonging to the critical path in both the Critical Path
view and the All Jobs view.

With this fix, only the connections that actually make up the critical path are marked as critical path connections. If other
connections between CA 7 jobs on the critical path exist, those connections will not be visible in the Critical Path view, and
they will be visible but not marked as critical path connections in the All Jobs view.

Active Directory configuration disappearing in Admin Tool DE347252

In previous versions of iDash, users would configure and save the Active Directory configuration using the Admin Tool, but
when the Admin Tool was relaunched, the Active Directory configuration displayed blank. 

With this fix, the saved Active Directory configuration displays in the Admin Tool as expected. 
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Missing envvars in AutoSys job definitions DE349430

In previous versions of iDash, the Job Definition tab for AutoSys jobs was only displaying one environment variable
(envvar), even if multiple envvars existed.

With this fix, all envvars are displayed in the job definition for AutoSys jobs. 

CORS-related vulnerabilities found in iDash US480929

Following a scan by AppScan, some vulnerabilities related to Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) were found in
iDash. Though the vulnerabilities were low severity, they have been eliminated in this version of iDash. 

For more information on CORS filters, search Configure the CORS Filter. 

Corrupted or misread CA 7 job data files interfering with forecasting US473885

In previous version of iDash, it was possible for a corrupted or misread CA 7 seed or delta job definition file to cause
exceptions that prevented iDash from completing its forecast and SLA processing cycles. This would result in the iDash
SLAs becoming static and ceasing to update.

With this fix, handling of bad and misread files has been enhanced. After reading a new seed or delta job definition file,
the job data will be sanitized to remove any misread data. Warning messages will appear in the iDash logs to display the
jobs found to contain improper data.

When a file is corrupted or appears to be corrupted, iDash will keep track of the file and attempt to reread it on the next
processing cycle, based on the Forecast Interval defined in the Admin Tool. If a file is unreadable for multiple cycles,
a warning message will appear in the logs. For either of the warning messages, consider making an update in CA 7
(resaving the job without making changes will work) to generate a new job definition delta file. If multiple jobs are affected,
consider generating a new seed file through the Admin Tool.

Example warning message for misread data:

2018-04-10 15:04:53.011 WARN  Ca7XmlUtil:51 - Unable to read successor for job jobName:

 com.ca.idash.core.job.ca7.SESuccessor@5e66509f

Example warning message for corrupted file:

18-04-10 08.57.36 [ WARN] instanceName:com.ca.idash.core.instance.InstanceThread: Ca7Instance: instanceName

 delta file name: delta-jobName-20180128165344544.xml has not been read successfully for more than one

 processing cycle. Consider updating the job to generate a new delta file or generating a new seed data file.

Workload Automation AE calendars incorrectly imported DE354111+DE366557

In previous versions of iDash, calendars imported from AE were interpreted according to the timezone of the iDash server.
The selected GUI time zone setting for the defined AE instance, as specified in the Admin Tool, was not properly applied.
In cases where the iDash server resided in a timezone behind the defined GUI time zone, this could lead to SLAs that
were defined with Run Calendars being monitored on the wrong days.

With this fix, the AE instance GUI timezone will be correctly applied to all calendars imported from the AE instance.

For more information regarding AE instance configuration with iDash, please search Add a Workload Automation AE
Instance.

SLA creation page does not load for certain CA 7 jobs DE361755

In previous versions of iDash, the SLA creation page would sometimes not load for certain CA 7 jobs. This was related to
the job definition data received from CA 7. If a job in the flow for the potential SLA job contained a trigger definition for a
job that was no longer defined in CA 7, the SLA creation page would not display. This situation could be created in CA 7
job definitions by deleting a job without purging that job’s cross references.
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With this fix, the SLA creation page will correctly display, even if a job is encountered in the flow that contains a trigger for
a job that cannot be found. A warning message will be sent to the iDash logs containing both the triggering job and the
triggered job that cannot be found.

The warning message will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-04 15.14.55 [ WARN] http-nio-8080-exec-10:com.ca.idash.ws.services.common.JobService: Unable to locate

 job DELJOB^CA7INST. This job is listed as a triggered job for TRGJOB^CA7INST.

SLA Date Scheduling parameters may display incorrectly when editing an existing CA 7 SLA DE361834

In previous versions of iDash, a default value could display for the Date Scheduling parameters of a previously defined
SLA instead of the actual defined parameters. This would occur while editing a CA 7 SLA defined with Triggering Job Date
Scheduling.

With this fix, the actual SLA Date Scheduling parameters will be correctly displayed when editing such an SLA.

CA 7 force complete job runs not recognized by iDash DE362142

In previous versions of iDash, CA 7 job runs that were force completed were not properly processed by iDash. This could
lead to incorrect predictions for force completed jobs in the SLA flow, SLAs being incorrectly marked as missed if the SLA
job itself was force completed, and force completed runs being excluded from reports.

With this fix, force completed job runs are processed correctly. A run will be added to the run tables for reporting, and a
message will be placed in the info log noting the force complete processing. Forecasting and SLA processing will correctly
recognize the completed run.

The message in the info log will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-17 08.49.25 [ INFO] http-nio-8080-exec-9: Force complete processed for job jobName^instanceName.

Subtags being duplicated in parent tags on the Web UI DE362325

In previous versions of iDash, subtags that were moved from one parent tag to another were being duplicated in both the
original and destination parents tags.

With this fix, moving subtags will not cause any duplications.

iDash unable to open multiple alarms of the same type for a single AutoSys SLA DE363010

In previous versions, iDash was unable to open more than one alert of a given type during a monitored SLA run for
a Workload Automation AE job. This could lead to unexpected multiple executions of SLA alarm scripts without a
corresponding alarm being seen. This would affect any iDash monitoring SLA for AE jobs that had been configured with
an alarm notification option that allowed for multiple SLA alarms to be raised during a single SLA run.

For example: In an iDash instance configured with the default “Always” alarm notification setting, an SLA raises a
Predicted Miss alarm, and the alarm is later closed, either automatically by iDash on recovery or manually by an iDash
user. A  second problematic situation arises during the same monitored run, however iDash does not open a second
Predicted Miss alarm, but does execute the defined alarm script.

With this fix, iDash will be able to correctly open multiple alarms of the same type for a single SLA monitored run if
required. In the above example, after the second problematic situation arises, iDash is able to raise the new alarm in
addition to executing the alarm script.

iDash SLAs execute a provided script even if the script is disabled DE377364

In previous versions of iDash, any alarm script specified in an SLA definition would execute when an alarm was
generated. These scripts would execute even if the Enabled toggle was set to NO.
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With this fix, the Enabled toggle will correctly prevent alarm scripts from executing if set to NO.

Known Issues
The following are known issues that are present in the 12.0.04.00 release of iDash:

SLAs not showing predicted completion times when in Missed status 

On the SLA List table, SLAs with a status of Missed are displaying a predicted completion time; however, clicking on an
individual SLA to view the SLA summary shows the predicted completion time as unknown, and the completion time is not
displayed in the SLA Runs table. 

Delay in pre-populating the list of jobs while creating an SLA 

With EEM authorization, depending upon the defined policies for listing the authorized jobs, there is a delay in pre-
populating the jobs list while creating an SLA because of the associated privileges defined in these policies. For example,
if there are 5 instances configured in the iDash environment, and the logged in user only has access to one instance that
is last in the list of the configured instances, then a delay in pre-populating the jobs list will be noticed. 

CA 7 Web Client Launch from Web UI

When launching the CA 7 Web Client from the iDash Web UI, the CA 7 Web Client login is populated based on the
parameters established on the CA 7, Connection tab in the Admin Tool. An error is occurring where the Host field on the
CA 7 Web Client is not populating with the host specified in the Admin Tool (for example, the host in the Admin Tool is
specified as HOSTA011 but the Host field on the CA 7 Web Client is populating as A011), resulting in a connection error.
Manually entering the correct host into the CA 7 Web Client login will allow the user to log in, but results in an instance
error.

For a temporary workaround of this issue, access the CA 7 Web Client directly by using the URL specified on the CA 7,
CA 7 Web Client tab in the Admin Tool.

Job status reports failing due to asterisk variable 

In versions of iDash previous to 12.0.04.00, job status reports used the asterisk (*) variable to indicate a field where all
data was included, while all other report types used the <ALL> variable. Starting with version 12.0.04.00, iDash will use
the <ALL> variable for all report types, and will no longer recognize the asterisk variable. Because of this, when users
generate a job status report that was created in a version previous to 12.0.04.00, the report generation will fail because of
the presence of the asterisk variable in the report. 

To work around this issue, update the report in the CLI and replace all occurrences of the asterisk variable with the <ALL>
variable. See Create/Update Reports (idupdate) for details on updating the report in the CLI. 

Event reports failing when all instances are selected by default 

In iDash 12.0.04.00, event report definitions that have all instances selected by default are causing an error in executing
the reports, which causes the event report to fail.  

To work around this issue, rearrange the column order of the index on the idash_event table using the following SQL
commands:

For Oracle:

drop index idash_event_ins_evttime_index

create index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance);

For MS SQL and Sybase:
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drop index dbo.idash_event.idash_event_evttime_index;

create nonclustered index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on dbo.idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance) on

 'default';

CA 7 Run reports showing inconsistent results between the CLI and the Web UI

For CA 7 Run reports, the reports generated from the CLI are inconsistent with reports generated from the Web UI
when the CLI time zone is different from the time zone in the report definition. This issue is occurring because reports
generated from the CLI are using the time zone in which the CLI is running, not the time zone specified in the report
definition. Reports generated from the Web UI correctly use the time zone specified in the report definition, leading to
these reports and the CLI-generated reports using different time intervals, producing different and incorrect results from
the CLI-generated reports.

Misleading database errors when upgrading to iDash 12.0.04.00

During the upgrade process to iDash12.0.04.00, multiple table indexes are changed. To do this, the previous index is
deleted and the new index is created. Depending on the version of iDash you are upgrading from, the previous version of
the index may not have been created. In these cases, iDash can register an error caused by an attempt to delete an index
that does not exist. 

As long as this type of error is the only error type seen, there is no problem with the upgrade. The new version of the
index is created, even if the old one did not exist to delete. If other types of database errors are seen in the install log
(IDASH_HOME/.install4j/installation.log), please consult the iDash documentation for next steps.

Examples of errors related to index deletion that do not need to be corrected:

DB Create Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Tables: Error -

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error -

Examples of database errors not related to index deletion that would require corrective action:

DB Create Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Tables: Tables not successfully created.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Tables not successfully created.

Errors when loading SLAs after the job has been deleted 

Trying to load final SLAs (SLAs with a "met or "missed" status) after the SLA's job had been deleted is causing errors in
the log files. The error will look similar to the following:

com.ca.idash.core.sla.tree.SLAInstanceTree: SLAInstanceTree:filter job is null

This error occurs because iDash is attempting to load the SLA summary for an SLA whose job has been deleted. 

Receiving new CA 7 instance seed data may cause the event subscription to go into recovery

Receiving a new seed data file from the CA 7 Server for iDash task on mainframe may cause an event subscription for
that instance to go into recovery. iDash rebuilds the base instance data after receiving a new seed file, and during the
rebuild process, that instance is not able to process events. If a batch of events is delivered during the rebuild, iDash will
reject the events, causing the subscription to be placed into recovery. The subscription recovery issue can also occur
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when a new seed file is requested via the Extract Data button on the CA 7 Instance configuration toolbar in the Admin
Tool.

Old job runs showing up in the Problematic Jobs view 

Users have noticed that old job runs are appearing in the Problematic Jobs table for SLAs, with some job runs being over
a week old. This creates a large list of job runs that include old job runs, making it difficult to properly monitor current
problematic jobs. 

SLAs for CA 7 jobs may be monitored on days the SLA job will not run

While defining an SLA for a CA 7 job, if there are jobs that will cause a chain of triggered job runs leading up to the SLA
job, a user may choose to monitor the SLA on the days that one or all of those triggering jobs is scheduled to run.

Users are given the option to choose from any of the valid schedules on any of the triggering jobs found for the SLA job.
Choosing the <ALL> option will include all of the defined schedules for all of the triggering jobs to determine which days to
monitor the SLA. In some cases, a triggering job may be defined with a schedule that does not cause the SLA job to run.
In these cases, including that schedule in the SLA monitoring schedule could cause unnecessary missed SLAs.

SLAs showing one-hour time discrepancy 

SLAs might be monitored for incorrect deadline times on days when clock time changes are made for daylight savings
time. If an SLA was defined in a time zone that observes daylight savings time, the deadline for the SLA could be
incorrectly calculated as one hour earlier or later on the days when the daylight savings clock changes occur. Predictions
for job flows may also initially be incorrect on these days, until the job flows begin to run.

Unique constraint violation errors in iDash log 

During JFM recovery, when adding CA7 job runs to the iDash database, the following messages appear in the iDash log:

Batch insert of JobRuns into idash_hist_job_run_ca7 failed. Attempting series of single inserts.

The problem occurs because iDash is trying to store a job run more than once. 

Wrong list of jobs with EEM security 

When creating a new iDash report, clicking the + icon to search for jobs displays a list of jobs that doesn't seem to honor
EEM read privileges. The problem occurs because iDash uses the Manage SLAs EEM privilege to retrieve the job list
instead of the job read privilege.

Large number of problematic jobs 

Large numbers of problematic job entries are being created for some of the SLAs with Shorter than average exception
types and default average runtimes.

SLAs not raising a second alert for CA 7 jobs after second failure

If iDash is configured to raise alerts with the Always option and set to Close Alarm on Recovery, iDash could fail to raise
an alert for a second occurrence of a given alert state in the SLA run. CA 7 SLA alerts that are closed automatically on
recovery are not properly registered as closed. Instead, iDash considers those alerts acknowledged, but still open. In
these conditions, if the SLA were to enter into the same alert state again (At Risk or Predicted Miss) for a new cause,
iDash will not open a second alert. This issue affects only alerts that are automatically closed. Manually closed alerts are
properly registered as closed, and the SLA will be able to raise a new alert if the alert state is reached again.
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As a workaround, users may manually mark the alert as closed. iDash will then be able to raise a new alert if the alert
state is reached again.

12.0.01.02 Maintenance Release
This section contains release information for the iDash 12.0.01.02 maintenance release.

Changes to Existing Features

The iDash 12.0.01.02 maintenance release includes the following changes to existing features:

• Enhanced Time View and Table View Performance
In the Time and Table views for large job flows in an SLA, the information related to the jobs now displays faster due to
an enhanced data processing methodology. This methodology is attained by migrating the information from a .txt  file
into a new .csv file, resulting in a much smaller file that processes more efficiently.

• Improved Logging Performance Logging performance has been improved by moving CA 7 event-related log
messages from info.log to debug.log.

• Optimized Performance for the Forecast/SLA Processing Cycle
• Updated JAR Files Certificate

The signed JAR files have been updated with a new certificate ahead of the October 2016 expiration date for the
previous certificate.

• Corrected CA 7 Negative Dependency Forecasting
Forecasting logic for CA 7 negative dependencies defined with generic job names has been corrected for proper
processing.

• Corrected CA 7 Conditional Dependency Forecasting
Forecasting logic for CA 7 conditional dependencies has been corrected for proper processing.

12.0.01.01 Maintenance Release
This section contains release and fix information for the iDash 12.0.01.01 maintenance release.

Fixed Issues
The following issues have been fixed in the 12.0.05.00 release of iDash:

SLA display shows a partial list of SLA Time Conditions DE338137

In previous versions of iDash, only ten of the possible SLA Time Conditions for a single SLA would be displayed on the
read-only version of the SLA definition page. If an SLA was defined with more than ten Time Conditions, it was necessary
to enter the editing interface for the SLA in order to see the full list.

With this fix, the Time Conditions limitation on the SLA definition page has been removed, and all Time Conditions for an
SLA will be displayed. 

Critical path displaying incorrectly for CA 7 SLA jobs DE344305

In previous versions of iDash, all connections between CA 7 jobs in the critical path were marked as belonging to the
critical path in the Flow View. The extra connections were marked as belonging to the critical path in both the Critical Path
view and the All Jobs view.

With this fix, only the connections that actually make up the critical path are marked as critical path connections. If other
connections between CA 7 jobs on the critical path exist, those connections will not be visible in the Critical Path view, and
they will be visible but not marked as critical path connections in the All Jobs view.
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Active Directory configuration disappearing in Admin Tool DE347252

In previous versions of iDash, users would configure and save the Active Directory configuration using the Admin Tool, but
when the Admin Tool was relaunched, the Active Directory configuration displayed blank. 

With this fix, the saved Active Directory configuration displays in the Admin Tool as expected. 

Missing envvars in AutoSys job definitions DE349430

In previous versions of iDash, the Job Definition tab for AutoSys jobs was only displaying one environment variable
(envvar), even if multiple envvars existed.

With this fix, all envvars are displayed in the job definition for AutoSys jobs. 

CORS-related vulnerabilities found in iDash US480929

Following a scan by AppScan, some vulnerabilities related to Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) were found in
iDash. Though the vulnerabilities were low severity, they have been eliminated in this version of iDash. 

For more information on CORS filters, search Configure the CORS Filter. 

Corrupted or misread CA 7 job data files interfering with forecasting US473885

In previous version of iDash, it was possible for a corrupted or misread CA 7 seed or delta job definition file to cause
exceptions that prevented iDash from completing its forecast and SLA processing cycles. This would result in the iDash
SLAs becoming static and ceasing to update.

With this fix, handling of bad and misread files has been enhanced. After reading a new seed or delta job definition file,
the job data will be sanitized to remove any misread data. Warning messages will appear in the iDash logs to display the
jobs found to contain improper data.

When a file is corrupted or appears to be corrupted, iDash will keep track of the file and attempt to reread it on the next
processing cycle, based on the Forecast Interval defined in the Admin Tool. If a file is unreadable for multiple cycles,
a warning message will appear in the logs. For either of the warning messages, consider making an update in CA 7
(resaving the job without making changes will work) to generate a new job definition delta file. If multiple jobs are affected,
consider generating a new seed file through the Admin Tool.

Example warning message for misread data:

2018-04-10 15:04:53.011 WARN  Ca7XmlUtil:51 - Unable to read successor for job jobName:

 com.ca.idash.core.job.ca7.SESuccessor@5e66509f

Example warning message for corrupted file:

18-04-10 08.57.36 [ WARN] instanceName:com.ca.idash.core.instance.InstanceThread: Ca7Instance: instanceName

 delta file name: delta-jobName-20180128165344544.xml has not been read successfully for more than one

 processing cycle. Consider updating the job to generate a new delta file or generating a new seed data file.

Workload Automation AE calendars incorrectly imported DE354111+DE366557

In previous versions of iDash, calendars imported from AE were interpreted according to the timezone of the iDash server.
The selected GUI time zone setting for the defined AE instance, as specified in the Admin Tool, was not properly applied.
In cases where the iDash server resided in a timezone behind the defined GUI time zone, this could lead to SLAs that
were defined with Run Calendars being monitored on the wrong days.

With this fix, the AE instance GUI timezone will be correctly applied to all calendars imported from the AE instance.

For more information regarding AE instance configuration with iDash, please search Add a Workload Automation AE
Instance.
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SLA creation page does not load for certain CA 7 jobs DE361755

In previous versions of iDash, the SLA creation page would sometimes not load for certain CA 7 jobs. This was related to
the job definition data received from CA 7. If a job in the flow for the potential SLA job contained a trigger definition for a
job that was no longer defined in CA 7, the SLA creation page would not display. This situation could be created in CA 7
job definitions by deleting a job without purging that job’s cross references.

With this fix, the SLA creation page will correctly display, even if a job is encountered in the flow that contains a trigger for
a job that cannot be found. A warning message will be sent to the iDash logs containing both the triggering job and the
triggered job that cannot be found.

The warning message will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-04 15.14.55 [ WARN] http-nio-8080-exec-10:com.ca.idash.ws.services.common.JobService: Unable to locate

 job DELJOB^CA7INST. This job is listed as a triggered job for TRGJOB^CA7INST.

SLA Date Scheduling parameters may display incorrectly when editing an existing CA 7 SLA DE361834

In previous versions of iDash, a default value could display for the Date Scheduling parameters of a previously defined
SLA instead of the actual defined parameters. This would occur while editing a CA 7 SLA defined with Triggering Job Date
Scheduling.

With this fix, the actual SLA Date Scheduling parameters will be correctly displayed when editing such an SLA.

CA 7 force complete job runs not recognized by iDash DE362142

In previous versions of iDash, CA 7 job runs that were force completed were not properly processed by iDash. This could
lead to incorrect predictions for force completed jobs in the SLA flow, SLAs being incorrectly marked as missed if the SLA
job itself was force completed, and force completed runs being excluded from reports.

With this fix, force completed job runs are processed correctly. A run will be added to the run tables for reporting, and a
message will be placed in the info log noting the force complete processing. Forecasting and SLA processing will correctly
recognize the completed run.

The message in the info log will be similar to the one seen here:

18-05-17 08.49.25 [ INFO] http-nio-8080-exec-9: Force complete processed for job jobName^instanceName.

Subtags being duplicated in parent tags on the Web UI DE362325

In previous versions of iDash, subtags that were moved from one parent tag to another were being duplicated in both the
original and destination parents tags.

With this fix, moving subtags will not cause any duplications.

iDash unable to open multiple alarms of the same type for a single AutoSys SLA DE363010

In previous versions, iDash was unable to open more than one alert of a given type during a monitored SLA run for
a Workload Automation AE job. This could lead to unexpected multiple executions of SLA alarm scripts without a
corresponding alarm being seen. This would affect any iDash monitoring SLA for AE jobs that had been configured with
an alarm notification option that allowed for multiple SLA alarms to be raised during a single SLA run.

For example: In an iDash instance configured with the default “Always” alarm notification setting, an SLA raises a
Predicted Miss alarm, and the alarm is later closed, either automatically by iDash on recovery or manually by an iDash
user. A  second problematic situation arises during the same monitored run, however iDash does not open a second
Predicted Miss alarm, but does execute the defined alarm script.
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With this fix, iDash will be able to correctly open multiple alarms of the same type for a single SLA monitored run if
required. In the above example, after the second problematic situation arises, iDash is able to raise the new alarm in
addition to executing the alarm script.

iDash SLAs execute a provided script even if the script is disabled DE377364

In previous versions of iDash, any alarm script specified in an SLA definition would execute when an alarm was
generated. These scripts would execute even if the Enabled toggle was set to NO.

With this fix, the Enabled toggle will correctly prevent alarm scripts from executing if set to NO.

Known Issues
The following are known issues that are present in the 12.0.04.00 release of iDash:

SLAs not showing predicted completion times when in Missed status 

On the SLA List table, SLAs with a status of Missed are displaying a predicted completion time; however, clicking on an
individual SLA to view the SLA summary shows the predicted completion time as unknown, and the completion time is not
displayed in the SLA Runs table. 

Delay in pre-populating the list of jobs while creating an SLA 

With EEM authorization, depending upon the defined policies for listing the authorized jobs, there is a delay in pre-
populating the jobs list while creating an SLA because of the associated privileges defined in these policies. For example,
if there are 5 instances configured in the iDash environment, and the logged in user only has access to one instance that
is last in the list of the configured instances, then a delay in pre-populating the jobs list will be noticed. 

CA 7 Web Client Launch from Web UI

When launching the CA 7 Web Client from the iDash Web UI, the CA 7 Web Client login is populated based on the
parameters established on the CA 7, Connection tab in the Admin Tool. An error is occurring where the Host field on the
CA 7 Web Client is not populating with the host specified in the Admin Tool (for example, the host in the Admin Tool is
specified as HOSTA011 but the Host field on the CA 7 Web Client is populating as A011), resulting in a connection error.
Manually entering the correct host into the CA 7 Web Client login will allow the user to log in, but results in an instance
error.

For a temporary workaround of this issue, access the CA 7 Web Client directly by using the URL specified on the CA 7,
CA 7 Web Client tab in the Admin Tool.

Job status reports failing due to asterisk variable 

In versions of iDash previous to 12.0.04.00, job status reports used the asterisk (*) variable to indicate a field where all
data was included, while all other report types used the <ALL> variable. Starting with version 12.0.04.00, iDash will use
the <ALL> variable for all report types, and will no longer recognize the asterisk variable. Because of this, when users
generate a job status report that was created in a version previous to 12.0.04.00, the report generation will fail because of
the presence of the asterisk variable in the report. 

To work around this issue, update the report in the CLI and replace all occurrences of the asterisk variable with the <ALL>
variable. See Create/Update Reports (idupdate) for details on updating the report in the CLI. 

Event reports failing when all instances are selected by default 

In iDash 12.0.04.00, event report definitions that have all instances selected by default are causing an error in executing
the reports, which causes the event report to fail.  
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To work around this issue, rearrange the column order of the index on the idash_event table using the following SQL
commands:

For Oracle:

drop index idash_event_ins_evttime_index

create index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance);

For MS SQL and Sybase:

drop index dbo.idash_event.idash_event_evttime_index;

create nonclustered index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on dbo.idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance) on

 'default';

CA 7 Run reports showing inconsistent results between the CLI and the Web UI

For CA 7 Run reports, the reports generated from the CLI are inconsistent with reports generated from the Web UI
when the CLI time zone is different from the time zone in the report definition. This issue is occurring because reports
generated from the CLI are using the time zone in which the CLI is running, not the time zone specified in the report
definition. Reports generated from the Web UI correctly use the time zone specified in the report definition, leading to
these reports and the CLI-generated reports using different time intervals, producing different and incorrect results from
the CLI-generated reports.

Misleading database errors when upgrading to iDash 12.0.04.00

During the upgrade process to iDash12.0.04.00, multiple table indexes are changed. To do this, the previous index is
deleted and the new index is created. Depending on the version of iDash you are upgrading from, the previous version of
the index may not have been created. In these cases, iDash can register an error caused by an attempt to delete an index
that does not exist. 

As long as this type of error is the only error type seen, there is no problem with the upgrade. The new version of the
index is created, even if the old one did not exist to delete. If other types of database errors are seen in the install log
(IDASH_HOME/.install4j/installation.log), please consult the iDash documentation for next steps.

Examples of errors related to index deletion that do not need to be corrected:

DB Create Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Tables: Error -

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error -

Examples of database errors not related to index deletion that would require corrective action:

DB Create Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Tables: Tables not successfully created.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Tables not successfully created.

Errors when loading SLAs after the job has been deleted 

Trying to load final SLAs (SLAs with a "met or "missed" status) after the SLA's job had been deleted is causing errors in
the log files. The error will look similar to the following:
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com.ca.idash.core.sla.tree.SLAInstanceTree: SLAInstanceTree:filter job is null

This error occurs because iDash is attempting to load the SLA summary for an SLA whose job has been deleted. 

Receiving new CA 7 instance seed data may cause the event subscription to go into recovery

Receiving a new seed data file from the CA 7 Server for iDash task on mainframe may cause an event subscription for
that instance to go into recovery. iDash rebuilds the base instance data after receiving a new seed file, and during the
rebuild process, that instance is not able to process events. If a batch of events is delivered during the rebuild, iDash will
reject the events, causing the subscription to be placed into recovery. The subscription recovery issue can also occur
when a new seed file is requested via the Extract Data button on the CA 7 Instance configuration toolbar in the Admin
Tool.

Old job runs showing up in the Problematic Jobs view 

Users have noticed that old job runs are appearing in the Problematic Jobs table for SLAs, with some job runs being over
a week old. This creates a large list of job runs that include old job runs, making it difficult to properly monitor current
problematic jobs. 

SLAs for CA 7 jobs may be monitored on days the SLA job will not run

While defining an SLA for a CA 7 job, if there are jobs that will cause a chain of triggered job runs leading up to the SLA
job, a user may choose to monitor the SLA on the days that one or all of those triggering jobs is scheduled to run.

Users are given the option to choose from any of the valid schedules on any of the triggering jobs found for the SLA job.
Choosing the <ALL> option will include all of the defined schedules for all of the triggering jobs to determine which days to
monitor the SLA. In some cases, a triggering job may be defined with a schedule that does not cause the SLA job to run.
In these cases, including that schedule in the SLA monitoring schedule could cause unnecessary missed SLAs.

SLAs showing one-hour time discrepancy 

SLAs might be monitored for incorrect deadline times on days when clock time changes are made for daylight savings
time. If an SLA was defined in a time zone that observes daylight savings time, the deadline for the SLA could be
incorrectly calculated as one hour earlier or later on the days when the daylight savings clock changes occur. Predictions
for job flows may also initially be incorrect on these days, until the job flows begin to run.

Unique constraint violation errors in iDash log 

During JFM recovery, when adding CA7 job runs to the iDash database, the following messages appear in the iDash log:

Batch insert of JobRuns into idash_hist_job_run_ca7 failed. Attempting series of single inserts.

The problem occurs because iDash is trying to store a job run more than once. 

Wrong list of jobs with EEM security 

When creating a new iDash report, clicking the + icon to search for jobs displays a list of jobs that doesn't seem to honor
EEM read privileges. The problem occurs because iDash uses the Manage SLAs EEM privilege to retrieve the job list
instead of the job read privilege.

Large number of problematic jobs 

Large numbers of problematic job entries are being created for some of the SLAs with Shorter than average exception
types and default average runtimes.
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SLAs not raising a second alert for CA 7 jobs after second failure

If iDash is configured to raise alerts with the Always option and set to Close Alarm on Recovery, iDash could fail to raise
an alert for a second occurrence of a given alert state in the SLA run. CA 7 SLA alerts that are closed automatically on
recovery are not properly registered as closed. Instead, iDash considers those alerts acknowledged, but still open. In
these conditions, if the SLA were to enter into the same alert state again (At Risk or Predicted Miss) for a new cause,
iDash will not open a second alert. This issue affects only alerts that are automatically closed. Manually closed alerts are
properly registered as closed, and the SLA will be able to raise a new alert if the alert state is reached again.

As a workaround, users may manually mark the alert as closed. iDash will then be able to raise a new alert if the alert
state is reached again.

12.0.01.00 Incremental Release
This section contains release and fix information for the iDash 12.0.01.00 incremental release.

New Features
The iDash 12.0.05.00 release includes the following new features:

iDash Log Configuration File is Monitored for Changes When the Server is Running 

This release introduces a new capability – the iDash server process now periodically monitors the log configuration file
and updates its logging behavior when changes are detected. New log file specifications may be added and existing ones
modified without restarting iDash server process. The log configuration file is located at IDASH_HOME/etc/log4j.conf. In
previous releases, iDash server process required a restart for log configuration changes to go into effect.

AutoSys Job Run Reports Now Include Jobs with Manually Set Statuses US443911

In previous versions of iDash, AutoSys Run Reports would include jobs that had run automatically, but did not include or
check for jobs whose statuses had been set manually by an AutoSys administrator. 

With this enhancement, AutoSys Run Reports will now automatically check for jobs with manually set statuses and include
them as runs in the report, with no need to perform any extra analysis or steps. This check will find jobs that have been
modified with a KILLJOB event, or with a CHANGE_STATUS event that changed the job’s status to SUCCESS, FAILURE,
or TERMINATED.

Job runs that are created in this fashion will have only a start time. In order to see these runs in the AutoSys Job Run
Report, the report definition must specify a Time Qualifier value of either Start time or Start or end time.

NOTE

The default Time Qualifier value is End time. Reports with the default Time Qualifier selection will not show job
runs created by manual job status changes.

[Experimental] iDash Now Produces Extra Logging when an SLA Raises an Alert DE340348 

In previous versions of iDash, SLAs have produced a standard set of logs during processing. When an SLA raised an
alert, these logs were copied to the IDASH_HOME/log/sla/alarm directory.

With this release, we are introducing an experimental new feature to help diagnose the causes of SLA alerts. When
an SLA raises an alert, two extra SLA log files will be created and moved to the standard IDASH_HOME/log/sla/alarm
directory:
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• The first file is named with an .flw file extension and contains information about the SLA flow.
• • Even if the full SLA flow is too large to be displayed in the SLA Flow view, the full list of job connections and the

complete SLA flow is saved in this file.
• The second file is named with an .fld file extension and contains a preliminary analysis of the SLA state.
• • This file will contain information about the state of certain jobs in the flow, depending on the SLA condition that

caused the alert.
• SLAs predicted to complete after the deadline or before the run validity window that raise an alert will have the list

of the jobs in the sub-flow predicted to complete at the latest time.
• SLAs that do not have a predicted completion time that raise an alert will have a listing of all jobs in the SLA that do

not have a predicted completion time.

Using the information in these files may make it easier to find the cause of an SLA miss, and to correct the issue for future
runs.

WARNING

This feature is still under development, and the analysis may be incomplete or inaccurate.

A new parameter has been added to the iDash configuration file located at IDASH_HOME/etc/idash.conf to control the
generation of these extra SLA alert log files. By default, the files will be created. To disable this feature, locate the entry for
idash.produce.additional.alert.logs in the idash.conf file and set the value to false. 

Improved forecasting for externally demanded or dataset-triggered CA 7 jobs US430584

In previous versions of iDash, job run history-based forecasting for externally demanded or dataset-triggered CA 7 jobs
was limited to forecasting only the next upcoming run. If such a job were to have multiple possible runs within the forecast
window, only the first run would be forecast.

With this enhancement, iDash will be able to forecast all possible runs within the forecast window for an externally
demanded or dataset-triggered job.

NOTE

An externally demanded job is a job with no defined schedules and no defined triggering jobs or datasets, but
that does have successors or jobs that it will trigger. A dataset-triggered job is a job with no defined schedules or
triggering jobs, but with defined triggering datasets. In the absence of schedules that can be connected to such
jobs, iDash will forecast runs for these jobs based on run history only.  

CA 7 Job Run Report PDFs with Trend Statistics US312233

This release introduces a new option for the CA 7 Job Run Report: the addition of a trend statistics option while defining
the job run report that changes the format of the PDF output. A statistics summary table displaying four new columns is
placed at the top of the PDF report output. This table will include a row summarizing the total runs for each job included in
the report. The new columns available for this table are LPAR, Run Count, Aggregate Average Runtime, Aggregate Trend,
and Aggregate Trend %. The trend columns will display the time variance of the job runs from the aggregate average
run time in raw form, and also as a percentage change. As part of this change, a new CA 7 Job Number column is now
available to choose when defining the CA 7 Job Run report.

After the statistics summary table, there will be a chart and a job run table for each job included in the report. The chart
will display the run time for each included run, as well as an average runtime and a trend line to show the job’s variance
over time. The table for each job will include the existing columns for the CA 7 Job Run report. This report will only be
available in PDF format.

The newly introduced columns for the job run report with trend statistics are only available if the Show Trend Statistics
option is selected, and they must be included. These columns may be used as sort criteria for the report if desired.
Additionally, only the COMPLETED job status is valid for inclusion in the trend statistics report. 
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Improved CA 7 Schedule Scan Update Processing DE488395

In previous versions of iDash, the schedule scan settings of CA 7 instances were gathered by connecting to CA 7 to
execute a /DISPLAY command. In earlier versions of iDash, this command was executed only when iDash was restarted,
and in later versions, it was executed with each forecast and SLA processing cycle.

With this release, iDash is able to process a new event from CA 7 that will be sent any time the schedule scan parameters
are updated. iDash will still need to retrieve the schedule scan parameters once, at restart, by /DISPLAY command. After
the initial setting, iDash will rely on the schedule scan event for updates. If the CA 7 instance being monitored does not
have the required maintenance applied to generate the schedule scan event, iDash will fall back to the previous behavior
of updating schedule scan settings by command with each processing cycle.

NOTE

To create schedule scan settings events:

• CA 7 11.3 instances must have PTFs SO04486 and SO04487 applied
• CA 7 12.0 instances must have PTFs SO04511 and SO04512 applied

Updated Java Certificates for iDash JAR Files 

This release includes updates to Java certificates for iDash JAR files. These new certificates will remain valid until April
5, 2020. The new Java certificates are required to launch the iDash Admin Tool after the validity period for the current
certificates ends on April 5, 2019. 

Changes to Existing Features
Installation is simplified, authentication options are extended, and you can now create and monitor SLAs from the
new Web UI.

•  Authentication 
– Users can now be authenticated with credentials stored in Active Directory. Administrators can configure

an authentication method by:
•  iDash 
•  EEM (or in Active Directory, if EEM is configured for an external directory)
•  CA 7 
• Active Directory (configured through the product)

– If multiple authentication options are configured, users select an Authenticate using option at login. 

NOTE

• For information about configuring authentication options, search User Authentication.
• For information about using the login page, search Browse to the iDash Web UI and Log In.

•  Installation
You no longer need to install JRE or Apache Tomcat before you install the iDash server. You no longer need to
download third-party components separately. The installer for UNIX and Windows platforms comes bundled with
JRE, Tomcat, and third-party components. The installation program installs third-party components. JAVA_HOME and
CATALINA_HOME environment variables are no longer required. The Windows installer installs Tomcat as a service
named “iDash”. Windows uninstall stops and removes the service.

NOTE
For information about using the updated installation program, search Installing. 

•  Timezone Auto-detection
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As a user, when you access the Web UI, you expect to see all data based on your local timezone. With this
release iDash detects the timezone from your browser or operating system. The timezone for reports is the browser
timezone and is displayed in the date format for that timezone.
The default date and time formats vary by continent:

Continent Date format Time format
North America mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss
Australia, Asia, Europe dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss

•  SLA Creation and Monitoring
SLA configuration was moved from the Admin Tool to the Web UI. You can now monitor SLAs from the Web UI or from
the legacy iDash client.

NOTE

• For information about creating and managing SLAs, search SLA Configuration.
• For information about monitoring SLAs from the Web UI, search Using.
• For information about monitoring SLAs from the legacy iDash client, see the relevant documentation from

the previous release.
•  Java Client Access

You now access the Admin Tool and the legacy iDash (formerly the GUI) from the Web UI.

NOTE

• For information about accessing the Admin Tool from the Web UI, search Access the Admin Tool and Log
In.

• For information about accessing the legacy iDash, search Access the GUI.
•  Improved Performance

Under testing conditions, data refresh latency is 15 seconds or less.

Known Issues
The following are known issues that are present in the 12.0.04.00 release of iDash:

SLAs not showing predicted completion times when in Missed status 

On the SLA List table, SLAs with a status of Missed are displaying a predicted completion time; however, clicking on an
individual SLA to view the SLA summary shows the predicted completion time as unknown, and the completion time is not
displayed in the SLA Runs table. 

Delay in pre-populating the list of jobs while creating an SLA 

With EEM authorization, depending upon the defined policies for listing the authorized jobs, there is a delay in pre-
populating the jobs list while creating an SLA because of the associated privileges defined in these policies. For example,
if there are 5 instances configured in the iDash environment, and the logged in user only has access to one instance that
is last in the list of the configured instances, then a delay in pre-populating the jobs list will be noticed. 

CA 7 Web Client Launch from Web UI

When launching the CA 7 Web Client from the iDash Web UI, the CA 7 Web Client login is populated based on the
parameters established on the CA 7, Connection tab in the Admin Tool. An error is occurring where the Host field on the
CA 7 Web Client is not populating with the host specified in the Admin Tool (for example, the host in the Admin Tool is
specified as HOSTA011 but the Host field on the CA 7 Web Client is populating as A011), resulting in a connection error.
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Manually entering the correct host into the CA 7 Web Client login will allow the user to log in, but results in an instance
error.

For a temporary workaround of this issue, access the CA 7 Web Client directly by using the URL specified on the CA 7,
CA 7 Web Client tab in the Admin Tool.

Job status reports failing due to asterisk variable 

In versions of iDash previous to 12.0.04.00, job status reports used the asterisk (*) variable to indicate a field where all
data was included, while all other report types used the <ALL> variable. Starting with version 12.0.04.00, iDash will use
the <ALL> variable for all report types, and will no longer recognize the asterisk variable. Because of this, when users
generate a job status report that was created in a version previous to 12.0.04.00, the report generation will fail because of
the presence of the asterisk variable in the report. 

To work around this issue, update the report in the CLI and replace all occurrences of the asterisk variable with the <ALL>
variable. See Create/Update Reports (idupdate) for details on updating the report in the CLI. 

Event reports failing when all instances are selected by default 

In iDash 12.0.04.00, event report definitions that have all instances selected by default are causing an error in executing
the reports, which causes the event report to fail.  

To work around this issue, rearrange the column order of the index on the idash_event table using the following SQL
commands:

For Oracle:

drop index idash_event_ins_evttime_index

create index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance);

For MS SQL and Sybase:

drop index dbo.idash_event.idash_event_evttime_index;

create nonclustered index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on dbo.idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance) on

 'default';

CA 7 Run reports showing inconsistent results between the CLI and the Web UI

For CA 7 Run reports, the reports generated from the CLI are inconsistent with reports generated from the Web UI
when the CLI time zone is different from the time zone in the report definition. This issue is occurring because reports
generated from the CLI are using the time zone in which the CLI is running, not the time zone specified in the report
definition. Reports generated from the Web UI correctly use the time zone specified in the report definition, leading to
these reports and the CLI-generated reports using different time intervals, producing different and incorrect results from
the CLI-generated reports.

Misleading database errors when upgrading to iDash 12.0.04.00

During the upgrade process to iDash12.0.04.00, multiple table indexes are changed. To do this, the previous index is
deleted and the new index is created. Depending on the version of iDash you are upgrading from, the previous version of
the index may not have been created. In these cases, iDash can register an error caused by an attempt to delete an index
that does not exist. 

As long as this type of error is the only error type seen, there is no problem with the upgrade. The new version of the
index is created, even if the old one did not exist to delete. If other types of database errors are seen in the install log
(IDASH_HOME/.install4j/installation.log), please consult the iDash documentation for next steps.
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Examples of errors related to index deletion that do not need to be corrected:

DB Create Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Tables: Error -

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error -

Examples of database errors not related to index deletion that would require corrective action:

DB Create Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Tables: Tables not successfully created.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Tables not successfully created.

Errors when loading SLAs after the job has been deleted 

Trying to load final SLAs (SLAs with a "met or "missed" status) after the SLA's job had been deleted is causing errors in
the log files. The error will look similar to the following:

com.ca.idash.core.sla.tree.SLAInstanceTree: SLAInstanceTree:filter job is null

This error occurs because iDash is attempting to load the SLA summary for an SLA whose job has been deleted. 

Receiving new CA 7 instance seed data may cause the event subscription to go into recovery

Receiving a new seed data file from the CA 7 Server for iDash task on mainframe may cause an event subscription for
that instance to go into recovery. iDash rebuilds the base instance data after receiving a new seed file, and during the
rebuild process, that instance is not able to process events. If a batch of events is delivered during the rebuild, iDash will
reject the events, causing the subscription to be placed into recovery. The subscription recovery issue can also occur
when a new seed file is requested via the Extract Data button on the CA 7 Instance configuration toolbar in the Admin
Tool.

Old job runs showing up in the Problematic Jobs view 

Users have noticed that old job runs are appearing in the Problematic Jobs table for SLAs, with some job runs being over
a week old. This creates a large list of job runs that include old job runs, making it difficult to properly monitor current
problematic jobs. 

SLAs for CA 7 jobs may be monitored on days the SLA job will not run

While defining an SLA for a CA 7 job, if there are jobs that will cause a chain of triggered job runs leading up to the SLA
job, a user may choose to monitor the SLA on the days that one or all of those triggering jobs is scheduled to run.

Users are given the option to choose from any of the valid schedules on any of the triggering jobs found for the SLA job.
Choosing the <ALL> option will include all of the defined schedules for all of the triggering jobs to determine which days to
monitor the SLA. In some cases, a triggering job may be defined with a schedule that does not cause the SLA job to run.
In these cases, including that schedule in the SLA monitoring schedule could cause unnecessary missed SLAs.

SLAs showing one-hour time discrepancy 

SLAs might be monitored for incorrect deadline times on days when clock time changes are made for daylight savings
time. If an SLA was defined in a time zone that observes daylight savings time, the deadline for the SLA could be
incorrectly calculated as one hour earlier or later on the days when the daylight savings clock changes occur. Predictions
for job flows may also initially be incorrect on these days, until the job flows begin to run.
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Unique constraint violation errors in iDash log 

During JFM recovery, when adding CA7 job runs to the iDash database, the following messages appear in the iDash log:

Batch insert of JobRuns into idash_hist_job_run_ca7 failed. Attempting series of single inserts.

The problem occurs because iDash is trying to store a job run more than once. 

Wrong list of jobs with EEM security 

When creating a new iDash report, clicking the + icon to search for jobs displays a list of jobs that doesn't seem to honor
EEM read privileges. The problem occurs because iDash uses the Manage SLAs EEM privilege to retrieve the job list
instead of the job read privilege.

Large number of problematic jobs 

Large numbers of problematic job entries are being created for some of the SLAs with Shorter than average exception
types and default average runtimes.

SLAs not raising a second alert for CA 7 jobs after second failure

If iDash is configured to raise alerts with the Always option and set to Close Alarm on Recovery, iDash could fail to raise
an alert for a second occurrence of a given alert state in the SLA run. CA 7 SLA alerts that are closed automatically on
recovery are not properly registered as closed. Instead, iDash considers those alerts acknowledged, but still open. In
these conditions, if the SLA were to enter into the same alert state again (At Risk or Predicted Miss) for a new cause,
iDash will not open a second alert. This issue affects only alerts that are automatically closed. Manually closed alerts are
properly registered as closed, and the SLA will be able to raise a new alert if the alert state is reached again.

As a workaround, users may manually mark the alert as closed. iDash will then be able to raise a new alert if the alert
state is reached again.

12.0 Release
This section contains release and fix information for iDash 12.0.

Changes to Existing Features
Installation is simplified, authentication options are extended, and you can now create and monitor SLAs from the
new Web UI.

•  Authentication 
– Users can now be authenticated with credentials stored in Active Directory. Administrators can configure

an authentication method by:
•  iDash 
•  EEM (or in Active Directory, if EEM is configured for an external directory)
•  CA 7 
• Active Directory (configured through the product)

– If multiple authentication options are configured, users select an Authenticate using option at login. 

NOTE

• For information about configuring authentication options, search User Authentication.
• For information about using the login page, search Browse to the iDash Web UI and Log In.

•  Installation
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You no longer need to install JRE or Apache Tomcat before you install the iDash server. You no longer need to
download third-party components separately. The installer for UNIX and Windows platforms comes bundled with
JRE, Tomcat, and third-party components. The installation program installs third-party components. JAVA_HOME and
CATALINA_HOME environment variables are no longer required. The Windows installer installs Tomcat as a service
named “iDash”. Windows uninstall stops and removes the service.

NOTE
For information about using the updated installation program, search Installing. 

•  Timezone Auto-detection
As a user, when you access the Web UI, you expect to see all data based on your local timezone. With this
release iDash detects the timezone from your browser or operating system. The timezone for reports is the browser
timezone and is displayed in the date format for that timezone.
The default date and time formats vary by continent:

Continent Date format Time format
North America mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss
Australia, Asia, Europe dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss

•  SLA Creation and Monitoring
SLA configuration was moved from the Admin Tool to the Web UI. You can now monitor SLAs from the Web UI or from
the legacy iDash client.

NOTE

• For information about creating and managing SLAs, search SLA Configuration.
• For information about monitoring SLAs from the Web UI, search Using.
• For information about monitoring SLAs from the legacy iDash client, see the relevant documentation from

the previous release.
•  Java Client Access

You now access the Admin Tool and the legacy iDash (formerly the GUI) from the Web UI.

NOTE

• For information about accessing the Admin Tool from the Web UI, search Access the Admin Tool and Log
In.

• For information about accessing the legacy iDash, search Access the GUI.
•  Improved Performance

Under testing conditions, data refresh latency is 15 seconds or less.

Known Issues
The following are known issues that are present in the 12.0.04.00 release of iDash:

SLAs not showing predicted completion times when in Missed status 

On the SLA List table, SLAs with a status of Missed are displaying a predicted completion time; however, clicking on an
individual SLA to view the SLA summary shows the predicted completion time as unknown, and the completion time is not
displayed in the SLA Runs table. 

Delay in pre-populating the list of jobs while creating an SLA 

With EEM authorization, depending upon the defined policies for listing the authorized jobs, there is a delay in pre-
populating the jobs list while creating an SLA because of the associated privileges defined in these policies. For example,
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if there are 5 instances configured in the iDash environment, and the logged in user only has access to one instance that
is last in the list of the configured instances, then a delay in pre-populating the jobs list will be noticed. 

CA 7 Web Client Launch from Web UI

When launching the CA 7 Web Client from the iDash Web UI, the CA 7 Web Client login is populated based on the
parameters established on the CA 7, Connection tab in the Admin Tool. An error is occurring where the Host field on the
CA 7 Web Client is not populating with the host specified in the Admin Tool (for example, the host in the Admin Tool is
specified as HOSTA011 but the Host field on the CA 7 Web Client is populating as A011), resulting in a connection error.
Manually entering the correct host into the CA 7 Web Client login will allow the user to log in, but results in an instance
error.

For a temporary workaround of this issue, access the CA 7 Web Client directly by using the URL specified on the CA 7,
CA 7 Web Client tab in the Admin Tool.

Job status reports failing due to asterisk variable 

In versions of iDash previous to 12.0.04.00, job status reports used the asterisk (*) variable to indicate a field where all
data was included, while all other report types used the <ALL> variable. Starting with version 12.0.04.00, iDash will use
the <ALL> variable for all report types, and will no longer recognize the asterisk variable. Because of this, when users
generate a job status report that was created in a version previous to 12.0.04.00, the report generation will fail because of
the presence of the asterisk variable in the report. 

To work around this issue, update the report in the CLI and replace all occurrences of the asterisk variable with the <ALL>
variable. See Create/Update Reports (idupdate) for details on updating the report in the CLI. 

Event reports failing when all instances are selected by default 

In iDash 12.0.04.00, event report definitions that have all instances selected by default are causing an error in executing
the reports, which causes the event report to fail.  

To work around this issue, rearrange the column order of the index on the idash_event table using the following SQL
commands:

For Oracle:

drop index idash_event_ins_evttime_index

create index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance);

For MS SQL and Sybase:

drop index dbo.idash_event.idash_event_evttime_index;

create nonclustered index idash_event_ins_evttime_index on dbo.idash_event(event_time_gmt,instance) on

 'default';

CA 7 Run reports showing inconsistent results between the CLI and the Web UI

For CA 7 Run reports, the reports generated from the CLI are inconsistent with reports generated from the Web UI
when the CLI time zone is different from the time zone in the report definition. This issue is occurring because reports
generated from the CLI are using the time zone in which the CLI is running, not the time zone specified in the report
definition. Reports generated from the Web UI correctly use the time zone specified in the report definition, leading to
these reports and the CLI-generated reports using different time intervals, producing different and incorrect results from
the CLI-generated reports.
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Misleading database errors when upgrading to iDash 12.0.04.00

During the upgrade process to iDash12.0.04.00, multiple table indexes are changed. To do this, the previous index is
deleted and the new index is created. Depending on the version of iDash you are upgrading from, the previous version of
the index may not have been created. In these cases, iDash can register an error caused by an attempt to delete an index
that does not exist. 

As long as this type of error is the only error type seen, there is no problem with the upgrade. The new version of the
index is created, even if the old one did not exist to delete. If other types of database errors are seen in the install log
(IDASH_HOME/.install4j/installation.log), please consult the iDash documentation for next steps.

Examples of errors related to index deletion that do not need to be corrected:

DB Create Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Tables: Error -

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - ORA-01418: specified index does not exist

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error -

Examples of database errors not related to index deletion that would require corrective action:

DB Create Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Tables: Tables not successfully created.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Error - The Network Adapter could not establish the connection.

DB Create Secondary Tables: Tables not successfully created.

Errors when loading SLAs after the job has been deleted 

Trying to load final SLAs (SLAs with a "met or "missed" status) after the SLA's job had been deleted is causing errors in
the log files. The error will look similar to the following:

com.ca.idash.core.sla.tree.SLAInstanceTree: SLAInstanceTree:filter job is null

This error occurs because iDash is attempting to load the SLA summary for an SLA whose job has been deleted. 

Receiving new CA 7 instance seed data may cause the event subscription to go into recovery

Receiving a new seed data file from the CA 7 Server for iDash task on mainframe may cause an event subscription for
that instance to go into recovery. iDash rebuilds the base instance data after receiving a new seed file, and during the
rebuild process, that instance is not able to process events. If a batch of events is delivered during the rebuild, iDash will
reject the events, causing the subscription to be placed into recovery. The subscription recovery issue can also occur
when a new seed file is requested via the Extract Data button on the CA 7 Instance configuration toolbar in the Admin
Tool.

Old job runs showing up in the Problematic Jobs view 

Users have noticed that old job runs are appearing in the Problematic Jobs table for SLAs, with some job runs being over
a week old. This creates a large list of job runs that include old job runs, making it difficult to properly monitor current
problematic jobs. 

SLAs for CA 7 jobs may be monitored on days the SLA job will not run

While defining an SLA for a CA 7 job, if there are jobs that will cause a chain of triggered job runs leading up to the SLA
job, a user may choose to monitor the SLA on the days that one or all of those triggering jobs is scheduled to run.
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Users are given the option to choose from any of the valid schedules on any of the triggering jobs found for the SLA job.
Choosing the <ALL> option will include all of the defined schedules for all of the triggering jobs to determine which days to
monitor the SLA. In some cases, a triggering job may be defined with a schedule that does not cause the SLA job to run.
In these cases, including that schedule in the SLA monitoring schedule could cause unnecessary missed SLAs.

SLAs showing one-hour time discrepancy 

SLAs might be monitored for incorrect deadline times on days when clock time changes are made for daylight savings
time. If an SLA was defined in a time zone that observes daylight savings time, the deadline for the SLA could be
incorrectly calculated as one hour earlier or later on the days when the daylight savings clock changes occur. Predictions
for job flows may also initially be incorrect on these days, until the job flows begin to run.

Unique constraint violation errors in iDash log 

During JFM recovery, when adding CA7 job runs to the iDash database, the following messages appear in the iDash log:

Batch insert of JobRuns into idash_hist_job_run_ca7 failed. Attempting series of single inserts.

The problem occurs because iDash is trying to store a job run more than once. 

Wrong list of jobs with EEM security 

When creating a new iDash report, clicking the + icon to search for jobs displays a list of jobs that doesn't seem to honor
EEM read privileges. The problem occurs because iDash uses the Manage SLAs EEM privilege to retrieve the job list
instead of the job read privilege.

Large number of problematic jobs 

Large numbers of problematic job entries are being created for some of the SLAs with Shorter than average exception
types and default average runtimes.

SLAs not raising a second alert for CA 7 jobs after second failure

If iDash is configured to raise alerts with the Always option and set to Close Alarm on Recovery, iDash could fail to raise
an alert for a second occurrence of a given alert state in the SLA run. CA 7 SLA alerts that are closed automatically on
recovery are not properly registered as closed. Instead, iDash considers those alerts acknowledged, but still open. In
these conditions, if the SLA were to enter into the same alert state again (At Risk or Predicted Miss) for a new cause,
iDash will not open a second alert. This issue affects only alerts that are automatically closed. Manually closed alerts are
properly registered as closed, and the SLA will be able to raise a new alert if the alert state is reached again.

As a workaround, users may manually mark the alert as closed. iDash will then be able to raise a new alert if the alert
state is reached again.
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Compatibility Matrix
The following compatibility matrix specifies the components and vendor products that are compatible with the latest
version of iDash.

Component Vendor Product Notes
Browsers Microsoft Internet Explorer 10.0 or above

Google Chrome 33.0 or above
Apple Safari 8.0.3 or above
Mozilla Firefox 24.0 or above

Required for the Web UI
When the Internet Explorer security is set
too high, IE blocks the appearance of some
buttons in the Web UI.
• For Internet Explorer 10, set the security

to Medium or lower.
• For Internet Explorer 11, set the security

to Medium-High or lower.

Java Components (Server) Oracle JRE 1.8.x Required for the Server
JRE 1.8 (64-bit) or higher is required for the
Server only on zLinux platforms. (User must
obtain JRE from IBM)
(JRE 1.8 (64-bit) is bundled with the Server
for other platforms.)

Java Components (Client) Oracle JRE 1.7.x or higher Required for the Java-based clients (Admin
Tool and the legacy iDash or GUI).
JRE 1.7 (64-bit) or higher is required for
the Client on all platforms. (User must
obtain Oracle JRE, including Java Webstart
executable (javaws))

Java Components (CLI) Oracle JRE 1.7.x or higher Required for the CLI
JRE 1.7 (64-bit) or higher is required for
the CLI only on AIX, HP-UX, and zLinux
platforms. (User must obtain JRE from IBM)
(JRE 1.8 (64-bit) is bundled with the CLI for
other platforms.)

Server Platforms Oracle Linux 6 and 7
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5, 6, and 7 (64-
bit)
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 zSeries
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10, 11, and
12 (64-bit)
Windows Server 2008 R2 SP2, 2012, 2016
(64-bit)

Server refers to the iDash server.

Clients Platforms Oracle Linux 6 and 7
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5, 6, and 7 (64-
bit)
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 zSeries
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10, 11, and
12 (x86 32/64-bit)
Windows Server 2008 R2 SP2, 2012, 2016
(64-bit)
Windows 7, 8, and 10 (64-bit)

Client refers to the Java-based clients
(Admin Tool and the legacy iDash or GUI).
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CLI Platforms AIX 6.1, 7.1 (Power 32/64-bit)
HP-UX 11i v3 (IA64)
Oracle Linux 6 and 7
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5, 6, and 7 (x86
32/64-bit)
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 zSeries
Solaris 10 and 11 (SPARC 32/64-bit)
Solaris 10 and 11 (x86 32/64-bit)
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10, 11, and
12 (x86 32/64-bit)
Windows Server 2008 R2 SP 2, 2012, 2016
(64-bit)
Windows 7, 8, and 10 (64-bit)

CLI refers to the iDash Command Line
Interface.

Databases Microsoft SQL Server 2012, 2014, and
2016 (32/64 bit) (Cluster environment with
Always-On supported)
Oracle 11g and 12c (32/64 bit including
RAC, PDB, and CDB)
Sybase ASE 15.7 and 16.0 (32/64 bit)

Minimum page size must be at least 4 KB.

Scheduling Managers Unicenter® AutoSys® Job Management
r11.0
Workload Automation AE r11.3
Workload Automation AE r11.3.5
Workload Automation AE r11.3.6 (up to
SP7)
CA 7 r11.3
CA 7 r12.0

  r11.3.6 SP6+ supports Kerberos
authentication, but iDash does not. If you
are using AE r11.3.6 SP6+ in conjunction
with iDash, do not use Kerberos. 

CA 7 requires:

• CA 7 Server for iDash Release 11.3 or
12.0

• Common Components and Services
Release 14.1 or later including Event
Notification Facility (CAIENF)

• The latest published solutions for
CA 7 Server for iDash and Common
Components and Services
Note: Select the Download Center and
Published Solutions from Broadcom
Support 

EEM EEM 8.4 SP4 CR08
EEM 8.4.408
EEM 8.4.411
EEM 12.0
EEM 12.0.2.40
EEM 12.0.3.46
EEM 12.1
EEM 12.5
EEM 12.51.0.4
EEM 12.51.3.14 (CR03)
EEM 12.51.4.16 (CR04)
EEM 12.51.5.24 (CR05)
EEM 12.6.0.5

 

System Requirements
This section documents the system requirements for this release of iDash.
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Server

Installation Mode Processor Physical Memory JVM Disk Space

• Up to 50,000 Jobs
• 10 concurrent users

• Dual-Core
• 2 GHz
• zLinux: 1 IFL

32 GB • Heap size - 4 GB
• Max - 24 GB

10 GB

• Up to 100,000 Jobs
• 50 concurrent users

• Quad-Core
• 2 GHz
• zLinux: 2 IFL

48 GB • Heap size - 8 GB
• Max - 32 GB

30 GB

• Up to 200,000 Jobs
• 50 concurrent users

• Quad-Core
• 2 GHz
• zLinux: 2 IFL

48 GB • Heap size - 8 GB
• Max - 32 GB

50 GB

• Up to 450,000 Jobs
• >50 concurrent users

• Quad-Core
• 2 GHz
• zLinux: 3 IFL

64 GB • Heap size - 8 GB
• Max - 48 GB

75 GB

NOTE

• If job counts increase beyond 450,000, it is recommended to run multiple iDash servers and split the defined
scheduler instances between them.

• If Workload Automation AE forecasted run counts exceed 1,000,000 in the required Forecast Duration, it is
recommended to split AE scheduler instances between multiple iDash servers.

• If your CA 7 workload includes a large number of jobs that run on multiple schedule IDs in a single day, these
jobs should be considered as one defined job for each schedule ID that runs. Consider this when referring to
the sizing chart above.

Database (Up to 1,000,000 rows of archive data)

Vendor Data Index Log Notes
Oracle 1000 MB 500 MB   
Microsoft SQL Server 1000 MB 500 MB 50 MB  
Sybase 1000 MB 500 MB 100 MB • Tempdb: 500 MB

• Tempdb log: 50 MB

Java-based Client

To run iDash client (the GUI), the following requirements must be met:

• 2-GHz processor
• 500-MB free physical memory

Database SizingThe information below will help you more accurately size the database based on job runs, events,
archive data, and more.

Type of Data Stored in
iDash DB

Per Day (M) Days Stored Rows (M) DB Size (GB)

Rows of AE job runs 0.5 120 60 12
Rows of AE events 2 120 240 216
Rows of AE autotrack
data

0.5 120 60 48

Rows of CA7 job runs 0.5 120 62.5 16
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The multipliers are as follows (in millions):

1.  AE job runs: Number of total rows x 0.2GB
2.  AE Events: Number of total rows x 0.9GB
3.  AE autotrack: Number of total rows x 0.8GB
4.  CA7 job runs: Number of total rows x 0.25GB

Installation Space Requirements

The information below indicates the amount of free temporary disc space needed for an installation of the current version
of iDash:

Operating System Temp Directory Required Free Space
Windows TEMP

If there is a TMP environment variable in
addition to TEMP, then ensure that both
point to the same location.

1.2GB

UNIX
Linux/zLinux

/tmp 1.2GB

NOTE

• When upgrading from an older version of iDash, the required amount of free temporary disc space is 2GB.
• On Windows, the location of the temporary directory is specified by the TEMP environment variable. The

installer checks for free disk space three times the size of the installer on the volume where the temporary
directory is located. The amount of free disk space required on Windows is 1.2GB. If the volume does not
have enough space, then you must clean up the disk to free space for the installer.
If your Windows system has a TMP environment variable in addition to TEMP, then ensure that both point to
the same location.

• On UNIX or Linux/zLinux, the location of the default temporary directory is /tmp. The installer checks for
adequate free disk space on the volume where the /tmp directory is located. The amount of free disk space
required on UNIX is 1.2GB. If the volume does not have enough space, then you must clean up the disk to
free up space for the installer.
If cleaning up the disk does not free up enough space, then you must contact your system administrator to
allocate more space for /tmp, or you can specify the java variable to a location with sufficient temp space:

./{idash installation binary.sh} -Djava.io.tmpdir={PATH TO A PRE-DEFINED FOLDER FOR WHICH YOU HAVE

 WRITE PERMISSIONS}

• After the installation has successfully completed or been canceled by the user, the temporary space used by
the installer is deleted. If sufficient temp space is not available, the installation is aborted.

 

Third-Party Software Release Notices
You can view acknowledgements from within the iDash Web UI. This site is continually updated.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to the iDash Web UI and log in.
2. Click the help drop-down list in the navigation bar and select About.
3. Click THIRD PARTY NOTICES.
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This file contains copyright and license agreement information for the following third-party components used in iDash
Release 12.0.05.00:

• Apache 2.0, which includes:
– Batik 1.7
– Commons Codec 1.9
– Commons Lang 2.6
– Commons IO 2.6
– Commons Logging 1.1.3
– HttpClient 4.3.6
– HttpCore 4.3.3
– Jackson 2.9.0
– Not-Yet-Commons-SSL 0.3.11
– POI 3.17
– Tomcat 8.5.31
– xml-apis 1.4.01

• Third-party components using MIT license
• compress-j2me 0.3
• iText 2.0.8
• Jersey 2.25.1
• JFreeChart 1.0.17
• jTDS v.1.2
• JRE v.1.8.0_172
• Oracle JDBC Driver 11.2.0.3
• HK2
• JCommon
• D3.js 3.5.6
• NVD3 1.8.1
• Slip.js 1.2.0
• JSON3 3.3.2
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Getting Started
iDash is a web-based solution that provides service-level agreement (SLA) management, critical path monitoring
and alerting, and graphical reporting. Authorized users can define SLAs on jobs that are orchestrated by the  and CA
7 environment. 

iDash performs the following functions:

• Monitors the  and CA 7 environment
• Performs real-time forecasting that is based on previous execution times and current status of the system
• Generates alerts for SLA deadlines that are at risk of being missed, are predicted to be missed, or have been missed
• Executes automated recovery actions in response to alerts
• Applies advanced workload analytics to create an efficient and finely tuned iDash environment for  and CA 7 workloads

iDash offers the following key benefits:

• Reduces the cost and complexity of managing mission critical workloads

• Improves the application availability and workload visibility

• Reduces the risk of business disruption through proactive SLA and critical path management

• Improves workload service levels through fast, easy diagnosis and problem resolution

• Improves the efficiency and accuracy of IT staff through automation

 

Simple Architecture
When you set up a new system, begin by installing and configuring a simple architecture. After you verify that everything
is working as expected, consider creating a high availability (HA) environment. An HA environment helps protect against
the loss of connectivity to the iDash Server or the iDash database.

A simple architecture is composed of the following elements:

• One iDash instance instance on a dedicated iDash server
• One or more instances of supported schedulers, including:

– Workload Automation AE
– CA 7

• EEM, if used to authenticate iDash users
• An LDAP directory, if used to authenticate iDash users
• An iDash database (Oracle, SQL Server, or Sybase)

The database stores configuration and security settings, SLA definitions, objects, and reports. The database also
stores historical data such as average job run times, events, and audit information. 

• The iDash user interfaces, including:
– Admin Tool for configuration
– Web UI for defining, tagging, and monitoring SLAs and for reporting
– The Command Line Interface (CLI) for use in place of the Admin Tool or the Web UI
– The legacy iDash (the GUI) for minor functionality that is not available in the Web UI

The following diagram shows the system components of a simple architecture with a single iDash server and a single
database. The dashed lines represent where the authentication checks can be performed.
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The previous diagram shows the components for core functions. The next diagram shows the addition of clients, which is
optional. The diagram also adds some contextual information; CA 7 is on the mainframe and Workload Automation AE is
on a distributed server on your network.

After you configure a CA 7 instance, configure the connectivity to the CA 7 Web Client. This configuration creates
contextual links to the web server running the CA 7 Web Client.

iDash does not use the AE Client to monitor and forecast SLAs. The AE Client lets users access full job definitions and
send commands to Workload Automation AE. If desired, install the AE Client on the iDash server.
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High Availability Architecture
The high availability architecture adds a backup for two system components. Specifically:

• A second server where a second instance of iDash is installed.
This instance is the secondary iDash server. Each server has its own URL. Users connect to the primary iDash server.
If the primary iDash server fails, users must browse to the secondary iDash server to continue their tasks.
When the primary server recovers, users must manually copy the IDASH_HOME/log/sla folder from the active
secondary server to the primary server, as the primary server will not have up-to-date information about SLAs
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processed by the secondary server while the primary server was down. Restart the primary server after the SLA files
have been copied from the secondary server.

NOTE
iDash for CA 7 users who have implemented high availability architecture must also specify a target IP
address or host name where events will be sent for CA 7 event subscriptions. The target IP address or host
name must be configured for each server.
For instructions on configuring a target IP address or host name, search Specify IP Address or Host Name
for CA 7 Event Delivery. 

•  A second database, which is configured as the secondary database.
Each data change is recorded in both databases starting from the time the secondary database is configured. If
one of the databases fails, the other database serves all requests. The iDash server synchronizes the data from the
idash_config, idash_blob, and idash_doc tables between the two databases.
When the failing database recovers, the iDash server refreshes its idash_config, idash_blob, and idash_doc tables.
The iDash synchronization process then syncs the data for these tables in both databases.

NOTE
When automatic import is enabled for AutoSys instances and users have two databases running, the
imported data will be written to both databases simultaneously. If one database goes down, data will stop
importing to both databases until the failed database is back up, at which point the data from the most recent
import time known to iDash will be imported to both databases simultaneously. This process ensures that
both databases are always current from where the failed database left off.

• Configuring a DNS Failover is recommended to ensure seamless operation for end users. The DNS Failover must be
configured in a way that allows it to re-direct to a secondary iDash server when the primary server fails.

NOTE
If configuring a DNS Failover for iDash for CA 7, you must use an IP address, not a host name, when
configuring a target for CA 7 event subscriptions.
For instructions on configuring a target IP address, search Specify IP Address or Host Name for CA 7 Event
Delivery. 
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SLA Management
Job flows are created to automate business processes. Most of these processes have an internal service level agreement
(SLA) with other business units or processes. An SLA can be created in iDash for any job residing on a configured
scheduling manager instance. The articles in this section focus on SLAs and SLA management.

NOTE

For details about how to set up SLAs, see:

•  Create an SLA for a Workload Automation AE Job.
•  Create an SLA for a CA 7 Job.

The SLA definition can include the following properties: 

• The schedule and times the job must start by.
• The schedule and times the job must finish successfully by.
• The alarm to raise when an SLA is at risk of missing its deadline.
• The alarm to raise when an SLA is predicted to miss its deadline.
• The alarm to raise when an SLA has missed its deadline.
• The script to run when an alarm is raised.

If a job must start or finish successfully at multiple times, you can specify multiple deadlines in the SLA definition.

Examples of SLAs are as follows:

• Workload Automation AE Box job:
– EuropeDailyBox must finish successfully by 7:15 AM every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
– EuropeDailyBox must finish successfully by 10:30 AM every Thursday and Friday

• Workload Automation AE Command job:
– SectorDaily_Chips_upload must start by 8:00 PM every day in the Workload Automation AE calendar WORKDAYS
– SectorDaily_Chips_upload must finish successfully by 2:00 AM the next day

• Workload Automation AE File Watcher job:
– WebMD_daily_report_fw must finish successfully by 7:00 AM every day in the WORKDAYS calendar, excluding

days in the NOFILES exclude calendar.

• CA 7 jobs:
– CA7JOB01 must finish successfully by 8:15 PM every Monday.
– PAYROL32 on instance CA72AC32 must run on schedule ID 7.

SLA Statuses
iDash creates SLA statuses based on estimates for when jobs are expected to complete, while also tracking the progress
of workflows containing SLA jobs.

When iDash connects to Workload Automation AE or CA 7, it consumes workload data. This data, which includes
historical job run data, current states of workload jobs, and workload changes as jobs are processed, is collected and
used to forecast SLA statuses.

NOTE
The SLA statuses are based on the Optimistic Forecast feature. Search Configure Forecast Parameters to
adjust this setting. 

Predicted SLA statuses that are based on forecast information include: 

• On time indicates that the job is predicted to meet the defined SLA deadline.
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• At risk indicates that the job is predicted to be at risk of not meeting the defined SLA deadline. The job is predicted to
complete within the risk window.

• Predicted miss indicates that the job is predicted to miss its SLA deadline.

Actual SLA statuses include:

• Met indicates that the job has met the SLA deadline successfully.
• Missed indicates that the job has missed its SLA deadline.

Other conditions include the following statuses:

• Future indicates that the SLA is inactive but is scheduled to begin in the future.
• Error indicates that the SLA definition is incorrect.
• Not available indicates that the SLA status is unavailable
• Disabled indicates that the SLA is disabled. No alerts are issued for disabled SLAs.  The dashboard displays no data

for disabled SLAs.
• Unknown indicates that the SLA status is unknown.

The SLA statuses are based on monitoring the in-flight job processing and forecasting the job processing. The product
applies that information to the critical path of the job with the SLA deadline.

Start Tracking Window
You have the option to define a start tracking window by assigning a start tracking value that is calculated as an offset
from the deadline (SLAs with start tracking values set to Default will be tracked right away).

Assign a start tracking value to an SLA so that the forecast is performed when the start tracking window opens.
The iDash engine then forecasts and analyzes all SLAs that have a deadline within the specified forecasting window. You
can define the forecasting window for all SLAs in the Admin Tool under SLA, Forecast.

Example: Assigning a Start Tracking Value to an SLA

Suppose that an SLA is defined such that a job must finish successfully by 7:15 AM every Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday. If the start tracking value is 120 minutes, then the forecasting starts at 5:15 AM (2 hours before its deadline).
Until then, the SLA status is FUTURE.

End Tracking Window
You have the option to establish an end tracking window by assigning an end tracking value to the SLA. By default, when
an SLA misses its deadline (status is Missed), iDash stops monitoring and forecasting the SLA and its critical jobs. 

The end tracking value is calculated as an offset from the deadline. This parameter lets iDash track the extent to which
the SLA job has missed its deadline. iDash monitors and forecasts the SLA and its critical jobs. Monitoring and forecasting
continue until either the end tracking window expires or the SLA job status changes to Success.  

Example: How the End Tracking Value is Used

Suppose that a job must finish successfully by 7:15 AM every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. This SLA definition is
assigned an end tracking value of 300 minutes (five hours past the deadline). If the job does not finish successfully by
7:15 AM, iDash marks the SLA status as MISSED. The job run data for SLA critical jobs is updated until the job ends in
SUCCESS or until 12:15. The predicted completion time is also updated. If the job flow completes before the tracking
ends, the predicted completion time is updated with the actual completion time. The time view displays the progress of the
job flow until the end tracking window expires.
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Risk Window
You can optionally assign a risk window in an SLA definition. A risk window allows an alert to be raised when the
forecasted completion time is close to the SLA deadline. When a console operator sees the alert, they can take the
appropriate action to prevent an SLA violation.

The following diagram shows the relationship of the calculated execution time, the deadline, and the at risk window:

Example: Assigning a Risk Window to an SLA

Suppose that a job must finish successfully by 7:15 AM every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. This SLA definition is
assigned a risk window of 30 minutes. The risk window is from 6:45 AM to 7:15 AM. If the job is forecasted to finish at
7:00 AM, the product sends an At risk alert.

NOTE

 For more information, see:

•  Create an SLA for a Workload Automation AE Job 
•  Create an SLA for a CA 7 Job 
•  About Current Alerts 

Manage Tags
Tagging SLAs is a way to group SLAs based on attributes relevant to business or operations. Administrators can
create and manage tags, making them hierarchical if needed, and application teams can associate SLAs to these tags.
Operators can then monitor SLAs by tags on the Dashboard.

NOTE

• For details about creating tags and associating tags to SLAs, see SLA Tag Management.
• For details about using tags to monitor a subset of SLAs, see Customize My Watchlist.

Alerts
Administrators can enable alerts for Workload Automation AE and CA 7 SLAs. Administrators can specify the SLA
statuses for which to generate alerts and can specify the script to execute when the alert is generated. A script can
contain commands to generate an email notification, record the event, or take remedial actions. A script also can make
iDash environment variables available to another script, command, or program.

iDash sends alerts for CA 7 SLAs to the JFM console. Administrators can configure policies for alerts and the frequency at
which they are generated.
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NOTE

• For more information about configuring the alert policy, see Configure Alert Parameters.
• For information about viewing current alerts, see View Current Alerts and View SLA Details for a Current

Alert.

Monitor Critical Paths
iDash monitors the critical path of a job that has an SLA defined and dynamically calculates the critical path of a job. The
critical path calculation involves two steps: the critical job list is calculated, then a time analysis finds the longest path to
the SLA job (the path that is projected to take the longest to complete).

NOTE
For details about how to monitor the critical path for a selected SLA, see:

•  Examine a Flow View
•  Examine a Time View
•  Examine a Table View

Critical Job List
The critical job list comprises jobs that must run successfully for the SLA job to start or end successfully.  The critical job
list is built for each SLA job by analyzing the job definition and the dependency structure.

 Example: Calculating the Critical Job List for a Job Flow 

The following diagram shows a sample job flow containing five jobs. The arrows indicate dependencies between the jobs.
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The highlighted jobs in the following diagram indicate the critical job list for Job E:
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The highlighted jobs in the following diagram indicate the critical job list for Job C:
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 Example: Calculating the Critical Job List for a Box Job 

The critical job list for a Workload Automation AE box job is defined as follows:

• The critical job list for the box job to start
• The set of jobs inside the box job that must run successfully for the box job to finish

The following diagram shows that the critical job list for BoxJob 1 includes the jobs that are needed for a successful start
and a successful completion:
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Critical Path
iDash dynamically generates the critical path of each SLA job. The following items for each job in the critical job list are
evaluated:

• Status
• Average duration
• Date and time conditions
• Date and time parameters (such as run window and exclude calendar)

The critical path of an SLA job is a subset of the critical job list. The jobs in the critical path represent the longest path to a
successful execution of the SLA job. The longest path is the path that is predicted to take the most time to complete.

The critical path of an SLA job is determined by examining the following items in the job flow:

• Predecessors for a Workload Automation AE SLA job
• Predecessors, triggers, and if specified, the schedule ID for a CA 7 SLA job

Each job that precedes the SLA job is examined in turn for its predecessors and triggers. The predecessors and triggers
form a chain of events that must occur for the SLA job to meet its deadline.
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The longest path to the SLA job depends on the current condition of the job processing environment. iDash automatically
adjusts the set of jobs inside the critical path and the time to finish them.

 Example: Determining the Critical Path 

The following diagram shows a sample job flow containing five jobs. The arrows indicate dependencies between the jobs.
Job A, Job B, Job C, and Job D are in the critical job list for Job E.

The average run time of each job and the critical path for Job E are shown in the following diagram:
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If iDash determines that the conditions in the job processing environment have changed, it adjusts the critical path. For
example, if Job C is put on hold, then 16 minutes after Job A starts, the critical path for Job E is changed as follows:

The critical path is automatically adjusted because the new critical path has at least 15 minutes of job processing time
remaining, while the original critical path has only 14 minutes of job processing time remaining.

Critical Path Updates
iDash provides critical path updates for all SLA jobs in real time. The following conditions can change the set of jobs that
comprise the critical path for an SLA job:

• Jobs with FAILURE or TERMINATED status are evaluated with these assumptions:
– The jobs are assumed to restart promptly per the job definition or by the operator.
– The jobs are assumed to run for their average duration.
– Workload Automation AE jobs are predicted to complete with a status of SUCCESS.
– CA 7 jobs are predicted to complete with a status of COMPLETED.

• Jobs running shorter or longer than their average run time have the following impact:
– Jobs running shorter than average decrease the remaining processing time. 
– Jobs running longer than average increase the remaining processing time
– iDash adjusts the critical path to the jobs with longer remaining processing time.

• Jobs achieving ON_ICE and ON_NOEXEC statuses decrease the processing time remaining.
• Delays or inability to run due to date and time restrictions (such as run window and exclude calendar).

Indicators for these conditions help console operators troubleshoot critical path issues.

NOTE
The predictive analysis engine assumes that an ON_HOLD job is to remain on hold. When a critical path job is
put on hold, the SLA status becomes predicted miss. However, on hold jobs can be ignored when calculating
SLAs. 
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Reporting
iDash provides reporting capability through the Web UI and the CLI. Users can create report definitions and then publish
and download reports. Report derive data through the time period that is specified in the report definition. Reports can be
published in PDF, HTML, and XLS formats.

NOTE

• For details about how to set up reports, search:
– Generate Reports from the Web UI
– Generate Reports with CLI Commands

Example Report in PDF format: 
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Example Report in HTML Format 
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Example Report in XLS (Excel) Format 

  

 

CA 7 Feature Support for iDash
iDash offers support for CA 7 jobs, job requirements, and triggers, with some limitations. The following information details
feature support for CA 7 in iDash:
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• iDash supports full job names and generic names for negative dependencies (for example, /fullname or /
genericname*).

• iDash supports SLA jobs or the dependent jobs in its flow stream which have conditional requirements (for example, ?
conditionalname). However, wild card masking is not supported in CA 7 for conditional dependencies.

• iDash supports cross-platform dependencies with AutoSys via XP Job Links. For more information on XP Job Links,
search XP Job Links.

• iDash does not account for the following job requirements in predictive analysis:
– dataset predecessors
– network predecessors
– user requirements
– VRM requirements
– VRM cross-references

• iDash CA7 Job Link does not support dataset dependencies, VRM resource dependencies, or network dependencies.
Cross-instance dependencies are also not supported at this time. For more information on CA 7 Job Links, search CA
7 Job Links.

• iDash does not support long job names for CA 7 12.0. Only the eight character job name will be available in iDash.
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Installing
The Installing section describes how to install the iDash server and the Client CLI, including prerequisites and post-
installation tasks. The processes for upgrading, rolling back an upgrade, and uninstalling the product are also addressed.

An initial installation typically begins with installing a simple system with one database and one iDash instance. After the
system is installed, you configure the components (schedulers, authorization applications) and user authentication and
authorization. After you configure SLAs, monitoring begins. This is the phase where everyone gains familiarity with the
system and any issues are resolved.

To prevent system outages, you can add a backup iDash system in another location, where both systems have a primary
and secondary database. You configure high availability. For improved security, you can change from basic connectivity
with HTTP to secure connectivity with HTTPS.  

 To install a simple Broadcom Workload Automation system, follow these steps: 

1. Create the IDASH database on a Microsoft SQL Server, an Oracle server, or a Sybase server.
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NOTE

For information about creating a database for an iDash instance, search Database Settings. 
2. Install iDash.

NOTE

 For information about installing, search the procedure for your operating system:

•  Install iDash on UNIX or Linux.
•  Install iDash on Windows.

3. Assign a custom password for the iDash superuser, idashAdm.

NOTE

 For information about creating the idashAdm password, search Change the iDash Administrator Password.

 To add high availability and secure connectivity, follow these steps: 

1. Add secondary databases. Install another iDash instance to take over processing if an outage occurs. Complete the
needed configuration.

NOTE

 For details about setting up a high availability environment, search Configure High Availability.
2. Set up secure communication.

NOTE

 For details about setting up secure communication, search Enable HTTPS.

 

Database Settings
Define database settings for the type of database on which you plan to load the iDash tables:

• Microsoft SQL Server (MS-SQL)
• Oracle
• Sybase

NOTE

 For information about supported releases, see the Databases section of the Compatibility Matrix.

 

Database Installation Checklist
Before you install iDash, use this database installation checklist to record the values that you plan to use during the
databse installation.

A high availability (HA) architecture can be implemented with two databases.

NOTE

• Enter the database values for the primary (or only) database.
• You can install two iDash servers. You can use primary and secondary databases in an HA configuration. In

this case, specify the primary database values during installation of both servers.
• You can configure a secondary database only after you install the product.
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Enter the database values for the primary (or only) database.

Broadcom Workload
Automation Primary Database
Property

Example Server 1 Value Server 2 Value

Database type MS-SQL  (Same as Server 1)
Database host name
For Microsoft SQL Server (MS-
SQL):
• host_name indicates that

only a default instance is
installed on the host.

• host_name/instance_name
indicates that one or more
named instances are
installed on the host.

neptune
neptune/MSSQL73365

 (Same as Server 1)

Database connection port
number

1433  (Same as Server 1)

Dataserver name (Sybase) N/A  (Same as Server 1)
Database user/password idash/********  (Same as Server 1)
Database name
Note: For Oracle, enter the SID.

idashdb  (Same as Server 1)

A secondary database can be used in a High Availability configuration. Record the values that are indicated in the
following table. Configure the secondary database properties in the Admin Tool after you install iDash.

Broadcom Workload Automation Secondary
Database Property

Example Value

Database vendor MS-SQL  
Database host name
For Microsoft SQL Server (MS-SQL):
• host_name indicates that only a default

instance is installed on the host.
• host_name/instance_name indicates

that one or more named instances are
installed on the host.

mars
mars/MSSQL73366

 

Database connection port number 1433  
Dataserver name (Sybase) N/A  
Database user and password idash/********  
Database name
Note: For Oracle, enter the SID.

idashdb  

Create a Database on a Microsoft SQL Server
You can create the database for iDash on a SQL Server default instance or an SQL Server named instance.

NOTE

• Ensure that the database is not configured for single-case characters.
• If you are installing the iDash database on a SQL Server named-instance:
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– Verify that the SQL Server Browser service is running.
– Use the SQL Server Configuration Manager. Verify that TCP/IP is enabled. Verify that all IP addresses

reference a port that is unique to that instance.
• When you create the iDash database on SQL Server, set the following value for collation:

SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CS_AS

This setting cannot be changed later.

 Follow these steps: 

The following commands are provided as an example. Your version of SQL Server could require different paths and
commands.

1. Create the IDASH database in one of the following ways:
– Log in to the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio and create the IDASH database. 

• Verify that the iDash data file has a size of 1000 MB with filegrowth of 5 MB. 
• Verify that the log file has a size of 50 MB with filegrowth of 5 MB.

– To create the database outside of Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio, run the following commands. Verify
that the files idashlog.ldf and idashdata.mdf have been created successfully.
CREATE DATABASE IDASH

ON 

( NAME = idashdata,

   FILENAME = 'C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL10_50.MSSQLSERVER\MSSQL\DATA\idashdata.mdf',

   SIZE = 1000MB,

   FILEGROWTH = 5MB )

LOG ON

( NAME = 'idashlog',

   FILENAME ='C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL10_50.MSSQLSERVER\MSSQL\DATA\idashlog.ldf',

   SIZE = 50MB,

   FILEGROWTH = 5MB )

GO

2. To add a login ID and to change the owner to that ID, use the following commands.
sp_addlogin idash,password

go 

use IDASH

go

sp_changedbowner idash 

go 

ALTER DATABASE IDASH SET RECOVERY SIMPLE 

go

Otherwise run the following command:
sqlcmd -S sql_server_name -U sa -P "password"

If you get an error message like this example, remove the quotes from the password and run the command again.
Msg 18456, Level 14, State 1, Server server-name, Line 1 Login failed for user 'sa'.

The database is created for iDash.
3. If you have a named-instance of SQL Server, restart all SQL Server services.

NOTE

 If you get a message that the database tables could not be created, search Installation Troubleshooting.
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Create Tablespaces and Databases on Oracle
You can create the tablespaces and a database user for iDash on Oracle.

NOTE

The following commands are provided as an example. Your version of Oracle could require different paths and
commands. Optional steps for configuring Oracle RAC are included.

 Follow these steps: 

1. (Optional) Download Oracle SQL Developer with JDK if you are using Oracle RAC.
2. (Optional) Run Oracle SQL Developer and create a new connection if you are using Oracle RAC:

a. Select Advanced for the connection type.
b. Construct the following Oracle RAC JDBC connection string and add it to the Custom JDBC URL:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS_LIST=(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = rac_host1)
(PORT = rac_host1_port))(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = rac_host2)(PORT = rac_host2_port))
(LOAD_BALANCE = yes))(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVER = DEDICATED)(SERVICE_NAME = oracle_rac_SID)
(FAILOVER_MODE=(TYPE = SELECT)(METHOD = BASIC)(RETRIES = 180)(DELAY = 5))))
•   rac_host1  specifies the name of RAC host 1.
•   rac_host1_port  specifies the port for RAC host 1.
•   rac_host2  specifies the name of RAC host 2.
•   rac_host2_port  specifies the port for RAC host 2.
•   oracle_rac_SID  specifies the RAC SID.

NOTE

 Enter system or sys for the user name in the connection dialog. Consult your database administrator for
the password.

3. Run the following commands to create the tablespaces in the iDash database:
CREATE TABLESPACE IDASHINDEX LOGGING DATAFILE 'c:\app\Administrator\oradata\SID\idashindex.dbf' SIZE

 1000M; 

CREATE TEMPORARY TABLESPACE IDASHTEMP TEMPFILE 'c:\app\Administrator\oradata\SID\idashtemp.dbf' SIZE

 100M; 

CREATE TABLESPACE IDASHDATA LOGGING DATAFILE 'c:\app\Administrator\oradata\SID\idashdata.dbf' SIZE 1000M;

NOTE

 Consult your database administrator to obtain the path to use for the DBF files.
4. Run the following commands for your version of Oracle. These commands create the database user. Quota grants

equal the full allotments of disk that are allocated to iDash tablespaces.
For Oracle 11g and 12c (non-container database):
CREATE USER IDASH PROFILE DEFAULT IDENTIFIED BY password DEFAULT TABLESPACE IDASHDATA TEMPORARY TABLESPACE

 IDASHTEMP ACCOUNT UNLOCK; 

GRANT CONNECT TO IDASH; 

GRANT CREATE SESSION TO IDASH;

GRANT CREATE TABLE TO IDASH;

ALTER USER IDASH QUOTA 1000M ON IDASHINDEX;

ALTER USER IDASH QUOTA 1000M ON IDASHDATA;

For Oracle 12c (container database):
CREATE USER C##IDASH PROFILE DEFAULT IDENTIFIED BY password DEFAULT TABLESPACE IDASHDATA TEMPORARY

 TABLESPACE IDASHTEMP ACCOUNT UNLOCK; 

GRANT CONNECT TO C##IDASH; 

GRANT CREATE SESSION TO C##IDASH;

GRANT CREATE TABLE TO C##IDASH;
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ALTER USER C##IDASH QUOTA 1000M ON IDASHINDEX;

ALTER USER C##IDASH QUOTA 1000M ON IDASHDATA;

The tablespaces and database user are created for iDash.
5. (Optional) Run the following query to find the name of one of the Oracle RAC instances:

select sys_context('userenv','instance_name') from dual;

NOTE

Post-installation configuration for Oracle RAC is required. For more information, see "Configure Oracle RAC"
in How to Install Your iDash Environment.

Create Databases and Database Users on Sybase
You can create the database and database user for iDash on Sybase.

NOTE
The following commands are provided as an example. Your version of Sybase could require different paths and
commands.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the appropriate commands to create the iDash database:
– On UNIX/Linux:

disk init name='idashdata', physname='/opt/sybase/data/idashdata.dat', size='1000M', dsync=true

go 

disk init name='idashlog', physname='/opt/sybase/data/idashlog.dat', size='50M', dsync=true

go

create database IDASH 

on idashdata = 1000

log on idashlog = 50

go

– On Windows:

disk init name='idashdata', physname='C:\Sybase\data\idashdata.dat', size='1000M', dsync=true

go 

disk init name='idashlog', physname='C:\Sybase\data\idashlog.dat', size='50M', dsync=true

go 

create database IDASH 

on idashdata = 1000

log on idashlog = 50

go

2. Run the following commands to create the database user:

sp_addlogin idash,password,IDASH 

go 

use IDASH

go

sp_changedbowner idash 

go 

use master

go

sp_dboption IDASH,trun,true 

go 
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sp_dboption IDASH,sele,true 

go

checkpoint

go

The database is created for iDash.

Installation and Setup
As an administrator, you install one or more instances of iDash on an appropriate server.

• Install iDash on UNIX or Linux
• Install iDash on Windows

NOTE

• The UNIX instructions also apply to Linux systems unless otherwise noted.
• The term Windows refers to any Microsoft Windows operating system supported by iDash unless otherwise

noted.
• If you experience any issues during installation, search Installation Troubleshooting.

For each instance of iDash that you plan to install, configure a database for its use. After you install an iDash instance,
configure the schedulers that the product is to monitor. If all  instances use EEM, then add EEM to the product
environment.

When installation is complete, perform the following post-installation tasks, as needed:

• Configure high availability and verify high availability connections. Having a backup server mitigates against a gap in
monitoring SLAs and alerts, in case your primary server fail.

• Change the iDash Administrator password. The product is installed with one default user, idashAdm. The default
password is also idashAdm. For security purposes, we recommend that you change this password when you complete
the installation.

• Configure Oracle RAC, if applicable.

Server Installation Checklist
Complete the following server installation checklist before you install iDash:

• Identify the server where you plan to do the installation.

NOTE

For information about supported operating systems and databases, see the Compatibility Matrix.
• If you plan to use EEM for iDash authentication and authorization, examine your EEM version. Log in to EEM and click

About in the toolbar. iDash defaults to use EEM version 12.x (either 12.5 or 12.6).
• Download the following ISO images from the Download Center on Broadcom Support to a temporary directory:

– (For Workload Automation AE functionality only) iDash R12.0
– (For CA 7 functionality) iDash for CA 7 R12.0

• (UNIX/Linux) If you plan to install iDash in graphical mode, install X-emulator software on your desktop. Use the
command line on the iDash server. Set the DISPLAY environment variable to open the graphical window on your
desktop using the X-emulator.

• Determine whether to create a high-availability environment.
High Availability can be implemented in any of the following configurations:

• – Two iDash servers
– Two databases
– Two iDash servers and two databases (full HA)
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• To prepare for a fresh installation of iDash, gather the information for the installation checklist. Optionally, print the
checklist and make note of the values that you plan to use during the installation.
– The Server 1 Value column in the table is for the first (or only) server.
– The Server 2 Value column in the table is for the second server, if applicable.

• Decide on the password to create for the idashAdm super user. The default password is idashAdm. You create the
idashAdm password from the Admin Tool when you complete the installation. This step is required before you can
configure the product, configure users, or browse to the Web UI. 

 Property  Example  Server 1 Value Server 2 Value
Host name of the web server venus   
IP address of the web server 192.168.200.19   
Connector Port number of the
web server process

8080   

AJP Port Number of the web
server process

8009   

Redirect Port Number of the
web server process

8443   

Shutdown Port number of the
web server process

8005   

Service name for the web server
process

iDash   

User name for the Service
(optional)

   

Password for the Service
(optional)

   

Web server protocol (http or
https)

Standard (http)   

• Close all applications that are running.

Install iDash on UNIX or Linux
After you create the database, you can begin the process of installing iDash on UNIX or Linux.

NOTE

• Use the information from your installation checklist during the installation.
• Mounting of the ISO file requires root user permission.
• For details about how to install directly from an ISO image, see the following support article: https://ca-

broadcom.wolkenservicedesk.com/external/article?articleId=36868 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create $IDASH_HOME.
mkdir /opt/CA/idash

cd /opt/CA/idash

2. Use one of the following procedures:
– If you plan to add both CA 7 and  instances to this iDash server, perform the following steps:

a. Mount the ISO file for iDash for CA 7.
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b. Extract the file to $IDASH_HOME.
– If you plan to add only  instances to this iDash server, perform the following steps:

a. Mount the ISO file for iDash.
b. Extract the files in the iDash ISO image to a temporary directory.

3. Navigate to the directory where the ISO image is mounted or to the temporary directory.
4. Run the following commands from the command prompt:

cp idash-linux-x64-xx.x.xx.xx-xxxx.sh $IDASH_HOME

cp cli $IDASH_HOME/cli

cp -r thirdPartyLib $IDASH_HOME/thirdPartyLib

–   x  specifies the version and build number.
The iDash software installer program and required cli and thirdPartyLib directories are copied to the $IDASH_HOME
directory.

NOTE
 This step may be skipped to run the installer directly from the ISO image.

5. Close all other applications.
6. Run the following command from the $IDASH_HOME directory:

% sh idash-linux-x64-xx.x.xx.xx-xxxx.sh -c

–   x  specifies the version and build number.

NOTE

• If you have skipped step 4 to run the installer from the ISO image, run this command from the ISO image,
not from $IDASH_HOME.

• To run the installation in graphical mode, do not use the -c argument.

You are prompted that the installer is ready to install iDash on your computer.
7. Type o and press Enter to indicate OK.
8. Read the license agreement. (Scroll to the end of the EULA.)
9. You are prompted to accept the terms of the EULA.
10.  Enter 1 for Yes.

You are prompted for the installation location, where /opt/CA/idash is the default.
11. Press Enter to accept the default or type the path to the IDASH_HOME directory and press Enter.

If that directory already exists, you are asked whether to install iDash to that directory.
12. Enter y (Yes) and press Enter.
13. Press Enter to accept 8080 as the default Connector Port number for the Tomcat web server. Alternatively, type a

different port number and press Enter.
14. Press Enter to accept 8009 as the AJP Port Number of the web server process. Alternatively, type a different port

number and press Enter.
15. Press Enter to accept 8443 as the Redirect Port Number of the web server process. Alternatively, type a different port

number and press Enter.
16. Press Enter to accept 8005 as the Shutdown Port number of the web server process. Alternatively, type a different port

number and press Enter. 
17. Type the appropriate code for the type of database that you configured. Options include MS-SQL for Microsoft SQL

Server, Oracle, and Sybase.
MS-SQL [1, Enter]
Oracle [2]
Sybase [3]

18. For the selected database type, enter the details to connect to the database you configured. Then, click Next.
– MS-SQL:
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iDash Database Host name specifies the name of the host where the database server is installed. If you use
named instances, specify host_name/instance_name.
iDash Database Connection Port specifies the port to use to connect to the database server, for example, 1433.
iDash Database Name specifies the name that you configured for the iDash database, for example idashdb.
iDash Database User and iDash Database Password specify user credentials that have permissions to create
tables and add data to the database.

– Oracle:
iDash Database Host name specifies the name of the host where the database server is installed.
iDash Database Connection Port specifies the port to use to connect to the database server, for example, 1521.
iDash Database Oracle SID specifies the Oracle SID that you configured for the iDash database.
iDash Database User and iDash Database Password specify user credentials that have permissions to create
tables and add data to the database.

– Sybase:
iDash Database Host name specifies the name of the host where the database server is installed.
iDash Database Connection Port specifies the port to use to connect to the database server, for example, 3638.
iDash Database User and iDash Database Password specify user credentials that have permissions to create
tables and add data to the database.
iDash Dataserver Name (optional) specifies the name of the Sybase dataserver.
iDash Database Name (optional) specifies the name that you configured for the iDash database.

19. You are prompted to verify the database connection URL created from the information entered in the previous step.
If your installation requires additional parameters in the URL to connect to the database, such as for Oracle RAC
installations, Oracle PDBs and CDBs, or MS-SQL Server Cluster connections, you may make the changes in this
screen.

NOTE
Please search Configure Specialized Database Connections for more information on specialized database
URL configuration. 

20. You are prompted to verify settings, one at a time. 
21. When you are prompted whether it is OK to proceed, type 1 for Yes and press Enter.

The installer scans your system, validates the database connection, creates database objects, and loads data into the
database.
You are prompted whether to start the Tomcat application server.

22. Type 1 (Yes) or 2 (No) and press Enter.
The installer scans environment variables and restarts the Tomcat server if you entered 1. A message indicating that
the installation was successful appears.

23. (Optional) View the log files at one of the following locations:
– $IDASH_HOME/log/info.log

– $IDASH_HOME/tomcat8/logs/catalina.out

24. If you installed iDash for CA 7, verify that the IDASH_HOME directory contains the PD19701125.class binary file.
You can continue with the next two steps now. Or, the administrator who configures the system can do the next two
steps at a later time.

25. If you selected the option to start the iDash service manually, use the following command to restart the Tomcat
application server.
% sh $IDASH_HOME/bin/idash_server start

26. Change the default password for the idashAdm user. Changing the default password is required.
a. Copy the link to the Web UI and paste it into a browser.
b. Click the displayed link to open the iDash Web UI.
c. Enter the following default credentials.

Username: idashAdm
Password:  idashAdm 

d. Click Log In.The information message, New Password Required, is displayed.
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e. For New Password, enter and reenter a password that contains:
• Eight or more characters
• At least one alpha character
• At least one numeric character
• At least one non-alphanumeric character 

WARNING
Record this password and share it with a trusted administrator. This password is required to log in to the
Admin Tool and configure the system. 

f. Click SUBMIT to confirm the password change.
27. Configure the server by following the instructions on the Configure an iDash Server page. 
28. Complete the iDash installation:

a. Click the displayed link again to open the iDash Web UI.
b. Log in to the iDash Web UI with the idashAdm username and the password you set in the Admin Tool.
c. Click the link to review the Release Notes for the current release.
d. Save the link to the iDash server that you installed. 

NOTE

If you plan to run CLI commands on your iDash server, you must first follow the steps to Install the Client CLI to
prepare your iDash server environment.

Install iDash on Windows
After you create the database, you can begin the process of installing iDash on Windows.

NOTE

• Use the information from your installation checklist during the installation.
• Mounting of the ISO file requires root user permission.
• For details about how to install directly from an ISO image, see the following support article: https://ca-

broadcom.wolkenservicedesk.com/external/article?articleId=36868 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Use one of the following procedures to mount the appropriate ISO file and extract its contents.
– If you plan to add both CA 7 and  instances to this iDash server, perform the following steps:

a. Mount the ISO file for iDash for CA 7.
b. Extract the file to %IDASH_HOME%.

– If you plan to add only  instances to this iDash server, perform the following steps:
a. Mount the iDash ISO file.
b. Extract the files in the iDash ISO image to a temporary directory.

2. Take one of the following actions:
– Use Windows Explorer to navigate to IDASH_HOME, typically C:\Program Files\CA\idash, or to the temporary

directory. Double-click idash-windows-x64-xx.x.xx.xx-xxxx.exe (where  x  specifies the version and build number).
– Open a command prompt and navigate to the directory where the ISO image is mounted or to the temporary

directory. Then, run the following command that is included with the ISO image:
idash-windows-x64-xx.x.xx.xx-xxxx.exe

  x  specifies the version and build number.
The Welcome to the iDash Setup Wizard opens.

3. Click Next.
You are prompted to read the terms of the End User License Agreement (EULA).

4. Scroll down to the end as you read the agreement, select I accept the agreement, and click Next.
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5. Accept the default destination directory, C:\Program Files\CA\idash, or specify an alternative. Click Next. 
6. Accept the default Start Menu settings and click Next. Alternatively, modify the setting for your environment and then

click Next.
7. Complete the iDash Service Ports page as follows and then click Next.

a. Accept 8080 as the Connector Port Number or type a different port.
b. Accept 8009 as the AJP Port Number or type a different port.
c. Accept 8443 as the Redirect Port Number or type a different port.
d. Accept 8005 as the Shutdown Port Number or type a different port. 

NOTE

• The installation process will check the availability of these ports. Depending on your firewall settings, you
may be prompted to allow the process network access to perform this check. 

8. Accept iDash as the service name or type a different service name. If iDash is already in use as a service name,
enter a new name. Optionally, type the qualified user name (domain\username) and password to use to start the
service.

NOTE

• The iDash service owner must have full read, write, and directory permissions for the IDASH_HOME
directory and its subdirectories.

• The actual name of the service and the display name differ. The actual name is iDash, but the display
name on the service is iDash. If you change the actual name, to iDash2, for example, the display name
changes also. In this example, the display name would be iDash2.
If you use command-line utilities to start or stop the service, use the actual name, not the display name.

• If you plan to use the  Client to interact with your AE instances, you must specify a username and
password for the iDash service. The specified user must be authorized in AE security to perform the
actions you plan to take from iDash.
If you do not configure a username and password during installation, you can do it later by editing the
service parameters in the Windows Services interface.

9. Select the type of database you configured for iDash and click Next. Options include MS-SQL for Microsoft SQL
Server, Oracle, and Sybase.

10. Enter the details for the selected database type that are required to connect to the database. Then, click Next.
– MS-SQL:

iDash Database Host name specifies the name of the host where the database server is installed. If you use
named instances, specify host_name/instance_name.
iDash Database Connection Port specifies the port to use to connect to the database server, for example, 1433.
iDash Database Name specifies the name that you configured for the iDash database, for example idashdb.
iDash Database User and iDash Database Password specify user credentials that have permissions to create
tables and add data to the database.

– Oracle:
iDash Database Host name specifies the name of the host where the database server is installed.
iDash Database Connection Port specifies the port to use to connect to the database server, for example, 1521.
iDash Database Oracle SID specifies the Oracle SID that you configured for the iDash database.
iDash Database User and iDash Database Password specify user credentials that have permissions to create
tables and add data to the database.

– Sybase:
iDash Database Host name specifies the name of the host where the database server is installed.
iDash Database Connection Port specifies the port to use to connect to the database server, for example, 3638.
iDash Database User and iDash Database Password specify user credentials that have permissions to create
tables and add data to the database.
iDash Dataserver Name (optional) specifies the name of the Sybase dataserver.
iDash Database Name (optional) specifies the name that you configured for the iDash database.
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11. You are prompted to verify the database connection URL created from the information entered in the previous step.
If your installation requires additional parameters in the URL to connect to the database, such as for Oracle RAC
installations, Oracle PDBs and CDBs, or MS-SQL Server Cluster connections, you may make the changes in this
screen.

NOTE
Please search Configure Specialized Database Connections for more information on specialized database
URL configuration. 

12. Review the configuration summary details for accuracy.
– If there is a problem, click Back. After you correct the problematic setting, click Next to return to the confirmation. 
– If there is no problem or all problems are fixed, accept Yes to proceed, and then click Next.

Setup extracts files and installs iDash on your computer. Then, the iDash Service dialog opens.
13. Accept the default, Yes, if you want Setup to start the iDash service. Select No if you want to start the service manually

later.
14. Click Next.

iDash is installed on your computer. The database connection is validated, database objects are created, and data is
loaded into the database.
The Completing the iDash Setup Wizard opens.

15. Do not click Finish yet.
16. If you selected the option to start the iDash service manually, open the Windows Services page. Select iDash and click

the Start link to start the iDash service.

17. Change the default password for the idashAdm user. Changing the default password is required.
a. Copy the link to the Web UI and paste it into a browser.
b. Click the displayed link to open the iDash Web UI.
c. Enter the following default credentials.

Username: idashAdm
Password:  idashAdm 

d. Click Log In.The information message, New Password Required, is displayed.
e. For New Password, enter and confirm a password that contains:

• Eight or more characters
• At least one alpha character
• At least one numeric character
• At least one non-alphanumeric character 

WARNING

Record this password and share it with a trusted administrator. This password is required to log in to the
Admin Tool and configure the system.

f. Click SUBMIT to confirm the password change.
18. Configure the server by following the instructions on the Configure an iDash Server page. 
19. Complete the iDash installation:

a. Click the displayed link again to open the iDash Web UI.
b. Log in to the iDash Web UI with the idashAdm username and the password you set in the Admin Tool.
c. Click the link to review the Release Notes for the current release.
d. Save the link to the iDash server that you installed. 

20. Click Finish.
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21. If you installed iDash for CA 7, verify that the IDASH_HOME directory contains the PD19701125.class binary file.

NOTE

If you plan to run CLI commands on your iDash server, you must first follow the steps to Install the Client CLI to
prepare your iDash server environment.

Install Multiple iDash Instances
You can install multiple instances of iDash on the same server, if necessary. The server hardware must meet the
combined listed hardware requirements for all instances.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create another database for each additional instance. 

NOTE

 For information about databases, search Database Settings.
2. Fill out another installation checklist for each instance.

NOTE

 For information about the installation checklist, search Server Installation Checklist.

– Choose a different set of ports for each instance. Port numbers cannot be shared.
– For Windows installations, specify unique service names. Service names cannot be shared.

3. Install each iDash instance in its own directory.
For Windows installations, provide unique program group names for each installation.

NOTE

 For installation procedures, search for the procedure for your current operating system:

•  Install iDash on UNIX or Linux.
•  Install iDash on Windows.

4. Perform post-installation tasks as required for each installation.

NOTE

For information about post-installation tasks, search Post-Installation.

Install or Upgrade iDash Using a Silent Installer
You can install or upgrade iDash using a silent install (also known as an "unattended install") process by following the
steps below. A silent install is ideal for users who want to use scripting to automate the installation and upgrade of iDash,
or for situations where installation tasks are being delegated and the user wants to ensure that the correct responses are
provided to the installer.  

Create the Response File

The silent install process uses a response file that contains specific keyword=value pairs to supply necessary information
to the installer. The response file is a standard text file that contains the information needed by the system during
installation. The same response file can be used for an initial iDash installation and for any subsequent upgrades to that
iDash installation.
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NOTE

• The lines in the response file should not contain whitespace (blanks, tabs, etc.) at the end of the line.
• There are some response file keywords that are only applicable to Windows environments.
• There are some keywords that differ based upon which database iDash will use (MS-SQL, Oracle, or

Sybase).

The following table contains the response file keywords and values that should be specified:

Keyword Description Example Comments
sys.installationDir The fully qualified path where

you are installing iDash.
C\:\\PROGRA~1\\CA\\idash
(Windows)
/opt/CA/idash (Linux/zLinux)

Note that for Windows, the “:”
and “\” in the path name of the
directory must be escaped with
a “\”.

sys.adminRights$Boolean Specifies whether administrator
rights should be enabled.

true Always specify "true."

hostname The TCP/IP hostname of
the machine where you are
installing iDash.

myidashserver This may be the TCP/IP
hostname or address.

ipAddress The TCP/IP address of the
machine where you are
installing iDash.

10.0.200.101  

tomcatPort The TCP/IP port to be used for
the Tomcat connector port.

8080  

tomcatServerPort The TCP/IP port to be used for
the Tomcat shutdown port.

8005  

tomcatAJPPort The TCP/IP port to be used for
the Tomcat AJP port.

8009  

tomcatRedirectPort The TCP/IP port to be used for
the Tomcat redirect port for SSL.

8443  

idashDBVendorIndex$Integer An integer value representing
the database type iDash will be
using.

1 0 is used for MS-SQL Server.
1 is used for Oracle.
2 is used for Sybase.

idashDBHostName The TCP/IP hostname or
address where the database
resides.

mydbserver Applies to all database types.

idashDBPort The TCP/IP port for the
database connection.

1521 Applies to all database types.

idashDBUser The username for the database
connection.

mydbuser Applies to all database types.

idashDBPassword The password for the database
connection.

mydbpassword Applies to all database types.

idashDBName The database name for the
database connection.

IDASH Applies only to MS-SQL Server
and Sybase databases.

idashDSName The database dataserver name. MYDBDS Applies only to Sybase
(optional).

oracleSID The Oracle SID for the database
connection.

MYDBSID Applies only to Oracle.

serviceName The name to be used for the
Windows service.

idash Applies only to Windows.
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serviceStart$Integer An integer value representing
whether iDash should be started
after the installation/upgrade.

0 0 is specified to start the
service.
1 is specified to not start the
service.

tomcatUser The user ID to be associated
with the Windows service.

 Applies only to Windows,
and applies only to the initial
installation, not upgrades.
If no value is specified, the
Windows Local System account
will be associated with the
service.

tomcatPassword The password of the user ID to
be associated with the Windows
service.

 Applies only to Windows,
and applies only to the initial
installation, not upgrades.
Specify only if tomcatUser is
also specified.

sys.programGroupName The name to be assigned to the
Windows program group in the
Start Menu.

CA\\iDash Applies only to Windows,
and applies only to the initial
installation, not upgrades.
Specify "\\" in the name to use
sub-folders.

sys.programGroupAllUsers$Boo
lean=true

Specifies whether the program
group is accessible to all users.

true Applies only to Windows,
and applies only to the initial
installation, not upgrades.
Specify “true” if the program
group is accessible to all users,
or “false” if it should not be.

sys.programGroupDisabled$Bo
olean=false

Specifies whether the program
group is disabled.

false Applies only to Windows,
and applies only to the initial
installation, not upgrades.
Specify “true” if the program
group should be disabled, or
“false” it should not be disabled.

Run the Silent Installer

Once you have created the response file, run the silent installer by following the instructions below for your platform. 

When executing the silent installer, the following parameters should be specified:

•  -q to indicate a silent install/upgrade.
•  -varfile [full path to response file] to specify that a response file will be used.
•  -overwrite should be used during an upgrade to ensure that all updated files are overwritten.
•  -console can be used for silent installs/upgrades on Windows to display messages in a console window. If this is not

specified, it is difficult to know exactly when the installer is finished.
•  -Dinstall4j.alternativeLogfile=[full path to log file] can be specified so the install4j log is written to the specified

location. This way, if there is an error during the installation, the log can be easily located.
•  -Dinstall4j.keepLog=true should be specified to ensure the log file is kept in the event of a failure so you can

determine what went wrong. 

 For Windows: 

1.  Log in to the system where you will install iDash.
2. Open a command prompt.
3. Navigate to the folder where the executable file is located.
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4. For a new installation, run a command similar to the example below from the command prompt:
idash-windows-x64-12.0.05.00-0529.exe -q -varfile C:\temp\idash-12.x.response.varfile -console

-Dinstall4j.keepLog=true -Dinstall4j.alternativeLogfile=C:\temp\my-idash-install.log

For an upgrade installation, run a command similar to the example below from the command prompt:
idash-windows-x64-12.0.05.00-0529.exe -q -varfile C:\temp\idash-12.x.response.varfile -console -overwrite

-Dinstall4j.keepLog=true -Dinstall4j.alternativeLogfile=C:\temp\my-idash-upgrade.log

The installation/upgrade executes.

 For Linux: 

1. Log in to the system where you will install iDash.
2. Open a command prompt.
3. Navigate to the folder where the executable file is located.
4. For a new installation, run a command similar to the example below from the command prompt:

./idash-linux-x64-12.0.05.00-0529.sh -q -varfile /root/idash-12.x.response.varfile

-Dinstall4j.keepLog=true -Dinstall4j.alternativeLogfile=/root/my-idash-install.log

For an upgrade installation, run a command similar to the example below from the command prompt:
./idash-linux-x64-12.0.05.00-0529.sh -q -varfile /root/idash-12.x.response.varfile -overwrite

-Dinstall4j.keepLog=true -Dinstall4j.alternativeLogfile=/root/my-idash-upgrade.log

The installation/upgrade executes.

 For zLinux: 

1. Log in to the system where you will install iDash.
2. Open a command prompt.
3. Navigate to the folder where the executable file is located.
4. For a new installation, run a command similar to the example below from the command prompt:

./idash-zlinux-12.0.05.00-0529.sh -q -varfile /root/idash-12.x.response.varfile -Dinstall4j.keepLog=true

-Dinstall4j.alternativeLogfile=/root/my-idash-install.log

For an upgrade installation, run a command similar to the example below from the command prompt:
./idash-zlinux-12.0.05.00-0529.sh -q -varfile /root/idash-12.x.response.varfile -overwrite

-Dinstall4j.keepLog=true -Dinstall4j.alternativeLogfile=/root/my-idash-upgrade.log

The installation/upgrade executes.
 

  

Troubleshoot Installation Issues
Common installation problems are as follows:

• The database URLs are incorrect.
• The connection test to SQL Server fails.
• The database user password is incorrect.
• Database tables cannot be created due to incorrect user permissions, network issues, or lack of availability of the

database.

CA 7 Unauthorized Request Messages in the error.log
Symptom:

Unauthorized CA 7 request messages appear in the error.log. The CA 7 tab under iDash Server on the Admin Tool is
grayed out and the following error displays:
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15-10-22 09.42.03 [ERROR] instance:com.ca.idash.core.instance.InstanceD: CA7 instance thread not created;

 unauthorized request: <InstanceName>

Solution:

Verify that the IDASH_HOME directory contains the PD19701125.class binary file.

Connection Test to SQL Server Fails
Symptom:

The connection test to Microsoft SQL Server can fail when the host contains named instances. The installer does not
connect to an unspecified SQL Server named instance. The connection test fails when you specify only the host name at
the Host prompt.

Solution:

If the host has more than one SQL Server instance, enter the host and instance name at the Host prompt. For example: 
host_name/instance_name

Daemon Does Not Start
Symptom:

The iDash service (Tomcat process) does not start the iDash daemon.

Reasons are as follows:

• The iDash service owner does not have the required permissions. Full read, write, and directory permissions for all
directories under the $IDASH_HOME or %IDASH_HOME% directory are required

• The Java options settings are incorrect.

Solution:

1. Verify that the owner of the iDash service has the required permissions.
2. Perform the following steps:

a. Check whether log messages are appended to the log file in the following directories:
• On UNIX/Linux:

$IDASH_HOME/log/info.log
• On Windows:

%IDASH_HOME%\log\info.log
If there are no log messages, perform steps 2b and 2c.

b. Remove all log files under the following directories and restart the iDash service.
• On UNIX/Linux:

$IDASH_HOME/tomcat8/logs/
• On Windows:

%IDASH_HOME%\tomcat8\logs\
c. View the updated log files

The log files can explain Tomcat and Java configuration issues.

NOTE

Perform the following step only if the previous steps have not resolved the problem.
3. Set the Java options and restart the iDash service.

– On UNIX/Linux, run the following script:
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$IDASH_HOME/bin/idash_server start
– For the iDash service on Windows, perform the following steps:

a. Run the following script to open the iDash Properties dialog:
%IDASH_HOME%\tomcat8\bin\iDashw.exe

b. Click the Java tab and enter the following value in Java Options field:
-Didash.home=idash_home
idash_home  specifies the base directory of the iDash installation. Enter the directory name in Windows 8.3
format if it contains one or more spaces.

c. Perform one of the following actions in the Java Options field:
• Keep the values -Xms2000m and -Xmx8000m and delete the values in the Initial memory pool and Maximum

memory pool fields.
• Remove the -Xms2000m and -Xmx8000m values and specify the following fields:

Initial memory pool: 2000
Maximum memory pool: 8000

d. Add the following value to the Java Options field if it is not present: -Didash.eem.version=12.x
e. Start the iDash service.

Database Tables Already Exist
Symptom:

The following message appeared during installation:

iDash database tables already exist.

Solution:

Perform the following actions in the order that is shown, as needed:

• Check the table definitions against the allTables_manual.sql file to ensure that all tables exist.  
• Run update_manual.sql to identify columns to change.  
• Perform one of the following actions:

– Run the manual sql for any needed corrections.
– Uninstall the product, drop all tables with names beginning with “idash”, and repeat the installation.

NOTE

The allTables_manual.sql and update_manual.sql files are under the IDASH_HOME\install\database_type
directory.

• database_type is mssql, oracle, or sybase.

Database Tables Cannot be Created
Symptom:

An error message appears, stating the reason why the database tables could not be created.

Solution:

Verify that the tables do not exist, then manually create and initialize the tables using the scripts that follow.

Follow these steps:

1. To create the tables, run the following script, where db_type is mssql, sybase, or oracle:
– On UNIX/Linux:
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$IDASH_HOME/install/db_type/alltables_manual.sql
– On Windows:

%IDASH_HOME%\install\db_type\alltables_manual.sql
2. To initialize the tables, run the appropriate script:

– For Microsoft SQL and Oracle, run the following script:
• On UNIX/Linux:

$IDASH_HOME/install/initload.sql
• On Windows:

%IDASH_HOME%\install\initload.sql
– For Sybase, run the following script:

• On UNIX/Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/install/Sybase/initload_manual.sql

• On Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\install\Sybase\initload_manual.sql

Environment Information (idflags)
The idflags command displays the iDash environment information to aid troubleshooting.

This command has the following syntax:

idflags [-a |-v]

• -a displays all the iDash environment information.
• -v displays the major environment variables including the iDash database connection verification.

NOTE

If you run the idflags command without an argument, it displays the iDash release number.

Examples: Display the iDash Environment Information

This example displays the major environment variables of iDash and performs a database connection verification:

idflags -v

This example displays all the iDash environment information:

idflags -a

This example displays the iDash release number:

idflags

Log File Contains Unauthorized Access Errors
Symptom:

The IDASH_HOME/log/error.log file contains unauthorized access errors. This occurs because the user ID or password is
incorrect.

Solution:

Enter the correct user ID and password.
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Login Issues
 Symptom: 

An invalid user ID or password error message is displayed when you log in to the Web UI.  This error occurs if you attempt
to log in to the Web UI as idashAdm with the default password. 

 Solution: 

Log in to the Admin tool and change the default password for the idashAdm user. Then, log in to the Web UI as idashAdm
with the custom password.

NOTE

• Only users of the type Admin can access the Admin Tool.
• For the first use after installation, the administrator must change the default password, idashAdm.
• For details about changing the default password for the idashAdm user, search Change the iDash

Administrator Password.

Manually Migrate SLA Files from Text to CSV
 Symptom: 

During the installation, the automatic migration of SLA files from .txt format to .csv format failed and the following error
displayed: Migration of sla files from txt to csv failed. 

 Solution: 

You can manually migrate the SLA files from .txt to .csv format by creating and executing a batch file that contains the
following script (where <IDASH_LOCATION> is replaced with your path to iDash):

 Windows: 

@echo off

set “IDASH_HOME=<IDASH_LOCATION>"

set "JRE_HOME=%IDASH_HOME%\jre"

set "CLASSPATH=%IDASH_HOME%\tomcat8\webapps\idash\WEB-INF\lib\*;%IDASH_HOME%\thirdparty\*"

set MAINCLASS=com.ca.idash.core.sla.log.MigrateJobFileToCsvService

echo "calling %JRE_HOME%\bin\java -Didash.home="%IDASH_HOME%" -classpath "%CLASSPATH%" %MAINCLASS%"

%JRE_HOME%\bin\java -Didash.home="%IDASH_HOME%" -classpath "%CLASSPATH%" %MAINCLASS%

 Linux/zLinux: 

#!/bin/sh

IDASH_HOME=<IDASH_LOCATION>; export IDASH_HOME

JRE_HOME=$IDASH_HOME/jre; export JRE_HOME

CLASSPATH=$IDASH_HOME/tomcat8/webapps/idash/WEB-INF/lib/*:$IDASH_HOME/thirdparty/*"; export CLASSPATH

MAINCLASS=com.ca.idash.core.sla.log.MigrateJobFileToCsvService; export $MAINCLASS

echo "Calling $JRE_HOME/bin/java -Didash.home=$IDASH_HOME -classpath $CLASSPATH $MAINCLASS"

$JRE_HOME/bin/java -Didash.home=$IDASH_HOME -classpath $CLASSPATH $MAINCLASS

NOTE
If you have installed iDash 12.1.00.00-0440, JRE_HOME should be set to $IDASH_HOME/jre8.

Post-Installation
After you install iDash, perform the following post-installation tasks, if applicable:
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• (Required, if not done as part of the installation) Change the password of the default iDash administrator (idashAdm).
This requirement applies to new installations (not upgrades), where a new password was not already created. 

• (Optional) Add another iDash instance on the same server, if necessary.
• (Optional) If your system is operational 24/7, consider configuring a high-availability (HA) environment. If the iDash

server or iDash database goes down, HA means that users are not impacted. A backup server is available for
continued operation.

• (Optional) Configure Oracle RAC, if applicable.
• (Optional) Install the Workload Automation AE Client on the iDash server. Then, configure the location of the client

in the Admin Tool for each Workload Automation AE instance. Presence of the AE Client lets users view Workload
Automation AE job definitions.

Change the iDash Administrator Password
Before you can begin configuring your iDash installation, you must first change the idashAdm Administrator password.
You can do this in one of two ways: from the iDash web UI or from the iDash Admin Tool. If you change the default
administrator password now, consider adding your own user credentials as an administrator for subsequent logins.

Any iDash users defined in your installation may be required to reset their passwords from time to time. The reset
methods listed here for the idashAdm Administrator user will work for other iDash users as well.

The idashAdm password may be changed through the web UI.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the following URL:
http://server:port/idash

–   server  specifies the name of the iDash server.
–   port  specifies the web server port number.
 Example: 
http://venus:8080/idash

2. On the Login page, type idashAdm for the user name and idashAdm for the password, then click Log in.
A message prompts you to change the default password for the user idashAdm.

NOTE
This message appears only for the first time you log in as idashAdm.

3. Create and enter a new password and click SUBMIT.

NOTE
 User passwords must be at least eight characters long. User passwords must include an alpha character, a
numeric character, and a symbol.

The iDash UI opens, verifying that the installation was successful. 

The idashAdm password may be changed through the iDash Admin Tool.  

 Follow these steps: 

1. Run the following command:
javaws http://server:port/idash/AdminTool.jnlp

–   server  specifies the name of the iDash server.
–   port  specifies the web server port number.
 Example: 
javaws http://venus:8080/idash/AdminTool.jnlp

You are prompted with a security warning message.  
2. Click Always.
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NOTE
 Java Web Start must upload the application image; starting the application can be delayed with a busy
network. This initial upload occurs only when you initially open the application using Java Web Start or when
software upgrades occur.

3. In the Login dialog, type idashAdm for the user name, type idashAdm for the password, and then click Log in.
A dialog prompts you to change the default password for the user idashAdm.

NOTE
This dialog appears only for the first time you start the Admin Tool.

4. Enter a new password and click OK.

NOTE
 User passwords must be at least eight characters long. User passwords must include an alpha character, a
numeric character, and a symbol.

The Admin Tool opens, verifying that the installation was successful.
NOTE
As a user, you may be asked to reset your password by iDash from the browser, When your password
expires, a message will appear on your browser and prompt you to provide your user name in order to reset
credentials. Your user name will be retained.

When users should not be required to log in again. After successful reset, user will be able to begin using
iDash.

Configure High Availability
You can configure iDash for High Availability. If a server or database outage occurs, High Availability ensures continuous
processing. Your configuration can include two iDash servers, two databases, or both.

NOTE

• Requirements for the primary iDash server also apply to the secondary server.
• For more information about installation, search How to Install Your iDash Environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Perform one or both of the following actions, depending on your configuration:
– For a two-database configuration, create the secondary database.
– For a two-server configuration, install the secondary instance of iDash on a different server. Specify the same

database properties that are specified for the primary server.
2. For a two-database configuration, connect to the secondary database using the appropriate tool. For example, you can

use sqlcmd (Microsoft SQL), sqlplus (Oracle), or isql (Sybase).
3. To create the tables in the secondary database, run the following script, where db_type is MS-SQL, Sybase, or Oracle:

– On UNIX/Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/install/db_type/alltables_manual.sql

– On Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\install\db_type\alltables_manual.sql

4. To initialize the tables in the secondary database, run the appropriate script:
– For Microsoft SQL and Oracle, run the following script:

• On UNIX/Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/install/initload.sql

• On Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\install\initload.sql

– For Sybase, run the following script:
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• On UNIX/Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/install/Sybase/initload_manual.sql

• On Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\install\Sybase\initload_manual.sql

5. Perform the following steps for a two-database configuration:
a. Log in to the Admin Tool on server 1.
b. Click the iDash DB navigation tab.
c. Click the Secondary Connection tab and specify the appropriate values.

NOTE

When you create Oracle tablespaces, you create a JDBC connection string. For Oracle RAC, replace the
existing URL with this JDBC connection string.

d. Click Save to save the change.
e. Click Test to verify that the connection is successful.
f. If applicable, repeat steps 5a through 5e on server 2.

6. Verify high availability connections between the primary iDash server and the databases.
a. Log in to the Admin Tool on the primary iDash server.
b. Click the iDash DB navigation tab, click the Primary Connection subtab, and click the Test icon.
c. If you have configured a secondary database, click the Secondary Connection subtab and click the Test icon.

7. Verify high availability connections between the secondary iDash server and the databases.
a. Log in to the Admin Tool on the secondary server.
b. Click iDash DB navigation tab, click the Primary Connection subtab, and click the Test icon.
c. If you have configured a secondary database, click the Secondary Connection subtab and click the Test icon.

8. Perform the following steps for a two-server configuration:
9. 1. Log in to the Admin Tool on the primary server.

2. Select the iDash Server tab, followed by the General subtab, then the Server subtab.
3. Enter the URL for the primary server in the Primary Server URL field. Search Configure an iDash Server for more

info.
4. Enter the URL for the secondary server in the Secondary Server URL field.
5. Save your changes.
6. Log in to the Admin Tool on the secondary server.
7. Select the iDash Server tab, followed by the General subtab, then the Server subtab.
8. Enter the URL for the primary server in the Primary Server URL field.
9. Enter the URL for the secondary server in the Secondary Server URL field.
10. Save your changes. The primary and secondary server URLs should be the same in the Admin Tool for both the

primary and secondary server.
11. Continue to Specify IP Address or Host Name for CA 7 Event Delivery to complete configuration.

Configure Specialized Database Connections
During installation of iDash, follow these steps to configure specialized database connections, if applicable. You can also
perform these steps after installation, if your database configuration changes.

NOTE

If you will be using iDash to monitor a Workload Automation AE instance, and the AE database uses one of the
configurations listed here, similar changes to the URL connection string for the AE database may be made in the
instance definition.
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Configure Oracle RAC

During Installation

During the installation process, you can configure iDash to connect to Oracle RAC by entering the correct parameters in
the database connection URL.

Follow these steps:

1. Replace the existing URL with the Oracle RAC JDBC connection string that you created when you created the Oracle
tablespaces.
If the user role needs to be changed on login, enter <user_name> as <user_role> in the User field. 
Example: In the User field, enter sys as sysdba.

NOTE

For more information about configuring Oracle tablespaces and JDBC connections for Oracle RAC, see
Create Tablespaces and Databases on Oracle.

2. Continue with the installation.
The installer will create tables and load the initial records for you.

Post-Installation

If you have already installed iDash and wish to upgrade your existing iDashDB environments, follow these steps to
configure Oracle RAC, if applicable.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure iDash tables exist in the Oracle RAC. 
If iDash tables don't exist, follow the directions on the Database Tables Cannot be Created page to create iDash tables
and load initial data. 

2. Log in to the Admin Tool.
3. Click the iDash DB navigation tab and then click the Primary Connection tab.
4. Replace the existing URL with the Oracle RAC JDBC connection string that you created when you created the Oracle

tablespaces.
If the user role needs to be changed on login, enter <user_name> as <user_role> in the User field. 
Example: In the User field, enter sys as sysdba.

NOTE

For more information about configuring Oracle tablespaces and JDBC connections for Oracle RAC, see
Create Tablespaces and Databases on Oracle.

5. Click Save to save the change.
6. Click Test to verify that the connection is successful.

Configure Oracle PDB/CDB

If you have a Container database and wish to specify a pluggable database for an AutoSys instance configuration or
iDash database configuration, modify the JDBC URL as follows.

See the sections on PDBs and CDBs here for further information.

During Installation

During the installation process, you can configure iDash to connect to a pluggable database by entering the correct
parameters in the database connection URL.
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Follow these steps:

1. Modify the standard URL with the Oracle PDB/CDB JDBC connection string that you created when you created
the Oracle tablespaces, as seen in the following example:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//[HOST][:PORT]/SERVICE

2. Continue with the installation.
The installer will create tables and load the initial records for you.

Post-Installation

If you have already installed iDash and wish to upgrade your existing iDashDB environments, follow these steps to
configure Oracle PDB/CDB, if applicable.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure iDash tables exist in the Oracle PDB/CDB. 
If iDash tables don't exist, follow the directions on the Database Tables Cannot be Created page to create iDash tables
and load initial data. 

2. Log in to the Admin Tool.
3. Click the iDash DB navigation tab and then click the Primary Connection tab.
4. Replace the existing URL with the Oracle PDB/CDB JDBC connection string that you created when you created

the Oracle tablespaces, as seen in the following example:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@//[HOST][:PORT]/SERVICE

NOTE

For more information about configuring Oracle tablespaces and JDBC connections for Oracle PDB/CDB, see
Create Tablespaces and Databases on Oracle.

5. Click Save to save the change.
6. Click Test to verify that the connection is successful.

Configure MS SQL Always-On Cluster

iDash may be configured to connect to an MS SQL Always-On database cluster. This may be accomplished either during
installation or as a post-installation task.

See Building the Connection URL here and Setting the Connection Properties here (please note that iDash comes
bundled with a Microsoft Driver; you are not required to download the driver mentioned in this link) for more information on
connecting to an MS SQL DB cluster.

During Installation

During the installation process, you can configure iDash to connect to an MS SQL Always-On database cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the standard URL with the MS SQL DB Cluster connection string that is configured for your environment, as
seen in the following example:

jdbc:sqlserver://localhost:1433;DatabaseName=idashDB;selectMethod=cursor;multiSubnetFailover=true

2. Continue with the installation.
The installer will create tables and load the initial records for you.  
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Post-Installation

If you have already installed iDash and wish to configure iDash to connect to an MS SQL Always-On database cluster,
follow these steps to configure the connection, if applicable.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure iDash tables exist in the DB cluster. 
If iDash tables don't exist, follow the directions on the Database Tables Cannot be Created page to create iDash tables
and load initial data.

2. Log in to the Admin Tool.
3. Click the iDash DB navigation tab, then click the Preferences tab.
4. Open the JDBC Driver drop down and select the following:

com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver

5. Click the iDash DB navigation tab and then click the Primary Connection tab.
6. Replace the existing URL with the MS SQL JDBC connection string that is configured for your environment, as seen in

the following example:

jdbc:sqlserver://localhost:1433;DatabaseName=idashDB;selectMethod=cursor;multiSubnetFailover=true 

7. Click Save to save the change.
8. Click Test to verify that the connection is successful.

 

Enable HTTPS
Use the instructions below to enable HTTPS for iDash, with and without CA 7/CA 7 Server for iDash.

NOTE

• iDash uses certificates in PEM or DER format. When using the PEM format, the certificate must not contain
any information before the BEGIN CERTIFICATE marker or after the END CERTIFICATE marker.

• When iDash is configured with CA 7 instances, a certificate must be used for both the iDash server and the
LPAR where the CA 7 Server for iDash is run.

• If you already have HTTPS certificates for your servers and LPARS, these should be used.
• If you do not have certificates, the instructions below will show how to generate self-signed certificates to

use. It is preferred that you obtain certificates signed by a Certificate Authority rather than use self-signed
certificates.

• When iDash is in an HA configuration with primary and secondary iDash servers, these steps must be
followed for both iDash servers.

• If you have installed iDash 12.1.00.00-0440, the path to the keytool executable should be $IDASH_HOME/
jre8/bin/keytool for Linux commands.

Enable HTTPS for iDash with CA 7/CA 7 Server for iDash

Use the information below to enable HTTPS on CA 7 Server for iDash then enable HTTPS on iDash.

Create Keystores

Use the information below to create a keystore on the iDash server or on the CA 7 Server for iDash LPAR.
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Create a Keystore on the iDash Server

NOTE

• Replace all occurrences of IDASH_HOME with your own value.
• When creating the keystore, you may receive a warning about the key format. iDash’s Tomcat can use the

default JKS format, but you may execute the command given in the warning message to convert the keystore
to PKCS12 format without issue.

Create a Java SSL keystore by entering the following into a command prompt:

Linux:

$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -genkeypair -keyalg RSA -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -keystore $IDASH_HOME/

contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password> -validity <validity number of days> -keysize

 1024 -ext san=dns:<idash_hostname.domain.com>

Windows:

%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -genkeypair -keyalg RSA -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -keystore %IDASH_HOME

%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password> -validity <validity number of days> -keysize

 1024 -ext san=dns:<idash_hostname.domain.com>

Create a Keystore on the CA 7 Server for iDash LPAR

NOTE
Create a directory called "ssl" under the path that was used in the AS member of JFM.

Use this ssl direrctory to hold JFM keystore (kdb), stash (sth) and certificate files. Cd to this ssl dir before
running the gskkyman command.

Follow the instructions found in the CA 7 documentation. The steps to create a keystore can be found using the following
path:

Configuring> Interfaces> iDash and the CA 7 Server> Encrypted Communications> Create a Key Store File and Store
the Database or Key Store Password into a Stash File

Create Self-Signed Certificates

NOTE

• If you have access to existing certificates, those should be used instead.
• If you can obtain certificates signed by a Certificate Authority, those should be used instead.
• Users will typically be confronted with a security warning when visiting the iDash Web UI if self-signed

certificates are used.

Create a Self-Signed Certificate on the iDash Server

1. Generate a certificate request file (<idash_hostname.domain.com>.csr). Run the following commands in a shell
window (on Linux) or from a command prompt (on Windows):
Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -certreq -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -keyalg RSA -file $IDASH_HOME/

contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.csr -keystore $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -

storepass <password> 

Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -certreq -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -keyalg RSA -file %IDASH_HOME%

\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.csr -keystore %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -

storepass <password> 
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2. Generate a self-signed certificate using the certificate request file. Run the following commands in a shell window (on
Linux) or from a command prompt (on Windows):
Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -gencert -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -infile $IDASH_HOME/contrib/

<idash_hostname.domain.com>.csr -outfile <idash_hostname.domain.com>.cer -validity 365 -keystore

 $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -gencert -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -infile %IDASH_HOME%\contrib

\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.csr -outfile <idash_hostname.domain.com>.cer -validity 365 -keystore

 %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

Create a Self-Signed Certificate on the CA 7 Server for iDash LPAR

Follow the instructions found in the CA 7 documentation. The steps to create a self-signed certificate can be found using
the following path:

Configuring> Interfaces> iDash and the CA 7 Server> Encrypted Communications> Implement Support for SSL
Transmission for CA 7 Server for iDash> Create a Self-Signed Certificate Authority Certificate, Create a Server
Certificate, and Set the Server Certificate as the Default Certificate

Copy the Certificates

The certificates for the iDash server, whether obtained from a Certificate Authority or created by self-signing, must be
transferred to the CA 7 LPAR. Likewise, the certificates for the LPAR must be transferred to the iDash server.

This can be done via an FTP transfer in binary mode or through an accepted method at your site. Before the certificates
can be transferred, they must be exported.

NOTE
In an HA configuration with a primary and secondary iDash server, the certificate for the primary iDash server
must be exported and transferred to the secondary server to be imported. Likewise, the certificate for the
secondary server must be exported and transferred to the primary server to be imported.

Export the Self-Signed Certificate on the iDash Server

Export a copy of the self-signed certificate by entering the following:

Linux:

$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -export -file $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.cer -alias

 <idash_hostname.domain.com> -keystore $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass

 <password>

Windows:

%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -export -file %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.cer -alias

 <idash_hostname.domain.com> -keystore %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass

 <password>

Export the Self-Signed Certificate on the CA 7 Server for iDash LPAR

Follow the instructions found in the CA 7 documentation. The steps to export a self-signed certificate can be found using
the following path:

Configuring> Interfaces> iDash and the CA 7 Server> Encrypted Communications> Implement Support for SSL
Transmission for CA 7 Server for iDash> Export the Certificate Authority Certificate
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Import the HTTPS Certificates

NOTE
Certificates signed by a standard Certificate Authority may come with both a Root Certificate and a Subordinate
Certificate. You need to import both of these.

Import Certificates on the iDash Server

1. Add the certificate of the root certificate authority to the keystore. Run the following commands in a shell window (on
Linux) or from a command prompt (on Windows):
Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -importcert -alias <RootCA> -file $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<RootCA>.cer -keystore

 $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -importcert -alias <RootCA> -file %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<RootCA>.cer -keystore

 %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password> 

2. (Optional) Add a certificate of a subordinate authority (<SubCA>.cer) to the keystore. Run the following commands in a
shell window (on Linux) or from a command prompt (on Windows):
Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -importcert -alias <SubCA> -file $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<SubCA>.cer -keystore

 $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -importcert -alias <SubCA> -file %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<SubCA>.cer -keystore

 %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

3. Repeat Step 2 for each certificate of subordinate authority you have downloaded.
4. If you are using a self-signed certificate instead, follow only step 2 above, substituting the domain and hostname for

the alias and the name of the self-signed certificate file.
5. Import the CA 7 Server for iDash LPAR’s Certificate Authority certificate into the Tomcat and JRE keystore by entering

the following:
Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -import -trustcacerts -file $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<jfm_hostname.domain.com>.cer

 -keystore $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password> -alias

 <jfm_hostname.domain.com>

$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -import -file $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<jfm_hostname.domain.com>.cer -keystore

 $IDASH_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts -storepass changeit -alias <jfm_hostname.domain.com>

Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -import -trustcacerts -file %IDASH_HOME%\contrib

\<jfm_hostname.domain.com>.cer -keystore %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass

 <password> -alias <jfm_hostname.domain.com>

%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -import -file %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<jfm_hostname.domain.com>.cer -keystore

 %IDASH_HOME%\jre\lib\security\cacerts -storepass changeit -alias <jfm_hostname.domain.com>

Import Certificates on the CA 7 Server for iDash LPAR

To import the iDash certificate using gskkyman on the LPAR, follow the instructions found in the CA 7 documentation. The
steps to import a certificate can be found using the following path:

Configuring> Interfaces> iDash and the CA 7 Server> Encrypted Communications> Implement Support for SSL
Transmission for CA 7 Server for iDash> Import the iDash Server Certificate
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To import the iDash certificate using a Java keytool operation on the LPAR, follow the instructions found in the CA 7
documentation. The steps to import a certificate can be found under the following headings:

Configuring> Interfaces> iDash and the CA 7 Server> Encrypted Communications> Implement Support for SSL
Transmission for CA 7 Server for iDash> Import the Certificate Authority Certificate into a Java Key Database

Set Up the System to use SSL

Now that the SSL certificates have been created, signed, transferred, and imported, the iDash Tomcat server and the CA
7 Server for iDash task must be configured in order to use them.

Set the iDash Tomcat for SSL Operations

1. In the IDASH_HOME\tomcat8\conf directory, edit the server.xml to comment out the Connector statement for port
8080. This is to disallow non-secure access to the iDash server.
Surround the existing Connector statement with this comment block notation:
<!--

<Connector

compressableMimeType="text/html,text/xml,text/plain,text/css,application/javascript,application/json"

  compression="on"

  connectionTimeout="20000"

  port="8080"

  protocol="HTTP/1.1"

  redirectPort="8443"

  server="iDash"/>

-->

2. In the IDASH_HOME\tomcat8\conf directory, edit the server.xml to replace the Connector statement for port 8443 (or
whichever port is used in the redirectPort attribute on the Connector statement for port 8080).
Replace the existing Connector statement with the following, making sure to update the information based on your
environment:
<Connector

compressableMimeType="text/html,text/xml,text/plain,text/css,application/javascript,application/json"

  compression="on"

  connectionTimeout="130000"

  keepAliveTimeout="130000" 

  asyncTimeout="130000"

  maxExtensionSize="-1"

  socket.rxBufSize="131070"

  socket.performanceConnectionTime="1"

  socket.performanceLatency="2"

  socket.performanceBandwidth="3"

  socket.appReadBufSize="131070"

  port="8443"

  protocol="org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11NioProtocol"

  maxThreads="150"

  SSLEnabled="true"

  sslProtocol="TLS"

  sslEnabledProtocols="TLSv1.2,TLSv1.1,TLSv1,SSLv2Hello"

  scheme="https"

  secure="true"

  clientAuth="false"

  keystoreFile="full\path\to\IDASH_HOME\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb"

  keyAlias="<idash_hostname.domain.com>"
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  keystorePass="<password>" />

3. Configure the CATALINA_OPTS for your Tomcat.
a. For Linux installations, edit IDASH_HOME/bin/idash_server to add the following between JAVA_OPTS and PATH:

CATALINA_OPTS=$CATALINA_OPTS "-Djavax.net.ssl.keyStore=<full path to keystore> -

Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=<keystore password> -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=<full path to keystore>

 -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=<keystore password>"; export CATALINA_OPTS

b. For Windows installations, navigate to IDASH_HOME/tomcat8/bin and locate and run an executable file named
after your installed iDash service, with the letter “w” appended.
For example, if your service is named “iDash”, you would find an executable file named “iDashw.exe”. In the
control panel that opens, select the Java tab, then add the following lines to the Java Options. Click OK to save the
changes.
-Djavax.net.ssl.keyStore=<full path to keystore> 

-Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=<keystore password>

-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=<full path to keystore> 

-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=<keystore password>

NOTE
The keystore for your iDash server must contain all of the imported certificates from the CA 7 LPAR
and the primary/secondary iDash server before starting the iDash Tomcat. If you start Tomcat with only
the certificate for the local server in the keystore, it will detect an error condition reading the truststore
specified in this step, and Tomcat will not start completely.

4. Restart Tomcat.
5. Test the HTTPS connection by browsing to the Web UI login page over a secure connection using the URL https://

<hostname>:8443/idash/ui.

Set the CA 7 Server for iDash Task for SSL Operations

Follow the instructions found in the CA 7 documentation. The steps to set up the task for SSL operations can be found
using the following path:

Configuring> Interfaces> iDash and the CA 7 Server> Encrypted Communications> Set Up to Use System SSL for CA 7
Server for iDash

Enable HTTPS without CA 7/CA 7 Server for iDash

You can enable the HTTPS port 8443 on Tomcat.

Create a Keystore on the iDash Server

NOTE

• Replace all occurrences of IDASH_HOME with your own value.
• When creating the keystore, you may receive a warning about the key format. iDash’s Tomcat can use the

default JKS format, but you may execute the command given in the warning message to conver the keystore
to PKCS12 format without issue.

Create a Java SSL keystore by entering the following into a command prompt:

Linux:

$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -genkeypair -keyalg RSA -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -keystore $IDASH_HOME/

contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password> -validity <validity number of days> -keysize

 1024 -ext san=dns:<idash_hostname.domain.com>

Windows:
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%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -genkeypair -keyalg RSA -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -keystore %IDASH_HOME

%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password> -validity <validity number of days> -keysize

 1024 -ext san=dns:<idash_hostname.domain.com>

Create a Self-Signed Certificate on the iDash Server

NOTE

• If you have access to existing certificates, those should be used instead.
• If you can obtain certificates signed by a Certificate Authority, those should be used instead.
• Users will typically be confronted with a security warning when visiting the iDash Web UI if self-signed

certificates are used.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a certificate request file (<idash_hostname.domain.com>.csr). Run the following commands in a shell
window (on Linux) or from a command prompt (on Windows):
Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -certreq -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -keyalg RSA -file $IDASH_HOME/

contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.csr -keystore $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -

storepass <password> 

Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -certreq -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -keyalg RSA -file %IDASH_HOME%

\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.csr -keystore %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -

storepass <password> 

2. Generate a self-signed certificate using the certificate request file. Run the following commands in a shell window (on
Linux) or from a command prompt (on Windows):
Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -gencert -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -infile $IDASH_HOME/contrib/

<idash_hostname.domain.com>.csr -outfile <idash_hostname.domain.com>.cer -validity 365 -keystore

 $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -gencert -alias <idash_hostname.domain.com> -infile %IDASH_HOME%\contrib

\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.csr -outfile <idash_hostname.domain.com>.cer -validity 365 -keystore

 %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

Import Certificates on the iDash Server

NOTE

• Certificates signed by a standard Certificate Authority may come with both a Root Certificate and a
Subordinate Certificate. You need to import both of these.

• In an HA configuration with a primary and secondary iDash server, the certificate for the primary iDash server
must be exported and transferred to the secondary server to be imported. Likewise, the certificate for the
secondary server must be exported and transferred to the primary server to be imported.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional - skip if iDash is not configured for HA operations) Export the iDash certificates for the primary and
secondary iDash servers.
Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -export -file 

$IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.cer -alias 

<idash_hostname.domain.com> -keystore 
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$IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -export -file 

%IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.cer -alias 

<idash_hostname.domain.com> -keystore 

%IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

2. Add the certificate of the root certificate authority to the keystore. Run the following commands in a shell window (on
Linux) or from a command prompt (on Windows):
Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -importcert -alias <RootCA> -file $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<RootCA>.cer -keystore

 $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -importcert -alias <RootCA> -file %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<RootCA>.cer -keystore

 %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password> 

3. (Optional) Add a certificate of a subordinate authority (<SubCA>.cer) to the keystore. Run the following commands in a
shell window (on Linux) or from a command prompt (on Windows):
Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/jre/bin/keytool -importcert -alias <SubCA> -file $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<SubCA>.cer -keystore

 $IDASH_HOME/contrib/<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\jre\bin\keytool -importcert -alias <SubCA> -file %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<SubCA>.cer -keystore

 %IDASH_HOME%\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb -storepass <password>

4. Repeat step 2 for each certificate of subordinate authority you have downloaded.
5. If you are using a self-signed certificate instead, follow only step 2 above, substituting the domain and hostname for

the alias and the name of the self-signed certificate file.

Set the iDash Tomcat for SSL Operations

Now that the SSL certificates have been created, signed, transferred, and imported, the iDash Tomcat server and the CA
7 Server for iDash task must be configured to use them.

Follow these steps:

1. In the IDASH_HOME\tomcat8\conf directory, edit the server.xml to comment out the Connector statement for port
8080. This is to disallow non-secure access to the iDash server.
Surround the existing Connector statement with this comment block notation:
<!--

<Connector

compressableMimeType="text/html,text/xml,text/plain,text/css,application/javascript,application/json"

  compression="on"

  connectionTimeout="20000"

  port="8080"

  protocol="HTTP/1.1"

  redirectPort="8443"

  server="iDash"/>

-->

2. In the IDASH_HOME\tomcat8\conf directory, edit the server.xml to replace the Connector statement for port 8443 (or
whichever port is used in the redirectPort attribute on the Connector statement for port 8080).
Replace the existing Connector statement with the following, making sure to update the information based on your
environment:
<Connector
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compressableMimeType="text/html,text/xml,text/plain,text/css,application/javascript,application/json"

  compression="on"

  connectionTimeout="130000"

  keepAliveTimeout="130000" 

  asyncTimeout="130000"

  maxExtensionSize="-1"

  socket.rxBufSize="131070"

  socket.performanceConnectionTime="1"

  socket.performanceLatency="2"

  socket.performanceBandwidth="3"

  socket.appReadBufSize="131070"

  port="8443"

  protocol="org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11NioProtocol"

  maxThreads="150"

  SSLEnabled="true"

  sslProtocol="TLS"

  sslEnabledProtocols="TLSv1.2,TLSv1.1,TLSv1,SSLv2Hello"

  scheme="https"

  secure="true"

  clientAuth="false"

  keystoreFile="full\path\to\IDASH_HOME\contrib\<idash_hostname.domain.com>.kdb"

  keyAlias="<idash_hostname.domain.com>"

  keystorePass="<password>" />

3. Configure the CATALINA_OPTS for your Tomcat.
a. For Linux installations, edit IDASH_HOME/bin/idash_server to add the following between JAVA_OPTS and PATH:

CATALINA_OPTS=$CATALINA_OPTS "-Djavax.net.ssl.keyStore=<full path to keystore> -

Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=<keystore password> "; export CATALINA_OPTS

b. For Windows installations, navigate to IDASH_HOME/tomcat8/bin and locate and run an executable file named
after your installed iDash service, with the letter “w” appended.
For example, if your service is named “iDash”, you would find an executable file named “iDashw.exe”. In the
control panel that opens, select the Java tab, then add the following lines to the Java Options. Click OK to save the
changes.
-Djavax.net.ssl.keyStore=<full path to keystore> 

-Djavax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword=<keystore password>

4. Restart Tomcat.
5. Test the HTTPS connection by browsing to the Web UI login page over a secure connection using the URL https://

<hostname>:8443/idash/ui.

Add or Change the iDash Service User Credentials
If you did not supply credentials for the owner of the iDash server during installation, you can add or change the iDash
service user credentials using the steps below. You can update these credentials at any time. The iDash service owner
must have full read, write, and directory privileges for all directories under the IDASH_HOME directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Open Services.
2. Right-click iDash and select Properties.
3. Click the Log On tab. 

If you have not assigned a user and password for the iDash service, select the Local System Account box.
4. To add or change the credentials, type the fully qualified user account (domain\user name) and the password in the

boxes. 
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5. Click the OK or Apply button to accept the new credentials. 
6. Stop and restart the service to have this change go into effect. 

 

Importing Archive Data into the iDash Database
This section details the process of importing archive data into the iDash database, including the process for archiving daily
AutoSys files and cleaning up daily archived data.

  

Importing Archive Data After Install

This is a one-time process that archives AutoSys data, and should be completed after a fresh install of iDash. See the
Archiving Daily AutoSys Files section below for daily maintenance commands.

Once you have successfully set up a job to archive the AutoSys files, you can have another AutoSys job that runs as a
successor of that job.

NOTE

If the AutoSys data archive job is not setup to execute as a job in AutoSys, the start time for the job that will run
the idarchive command should have some buffer from when the AutoSys data archive job executes successfully.

1. Create a script that includes the three-line idarchive command, then create an AutoSys command job that executes
the script.

NOTE

 You must install the iDash CLI client on the AutoSys server machine before executing this script.
Search Install the Client CLI for setup instructions.

An example of the script for UNIX:
for i in `ls $AUTOUSER/archive/archived_*`

do

$IDASH_HOME/bin/idarchive –x –f $i

An example of the script for Windows:
for /F %%i in ('dir /B /D %AUTOUSER%\archive\archived_*') do (%IDASH_HOME%\bin\idarchive -x -f %AUTOUSER%

\archive\%%i)

WARNING

This job should only be run once after a fresh install then deleted. If you run this job daily, the script will
execute the idarchive command for all the archived files under the mentioned location, which will try to
archive files which are already archived.

See the Archiving Daily AutoSys Files section below for daily maintenance commands.
2. Create an AutoSys job to run an idjobid command as a successor of the idarchive command.

An example of the idjobid command:
$IDASH_HOME/bin/idjobid –i ACE

3. Create an AutoSys job to run an idaverage command as a successor of the idjobid command.
An example of the idaverage command:
$IDASH_HOME/bin/ idaverage –i ACE

4. Once archiving is complete, and you would like to only keep data for the past x days, you can run a command similar
to the one below.
This example command will keep data up to 365 days old and remove the rest:
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$IDASH_HOME/bin/idarchive –r –t event –i ACE –d 365 –b 1000

NOTE

You can use multiple instance names for the -i argument, for example "-i ACE, AS1, AS2."

Archiving Daily AutoSys Files

Once the above commands have been implemented, you will only need to archive the daily AutoSys files moving forward.

NOTE

 You can instead enable automatic archiving for AE instances by following the steps in Add a Workload
Automation AE Instance.

1. Create an AutoSys job that moves daily files to $IDASH_HOME/dat/archive_events/instanceName directory.
2. Move relevant $AUTOUSER/archive/archived_* files to $IDASH_HOME/dat/archive_events/$AUTOSERV.
3. Archive job runs to the iDash database using a command similar to the following:

$IDASH_HOME/bin/idarchive –x -f $IDASH_HOME/dat/archive_events/ACE/archived_job_runs.ACE.`date +%m.%d.%Y`*

4. Archive events to the iDash database using a command similar to the following:
$IDASH_HOME/bin/idarchive –x -f $IDASH_HOME/dat/archive_events/ACE/archived_events.ACE.`date +%m.%d.%Y`*

5. Archive audit data to the iDash database using a command similar to the following:
$IDASH_HOME/bin/idarchive –x -f $IDASH_HOME/dat/archive_events/ACE/archived_audit.ACE.`date +%m.%d.%Y`*

Cleaning Up Daily Archived Data

You can create jobs to clean up unwanted archived data from the iDash database. These daily jobs can run on the iDash
server machine itself. Create these jobs to run once the loading of their respective files has successfully completed.

Below are examples of cleanup jobs for job runs, events, and audit data. If you would like to archive files for AutoSys
instances other than these, you can use the examples below to create similar jobs.

NOTE

These examples are for one instance only. You can create AutoSys jobs for any other instances where you
would like to archive the AutoSys archived files to the iDash database.

• This command keeps job data for 500 days and deletes the rest:
$IDASH_HOME/bin/idarchive -r -t run -i ACE -d 500

• This command keeps events data for 90 days and deletes the rest:
$IDASH_HOME/bin/idarchive -r -t event -i ACE -d 90

• This command keeps audit data for 500 days and deletes the rest:
$IDASH_HOME/bin/idarchive –r –t autotrack –i ACE –d 500

After archiving is complete, run the idjobid and idaverage commands. You can leverage the jobs that you already created
during the Importing Archive Data After Install steps above.

Once the archived files are moved to $IDASH_HOME/dat/archive_events/$AUTOSERV, you can launch the Admin Tool
and from the iDashDB – Archive tab you could look at the Run, Event, and Autotrack tabs and archive or remove archive
data from there as well.

Specify IP Address or Host Name for CA 7 Event Delivery
As an iDash administrator, you can specify a target IP address or host name where CA 7 events will be delivered. This
feature is applicable in cases where the iDash URL host name and the machine where the server is installed are different.
For example, if a load balancer is used in the iDash environment.
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Specifying a predetermined IP address or host name will replace the dynamically generated IP address used as the
default target for JFM subscription requests.

NOTE

In cases where iDash instances reside behind an F5 load balancer, the load balancer will be unable to process
the events from CA 7 to which the iDash servers are subscribed. When this happens, iDash cannot monitor
activity on CA 7.

Using this feature to specify the IP address or host name in the idash.conf file will resolve these situations, and
CA 7 events will be delivered correctly to the targeted iDash server. The JFM subscription will use the defined
host or IP from the property in the idash.conf file, allowing the load balancer to know where to deliver events.

Follow these steps:

1. As an iDash admin, navigate to the idash.config file (typically in $IDASH_HOME/etc).
2. In the idash.config file, locate the following section:

# The target host name or IP address iDash will put in its subscription requests to CA 7 & JFM.

# By default, this value is automatically generated by the system. Populate a value if you wish

# to override the automatic value. This is only for hostname or IP, port should not be included.

idash.jfm.subscription.target=

3. For the idash.jfm.subscription.target= configuration setting, input one of three options:
– IP Address: Enter the target IP address where you would like CA 7 events delivered.
– Host name: Enter the host name of the machine where you would like CA 7 events delivered.
– Blank: Leave the setting blank to continue delivering CA 7 events to the dynamically generated default IP address.

4. Save and close the idash.config file.

NOTE

You do not need to restart iDash for this setting to go into effect. The new setting will be used with the next
subscription request iDash generates. To force an immediate subscription request, you may restart the iDash
server.

5. Open the info.log and confirm that CA 7 events are being delivered to your specified target.

NOTE

If the events are not being delivered to iDash, check JFM connectivity errors in the JFM log and update the
property in the idash.conf file to specify the target where JFM needs to send the events.

Below is an example of a log showing a successful subscription change:

16-01-04 15.31.17 [ INFO] CA7ONL11: Generating CA 7 event subscription; InstanceID=CA7ONL11,

 Name=iDash TESTIDASH.ca.com CA78

16-01-04 15.31.18 [ INFO] CA7ONL11: Event subscription using address from config file :

 IDASHTEST.ca.com

16-01-04 15.31.18 [ INFO] CA7ONL11: Subscription accepted; InstanceID=CA7ONL11, Name=iDash

 TESTIDASH.ca.com CA78

Adjust Maximum File Size for Info Logs
You can adjust the maximum file size for info logs. The file size for info logs can affect log behavior. For example, if the
maximum file size is too small, it could cause logs to roll over too soon.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the file IDASH_HOME/etc/log4j.conf.
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2. Locate log4j.appender.info.MaxFileSize as seen below:

log4j.appender.info=org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender 

 log4j.appender.info.File=${idash.home}/log/info.log 

log4j.appender.info.MaxFileSize=10MB

3. Change the MaxFileSize to a larger value (we recommend 100MB).
4. Locate log4j.appender.forecast.MaxFileSize as seen below:

log4j.appender.forecast=org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender 

 log4j.appender.forecast.File=${idash.home}/log/info.log 

log4j.appender.forecast.MaxFileSize=10MB

5. Change the MaxFileSize to a larger value (we recommend 100MB).
6. Restart the iDash server for the new maximum file size to take effect.

Configure the CORS Filter
iDash implements a Cross-Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) filter to control the ability of other sites to access content
from the iDash server. While iDash does not currently include content intended to be served to other applications,
implementing the filter is a step to prevent unauthorized access. The default values implemented in the iDash filter may
be identified by a security scan as an area of vulnerability. To change the default values, parameters can be added to the
iDash configuration file. The iDash application does not need to be restarted for these changes to go into effect.

NOTE

The iDash configuration file is located at IDASH_HOME/etc/idash.conf

1. Change the Access Control Allow Origin list.
This is a whitelist of sites allowed to request content from the iDash application. Sites not included on the list may not
request content. The list is specified as a comma-separated list of sites.
– Default Value: *
– Property: idash.cors.filter.allow.origin
– Example: idash.cors.filter.allow.origin=http://*.domain.com

2. Change the Access Control Allow Headers.
This is a list of allowed request headers that can be used to make a request. This is specified as a comma-separated
list of headers.
– Default value: origin, content-type, accept, authorization, X-Requested-With, Content-Type, X-Codingpedia
– Property: idash.cors.filter.allow.headers

3. Change the Access Control Allow Credentials.
This is a flag that indicates whether the requested resource supports user credentials.
– Default value: true
– Property: idash.cors.filter.allow.credentials

4. Change the Access Control Allow Methods.
This is a list of the HTTP methods that can be used for a cross origin request. This is specified as a comma-separated
list.
– Default value: GET, POST, PUT, DELETE, HEAD
– Property: idash.cors.filter.allow.methods

5. Change the Access Control Max Age.
This is the number of seconds the browser is allowed to cache the result of a request. This may be disabled by
specifying a negative value.
– Default value: 1209600
– Property: idash.cors.filter.max.age
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NOTE

Please refer to the Apache Tomcat documentation regarding CORS filters for more information.

Adjust JVM Heap Size
You can adjust the amount of memory allocated to the JVM Heap for the iDash server. It may be necessary to do this to
meet the system requirements for the number of jobs and/or users in your environment, or because iDash is coming close
enough to the current max settings to affect performance.

 Follow these steps:

 For Windows:

1. Navigate to IDASH_HOME/tomcat8/bin/
2. Locate and run the application file named after your iDash service, with the letter ‘w’ appended. For example, if your

iDash service is named “iDash”, you will find an application file named “iDashw.exe.”
3. Navigate to the Java tab, and find the Initial memory pool and Maximum memory pool settings.

– The Initial memory pool corresponds to the –Xms Java heap setting.
– The Maximum memory pool corresponds to the –Xmx Java heap setting.

4. Adjust the values as appropriate.
– Follow the guidelines as given in the System Requirements. 
– If your environment requires extra memory, increase the Maximum memory pool setting beyond the System

Requirement guideline as needed.
5. Click OK or Apply to save the new settings, then restart the iDash service. The service may be restarted using the

controls on the General tab of this application, or using the Services controls.

For Linux/zLinux:

1. Navigate to IDASH_HOME/bin/
2. Edit the idash_server shell script.
3. Locate the JAVA_OPTS settings, then the –Xms and –Xmx settings within JAVA_OPTS.
4. Adjust the values as appropriate.

– Follow the guidelines as given in the System Requirements. 
– If your environment requires extra memory, increase the Maximum memory pool setting beyond the System

Requirement guideline a needed.
5. Save your changes.
6. Use the idash_server script to stop then restart the iDash server so the new settings may take effect.

Upgrade to the Current Release
This article covers upgrading from previous releases to the current release, version 12.0.05.00.

Upgrade to Release 12.0.05.00

This process upgrades iDash to version 12.0.05.00 and automatically creates backups of your original data. This data is
restored automatically if the upgrade fails.

NOTE

You can use this backup data to manually roll back to a previous version if you decide to roll back at a later time.

Follow these steps:

1. Leave your iDash database intact. That is, do not delete your current iDash database tables.
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2. Stop the Tomcat server using the appropriate method for your operating system:

NOTE

Be sure that you have the necessary user permissions to stop the Tomcat server.

– On UNIX/Linux, run the following command:

$IDASH_HOME/bin/idash_server stop

– On Windows, stop the Tomcat server service. Navigate to Administrative Tools, Component Services, Services.
Select iDash and click Stop the service.

NOTE

When the Tomcat server stops, threads can run longer than the waiting interval before main threads exits.
If this condition results in error messages being logged, ignore those messages.

3. During the upgrade process, the following data will be backed up automatically:
– The idash directory and its subdirectories under CATALINA_HOME/webapps
– CATALINA_HOME/conf/catalina.properties file
– The contents of the IDASH_HOME directory and all its subdirectories
– The backup will be located at IDASH_HOME/backups/*date*-*time*, and will be named after the date and time the

upgrade is run
4. Manually back up the existing iDashDB - idash_config table.

Record the row count of the idash_config table for future reference.
5. Perform these steps to upgrade to iDash version 12.0.05.00.

a. Mount the product ISO image.
b. From the mounted ISO image, run the installer.

WARNING

Warning: Do not run the installer from the existing IDASH_HOME directory. You must run the installer
from the mounted ISO image outside of the existing IDASH_HOME directory.

Choose IDASH_HOME as the home folder. The installer will detect a previous version and ask you to confirm the
upgrade.

c. installer reads database and Tomcat properties from existing install, and asks the user to keep the same values or
modify.

d. If the installer fails, installer will automatically roll back to existing installation.

NOTE

• If you are upgrading from iDash 11.3.6 or 11.4, you will be asked to specify ports for the bundled Tomcat
to use.

• The installation process will check the availability of these ports. Depending on your firewall settings, you
may be prompted to allow the process network access to perform this check.

• Depending on the release you are upgrading from, some iDash database tables may be modified with
additional columns. If the upgrade fails or is cancelled, the automated roll back will attempt to undo this
change and remove the columns. If the removal is unsuccessful, you will see an error message and will
need to remove the columns manually. The SQL statements to do this are included here. These must be
executed against your database, including your secondary database in HA configurations.

ALTER TABLE idash_jfm_console_message DROP COLUMN ack_notes;

ALTER TABLE idash_hist_jfm_console_message DROP COLUMN ack_notes;

• After completing the upgrade, you must also upgrade any machine used for CLI operations with the new
CLI files included with the current release. The old version CLI files can be backed up then replaced with
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the new version CLI files. You must remove the old files before placing the new ones. Please see Install
the Client CLI for instructions on setting up the new version CLI files.

Troubleshoot Upgrading Issues

Database Tables Not Updated
Symptom:

During the upgrade process, a message indicates a problem performing database updates. Or after upgrading, a
message appears in the iDash error log concerning missing tables or columns, or incorrect data types. 

Solution:

Perform the following actions in the order shown, as needed:

• Stop the Tomcat server using the appropriate method for your operating system:

• – On UNIX/Linux, run the following command:

$IDASH_HOME/bin/idash_server stop

• – On Windows, stop the Tomcat server service. Navigate to Administrative Tools, Component Services, Services.
Select CA iDash and click Stop the service.

NOTE

When the Tomcat server stops, threads can run longer than the waiting interval before main threads exits.
If this condition results in error messages being logged, ignore those messages.

• Locate the SQL files for your database type.

$IDASH_HOME/install/database_type/alltables_manual.sql (for all three DB types) and

$IDASH_HOME/install/database_type/update_manual.sql (for MS SQL and Sybase) or

$IDASH_HOME/install/oracle/update.sql (for Oracle)

NOTE

database_type is mssql, oracle, or sybase

• [Optional] Compare the schema in the alltables_manual.sql against the schema of your iDash database to determine
the differences.

NOTE

You must perform this step against the secondary iDash server as well, if configured.

• [Optional] Identify the statements in the update_manual.sql or update.sql that will correct the differences between the
current iDash schema and the required schema.

• Execute the identified SQL statements against the iDash database to bring it up to the current requirements.

NOTE

• You must perform this step against the secondary iDash server as well, if configured.
• If you skipped the previous two steps, submit the alltables_manual.sql then submit either the

update_manual.sql or update.sql file to make the required updates to your database. This will result in a
longer update process.
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Run Multiple Copies on the Same Server
You can run multiple copies of iDash, each pointing to a different Workload Automation AE instance. You do not need to
install each copy on a separate server. You can have two active versions of iDash installed on the same server, but not
in the same folder. For example, you can have both an iDash 11.4 and an iDash 12.0 on the same physical server. The
following restrictions apply:

• Multiple versions cannot use the same database.
• Multiple versions cannot use the same iDash server (Tomcat).
• Multiple versions cannot use the same Tomcat ports.
• Multiple versions cannot reside in the same directory. 

Roll Back to the Previous Release
You can roll back to previous releases by using data that was automatically backed up during the upgrade to version
12.0.05.00.

The rollback is a two-step process. First, you uninstall the 12.0.05.00 release. Then, copy the files from the backup
directories to the IDASH_HOME directory.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Shut down the iDash server.
2. Delete all contents from IDASH_HOME except the backups and jre directories. Do not remove your database.

NOTE

 For information about running the uninstall program, search Uninstall CA Process Automation iDash.
3. Perform the following:

– Locate the correct backup directory. The directory will be located at  IDASH_HOME\backups\*date*-*time* and will
be named according to the date and time the upgrade was performed. If you have upgraded more than once, you
may have multiple backup directories. 

– When rolling back to Release 12.0:
• Restore the contents of the backup directory and all its subdirectories to the IDASH_HOME directory.

– When rolling back to Releases 11.3.6 and 11.4:
• Move the IDASH_HOME\backups\*date*-*time*\webapps\idash directory to CATALINA_HOME\webapps
• Move the IDASH_HOME\backups\*date*-*time*\conf\catalina.properties file under CATALINA_HOME\conf
• Restore the remaining folders and subdirectories to the IDASH_HOME directory.

NOTE

 In the backup folder created by the installer, there is a hidden directory called .install4j. This directory must
be moved to IDASH_HOME as well for future upgrade or uninstall attempts to work. Standard copy or move
actions may skip this hidden directory.

4. During the upgrade to 12.0.05.00, two iDash database tables were modified with an added column. When rolling back
to an earlier version, this new column will need to be dropped from those tables. An SQL file containing the statements
needed to remove this column is included in the install, at IDASH_HOME/install/, in the subdirectory matching your
database type. The statements are also included here. These statements must be executed against your database,
including the secondary database in HA configurations.
ALTER TABLE idash_jfm_console_message DROP COLUMN ack_notes;

ALTER TABLE idash_hist_jfm_console_message DROP COLUMN ack_notes;

5. (For 11.3.6 and 11.4 only) Start the Tomcat server at CATALINA_HOME.
6. (For 12.0 Windows installs only) Add the Tomcat service by running the following script and starting the service:

%IDASH_HOME%/tomcat8/bin/idash-service.bat install . iDash
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7. Log in to iDash and verify the rollback.

Uninstall iDash and Databases
To remove iDash from your environment, uninstall the product and remove the related directories. The uninstaller program
is located in IDASH_HOME. In addition, remove the iDash database.

Expand this section in the left-hand menu to view all pages related to uninstalling iDash.

Uninstall iDash
Use the uninstall program in IDASH_HOME to remove iDash.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the iDash server using the appropriate method for your operating system:
– On UNIX/Linux, run the following command:

$IDASH_HOME/bin/idash_server stop

1. – On Windows, run the service monitoring program and click the Stop button:

%IDASH_HOME%\tomcat8\bin\iDashw.exe

NOTE

The iDash uninstaller attempts to stop the iDash server before performing the uninstall. You can safely
delete any log files that the uninustaller does not delete.

2. Uninstall iDash using the appropriate method for your operating system:

 

1. – On UNIX/Linux, run the following command. (To run the uninstaller in graphical mode, enter the command without
the -c.)

$IDASH_HOME/uninstall -c 

– On Windows, use the iDash Uninstall wizard.
a. From the Start menu, select All Programs, CA, iDash, iDash uninstaller. Alternatively, navigate to IDASH_HOME

and double-click uninstall.exe, the uninstall executable.
b. Click Next.
c. Verify that the service name is iDash or change it to the service name you specified at installation. Then, click

Next.
d. Click Finish.

Remove the SQL Server Database
After you uninstall iDash, you can remove the iDash database in SQL Server.

To remove the iDash database in SQL Server, run the following commands:

sqlcmd -S server_name 1 -U sa -P "password"

DROP DATABASE IDASH;

go

exit
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• server_name  specifies the SQL Server name.
• password  specifies the password for the user sa.

Remove the Oracle Database
After you uninstall iDash, you can remove the iDash database in Oracle.

To remove the iDash database in Oracle, run the following commands:

sqlplus sys/password@SID as sysdba

drop tablespace IDASHDATA including contents and datafiles cascade constraints;

drop tablespace IDASHTEMP including contents and datafiles cascade constraints;

drop tablespace IDASHINDEX including contents and datafiles cascade constraints;

• password  specifies the password for the user sys.
• SID  specifies the Oracle SID.

 

Remove the Sybase Database
After you uninstall iDash, you can remove the iDash database in Sybase.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Run the following command to log in to the database as the system administrator:
isql -Sserver_name -Usa -Ppassword

–   server_name  specifies the Sybase server name.
–   password  specifies the password for the user sa.

2. Run the following query to obtain the database ID:
select  dbid, db_name(dbid) as 'database name', lstart, size / (power(2,20)/@@maxpagesize) as 'MB',

 d.name from sysusages u, sysdevices d where u.vdevno = d.vdevno and d.status & 2 = 2 order by 1 compute

 sum(size / (power(2,20)/@@maxpagesize)) by dbid go

3. Run the following commands to remove the iDash database:
sp_configure 'allow update', 1

go 

begin tran

go

delete from sysusages where dbid=database_ID

go

commit

go

begin tran

go

delete from sysdatabases where dbid=database_ID

go

–   database_ID  specifies the value that is obtained in the previous step.
4. Run the following commands to verify that the IDASH database has been removed:

select  dbid, db_name(dbid) as 'database name'

from sysdatabases u

go

5. Run the following commands to commit the changes and shut down Sybase:
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commit

go

shutdown with nowait

go

6. Start Sybase using the appropriate method for your operating system:
– On UNIX/Linux run the following commands:

cd /opt/sybase

. ./SYBASE.sh

cd $SYBASE/ASE-*/install

./RUN* &

– On Windows, start the Sybase service.
7. Run the following commands to drop the devices and delete the files:

isql -Sserver_name -Usa -Ppassword

sp_dropdevice idashdata

go

sp_dropdevice idashlog

go

rm $SYBASE/data/idash*

8. Delete all idash* files under SYBASE/data.

Install the Client CLI
You can install the Client CLI on any computer. The client CLI includes commands that let authorized users generate
reports, maintain object definitions, and maintain archive data. 

NOTE

• Make sure you have a supported version of JRE.
• The Linux, Solaris, Sunx86, and Windows CLI packages include a supported version of the JRE. The AIX,

HP-UX, and zLinux CLI packages do not include a JRE. A system administrator must install a supported
version of the JRE on these systems.
– For the bundled JRE: Once the client is installed, run java -version from the command line on any linux

OS. If JRE is older than 1.7, then you add the new JRE path into $PATH (1.8 is the bundled version so
point it there).

• For information about supported JRE versions, search Compatibility Matrix 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create the following directory structure on the client computer for the Client CLI files:
– On UNIX/Linux:

/opt/CA/idash

– On Windows
C:Program Files\CA\idash

NOTE
 The idash directory must accommodate up to 5 MB of data.

2. Copy the iDash Client CLI ZIP or TAR file from the iDash server to the idash directory on the client computer. 
The file is located in the appropriate directory on the iDash server.
– On UNIX/Linux:

$IDASH_HOME/install/idash-client-12.0.x-platform.tar
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•   platform  indicates the operating system of the client computer.
•   x  indicates the build number.

– On Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\install\idash-client-12.0.x-win.zip

3. Extract the files from the iDash Client CLI ZIP or TAR file on the client computer.
4. Set the IDASH_HOME environment variable to the IDASH_HOME directory on the client computer that you created in

Step 1. 
– On UNIX/Linux:

IDASH_HOME=/opt/CA/idash 

export IDASH_HOME

– On Windows: 
set IDASH_HOME=C:\Progra~1\CA\idash

NOTE
 If the directory path for IDASH_HOME contains a space, use the Windows 8.3 format. 

5. Open the idash.conf file in a text editor. The file is located in the following directory:
– On UNIX/Linux:

$IDASH_HOME/etc/

– On Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\etc\

6. Add the following line, and save the file:
idash.server.url=http(s)://idash_server:port

–   idash_server  specifies the name or IP address of the iDash server.
–   port  specifies the HTTP port for the iDash web server.
 Example: 
idash.server.url=http://venus:8080

The iDash server connection information is added to the file.
The installation of the iDash Client CLI is complete.

NOTE

• Before you run CLI commands, use the Admin Tool to configure CLI authentication, and yourself as a user as
follows:
– For details about CLI authentication, search Configure Authentication for the CLI.
– For details about authorization, search User Authorization with iDash.

• Authorized users can run iDash CLI commands from the following directory:
On UNIX/Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/bin/

On Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\bin\

• For information about running the iDash CLI commands, search:
– Prepare Job Run Data for Initial SLA Use.
– Manage iDash Objects with CLI Commands.
– Create and Manage Reports with CLI Commands.
– Publish Reports in Various Formats.
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Administrating
Administrating iDash is performed from the following three interfaces:

• The iDash Web UI
• The iDash Admin Tool (Java client)
• The iDash command-line interface (CLI)

NOTE

 For information about accessing the iDash interfaces, search for the following articles:

•  Browse to the iDash Web UI and Log In
•  Access the Admin Tool and Log In 
•  Install the Client CLI 

Administration tasks require Admin permissions. Admin permissions are defined in the selected authorization tool.

The following process represents the end-to-end flow for administrating iDash. After the product is configured, workload
operators begin to monitor SLAs.
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Figure 1: Configure_iDash

1. Configure the components of an iDash system, including the iDash server instance and database. Also configure
each  server instance and each CA 7 server instance that runs jobs to monitor with this system. 

NOTE

 For details about configuring a Broadcom Workload Automation system, search Configure the Components
of an iDash System.

2. Configure security to support user authentication and authorization. 

NOTE

• For details about configuring Active Directory, EEM, CA 7, and iDash user authentication, search User
Authentication.

• For details about configuring iDash and EEM user authorization, search User Authorization.
3. Load the job run data from the configured schedulers into the iDash database. iDash uses archive data as one factor

in calculating forecasts. Forecasts include predicting when jobs are likely to miss their deadlines or are at risk of
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missing their deadlines. This step enables the product to forecast job runs before the product collects runtime data.
Examining job run data is helpful when you are configuring an SLA for a job.

NOTE

For details about loading job run data for scheduler instances, search Prepare Job Run Data for Initial SLA
Use.

4. Configure how the product forecasts whether jobs are likely to meet or miss their deadlines and a policy on
alerts. Then, create SLAs for the time-critical jobs.  Each SLA is associated with a job that runs on a scheduler
instance. To distribute SLAs among operators by scheduler instance, let operators filter the SLAs on this attribute.
Alternatively, create a tagging structure that covers all SLAs. Associate each tag to a set of SLAs. Let each operator
monitors SLAs associated with different tags.

NOTE

• For details about configuring SLAs for jobs within job flows, search SLA Configuration.
• For details about categorizing SLAs with custom tags, search Manage SLA Tags.

When configuration is complete, workload operators add tags to their Watchlist. They then monitor the associated
SLAs from the Web UI. When an SLA is predicted to miss its deadline, operators take corrective actions.  

NOTE

  For details about using iDash to improve the performance of jobs running on scheduler instances,
search Using.

An active iDash system requires maintenance. Only administrators can perform such tasks as maintaining archive data
and changing the EEM version after an upgrade. You work with all interfaces in the context of maintenance.

NOTE

For details about maintenance, search Maintain iDash.

Access the Admin Tool and Log In
The first time that you access the iDash - Admin Tool, take the following steps:

1. Browse to the Web UI and launch the Admin Tool.
2. Log in to the Admin Tool.
3. Create a shortcut for the Admin Tool.

Thereafter, access the Admin Tool with the desktop shortcut.

Browse to the Web UI and Launch the Admin Tool

The iDash home page has links to the product applications. The Admin Tool is the application that authorized
administrators can access from any computer that meets the system requirements.

NOTE

• The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.8.31 or later must be installed on the client computer. For
information about supported JRE versions, search Compatibility Matrix.

• You must be an Admin user to log in to the Admin Tool.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to the Web UI. Enter the following URL in your browser:
 http(s)://server:port/idash
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– server  specifies the name of the iDash server.
– port  specifies the web server port number. Typically, the port number is either 8443 (with https) or 8080 (with http).

2. Do not click LOGIN. Rather, click the launch Admin Tool link.
3. Click the Start Admin Tool link.

The AdminTool.jnlp is downloaded. In Windows, the file appears at the bottom of your browser window. The Java client
is downloaded to your Download folder. If a message appears with a Keep button, click Keep.

4. Double-click AdminTool.jnlp, the downloaded Java client file.
The Admin Tool login page opens.

NOTE

If AdminTool.jnlp fails to launch, run the command javaws -clearcache to clear the cache, then re-download
the AdminTool.jnlp file and try again.

Log Into the Admin Tool

When the Login dialog opens, the Username field in the dialog is populated with the operating system user name.

NOTE

If you are using a dual domain LDAP setup in EEM where a user belongs to both domains, the user must specify
which domain to access by using the format domain_name\user_name in the Username field when logging in.

Follow these steps:

If this access is your first access:

1. Accept (or select) iDash as the Login Type.
2. Type idashAdm for the Username.
3. Enter the password for idashAdm, that was changed as a post-installation task. (The default password is idashAdm.)

NOTE

If the idashAdm password has not yet been changed, search Change the iDash Administrator Password.
4. Click Log In.

If a login type has already been configured:

1. Select the configured login type from the drop-down list.
2. Enter your user name and password. Specifically:

– If you selected iDash, enter your username and password that is configured in the Admin Tool.
– If you selected CA 7, enter your username and password. The username is configured in the Admin Tool. The

username and the password are configured in CA 7.
– If you selected EEM, enter your EEM username and password. Credentials are configured in EEM.

NOTE

If your unqualified user name is not accepted, enter your principal name. One principal name format is
domain_name\user_name.

– If you selected Active Directory, enter your AD username and password. Credentials are defined in the LDAP server
domain that is configured in the Admin Tool.

– If you selected SSO, your username is pre-populated. Your password is not required.
3. Click Log In.
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Create a Shortcut for the Admin Tool

After the application image is downloaded to your computer, create a desktop shortcut to open the Admin Tool.  In a
Windows environment, you can drag the AdminTool.jnlp file from your Downloads folder to your desktop. The following
procedure applies to all environments.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt or terminal window.
2. Run the following command:

 javaws -viewer

 

The Java Cache Viewer opens.
3. Right-click the iDash Admin Tool application and select Install Shortcuts.

The Admin Tool shortcut is created on your desktop.

Note: Launch the Admin Tool from the Web UI to refresh the image when the product is updated.

Configure the Components of an iDash System
Administrators configure the components of a new iDash system from the Admin Tool Java client.
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Figure 2: Configure_iDash_Components

Follow these steps:

1. If you use CA 7, implement CA 7 first.
2. Open the Admin Tool and log in.
3. Configure the iDash server settings.
4. Configure the iDash database settings.
5. Add each  instance and configure its settings.
6. Add each CA 7 instance and configure its settings.
7. If EEM is used by all  instances that you added, add this EEM server to iDash.
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8. If using an LDAP server for user authentication, add each active directory instance and configure its settings.

Implement a CA 7 Instance
If you have CA 7 instances in your environment, they must be configured to work with iDash. As an administrator, you
perform the installations and configurations that are required for CA 7 implementation.

The following scenario walks you through the implementation process:

Figure 3: How to implement CA 7
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To implement CA 7, follow these steps:

1. Verify the requirements.
2. Modify initialization file statements.
3. Configure the Jobflow Monitor.
4. Verify the Jobflow Monitor configuration.
5. Configure Event Notification Facility.
6. (Optional) Configure CA 7 Web Client.
7. Restart CA 7 and the JFM.

 

Verify the Requirements
Requirements for implementing CA 7 with iDash are as follows:

Requirements

• The supported releases of CA 7 and Jobflow Monitor (JMF) are installed.
• All published solutions are applied.
• For iDash and JFM usage of CA 7 Log Events, Common Components and Services (CCS) for z/OS is r14.1 or higher.

Note:  We recommend using a dedicated instance of JFM for iDash operations.

• The supported release of Common Components and Services including Event Notification Facility (CAIENF) is installed and
configured in your environment. All published solutions are applied.

Note:  CAIENF is configured with ENFDB Event Recording functionality which uses the Datacom® RDBMS to store the CAIENF
events.

• (Optional) The CA 7 Web Client is installed and configured.

• The USS path that maps to a file system with approximately 1 GB of available space is available.

• A CA 7 user ID that is used by the iDash server to connect to JFM and CA 7 is available.

Note:  The user ID logs in to CA 7 with read access only.

• The following security permissions are added to the user ID under which Jobflow Monitor runs:
– Read/write access to the USS path
– Security requirements as specified in the "Jobflow Monitor" chapter in the Workload Automation SE Interface Reference Guide 

NOTE

• For release number and published solution requirements, search Software Requirements - CA 7 in
Broadcom Support.

• The following guides are referenced in this section and are available from https://support.broadcom.com/:
–  Workload Automation SE Interface Reference Guide 
–  Workload Automation SE Installation Guide 
–  Common Components and Services Installation Guide 
–  CA 7 CA 7 Web Client Product Guide 

• See also:
– CA 7 Web Client wiki
– The Installing section of the Common Components and Services wiki

Click the versions button on any wiki to view a different version.
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Modify Initialization File Statements
Modify the following initialization (INIT) file statements:

• OPTIONS statement—Add JFM=YES and CPM=NO.
• FORMAT statement—Specify INDEX=A for the following queues:

– Request (REQQ)
– Ready (RDYQ)
– Active (ACTQ)
– Prior run (PRNQ)

• GROUP, LINE, and TERM statements—Specify at least two CAICCI terminals (DEVICE=CCI).
• UCC7VTAM statement—Specify the TCPTPORT=port_number parameter to enable TCP/IP terminal support.

NOTE

Set this site-specific port for CA 7 as required.
• SVCNO statement—Check the CA7= parameter. This value is the CA 7 instance name, For example, CA71 or CA72.

JFM does not support alias names.

Configure the Jobflow Monitor (JFM)
Configure the Jobflow Monitor (JFM) to implement CA 7 with iDash.

NOTE

The JFM settings for use with an iDash for CA 7 implementation are different from those needed to support the
CA 7 Web Client GUI.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following execution parameters in the JFM started task JCL:
– REGION=0M
– MEMLIMIT=NOLIMIT

2. Ensure that SAF Security is configured to permit the JFM started task to be active.
3. Specify the following address space parameters in the JBFLWAS member:

– EVENTS
Specifies whether Jobflow Monitor supports CA 7 Event Subscription.
Valid values are as follows:
• None

Jobflow Monitor does not publish CA 7 events to subscribers.
• Yes

Jobflow Monitor publishes CA 7 events to subscribers. Specify YES if JFM is also used with CA 7 Web Client.
• Only

Jobflow Monitor publishes CA 7 events to subscribers; however, other functions are disabled. In this mode, JFM
does not forecast workload; it monitors workload objects in the CA 7 queues. Specifying ONLY can reduce the
overhead that is associated with projecting triggered jobs and resolving requirements. Specify ONLY if JFM is
used only with iDash.

NOTE

The ONLY option is suitable for an instance of JFM that is dedicated for use with iDash. Do not use the
ONLY option for an instance of JFM that serves the CA 7 Web Client or CPM.

Default: NONE
Example: EVENTS(ONLY)
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NOTE

Specify ONLY for this parameter for the recommend configuration of a dedicated instance of JFM for
iDash operations. Specify YES for a JFM installation that also services the CA 7 Web Client or CPM.

– EXTRACTPATH
Specifies the absolute USS PATH name where CA 7 data extract files are placed.
Limits: 1-60 characters

NOTE

This path is the site-specific path in the USS for iDash XML initial seed data.
– DELTAINT

(Optional) Specifies the minimum number of seconds between DELTA XML requests for a specific job stream. The
value must be numeric and within a range of 0 to 86400 inclusive. If not specified, DELTAINT(30) is the default. A
setting of zero indicates that there is no minimum limitation.
This parameter controls how often a job stream refresh call is honored. A setting of 30 seconds specifies that the
JFM generate and return delta information for a given job stream once every 30 seconds. The job stream refresh
call is honored every 30 seconds, even if a request is made every 5 seconds.
Default: DELTAINT(30)Example: DELTAINT(0)

NOTE

• iDash does not issue JFM queries every 30 seconds. When iDash monitors a CA 7 instance, the
communication is primarily event-related. The communication is from JFM to iDash.

• The DELTAINT value only applies to JFM queries that support jobstream delta updates. iDash does
not use those types of JFM queries, so the value of DELTAINT is irrelevant in this case. Therefore, you
can accept the default value.

– FACILITY
(Optional) Specifies the resource class to use on security calls in Jobflow Monitor for all JFM XML queries. The
value can range from 1 to 8 characters.
• NONE

Bypasses all resource authorization checks in Jobflow Monitor, including checks for access to Jobflow Monitor.
This value is the default.

• YES
Uses CA7JFM as the resource class on the security call.

Default: NONEExample: FACILITY(NONE)

NOTE

Any value that is set takes effect on the next authorization call made.
– LOGLEVEL

(Optional) Specifies whether to activate diagnostic logging and at what level. Use the LOGLEVEL setting and
command only the direction of Broadcom Support.
• 0

Performs no diagnostic logging.
• 1

Performs the least amount of diagnostic logging.
• 2

Performs more diagnostic logging.
• 3

Performs the most amount of diagnostic logging.
Default: 0Example: LOGLEVEL(0)
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NOTE

If LOGLEVEL contains a value greater than zero, allocate the CAJFLOG DD in the Jobflow Monitor
startup JCL, or no diagnostic logging occurs.

4. Specify the MONITOR statement parameters that follow in the JBFLWMN member:
– CPMSRVR

Specifies the scope of job visibility to the JFM.
Valid values are as follows:
• Y

Only jobs that are specifically related to flows monitored by Critical Path Monitor (CPM) are visible to the JFM.
• N

All jobs in the workload are visible to the JFM.
Example: CPMSRVR(N)

NOTE

Specify N for this parameter.
– INSTANCE

Specifies which CA 7 instance to monitor. The instance must be CA71 through CA78 inclusive. No aliases are
permitted. 
Limits: CA71 - CA78
Example: INSTANCE(CA71)

NOTE

This is a site-specific CA 7 instance ID; set as required.
– TYPE

Specifies the type of recovery.
Valid values are as follows:
• COLD 

Does not attempt to recover any critical path data. Any critical paths that are active do not get any updates (start
and stop events) from Jobflow Monitor. Consider removing them from CPM manually.

• WARM 
Attempts to recover any critical path data. If WARM is specified and critical paths are active, Jobflow Monitor
reads the CAIENF records and attempts to recover all critical path information. The retention period of the
CAIENF records and the age of the critical paths determine whether Jobflow Monitor can recover the required
data to rebuild the critical paths.

Default: COLD
Example: TYPE(COLD)

NOTE

Specify COLD for this parameter.
– HISTORY

(Optional) Specifies the number of hours to keep information about jobs that have already run. When Jobflow
Monitor initially starts up, no history data is available. The history data accumulates over time.
Limits: 1-12 hours
Default: 3 hours
Example: HISTORY(2)

NOTE

If JFM is servicing only iDash, specify a low value. If JFM is also servicing CA 7 Web Client, the existing
value can be used.

– PREDICTFLOWS
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(Optional) Indicates when the load event for a flow is sent to CPM.
• NO

If specified, flows are instantiated in CPM when the starting job is submitted. The monitored instance provides
flow information to JFM through CAIENF events when the OPTIONS statement for the monitored instance is
CPM=JFM. NO is the default.

• YES
If specified, flows are instantiated when the starting job enters the request queue. Flow information is obtained
directly from the database that is associated with the monitored instance. Therefore, consider specifying CPM=N
on the OPTIONS statement for the monitored instance.

Example: PREDICTFLOWS(YES)
– REFRESH

(Optional) Specifies the number of minutes between refreshes of the forecasted data. When the refresh interval
ends, new forecasted data is brought in to fill in the span.
Limits: 1-60 minutes
Default: 15 minutesExample: REFRESH(30)

NOTE

If JFM is servicing only iDash, specify a high value. If JFM is also servicing CA 7 Web Client, the existing
value can be used.

SPAN
(Optional) Specifies the number of hours to monitor. The SPAN value includes the active workload and forecasted
data.
Limits: 1-72 hours
Default: 12 hours
Example: SPAN(10)

NOTE

If JFM is servicing only iDash, specify a low value. If JFM is also servicing CA 7 Web Client, the existing
value can be used.

5. Specify the following event parameters in the JBFLWEV member for web services control:
– DURABLE 

Determines whether to allow durable subscriptions. Durable subscriptions are subscriptions that are saved on a
disk in a USS file directory. Jobflow Monitor loads them into memory each time it is started.
Valid values are as follows:
• NO 

Indicates that durable subscriptions are not allowed.
• YES 

Indicates that durable subscriptions are allowed. This keyword also requires that options PATHNAME and
SUBSCRIBE(YES) are set. Refer to these keywords for additional information.

Default: NO
Example: DURABLE(YES)

NOTE

Specify YES for this parameter.
– GUARANTEED

Indicates whether Jobflow Monitor attempts to verify the delivery of events to a client that is subscribed to a durable
subscription.
This verification means that:
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• The package of captured events is successfully sent to the client using TCP/IP.
• A zero return code from the function was received.
• An HTTP response of 200 was received from the send operation.

Valid values are as follows:
• NO

Indicates that delivery of events for durable subscriptions is not guaranteed.
• YES 

Indicates that Jobflow Monitor attempts to verify the delivery of events to a client that is subscribed to a
durable subscription. This keyword requires that the DURABLE(YES) keyword option has also been selected.
For more information, see the DURABLE and SUBSCRIBE keyword descriptions.

• Default: NO
• Example: GUARANTEED(YES)

NOTE

Specify YES for this parameter.
– PATHNAME

Specifies the absolute USS PATH name where durable subscriptions are stored. This keyword is required when
DURABLE(YES) is specified.
The USS PATH name must be predefined. If this option is used, the PATH name can be specified in mixed case
and cannot be longer than 63 characters.
 When a durable subscription is processed, Jobflow Monitor saves the subscription in this directory when requested
by a web service client. Each durable subscription is saved in this directory and is suffixed with “.xml”.
When Jobflow Monitor is started, all durable subscriptions are read from this directory and stored in memory.

NOTE

This is a site-specific path in USS for iDash XML job delta data.
– SUBSCRIBE

Indicates whether to allow subscriptions.
Valid values are as follows:
• YES

Indicates that subscriptions are allowed. This option enables the use of options MAXEVENTS, MAXSUBS, and
DURABLE. For more information, see these keyword descriptions.

• NO 
Indicates that subscriptions are not allowed.
Default: YES
Example: SUBSCRIBE(YES)

NOTE

Specify YES for this parameter.
– CAPTURE

(Optional) Indicates whether a capture table is used for CA 7 Web Services events. All CA 7 instances that are
selected for processing process all events that are captured. Refer to the MONITOR Statement section for more
information.
The keyword value must contain the number of entries to hold in the capture table. The value must be numeric and
between a value of 100 and 10000. A value of zero indicates that an events capture table is not used.
Default: 1000Example: CAPTURE(1000)

– MAXEVENTS
(Optional) Indicates the amount of memory that each subscription uses. This value is the maximum number of
events that any one subscription can monitor.
The MAXEVENTS value must be numeric and between a value of 100 and 1000000.
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Default: 1000
Example: MAXEVENTS(1000)

– MAXSUBS
(Optional) Indicates the number of subscriptions allowed. The MAXSUBS value must be numeric and between a
value of 0 and 1000. If SUBSCRIBE(YES) was specified, the value of MAXSUBS must be greater than zero.
Default: 100Example: MAXSUBS(100)

6. Specify the following PORT statement parameters in the JBFLWIP member:
– NAME

Provides an alias name for the port.
Limits: Up to 256 characters

NOTE

QRYPORT is used for iDash and CA 7 TCP/IP communication.
– NUMBER

Specifies the port number.
– ENCR

Specifies whether to support encryption on the port.
Valid values are as follows:
• NONE 

Uses no encryption on the port. All data is transmitted in clear text.
• SSL 

Uses IBM System SSL to encrypt the data that is transmitted on the port. You cannot specify SSL for
CPMPORTs.

• ATTLS 
Indicates that AT-TLS is used to encrypt data that is transmitted on the port. Jobflow Monitor is AT-TLS aware
and ensures that connections established to ports defined with ENCR(ATTLS) are actually under control of AT-
TLS. If not, the connection is closed.

Default: NONE
Examples:

PORT(NAME(CPMPORT) NUMBER(7173))

PORT(NAME(CPMPORT) NUMBER(NONE))

PORT(NAME(IDSPORT) NUMBER(nnnn))                           

NOTE

 

• Specify PORT(NAME(CPMPORT) NUMBER(NONE)) if you are not using CPM.
• The PORT(NAME(IDSPORT) NUMBER(nnnn)) setting is a site-specific port for iDash communication

to JFM; set as required.
• The QRYPORT is reserved for use by CA 7 Web Client and is not used here.

7. Run the following command to verify that the TCP/IP ports on System/z are open and JFM is registered:

/DISPLAY,ST=CA7

 

Typical output is as follows:

 

TCP/IP Host Name: DNSNAME Port: nnnn

TCP/IP Host Addr: nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn
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NOTE

• DNSNAME Port: nnnn is the value that is specified for TCPTPORT in the INIT deck.
• The JFM port is not used for an iDash-specific JFM instance.

8. Verify that the user ID under which the JFM runs has an OMVS segment that is defined and the following access:
– Read access to the BPX.SERVER facility resource. If BPX.SERVER is not defined, the user ID should be a super

user.
– Write access to the USS directory specified in JBFLWAS EXTRACTPATH.
– Write access to the USS directory specified in JBFLWEV PATHNAME.

NOTE

JFM requests access to the port specified with the QRYPORT parameter on every IP stack running on the
LPAR. If more than one stack is present, the user under which JFM runs needs access to open that port on
each stack.

9. We recommend that you specify the following LE environment options in a CEEOPTS DD statement to override the
defaults. The DD statements should follow this pattern:

//CEEOPPTS  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.jfmcontrol.hlq(JBFLWCEE) 

In the JBFLWCEE member, set the following LE environment options:

CEEDUMP(0,SYSOUT=*,FREE=END,SPIN=UNALLOC),

DYNDUMP(your.dynadump.hlq,DYNAMIC,TDUMP),

HEAP64(,,FREE,,,FREE),

HEAPCHK(OFF),

RPTOPTS(ON),

RPTSTG(OFF),

TERMTHDACT(UADUMP),

TRACE(OFF),

TRAP(ON)

NOTE

 Notes:

• Sample JCL member AL2JFM is the JCL required to execute JFM. The CAJFPARM DD in the JCL is the DD
that specifies the location of the JFM startup parameters.

• For more information about configuring the JFM, see the Workload Automation SE Interface Guide, available
from Broadcom Support.

• For information about specifying LE environment options, see the z/OS Language Environment Programming
Guide, available from http://ibm.com.

Verify the Jobflow Monitor (JFM) Configuration
You can verify the Jobflow Monitor (JFM) configuration by running the JFM status command. A sample of the output
follows.

NOTE

Compare your status output with the lines in bold text. For more information, see the corresponding footnote.

CAL2M211I Command: STATUS received

CAL2M212I Command will be performed for Monitors: CA78
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CAL2M284I JOBFLOW MONITOR STATUS - VERBOSE REPORT 

CAL2M285I    Assembly Information:  r11.3 

CAL2M299I    Parameter Member Prefix: JBFLW 

CAL2M292I    Address Space Options in effect: 

CAL2M292I       DELTAINT(5), FACILITY(NONE), LOGLEVEL(3), EVENTS(ONLY)1  

CAL2M292I       EXTRACTPATH(/u/users/myjfm/extractpath)2  

CAL2M293I    Event Configuration Options in effect: 

CAL2M293I       CAPTURE(10000), MAXSUBS(100), MAXEVENTS(1000000) 

CAL2M293I       SUBSCRIBE(YES), DURABLE(YES), GUARANTEED(YES)3  

CAL2M293I       PATHNAME(/u/users/JobflowMonitorDurableSubscriptions/)4 

CAL2M286I    Active Instances:  CA78

CAL2M287I    Process Data: 

CAL2M287I       PID 0100023C, Size 26734592, MVS User BOGJE03 

CAL2M287I       System Time 1.4300, User Time 4.3100, Total Time 5.7400 

CAL2M287I       Started Tue Jul 22 12:17:05 2014 

CAL2M281I    Heap Storage Data: 

CAL2M281I       Total     24117248 

CAL2M281I       In use    23591776 

CAL2M281I       Available 525472 

CAL2M297I    Thread Counts: 

CAL2M297I                       Active  Inactive

CAL2M297I       JFM Worker           0         0 

CAL2M283I    CA78 INSTANCE INFORMATION 

CAL2M288I       TYPE(COLD), HISTORY(0) hours, SPAN(1) hours, REFRESH(60) min 

CAL2M288I       DBDDN(), CPMCCI(CpmServer), JFMCCI(JobFlowMgrCA78) 

CAL2M288I       CPMSRVR(N), PREDICTFLOWS(N) 

CAL2M288I       Started 2014-07-22T12:17:06.482396-04:00 

CAL2M297I       Thread Counts: 

CAL2M297I                          Active  Inactive 

CAL2M297I          Query Worker         0         0 

CAL2M269I       Subscription Information: 

CAL2M269I          NAME(iDash my.idash.server CA78) 

CAL2M269I            TARGET ADDR:PORT(138.42.161.82:8080) 

CAL2M269I            INTERVALS: PUSH(60) DELAY(10) RETRY(300) 

CAL2M269I            RETRY COUNT(750) RETRIES LEFT(750) 

CAL2M269I            MINIMUM EVENTS(10) MAXIMUM RECORDS(500) 

CAL2M269I            DURABLE(Y) GUARANTEED(Y) HEARTBEAT(Y) 

CAL2M269I            LAST EVENT: TIME(2014-07-22T15:21:35.916064-04:00) SEQ(395626)

CAL2M269I            NOTIFY FLAGS(PUSH) 

CAL2M269I            NOTIFY MODE(LIVE)5  

CAL2M289I       Event Information: 

CAL2M289I          Count         2 

CAL2M289I          Time Received 2014-07-22T15:22:00.916323-04:00 

CAL2M289I          Time Created  2014-07-22T15:21:35.916064-04:00 

CAL2M289I          Last Request  JFJBUPDT6  

CAL2M290I       Object Counts:

CAL2M290I                         Current       HWM 

CAL2M290I          Job               4533      4533 

CAL2M290I          Dataset              0         0 

CAL2M290I          JobStream            0         0 

CAL2M290I          Requirement          0         0 

CAL2M290I          RequiredBy           0         0 

CAL2M290I          XML                  0         0 
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CAL2M290I          System               4         4 

CAL2M291I       Total Cell Pool Counts: 

CAL2M291I                         Current       HWM 

CAL2M291I          64Byte            4546      4547 

CAL2M291I          128Byte           5411      5411 

CAL2M291I          256Byte              0         0 

CAL2M291I          512Byte           4542      4542 

CAL2M291I          1024Byte             0      4533

CAL2M291I          2048Byte          4533      4533

NOTE

1 The Address Space Options specify EVENTS(ONLY) or EVENTS(YES). If one of these values is not specified,
the default is EVENTS(NONE), and JFM does not publish any events. Therefore, iDash does not receive events
from JFM.

2 The Address Space Options specify an extract path.

Example: EXTRACTPATH(/u/users/myjfm/extractpath)

The parameter value is the USS path where JFM stores CA 7 data extracts (seed data). JFM has read/write
access to this USS path. If this USS path does not exist or JFM does not have read/write access to the path,
JFM cannot create a CA 7 data extract.

3 The Event Configuration Options specifies SUBSCRIBE(YES), DURABLE(YES), and GUARANTEED(YES).
The event subscription request that iDash sends to JFM requests guaranteed delivery. For the subscription
to be accepted, JFM must support guaranteed delivery subscriptions. The SUBSCRIBE, DURABLE, and
GUARANTEED parameters are set to YES to enable guaranteed delivery support in JFM. If these values are not
YES, the subscription request from iDash is rejected

4 The Event Configuration Options specifies a path name.

Example: PATHNAME(/u/users/JobflowMonitorDurableSubscriptions/)

The parameter value is the USS path where JFM stores the subscription XML members. JFM must have read/
write access to this USS path. If this USS path does not exist or JFM does not have read/write access to the
path, the subscription request from iDash is rejected.

5 The Subscription Information section lists the subscriptions that are active in JFM. If an iDash server is
connected to JFM, an entry is listed there. The NAME(…) value shows the name of the iDash server and
the instance if it is CA 7. The support for the Subscription Information section is new and the PTF is not yet
published. The values displayed vary, based upon whether the subscription is in live or catchup mode. NOTIFY
MODE(CATCHUP,…) indicates that the subscription is in catchup mode because either JFM or the iDash server
was recycled.

6 The Object Counts section lists statistics for the CAIENF events that the JFM received. If JFM is receiving
CA7LOG events from CAIENF, the Count, Time Received, Time Created, and Last Request values change
each time that you run the status command. If these values do not change, the CA 7 instance may not actively
process jobs. If the CA 7 instance is actively processing jobs, it indicates one of the following conditions:

• The JFM is not receiving any events from CAIENF 
• The CA 7 instance is not configured with “JFM=YES” in the CA 7 initialization deck.

Configure Event Notification Facility
Event Notification Facility (CAIENF) must be installed in your environment. Configuration requirements are as follows:
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• CAIENF is configured to record CAIENF events in a Datacom database. The recoding of events enables a (WARM)
start of JFM so that it recovers CA 7 log event information.

• The CAIENF database has the capacity to store the number of CA7LOG events to support the POC implementation,
plus any other recorded events.
You can estimate the size requirement for CA7LOG events as follows:

CA7LOG event size requirement = Number of events * Estimated size of each CA7LOG event

Where:

• The Number of events = ((Number of jobs per day) * (six events per job) * (Number of days to retain events)).
• The estimated size of each CA7LOG event is 600 bytes.

• The CAIENF started task JCL must include reference to CAIDCM load library containing CAL2DCM3 load module as
follows:

 

//CAIDCM DD DISP=SHR,DSN=user_specific_load_library_name

• In addition to CAL2DCMn entries that are present for other CAIENF events that CA 7 generates, the CAIENF started
task parameters (ENFPARMS) contain the following entries for CAL2DCM3 activation (CA 7 log events):

*----------------------------------------------------------------

* CA 7 Log Events (DCM=CAL2DCM3 EVENT=CA7LOG)

*----------------------------------------------------------------

DCM(CAL2DCM3) * CA 7 JFM Job Log Event

EVENT(CA7LOG,ACT)

EVENT(CA7LOG,REC)

EVENT(CA7LOG,PURGE=Y)

EVENT(CA7LOG,RP=1)

NOTE

• For information about installing Common Components and Services CAIENF, see the Common
Components and Services Installation Guide.

• For information about adding the CA7LOG event, see the Workload Automation SE Interface Reference
Guide.

• To add the Event Notification Facility event to the CAIENF database, see member AL2DCM3. AL2DCM3
exists in the Workload Automation SE CAL2JCL library.

Configure CA 7 Web Client
You can optionally configure the CA 7 Web Client. The CA 7 Web Client can then be started from the iDash user interface.
Installation under USS in a z/OS LPAR is recommended. This topic contains a summary of the installation.

NOTE

For more information about CA 7 Web Client installation and configuration, see the CA 7 CA 7 Web Client
Product Guide.

The CA7SRVR started task provides communication between CA 7 Web Client server and z/OS environment for initiating
connections. Important points are as follows:
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• CA7SRVR is the initial connection point for authorization to use the CA 7 Web Client and maintains each user profile.
• SAF Security is configured for the CA7SRVR started task. Users have the access to the CA7SRVR SAF resource

class to let them connect.
• For the CA7SRVR started task, a VSAM KSDS data set is defined for the PROFILE data set.
• In the CA7SRVR started task, the //SYSIN DD statement references the CA7SRVR configuration parameter member

as follows:

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

/* CA7SRVR STARTUP OPTIONS */

/* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * */

PORT=nnnn /* REQUIRED LISTENING PORT - MUST BE 1-65535 */

ENCRYPT=NONE

FACILITY=NONE /* FACILITY NAME USED BY SECURITY FOR SIGNON AUTH */

SESSTOUT=60 /* SESSION TIMEOUT TIME THROUGH WEB UI INACTIVITY */

SPAWNID=CA7 /* SPAWN DEF: UKDEMO.CCS.R141.TLIB.CAW0OPTN(SPNPRM)*/

VIEWLMT=20 /* NUMBER OF TABS A USER CAN HAVE OPEN IN WEB UI */

NOTE

• The SPAWNID=xxxx value matches the name of the “Spawn Service” entry for SCHSRVR task that
follows.

• In the CA7SRVR configuration parameters, the FACILITY= parameter matches the RACF Class that is
assigned to the CA7SRVR security definitions. The default is FACILITY=FACILITY which means that the
defined SAF resource class is named FACILITY unless the parameter is defined in the CA7SRVR startup
options.

Each user that accesses an iDash instance requires a SCHSRVR task. CAIENF spawns the SCHSRVR task
automatically. The spawned task provides users with login and communication functions using a virtual VTAM Terminal.
The automatic spawning requires CAICCI, CAIENF, CA-C Runtime, and Viewpoint from Common Components and
Services to be installed.

The CAICCI SPAWN Service component of CAIENF is configured as follows:

• The CAIENF started task JCL, the //SPNPARMS DD statement points to SPAWN parameter library members.
• The library member contains a SPAWN entry for CA 7 Workstation function that appears as follows:

CA7 SERVICE START=SPAWN_ONLY,

SERVER_NAME=MVS_START_SERVER,

SIGNON=SERVICE

PROCESS PROCESS_TYPE=MVS_STC,

PROCNAME=SCHSRVR

• SCHSRVR refers to the started task PROC that runs when a user opens a connection to an iDash system using the
CA 7 Web Client.

• The JCL for the SCHSRVR started task (or the chosen name) is stored in a system procedure library.
• The SCHSRVR JCL includes a //PROFILE DD statement that references a PDS library which contains member name

CACCENV. CACCENV contains the following parameters:

CA7SESS=CA70nnn

TIMEOUT=600
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NOTE

The CA7SESS parameter specifies the highest VTAM Virtual (3270V) terminal number as defined to iDash in
the INIT Deck GROUP, LINE, and TERM statements. Therefore, if TERM,NAME=VTM#040 is specified in the
INIT Deck, then CA7SESS=CA70040.

• SAF Security is configured to support the running of the SCHSRVR started task (or the actual task name).

NOTE

For information about required SAF security definitions, see the CA 7 CA 7 Web Client Product Guide.

For installation of the CA 7 Web Client in USS, the following three separate started tasks appear. Together, they provide
and support the CA 7 Web Client server function in USS.

• CA7WEBC executes the Java Virtual Machine Loader program to start the Apache Tomcat web server software. The
Tomcat software is shipped and installed with the CA 7 Web Client.

NOTE

For sample JCL, see “Appendix B: Sample USS JCL Members” in the CA 7 CA 7 Web Client Product Guide.
• CA7XVFB initiates the X-Windows Virtual Frame Buffer (XVFB) application that the CA 7 Web Client uses to create

flow view diagrams. The X-Windows Virtual Frame Buffer application is part of the IBM Ported Tools for z/OS toolkit
that is available from IBM. Sample JCL is also provided.

• CA7XVFB4 starts as a child task when the CA7XVFB task is started.

NOTE

• Ensure that SAF Security is configured to allow the CA7WEBC and CA7XVFB started tasks to be active. The
CA7XVFB4 started task does not require an SAF security definition. CA7XVFB starts the CA7XVFB4 started
task as a child process.

• The previous started task names have been chosen for clarity. You define the started task names that you
use.

Configure an iDash Server
When configuring the iDash server properties, the primary server URL is required. You can configure other server
properties as needed.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in.
2. Click the iDash Server navigation tab and then click the General subtab.
3. Specify the Primary Server URL.

Use http if using basic communication, which is the default. Use https if you configured the iDash server (Tomcat) to
use secure communication. 
 Examples: 
– http://hostname:port

– https://hostname:port 

NOTE
 Specify this value to let users run CLI commands from the computer on which the commands are installed.

4. (Optional) Modify other server properties as needed. Click the question mark help button to display context-sensitive
help for the page.

NOTE
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• Property descriptions can be found in the online help.
• If you set the Maximum Rows for Reports value to 100,000 or higher, increase the max-heap-size value in

iDash.jnlp. The default value for max-heap-size is 512m. The iDash.jnlp file is on the iDash server under
IDASH_HOME\tomcat8\webapps\idash. Try this setting:
<j2se version="1.5+" max-heap-size="1024m" />

• Computers that run the Admin Tool have enough memory to handle the increased max-heap-size setting
on the server.

• The Preferences subtab of the AutoSys tab displays Stats Refresh (Minutes) with the default value of
25. Set this value no higher than 30 minutes. This setting lets you monitor the performance of instances.
A Stats Refresh (Minutes) value higher than 30 overloads the iDash server with the retrieval of a large
amount of data.

5. Click the Save icon to save the changes.

Configure the iDash Database
Configure the iDash database that you referenced during installation.

NOTE

 If you are using an Oracle RAC or Container database, refer to Configure Specialized Database
Connections for further configuration information.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in.
2. Select the iDash DB tab.

The Preferences tab displays.
3. Select the Server Type, where options are Primary and Secondary.
4. Select the JDBC Driver.

–  Oracle: oracle.jdbc.OracleDriver 
–  Sybase: net.sourceforge.jtds.jdbc.Driver
–  SQL Server: com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver

5. Click the Primary Connection tab.
6. Enter the URL for the iDash database, where:

– HOST is the name of the computer where the database is installed. 
– PORT is the TCP/IP port number for the database. 
– SID is the Oracle instance name. 
– DATABASE is the SQL Server or Sybase database name.   
URL syntax by database type follows:
–  Oracle:  

jdbc:oracle:thin:@HOST:PORT:SID 

–  Sybase:  
jdbc:jtds:sybase://HOST:PORT/DATABASE

–  SQL Server:  
jdbc:sqlserver://HOST:PORT;databaseName=DATABASE

–  SQL Server with named instances: 
jdbc:sqlserver://HOST\NAMED_INSTANCE:PORT;databaseName=DATABASE

 Example: 
jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://iDashDBHostMachine\CA:1433;databaseName=IDASHDB

7. Enter the iDash database user name.
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8. Enter the password of the database user in the Password field and again in the Re enter field.
9. If configuring a secondary database for high availability, click the Secondary Connection tab.
10. Enter the information for the backup database. Use the details from Step 6 to Step 8. 
11. Click Save to save the iDash database details.

Configure Archive Settings
When configuring the iDash database, configure how to handle archive files.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in.
2. Click the iDash DB tab and then click the Archive tab.

The Run tab displays.
3. Review the data that is displayed on the Run tab. Click the Archive Files icon to load the Run table data into

the iDash archive directory.
A green checkmark indicates that the data from the file is loaded into the iDash database.

4. Review the data that is displayed on the Event tab. Click the Archive Files icon to load the Event table data into
the iDash archive directory.
A green checkmark indicates that the data from the file is loaded into the iDash database.

5. Review the data that is displayed on the AutoTrack tab. Click the Archive Files icon to load the AutoTrack table data
into theiDash archive directory.
A green checkmark indicates that the data from the file is loaded into the iDash database.

6. Click the SLA Settings tab to specify settings that are related to the archival of SLA data.
a. SLA Data Archive Days specifies the maximum number of days of historical SLA data that is available to iDash.

SLA data older than this value is automatically archived.
This value applies to CA 7 alerts.
Limits: 1-558
Default: 60 days 

b. SLA Data Maximum Days specifies the maximum number of days of archived historical SLA data that is available
to iDash. SLA archived data older than this value is automatically deleted. This value applies to data stored in the
iDash database, such as CA 7 job runs, SLA runs, SLA problematic jobs, and CA 7 alerts. Archived SLA logs and
other files on the iDash server file system are not covered by this setting.
Limits: 1-1096
Default: 180 days 

7. Click Save to save the SLA settings.

Add Scheduler Instances
As an administrator, you can add  servers and CA 7 servers to an iDash server. Add scheduler server instances to the
configuration before you create SLAs.

Use the following guidelines:

• You can add both  server instances and CA 7 server instances to the same iDash instance. 
• Add  server instances that use different EEMs to separate iDash instances. Verify that all  instances that are configured

in the same iDash instance use the same EEM server information.
• Add  server instances that use EEM and  server instances that do not use EEM to separate iDash instances. 

The following scenario walks you through the process of adding server instances:
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Figure 4: Add_Scheduler_Instances_to_the_CA_Workload_Automation_iDash_Server

To add server instances to iDash, follow these steps:

1. Gather property details about the  server instance.
2. Add the  server instance.
3. Gather property details about the CA 7 server instance.
4. Add the CA 7server instance.

Workload Automation AE Instance Properties
Before you add  servers to the iDash configuration, verify the properties for each instance:

WARNING

  r11.3.6 SP6+ supports Kerberos authentication, but iDash does not. If you are using AE r11.3.6 SP6+ in
conjunction with iDash, do not use Kerberos. 

 Property  Example  Value 
Workload Automation AE database vendor Sybase  
Workload Automation AE version (see the
Compatibility Matrix).

Release 11.3.6  

Server that is running the Workload
Automation AE database

sjcsyb1  

Workload Automation AE database
connection port number

5100  

Workload Automation AE dataserver name
(Sybase only)

SJSYB1  

Workload Automation AE database name autodb  
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Workload Automation AE database user/
password

autosys/********  

Workload Automation AE root directory
(AUTOSYS) on the web server

/opt/autotree/autosys  

Directory for Workload Automation AE
configuration files (AUTOUSER) on the web
server

/opt/autotree/autouser  

Add a Workload Automation AE Instance
You can add one or more  instances to iDash using the Admin Tool. Authorized operators can then monitor SLA job run
data on those instances from the Web UI.

WARNING

r11.3.6 SP6 supports Kerberos authentication, but iDash does not. If you are using AE r11.3.6 SP6 in
conjunction with iDash, do not use Kerberos.

NOTE

• All  instances that you add must use the same type of security. Examples of security types are EEM, Active
Directory, and native iDash.

• Descriptions for required properties are provided in this topic. Descriptions for optional properties can be
found in the online help.

• The default settings of the idash.server.db.report.host.reachable and idash.server.db.test.host.reachable
parameters let you ping the database before attempting a connection. For more information about those
parameters, see idash.conf under IDASH_HOME/etc (UNIX) or IDASH_HOME\etc (Windows).

• If you are using an Oracle RAC or Container database, refer to Configure Oracle RAC for further
configuration information.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Admin Tool.
2. Click the iDash Server navigation tab, click the AutoSys tab, and then click the New Instance icon.
3. Enter the Workload Automation AE (AutoSys) instance name in the input dialog and then click OK.

– Instance Name
Instance Name specifies the three-character Workload Automation AE instance name, as denoted by the
AUTOSERV environment variable. The instance name is the unique identifier for each Workload Automation AE
instance.

NOTE

Alternatively, you can select a previously defined instance from the AutoServ drop-down list to edit the
values of that instance.

The Input dialog closes and the instance name appears in the AutoServ drop-down list.
4. Specify the following required properties on the Preferences tab:

– Version
Version specifies the release number of the Workload Automation AE instance you are adding.

NOTE

If the instance uses release 11.3.5 or older, see the iDash Alarms Codes for Older AE Instances (AutoSys
versions 11.3.5 or older) section below.

– JDBC Driver
JDBC Driver specifies the Java database connection driver. Select the Oracle driver or the driver for Sybase and
Microsoft SQL Server driver.
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Examples:
• oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
• net.sourceforge.jtds.jdbc.Driver

– JIL Reload Timeout JIL Reload Timeout specifies the number of seconds to wait before reloading all job definitions
based on job timestamp changes.
Default:  60 seconds

– Stats Refresh (Minutes)
Stats Refresh specifies the frequency (in minutes) of Instance statistics retrieval from the Workload Automation AE
database.

– Alarm Hours
Alarm Hours specifies the number of past hours for which Workload Automation AE and SLA alarms are retrieved.
If this value is set to zero, only SLA alarms that occurred in the past 24 hours are retrieved. For example, 24

– Run Past Hours
Run Past Hours specifies the amount of historical run data to store in memory on the iDash Server.

– Archive Events Date Format
Archive Events Date Format specifies the date format to use in archive file names that Workload Automation AE
generates.

– Archive Events Delimiter
Archive Events Delimiter defines the delimiter for the data inside the archive files that
the DBMaint process generates.
Default: Comma (,) for Workload Automation AE r11.3 and later instances

– SLA Processing Enabled
Configure in one of the following ways:
• Select SLA Processing Enabled to process the SLA definitions that are associated with this Workload

Automation AE instance.
• Clear SLA Processing Enabled to disable the processing of SLA definitions. With this setting, users see all

upcoming SLAs associated with this Workload Automation AE instance as DISABLED.
– Refresh from Secondary Refresh from Secondary applies to systems where the Workload Automation AE

instance has dual servers.
• Clear Refresh from Secondary (default) to instruct iDash to retrieve data from the primary Workload Automation

AE database.
• Select Refresh from Secondary to instruct iDash to retrieve data from the secondary Workload Automation AE

database instead. Consider this setting f you experience network problems or database issues.
– SLA Processing Enabled

SLA Processing Enabled specifies whether to process SLAs. Configure in one of the following ways:
• Select SLA Processing Enabled (default) to let Web UI users monitor the SLAs for jobs that run on this instance.
• Clear SLA Processing Enabled to prevent iDash from reading any data from the Workload Automation AE

instance.
– Hold DB Connections

Configure in one of the following ways:
• Select Hold DB Connections (default) to instruct iDash to maintain its connection to the Workload Automation AE

database during database refreshes.
• Clear Hold DB Connections to instruct iDash to create a new connection to the database every time it refreshes.

This setting can increase the system resource usage and latency periods.
– Refresh Enabled

Configure in one of the following ways:
• Select Refresh Enabled, the default, so that users can see the SLAs associated with this Workload Automation

AE instance.
• Clear Refresh Enabled to prevent users from seeing the SLAs that are associated with this Workload Automation

AE instance.
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5. Click the Environment tab and specify the following properties:
– AUTOSYS

AUTOSYS specifies the path to the AUTOSYS directory on the iDash server. If the AutoSys Client has not been
installed on the iDash server, leave this field blank.
The AutoSys client for an instance must be installed on the iDash server in order for job definitions to be viewable.

– AUTOUSER
If the AutoSys client is installed on iDash server, AUTOUSER specifies the path to the AUTOUSER directory on this
server.
The AutoSys client for an instance must be installed on the iDash server in order for job definitions to be viewable.

– LD_LIBRARY_PATH/SHLIB_PATH/LIBPATH
The value of the Library Path environment variable (LD_LIBRARY_PATH, SHLIB_PATH, or LIBPATH)

6. Click the Primary Connection tab and specify the following required properties:
– URL

URL specifies the JDBC driver URL in one of the following formats:
• Oracle

jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:sid

• Sybase
jdbc:jtds:sybase://host:port/database 

• Microsoft SQL Server
jdbc:jtds:sqlserver://host:port/database

• host
Host specifies the host name or IP address of the computer on which the Workload Automation AE relational
database management system resides.

• port
Port specifies the port number for the database.

• sid
Sid specifies the Oracle SID or Global Service Name for the Oracle instance on which the database resides.

• database
Database identifies the Sybase or Microsoft SQL Server database on which the Workload Automation AE
data resides. This attribute is not needed if the database user has set up this database as its default.

– Schema Owner
Schema Owner defines the database user that owns the Workload Automation AE tables.
This property applies to Oracle databases only.

WARNING

Warning: If you are using a non-Oracle database, you must leave this property blank. Defining a user
in this property when using a non-Oracle database will cause iDash to encounter errors when retrieving
data.

– User
User specifies the database user that has the following permissions:
• Read permissions on all Workload Automation AE tables
• Update permissions on the alarm table
• Execute access to the ujo_sendevent function

NOTE

If a database user with insufficient permissions attempts to save the instance or test the connection,
one of the following errors displays depending on the check that failed: For this instance the specified
database user does not have write access on the alarm table.For this instance the specified database
user does not have read access on the job table.
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This user is typically named autosys or aedbadmin.
– Password

Password defines the password for the database user. Enter the same value in the Re-enter field.
– DSQUERY

DSQUERY specifies the name of the Sybase Dataserver or the ORACLE TNS alias.
7. Click the Secondary Connection tab and specify the required properties for the secondary database, if applicable.

NOTE

The properties on the Secondary Connection tab are similar to the corresponding properties on the Primary
Connection tab.

8. Click the GUI tab and specify the following required properties:
– Timezone specifies the time zone for the instance.

9. Click the Archive Data Settings tab and enable or disable automatic archiving on the following items:
– Job Runs

Select the Archive checkbox to enable automatic archiving for job runs and enter a value (from 1 to 1,825) for the
maximum number of days of data to keep.

– Events
Select the Archive checkbox to enable automatic archiving for events and enter a value (from 1 to 1,825) for the
maximum number of days of data to keep.

– Autotrack
Select the Archive checkbox to enable automatic archiving for autotrack and enter a value (from 1 to 1,825) for the
maximum number of days of data to keep.

NOTE

When you create a new instance, automatic archiving will be enabled by default on all three items.
To import data from the AutoSys database, create an index in the database by following these steps:
a. Locate the file aedb_index_for_import.sql, which can be found in the iDash install directory.
b. Run aedb_index_for_import.sql.
This will create an index in the AutoSys database if the auto import feature in iDash is enabled and an existing index
isn't already in the database.
The video below provides an overview of this process:

NOTE

Currently, iDash gathers data from both iDash DB tables and AutoSys instances for job run, event, and
autotrack reports. However, if you enable auto import for an instance, the server will only query iDash DB
tables, not AutoSys instances.

For example, say iDash has two instances defined: A01 and A02. Auto import is not enabled for A01, but it
is enabled for instance A02. If you run an events report for A01 and A02, data for A01 will be collected from
both iDash DB tables and Autosys instances, while data for A02 will only be collected from iDash DB tables.

When an import is successfully completed, an entry is logged in the info.log file. It will look similar to this:
 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V32-thread-2: Successfully imported x event records from V32  in y seconds

 

In this example, V32 is the instance name, x is the number of records that were imported, y is number of seconds it
took to import, and event is the import record type. Import record types can be run, event, or autotrack.

10. Click the test icon to verify communication between the iDash server and the Workload Automation AE database.
11. Click the Save icon, if no errors occur, to save your changes.
12. (Optional) Repeat the previous steps to add more Workload Automation AE instances.
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iDash Alarms Codes for Older AE Instances (AutoSys versions 11.3.5 or older)

AE instances with an AutoSys version of 11.3.5 or older do not include the alarm codes needed for iDash. These alarm
codes are:

• SLA_MISSED_START
• SLA_PREDICTED_MISSED_START
• SLA_AT_RISK_START
• SLA_MISSED_END
• SLA_PREDICTED_MISSED_END
• SLA_AT_RISK_END

When a new AE instance is initialized, iDash checks the AutoSys version of the instance. If the AutoSys version is 11.3.5
or older, iDash checks the instance for a primary or secondary connection to the AE database.

If the instance has a primary connection, iDash will check the AE database for the necessary iDash alarm codes. If the
alarm codes are not present, iDash adds them.

If the instance has a secondary connection, iDash will again check the AE database for the necessary iDash alarm codes.
If the alarm codes are not present, iDash adds them.

NOTE

In a case where an AE instance has an active primary connection and an inactive but defined secondary
connection, iDash will check and add alarm codes to the primary connection. When the secondary connection
becomes active, iDash checks and adds alarm codes to the secondary instance as well.

CA 7 Instance Properties
Before you add CA 7 instances to the iDash configuration, verify the properties for each instance: 

Property Example Value
Name of the CA 7 instance CA71  
IP address or DNS name of the server that
hosts the CA 7 instance

ac32  

CA 7 web service connection port number 14809  
Internet protocol for accessing the CA 7
web service

HTTP  

ID for the CA 7 user who is authorized to
connect to the web service

MASTER  

Password for the CA 7 user ID ********  

Add a CA 7 Instance
You can add one or more CA 7 instances to iDash using the Admin Tool. Authorized workload operators can then monitor
data from those instances in the Web UI.

NOTE

Descriptions for required properties are provided in this topic. Descriptions for optional properties can be found
in the online help.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in.
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2. Click iDash Server, click the CA 7 tab, and then click the New Instance icon.
3. Enter the CA 7 instance ID in the Input dialog and click OK.

– CA 7 Instance ID specifies the ID of the CA 7 instance. The recommended ID is CA7nLPAR, where CA7n is the
instance name and LPAR is the logical partition (LPAR) name.
Limits: Four to eight characters; valid characters are A-Z, 0-9, underscore (_), and hyphen (-)

The Input dialog closes and the instance ID is displayed in the CA 7 Instance ID drop-down list.

NOTE

• The LPAR is displayed in the z/OS System Name field when you successfully test the connection.
• If you tab to a required field, enter a valid value or clear your entry before you move to another field.
• You can save the instance definition with only this field specified. However, you cannot test the

connection until you specify all required fields.
• Select an instance from the CA 7 Instance ID drop-down list to edit the values of that instance.

4. Specify the following required properties on the Connection subtab of the CA 7 tab:
– CA 7 Instance Name specifies the name of the CA 7 instance. The format is CA7n, where n is a numeric digit from

1 to 8.
– Host defines the IP address or DNS name of the server that hosts the CA 7 instance.
– Port defines the port that is used to access the CA 7 web service.

Limits: 1-65535
– Protocol specifies the internet protocol for accessing the CA 7 web service. The valid values are HTTP and

HTTPS. Use HTTPS for secure access.
Default: HTTP

NOTE
To use HTTPS, import the CA 7 Jobflow Monitor (JFM) server certificate for HTTPS access in to the Java
keystore on the iDash server.

– User specifies the ID for the CA 7 user who is authorized to connect to the web service. This ID is validated when
the JFM server and the CA 7 instance are accessed.
Limits: Up to eight characters

– Password specifies the password for the user ID. Enter the same value in the Re-enter Password field. This
password is validated when the JFM server and the CA 7 instance are accessed.

NOTE

If the user ID specified does not require a password to log in to CA 7, you may leave this field blank.

Limits: Up to eight characters
– Time Zone specifies the time zone that is consistent with the UTC/GMT offset that the CA 7 instance uses.

Default: The iDash server time zone
– Time Format specifies the format for the date and time information that is displayed in the GUI.

Default: The date and time in the format initially displayed
– Time Offset specifies a time offset for CA7 instances.

Search Enable Time Offset for CA7 Instances to enable this feature.
5. Specify the following required properties on the Event Subscription subtab of the CA 7 tab:

– Minimum Events specifies the minimum number of events that JFM can accumulate before automatically
publishing a batch of events.
Limits: 1-500
Default: 100

– Maximum Events specifies the maximum number of events that JFM can publish in a single batch. If
the communication between iDash and JFM fails, the maximum number of events are published in batches when
the communication resumes. The Delay Interval value governs the time between batch publishing.
Limits: 500-1500
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Default: 1000
– Delay Interval specifies the number of seconds to delay the publication after the maximum number of events has

been published.
Limits: 5-60
Default: 10

– Push Interval specifies the number of seconds to delay publication while waiting for the minimum number of events
to accumulate. If there are no events to send, a heartbeat event is published.
Limits: 30-300
Default: 60

– Retry Interval specifies the number of seconds to wait before attempting to reestablish the connection to iDash
after a communication outage or publication error.
Limits: 60-600
Default: 300

– Retry Count specifies the number of times to attempt to reestablish the connection to iDash after a communication
outage or other publication error. If the connection to iDash is not reestablished after this many times, the
subscription is canceled.
Limits: 1-50
Default: 10

– iDash Resubscribe Count specifies the number of times iDash will attempt to resubscribe to events from JFM
after a communication outage or other publication error. If the connection to JFM cannot be reestablished after the
specified number of attempts, iDash will not attempt to resubscribe.
Each attempt may reset the Retry Count on the JFM side to the count specified for that parameter.
Limits: 1-50Default: 5

NOTE

If the iDash resubscribe count reaches zero during normal operation, the following warning messages will
appear in the iDash logs:

 [ WARN] instanceName: iDash has stopped retrying for JFM subscriptions from the CA 7

 instance instanceName, Name=subscriptionName 

 [ WARN] instanceName: To restart subscribing again, re-save the instance definition for CA 7

 instance instanceName in the Admin Tool

 

To allow iDash to begin sending subscription requests again, open the Admin Tool from the iDash server
generating these warning messages, then save and test the indicated instance.

– Last Event Received displays the timestamp of the last event that was received.

NOTE
When the event subscription information is changed, iDash cancels the current event subscription with JFM
and resubscribes with the updated information.

6. Specify the following required properties on the CA 7 Web Client subtab of the CA 7 tab:
– Web Client URL specifies the URL of the CA 7 Web Client.
– CA 7 Server Host specifies the host name of the CA 7 consolidated server (CA7SRVR). The CA 7 Web Client

connects to this consolidated server.
– CA 7 Server Port specifies the port for the CA 7 consolidated server (CA7SRVR) to which theCA 7 Web Client

connects.
7. Click the Test icon to verify the communication between the CA 7 instance and the web service. If the connection is

successful:
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– The z/OS system name (LPAR) is returned and displayed in the z/OS System Name field on the Connection tab.
– The subscription name is displayed on the Event Subscription tab.
– The CA 7 instance definition is saved.
– Matching of the time zone to the UTC/GMT offset of the CA 7 instance is verified.

NOTE

• The combination of the CA 7 instance name and the z/OS system name is used to identify data that is
retrieved from the JFM server.

• You can receive events from the JFM only if a valid subscription name is displayed.
• If an error message is displayed, its contents can help determine the cause. If a CA 7 message ID in

the format CAL2xnnnx is present, the issue is with the connection between JFM and CA 7. For more
information about these errors, see the Workload Automation SE Message Reference Guide. Other error
messages can indicate connection issues between iDash and JFM or issues with the user name and
password.

8. Click the Save icon, if no errors occur, to save your changes.

NOTE

After saving the CA 7 instance, be sure to test the connection to validate the instance. Testing should always
be performed when saving a new instance or modifying an existing instance, from either the primary iDash
server or the secondary iDash server.

9. (Optional) Click the Extract Data icon to initiate a new seed data extract process for the CA 7 instance. Only one
extract process per CA 7 instance may be run concurrently. If an extract process is already in progress when the icon
is clicked, a message indicating the progress of the running process will be displayed.

NOTE

The seed data extract process is long-running and will increase CPU usage and I/O for the CA 7 Server for
iDash task running on the LPAR. It is not required to manually run this process, and it should only be done to
help resolve an issue or optionally after a very large batch update, such as a mass schedule resolve.

10. (Optional) Repeat the previous steps to add more CA 7 instances.

Enable Time Offset for CA 7 Instances
You can enable a Time Offset function for CA 7 instances by following the steps below.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the iDash server and close the Admin Tool.
2. Navigate to $IDASH_HOME/etc then open the idash.conf file and add the following:

idash.ca7.time.offset.ui.enabled=true

3. Start iDash server and launch the Admin Tool.
4. In iDash Server, CA 7, Connection, you can define a time offset for the CA 7 instance defined.
5. Save each CA 7 instance definition.

NOTE

• Once a time offset in set for an instance, it will remain in effect, even if the time offset feature is disabled.
To remove a time offset for an instance, you must specify a time offset of HH:mm or empty.

• After saving the CA 7 instance, be sure to test the connection to validate the instance. Testing should
always be performed when saving a new instance or modifying an existing instance, from either the
primary iDash server or the secondary iDash server.
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6. Restart the iDash server.

Disabling Time Offset for CA 7 Instances

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the Admin Tool.
2. For each CA 7 instance where time offset has been defined, specify a time offset of HH:mm or empty.
3. Save each instance definition.

This will remove the time offset recalculation.

NOTE

After saving the CA 7 instance, be sure to test the connection to validate the instance. Testing should always
be performed when saving a new instance or modifying an existing instance, from either the primary iDash
server or the secondary iDash server.

4. Navigate to $IDASH_HOME/etc then open the idash.conf file and specify the following to hide the Time Offset field in
the Admin Tool:

idash.ca7.time.offset.ui.enabled=false

5. Restart the iDash server.

 

 

Configure the EEM Server
If  uses Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM) for security, you can leverage EEM for iDash security. As part of iDash
configuration, add the same EEM server that is used by the  instances that you added.

NOTE

When the EEM configuration is initially saved to the product database, an EEM certificate is created. This
certificate is used for all authentication and authorization calls when EEM Authorization and EEM for AutoSys
are selected in the Admin Tool.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the checklist for the EEM server configuration settings.

NOTE
For information about the checklist, search EEM Server Configuration Checklist.

2. Access the Admin Tool and log in..
3. Click the Security navigation tab, click the EEM Configuration tab, and click the Server subtab.
4. Specify the following parameters:

– EEM Version specifies the version of the EEM servers. The primary server and failover servers must all be the
same version.

NOTE
If you change the version in this field, you must first change the version in Apache Tomcat, then change
the version in the Admin Tool. For more information, search Change the EEM Server Version.

– AE Application Name specifies the application name that is selected in EEM for the AutoSys or  instance.
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• Select UnicenterAutoSysJM for Unicenter® AutoSys® Job Management r11 and r11 SPx.
• Select WorkloadAutomationAE for  r11.3 and higher.

– Primary Server specifies the EEM server or the primary EEM server in a failover configuration. The access policies
of the application on that server are used.

– EiamAdmin Password specifies the password for the user EiamAdmin on the primary EEM server. This password
is used to create a new EEM certificate and is not stored in the product.

– Failover Servers (comma-delimited list) is a list of failover servers. This comma-delimited list is retrieved and
displayed when the primary server is validated.

– FIPS Enabled
Select this check box if FIPS is enabled for EEM.
Clear this check box if FIPS is not enabled for EEM.

5. Click the key icon.
A message appears, indicating whether the primary server was validated. If validated, the list of failover servers is
populated.

6. Click Save.

EEM Server Configuration Checklist
After you install iDash, complete the following table with the values that you plan to use during EEM Server configuration.

Property Example Server 1 Value Server 2 Value
Number of the Workload
Automation AE instances to be
configured

3 (PRD, DEV, TST)   

EEM servers (Primary Server
and Failover Servers)
You can enter one server or
a comma-separated list of
servers.
Note: The first EEM server that
you enter is verified. Use this
connection and retrieve the
failover servers from the Admin
Tool.

eem1,eem2  (Same as Server 1)

EEM version 12.5  (Same as Server 1)
AE Application Name WorkloadAutomationAE  (Same as Server 1)
EiamAdmin password
The password for the
EiamAdmin user

********  (Same as Server 1)

FIPS enabled check box
Select this option if the EEM
server uses FIPS (Federal
Information Processing
Standard).

(Selected)  (Same as Server 1)

Configure LDAP Servers
You must configure LDAP servers in order to configure authentication with Active Directory (Active Directory
Authentication lets users log in to the Web UI with their AD credentials).
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The Active Directory Configuration is composed of two tabs: Shared Parameters and LDAP Servers. Shared parameters
apply to all configured LDAP servers. Define the LDAP shared parameters first and save your settings. Then define one
or more LDAP servers. If you configure multiple LDAP servers, all the LDAP systems must be of the same server vendor
type.

NOTE

Before you can change a vendor type, remove any previously configured LDAP servers from the Servers list.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Admin Tool.
2. Click the Security navigation tab, then click Active Directory Configuration.
3. Configure the following settings for Shared Parameters:

a. Select an LDAP Server Type. Supported vendor types include:
• Microsoft Active Directory (default)
• Novell eDirectory
• Sun One Directory

b. Configure Self-Signed Certificate in one of the following ways:
• Select Self-Signed Certificate for secure HTTPS connectivity from iDash to the Active Directory.
• Clear Self-Signed Certificate for basic HTTP connectivity.

4. Click the LDAP Servers tab and define each LDAP server as follows:
a. Click New Server and enter the name of the LDAP server.
b. Configure the associated parameters:

• Name
Enter the name of the Domain. Each domain that you add must have a unique name. 
Example: CA North America

• User Base
Enter the Base Distinguished Name, where you can limit entries to specified organizational units.

OU=organizationalunit,DC=foo,DC=com

Example: 
OU=Users,OU=North America,DC=ca,DC=com

• User Login Name Property 
Enter the identity property that will be used to search for and authenticate users in the LDAP server. 
Example: For Microsoft, enter sAMAccountName or cn. For Novell, enter cn. For Sun, enter uid. 

• URL
Enter the URL of this LDAP server.
Example:  ldaps://ukxyz01.ca.com

• Administrator Username
Enter the administrator user name.
Example: myname@company.com

• Administrator Password
Enter the password that is associated with the specified Username.

• Enabled
Select Enabled to start the bind when you click OK.
Clear Enabled to defer implementation of the AD configuration.

• Server usage priority (1 highest)
Enter the rank of this LDAP server that is based on usage relative to other LDAP servers. Enter 1 for the
LDAP server in which the most iDash users are defined. (The user authentication process searches for user
credentials beginning with the server you configure with the highest priority.)
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5. Click the key icon to test the connection and verify a successful connection. 
6. Click Save.

Your entry populates the Server list.
7. Repeat Steps 5 and 7 for each LDAP server in which potential iDash users are defined.

Users in the specified Active Directory domains can successfully log in to the Web UI with their Active Directory
credentials.

User Authentication
Authentication validates the credentials of a user who logs in to the Web UI or the Java client. The product responsible for
user authentication is configured in the Admin Tool. When more than one authentication method is possible, users select
the product for authentication. Users can be authenticated in the following ways:

• EEM—EEM verifies that the username and password exist in either the internal EEM directory or in the configured
external directory. The username and password are existing credentials of  users.

NOTE

• Dependent upon English localization standards, iDash displays the user name for EEM in this order: Last
Name, First Name.

• If only one name is provided in the EEM user profile, then only that name will be displayed.
• If neither names are provided, then the iDash user name will be displayed.
• If EEM is configured with Active Directory, the displayed user name will come from the credentials of the

user from the Active Directory account.
• If a name is over 24 characters, then the first 24 characters followed by "..." will be displayed.

• Active Directory—iDash verifies that the username is defined in the Admin Tool with Authenticate using Active
Directory set. The configured LDAP server then verifies the same username and the Active Directory password exist in
the configured domain.

NOTE

• Dependent upon English localization standards, iDash displays the user name for Active Directory in this
order: Last Name, First Name.

• If only one name is provided from the Active Directory user profile, then only that name will be displayed.
• If neither names are provided, then the iDash user name will be displayed.
• If a name is over 24 characters, then the first 24 characters followed by "..." will be displayed.

• iDash—iDash verifies that the username and password is defined in the Admin Tool with Authenticate using iDash set.
• CA 7—iDash verifies that the username is defined in the Admin Tool with Authenticate using CA 7 set. CA 7 verifies

the existence of the user credentials in its internal directory.

NOTE

If iDash or CA7 is used for authentication, then the iDash user name is displayed.

In general, the authentication type that is used is based on:

• The selections in the Admin Tool (Security, GUI Authentication)
Selections include one or more of the following options:
– EEM for AutoSys 

Prerequisite: EEM Configuration is completed on the Security, EEM Configuration tab.
– Use Active Directory

Prerequisite: Active Directory Configuration is completed on the Security, Active Directory Configuration tab. 
– iDash

• All users that iDash, CA 7, or Active Directory authenticates are defined in the Admin Tool (User, User).
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– The specified username must match the CA 7 username when CA 7 authenticates the user. 
– The specified username must match the Active Directory user name when Active Directory authenticates the user. 

Note: Users that EEM authenticates are not defined in the Admin Tool.
• For CA 7 authentication, the following prerequisites are met:

– CA 7 instances are detected in the environment.
– CA 7 instances are defined in the Admin Tool (iDash Server, CA 7, CA 7 Instance).

The exception is for a user who logs in with the username idashAdm. The idashAdm user is the default superuser for
iDash; therefore, iDash authentication is used.

User authentication fails if the user credentials that are entered at login are not defined in the authenticating product.

NOTE

Anyone who downloads CLI can issue CLI commands. However, only authorized users on hosts that are
configured in CLI Authentication get a response.

Remove Inactive Users from the iDash Database

When users become inactive, you can remove them from the iDash database if needed in order to comply with local
privacy regulations. Follow the instructions below to remove inactive user data without affecting active user information
being stored in the iDash database.

Follow these steps:

1. Delete the inactive user using the Admin Tool.
Deleting the user will remove that user, but will not delete the database rows related to that user's information. The
user's information will be flagged as deleted, and you will then remove the information manually. 

2. Manually remove the user's information from the iDash database.
Use the following example to delete the user's information from the database, where john.doe is the inactive user:

delete from idash_config where type=’user’ and ID=’john.doe’ and deleted > 0

Authentication Types
When users attempt to log in to the Web UI or the Admin Tool, iDash verifies through authentication that they are valid
users. The user name and password that the user enters are checked against the product that the user selects for
authentication. The options available for selection depend on how the authentication is configured in the Admin Tool. A
summary of the options for defining users and the resulting authentication follows:

• iDash (applicable only for logging in to the Admin Tool and the legacy iDash, not for the Web UI)
– The user is defined in iDash.
– The user logs in with the user name and password as defined in the product.

• Active Directory
– The user is defined in the pre-existing Active Directory that the enterprise uses for authentication.
– The user logs in with their user name and password. If there are multiple domains, login requires specification of the

domain.
• EEM

– The used is defined in EEM. EEM can be configured to store user credentials in the local directory or an external
directory.

– The user logs in with their EEM user name and password. If EEM supports multiple external directory domains,
users log in with their domain name, user name (domain\username), and password.

• CA 7
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– The user is defined in CA 7 and in iDash with the same user name. The password that is defined in iDash is
ignored.

– The user logs in with their user name and their CA 7 password.
– At login, the user selects a CA 7 instance.

• SSO (applicable only for logging in to the Admin Tool and the legacy iDash, not for the Web UI)
– The user is defined in the operating system of the local host.
– The user logs in with their operating system user name and password.

Configure iDash Authentication
To authenticate users with iDash, configure iDash as the authentication type, then configure the user accounts within the
Admin Tool.

NOTE
To add users with the CLI, search Create Objects or Modify Objects Created in (idupdate).

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Admin Tool.
2. Click the Security navigation tab.
3. Select iDash on the GUI Authentication tab.
4. Complete the following fields that apply to all user accounts.

– Maximum Incorrect Entries
Enter the maximum number of incorrect password entries that are allowed before the account is automatically
suspended.

– Maximum Days
Enter the number of days after which the password for any user must be reset.

– Minimum Days
Enter the minimum number of days that must elapse before a user can change a password after it is set.

– Unique Entries
Enter the number of passwords that must be unique before a user can set a password that was previously used.

– Maximum Idle Days
Enter the maximum number of consecutive days that can elapse with no user activity before that user account is
suspended.

5. Click Save.
6. Click the User navigation tab and then click the User tab.
7. Click the New User icon, enter the name of the new iDash user in the Input dialog, and click OK.

The Input dialog closes and the name is displayed in the Username drop-down list.

NOTE
You can assign a unique user name for each user or a common user name for multiple users. iDash provides
audit tracking; therefore, we recommend that you create a unique user name for each user.

8. Define the user account attributes:
– Username

Select the user to configure from the Username drop-down list.
– Password and Re-enter

Take one of the following steps:
– • Type a password. Enter the same value in the Re-enter field to verify the entry.

The password that you enter is a temporary password. Users are prompted to change this password when they
log in to an iDash user interface for the first time.
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Limits: Eight or more characters; must contain at least one numeric character and one special character.
• Click the Auto PWD button and click OK in the dialog that appears to generate a temporary password

automatically. The password appears in both the Password and Re-enter fields.
– Authenticate using

Select iDash as the authentication type for this user account from the drop-down list.
– Email Address

Enter the email address of the user.
– Account Type

Accept Regular, the default, or click Edit and select Admin or Temporary from the Select Account Type drop-down
list. Then, click OK.

– Account Status
Accept Active, the default, or click Edit and select Suspended to prevent logging in to the Web UI.

9. Click Save.

Configure EEM Authentication
If all  instances use Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM), then EEM can authenticate iDash users. Users who are
defined as EEM identities are not defined in the Admin Tool.  

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in. 
2. Click the Security navigation tab. 
3. On the GUI Authentication subtab, select EEM for Autosys and click Save.
4. Click the EEM Configuration subtab and verify that the Server subtab is configured.

NOTE

 For details about configuring an EEM Server, search Add an EEM Server.

Configure CA 7 Authentication
If you configured one or more CA 7 instances in the Admin Tool (iDash Server, CA 7), CA 7 can authenticate iDash users.
You add CA 7 user names in the Admin Tool and specify Authenticate using CA 7 for such users.

NOTE
To add users with the CLI, search Create Objects or Modify Objects Created in (idupdate).

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Admin Tool.
2. Verify that one or more CA 7 instances have been configured:

a. Click the iDash Server navigation tab and then click the CA 7 tab.
b. Verify that at least one entry exists in the CA 7 Instance ID drop-down list.

NOTE
For details about configuring CA 7 instances, search Add a CA 7 Instance.

3. Verify that iDash is selected for GUI authentication:
a. Click the Security navigation tab.
b. On the GUI Authentication subtab, verify that iDash is selected.

iDash authorizes users that CA 7 authenticates.
4. Click the User navigation tab and then click the User tab.
5. Click the New User icon, enter the CA 7 user name in the Input dialog, and click OK.

The Input dialog closes and the name is displayed in the Username drop-down list.
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6. Select CA 7 from the Authenticate using drop-down list.
7. Complete the remaining required fields:

– Account Type
Accept Regular, the default, or click Edit and select Admin or Temporary from the Select Account Type drop-down
list. Then, click OK.

– Account Status
Accept Active, the default, or click Edit and select Suspended to prevent logging in to the Web UI.

8. Click Save.
The user name appears in the Username drop-down list. You can select a user name from the drop-down list to edit
the user definition.

Configure Active Directory Authentication
Configure Active Directory authentication so that users can log in to the iDash Web UI with their AD credentials. Create a
user account for iDash users using the same username that is specified in Active Directory. Only users who are defined
on the User tab with Authenticate using Active Directory can be authenticated. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the Admin Tool.
2. Verify that LDAP servers have been added to the iDash environment:

a. Click the Security navigation tab and then click the Active Directory Configuration tab.
b. Click the LDAP Servers tab.
c. Verify that LDAP servers have been added to the Servers list.

NOTE

 For details about adding LDAP servers, search Configure LDAP Servers.
3. Click Security, GUI Authentication, and select Use Active Directory. 
4. Click Save.
5. Click the User navigation tab and then click the User tab.
6. Click the New User icon, enter the Active Directory user name in the Input dialog, and click OK.

The Input dialog closes and the name is displayed in the Username drop-down list.
7. Select Active Directory from the Authenticate using drop-down list.
8. Complete the remaining required fields:

–  Account Type
Accept Regular, the default, or click Edit and select Admin or Temporary from the Select Account Type drop-down
list. Then, click OK.

–  Account Status
Accept Active, the default, or click Edit and select Suspended to prevent logging in to the Web UI.

9. Click Save.
This user can successfully log in to the Web UI with their Active Directory credentials.

Configure SSO Authentication
You can leverage the credentials with which users log in to their computer operating system. Configure SSO
authentication to let users log in to the Admin Tool with their operating system credentials. SSO credentials cannot be
used to log in to the Web UI.

 Planning Steps: 

1. Identify administrators that configure the system. Configuration is done with the Admin Tool.  
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2. Identify users that send events, issue commands, close alarms, or download the SLA list, alarms list, or critical path
details. These tasks are performed with the legacy iDash.

3. Gather hostnames, IP addresses, and domain of the computers that these users use.
4. Determine your configuration approach:

• – If the hostnames use the same naming convention, consider specifying the hostnames with a wildcard. 
– If the IP addresses belong to a contiguous range, consider specifying the IP addresses with a range. 
– If all the computers belong to the same domain, consider defining SSO by adding this domain. 
– If none of these conditions exist, plan to add the IP addresses or hostnames one at a time.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in. 
2. Select the Security navigation tab.
3. From the GUI Authentication tab, select SSO.
4. Define the hosts computers that the identified users use. Use one or more of the following options:

– Add IP addresses of the host computers.  Click the IP subtab and click Add. Enter ranges of IP addresses, enter a
partial IP address with a wildcard, or enter a single IP address. Click OK. Repeat as needed.

– Add the Domain to which the host computers belong. Click the Domain subtab and click Add. Enter the Domain
name and click OK.

– Add host names of the host computers. Click the Host subtab and click Add. Enter a fully qualified hostname or use
a partial name with a wildcard. Click OK. Repeat as needed.

5. Click the Save icon.
SSO authentication is configured.

Configure Authentication for the CLI
Use of the iDash CLI (command-line interface) requires two levels of authentication. Users who run the commands must
have the necessary permissions. In addition, iDash verifies that the host computer has been added to CLI authentication.
Authorized users who log in to an authenticated computer can run CLI commands from the directory that includes the
commands.

Consider how the computers onto which users download the CLI are defined to your network. If the hostnames use the
same naming convention, consider specifying the hostnames with a wildcard. If the IP addresses are in a contiguous
range, consider specifying the IP addresses with a range. If all the computers belong to the same domain, consider
specifying this domain. If none of these conditions exist, add the IP addresses or hostnames of the computers one at a
time.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in.
2. Select the Security navigation tab and then select CLI Authentication.
3. Accept the selection, CLI Enabled.
4. If you configured SSO authentication and the same users are to use CLI commands, select Use GUI IP/Domain/Host.

Then, continue with Step 6.
5. Otherwise, define the host computers to which users will download the CLI. Use one or more of the following options:

– Add IP addresses of the host computers.  Click the IP subtab and click Add. Enter ranges of IP addresses, enter a
partial IP address with a wildcard, or enter a single IP address. Click OK. Repeat as needed.

– Add the Domain to which the host computers belong. Click the Domain subtab and click Add. Enter the Domain
name and click OK.

– Add host names of the host computers. Click the Host subtab and click Add. Enter a fully qualified hostname or use
a partial name with a wildcard. Click OK. Repeat as needed.

6. Click the Save icon.
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CLI authentication is configured.

User Authorization
Authorization checks whether an authenticated user can access a resource in a specific manner. In general,

• If EEM authorization is not enabled, iDash authorizes user access to jobs that run on all configured scheduler
instances.  

• If EEM authorization is enabled, EEM authorizes user access only to jobs that run on  and CA 7 instances.

The product can be configured to use one of the following methods of authorization:

•  iDash (default)—Each user has defined permissions in various authorization categories such as job read, job control,
alarm actions, SLA management, and dashboard visibility. For example, a user can have read access to all jobs or to
specific jobs only. Filters can be created to define multiple users with the same permissions.
– iDash authorizes users who log in to the Web UI with CA 7 credentials. With proper authorization, these users can

access CA 7 jobs and their associated SLAs.
–   instances are authorized against iDash.
– To have administrator privileges when iDash authorization is used, the user must be defined as type Admin.
– Other than the password, the security settings for the idashAdm user cannot be changed. This user ID represents

the iDash superuser.
•  EEM—When EEM authorization is enabled (Security, EEM Configuration, Authorization in the Admin Tool), EEM

is used to authorize all configured  and CA 7 instances. When the Manage SLAs category is configured, a user
with proper job permissions can manage the SLA for that job. For further details on EEM authorization policies,
search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.
– When properly authorized, EEM users can access  and CA 7 jobs, as well as their associated SLAs. 
– To have administrator privileges, the user must be a member of the specified iDash Admin Group (Security, EEM

Configuration, Authorization in the Admin Tool).

User Authorization with iDash
Granting permissions with iDash authorization is done with the Admin Tool. User authorization with iDash involves these
steps:

1. Add users to iDash with the Admin Tool (User, User). Part of the configuration is Account Type. Account Type is either
Regular or Admin.

NOTE

 For information about adding users, search Configure iDash Authentication. Users that are authenticated
with iDash, CA 7, or Active Directory can be authorized with iDash. (Typically, EEM authorizes users that
EEM authenticates.)

2. Optionally, edit predefined filters or create custom filters for iDash with the Admin Tool (Edit, Edit Filters).
3. The default filters that are assigned based on Account Type are All Jobs and No Jobs. To qualify the jobs, create a

custom filter that is based on a predefined filter, then enter a qualifying expression. Expressions for such custom filters
can be inserted for the following job attributes:
– Job Name
– Box Name
– Owner
– Instance
– Defined Machine
– Exclusions
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4. Add selected filters (permissions) to each user with the Admin Tool (User, Security).

For Account Type of Admin, the default is the All Jobs filter for:
– Instance Alarm Acknowledge
– Instance Alarm Close
– Job Alarm Acknowledge
– Job Alarm Close
– Job Read
– Job Control
– AutoSys User Command
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For Account Type of Regular, the default is the No Jobs filter for these same tasks.

Edit Filters for Authorization
With iDash authorization, you grant users certain access permissions to jobs and alarms. iDash authorization
involves assigning a filter to the security attributes of the user definition. A filter contains job attribute values that determine
which jobs pass through it. The product includes filters with default authorizations such as all jobs and no jobs. You can
create custom filters with specific job attribute values. If a job attribute is blank, all jobs pass through the filter.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Admin Tool.
2. Click Edit, Edit Filters.
3. Click the New Filter icon in the Filter Editor dialog.
4. Enter the filter name in the Input dialog and click OK.

NOTE
You can also copy an existing filter, change its attributes, and save it using a new name. Select the filter from
the Current Filter drop-down list, click Copy Filter, enter the new filter name, and click OK.

The Input dialog closes and the filter name appears in the Current Filter drop-down list.
5. Click each of the following tabs and specify the filter attributes. For tabs with an Expressions box, click Insert,

enter an expression, and click OK. Then click Save. The Needs Save check box is selected as a reminder to save your
changes.
– Description defines the description of the filter.
– Job Name defines the name of the jobs with the job name, a partial job name followed by the wildcard character

(asterisk), and optionally followed by a caret and an instance name.
Examples: Job_A (one job), Job_B* (all jobs beginning with Job_B), Job_C*^ACE (all jobs beginning with Job C
that run on instance ACE)
Note: Special character (^) delimits the instances. For example, Job_A is equivalent to Job_A^* because ^* means
all instances, the default. 

– Box Name defines the name of the box job.

NOTE
The Box Level setting determines whether the filter passes all jobs that meet the box name expressions.
The Box Level setting determines whether the filter passes all jobs within boxes, including box jobs.

– Owner defines the owner of the job.
Examples: root@pluto, root@*

– Instance defines the name of the instance.
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Examples: ACE, A*
– Box Level indicates the maximum number of box job levels that pass through the filter. All jobs at a higher box level

(more deeply nested) are excluded. Drag the level pointer to specify the box level.

NOTE
At level 1, only the box job and its children are included. Jobs and box jobs within the children are not
included.

– Defined Machine defines the name of the physical host on which the instance is running.
Examples include mar* and mars.

– Exclusion defines the name of jobs to be excluded. Specify filter as job_name, partial_jobname*, or job_name
^instance_name. Job*^ASI means jobs starting with Job on instance ASI.
Examples: Job_C, Job_D* 

NOTE
Jobs that match the specified job names are excluded. Jobs that are within a specified box job are
excluded. Such jobs do not pass through the filter.

6. Click the Save Filter icon to save the filter definition.
7. Click OK to close the Filter Editor dialog.
8. Click the User navigation tab and then click the Reload Filters icon.

The new filter appears in the Filters Not Included list on the Security subtab. You can include that filter when you
define users and their permissions. Other users cannot edit your custom filter. When other users click your custom
filter, the Read Only check box is selected.

 

Grant Permissions to a User
Use iDash authorization to grant permissions to users of the legacy iDash and the Web UI with the Admin Tool. The filters
that you create with the Filter Editor populate the Filters NOT Included list in the User Security tab. To grant permissions to
a selected user, select a filter from the Filters NOT Included list and click Add. Clicking Add moves the selected filter to the
Filters Included list.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in.
2. Click the User tab, which displays the User subtab.
3. Select the user from the Username drop-down list for permission assignment.
4. Specify the following required properties in the User tab:

– Account Type specifies the type of account for the user. Click Edit, select an account type from the drop-down list
in the Account Type dialog, and click OK. 
Valid values:
• Regular uses the legacy iDash and the Web UI with privileges that are defined for them.
• Admin uses the Admin Tool to configure the product and the Web UI to define SLAs, tags, and their associations.
• Temporary performs the functions of a regular user for a specific time period.
Default: Regular

– Account Status specifies the status of the user account. Click Edit, select an account status from the drop-down
list in the Account Status dialog, and click OK. 
Valid values: Active and Suspended
Default: Active

– Account Expiration specifies the number of days after which the selected temporary user name is not usable
(account expiration time). This field is available only for temporary accounts. Click Edit, select the expiration time
from the drop-down list in the Account Expiration dialog, and click OK.
Default: Seven days
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NOTE

• An administrator can reactivate an expired account by changing the expiration date.
• Account properties are checked only when a user logs in as an iDash user.

5. Click the Security tab and click the following subtabs for security privileges in the Jobs and Alarms categories. On
each tab, select the appropriate filters from the Filters Not Included list, and click Add:
– Instance Alarm Acknowledge

Assigns security filters that let the user acknowledge alarms that are based on the instance type.
– Instance Alarm Close

Assigns security filters that let the user close alarms that are based on the instance type.
– Job Alarm Acknowledge

Assigns security filters that let the user acknowledge alarms that are based on the job type.
– Job Alarm Close

Assigns security filters that let the user close alarms that are based on the job type.
– Job Read

Assigns security filters that let the user read or view jobs for the filters in the Filters Included list.
– Job Control

Assigns security filters that let the user control jobs for the filters in the Filters Included list.
– AutoSys User Command

Assigns security filters that let the user pass job data to an existing UNIX or Windows script, command, or program.

NOTE
iDash includes alarm and context-free commands. Alarm commands are available only when the user has
selected an alarm in the GUI. Context-free commands are executed without selecting any alarm.

The filters are assigned to the corresponding privileges and are visible in the corresponding Filters Included list.

NOTE

• You can assign multiple filters to a permission in the Jobs or Alarms categories. In this case, the user is
authorized with that permission on jobs from the combination of the assigned filters.

• If the appropriate filter is missing from the Filters Not Included list, create a custom filter. After you create
the filter, click the Reload Filters icon to display it in the Filters Not Included list.

6. Click the Dashboard subtab and select the appropriate checkboxes for this user:
– SLA Dashboard indicates that the SLA dashboard is visible to the user.
– Critical Path Dashboard indicates that the critical path dashboard is visible to the user.
– AutoSys Dashboard indicates that the Workload Automation AE dashboard is visible to the user.

7. Click the SLAs tab and select the Manage SLAs check box to grant this user permission to manage SLAs. Manage
SLA rights include create, edit, and delete SLAs, overrides, and job links. These rights apply to jobs on which they
have read permission.

8. Click the Save icon to save the user definition.
The user can log in to the GUI, the Admin Tool, or both, depending on their account type.

Mask Unauthorized Jobs
When viewing jobs in a flow, time, or table view, you see all jobs by default, regardless of their authorization privileges.
Use the Mask Unauthorized Jobs feature in the Admin Tool to mask jobs for which users do not have authorization
privileges. These jobs will also be masked in the Problematic Jobs table.

By default, this feature is not enabled.
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When this feature is enabled, the names of jobs will appear as a questions mark when viewed by users who do not have
authorization privileges. The job details hyperlink will be deactivated and unauthorized users will not be able to view
details for these jobs, which includes the job name, machine name, and LPAR names.

Enabling this feature also affects the legacy iDash client. With Mask Unauthorized Jobs enabled, the Critical Path Monitor
view is disabled, and an error message appears when a user double-clicks the SLA name of a job for which they do not
have authorization privileges.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in.
2. Click the iDash Server navigation tab, then click the General subtab.
3. Under the Server tab, select Mask Unauthorized Jobs to enable the feature.
4. Click the Save icon to save the changes.

User Authorization with EEM
User authorization with EEM is configured in the following places:

• Admin Tool (Security, EEM Configuration, Authorization)
– Specify the iDash Admin Group
– Configure User Authorization by EEM

• EEM
iDash leverages the same users and EEM policies that  uses.
Optionally, you can take the following actions:
– Create the application groups that you referenced in the Admin Tool, if existing groups do not meet your needs.
– Create users and add the relevant application groups.
– Add the application groups to existing policies.

NOTE

For details about user authorization with EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

Add Users to EEM Dynamic User Groups (DUG)
Using dynamic user groups (DUG) in Embedded Entitlements Manager (EEM), you can assign permission policies to
groups of users, even users who do not exist in EEM.

If you want certain users in your environment to be able to execute iDash CLI commands, but those users do not belong
to the EEM-configured LDAP, iDash will only be able to successfully validate those users if they are defined in a DUG.
Define those users in a DUG using the steps below. 

Follow these steps:

1. In EEM, click the Manage Access Policies tab.
2. Select Dynamic User Group Policies from the policies column on the left side of the window.
3. In the policy table, click the Add icon to create a new DUG, or click an existing DUG name to edit the group details.
4. Under Identities, enter the identity of the user being added to the DUG in the Identity field, or click Search Identities to

search for the user.
5. Click the arrow icon to add the user to the DUG.

The user now appears in the Selected Identities section.
6. Click Save.
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iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies
Use the information in the following table to update iDash policies in EEM.

Task/Functio
n

as-job as-appl as-group as-machine idash-sla idash-tag idash-report Notes

Critical Path
(Flow View,
Time View)

None None None None None None None All jobs and
critical path
jobs can
be viewed
regardless
of user
privileges.
However,
no other
operations
can be
performed
on jobs with
limited read
access.

Job Alerts
(View)

None None None None None None None View all
alarms for
jobs in the
Alert List.

Instance
Alerts (View)

None None None None None None None The following
reference
is to the
Admin Tool,
Security,
EEM
Configuration,
Authorization,
Instance
Alarms, EEM
Instance
Alarm Group
field.
• If the field

is blank,
all users
can view
alerts.

• If a group
is present
in EEM,
only
group
members
can view
alerts.
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Acknowledge
Instance
Alarms
Close
Instance
Alarms

None None None None None None None The following
reference
is to the
Admin Tool,
Security,
EEM
Configuration,
Authorization,
Instance
Alarms, EEM
Instance
Alarm Group
field.
• If the field

is blank,
all users
in the
configured
iDash
Admin
Group
can
acknowledge
and close
alarms.

• If a
group is
present,
only
group
members
can
acknowledge
and close
alarms.
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User
Command

Read None None None None None None The following
reference
is to the
Admin Tool,
Security,
EEM
Configuration,
Authorization,
Execute User
Command,
EEM User
Command
Group field.
• If the

group is
blank, all
users can
run user
commands.

• If a
group is
configured,
only
group
members
with as-
job read
privileges
can run
user
commands.

View Job
Definition

Read Read Read None None None None View Job
Definition
follows the
autorep -j -q
behavior.

View SLAs Read Read Read None None None None The following
reference
is to the
Admin Tool,
Security,
EEM
Configuration,
Authorization,
Manage
SLAs, Read
check box.
For CA 7
jobs, only
privileges
for the as-
job resource
class are
needed to
view SLAs.
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Execute
Reports

Read Read Read None None None None Job runs for
jobs where
autorep -j -q
is authorized.
When
viewing the
jobs names
in the pop-
up dialog
for the Job
Names field,
and for report
data, only
privileges
for the as-
job resource
class are
needed for
CA 7 jobs.

View Reports None None None None None None Create or
Execute

The report
names are
authorized
against the
Create or
Execute
actions on
the idash-
report
resource
class' access
policies.
Only reports
for which you
have Create
or Execute
permissions
will display.

Manage
Reports
(Create,
Update,
Delete)

None None None None None None Create The report
names are
authorized
against the
Create or
Execute
actions on
the idash-
report
resource
class' access
policies.
You can
only create,
update, and
delete reports
for which you
have Create
permissions.
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View
Applications

None Read None None None None None This applies
to the
applications
that will
display in
the Search
Applications
dialog when
defining an
AutoSys
Job Run
Report or
an AutoSys
Job Status
Report.
Only
applications
for which you
have read
permissions
will display.

View Groups None None Read None None None None This applies
to the groups
that will
display in
the Search
Groups
dialog when
defining an
AutoSys
Job Run
Report or
an AutoSys
Job Status
Report.
Only groups
for which you
have read
permissions
will display.
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Manage
SLAs
(Create,
Update,
Delete) 

Create,
Write, Delete,
Read, or
Execute as
configured
in the Admin
Tool.

Read Read None Create None None The following
reference
is to the
Admin Tool,
Security,
EEM
Configuration,
Authorization,
Manage
SLAs
checkboxes:
Create or
Write or
Delete, Read,
and Execute.
The SLA
name is
authorized
against
Create action
on the idash-
sla resource
class' access
policies.
Along with
the privilege
for idash-
sla resource
class, only
privileges
for the as-
job resource
class are
needed to
manage
SLAs for CA
7 jobs.
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Manage
SLAs (Find
Jobs)

Create,
Read,
Update,
Delete, and
Execute as
configured
in the Admin
Tool.

Read Read None None None None The following
reference
is to the
Admin Tool,
Security,
EEM
Configuration,
Authorization,
Manage
SLAs
checkboxes:
Create or
Write or
Delete, Read,
and Execute.
For CA 7
jobs, only
privileges
for the as-
job resource
class are
needed to
display the
authorized
jobs on which
to create
SLAs.

Maintain
Tags (Create,
Update,
Delete)

None None None None None Create None The tag
names are
authorized
against the
Create action
on the idash-
tag resource
class' access
policies.

View Tags None None None None None Read None The tag
names are
authorized
against the
Read action
on the idash-
tag resource
class' access
policies.

Overrides
and Job
Links

Create,
Read,
Update,
Delete, and
Execute as
configured
in the Admin
Tool.

Read Read None None None None Similar to
Manage
SLAs
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Acknowledge
Job Alarms
Close Job
Alarms

Create,
Read,
Update,
Delete, and
Execute as
configured
in the Admin
Tool.

None None None None None None The
reference
is to the
Admin Tool,
Security,
EEM
Configuration,
Authorization,
Job Alarms
checkboxes:
Acknowledge:
Create or
Write or
Delete, Read,
and Execute.
Close: Create
or Write or
Delete, Read,
and Execute.

Send Event Execute Execute Execute Execute None None None Send Event
follows the
send event
behavior in
Workload
Automation
AE.

as-job

The actions in the as-job policy control access to jobs. The following actions are referenced in the preceding table:

• READ
View jobs to generate reports with the autorep, autostatad, autostatus, job_depends, or monbro command.

• CREATE
Create jobs.

• DELETE
Delete jobs.

• EXECUTE
– Send events that affect jobs.
– Create, edit, or delete jobs that are contained in box jobs.

• WRITE
– Edit jobs, including jobs that are contained in box jobs.
– Add jobs to box jobs or remove jobs from box jobs.
– Change the priority of jobs.

as-appl

The actions in the as-appl policy control access to job sets. The following actions are referenced in the preceding table:

• READ
View jobs that belong to an application group.

• EXECUTE
Send events to an application group.
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as-group

The actions in the as-group policy control access to job groups. The following actions are referenced in the preceding
table:

• READ
View jobs that belong to the specified groups.

• EXECUTE
Send events to the specified groups or to jobs in those groups.

as-machine

The actions in the as-machine policy control access to machines. The following action is referenced in the preceding
table:

• EXECUTE
Send events that affect jobs that run on the specified machines or specify the physical host names in job definitions.

idash-sla

The actions in the idash-sla policy control access to SLAs. The following action is referenced in the preceding table:

• CREATE
Create SLAs.

This policy is defined in EEM using the format instanceName.SLAname (where instanceName matches the instance
name defined in iDash), and wildcards are supported, as seen in the examples below:

ACE.PayrollJob, ACE.Pay*

CA7*.Batch*

idash-tag

The actions in the idash-tag policy control access to tags. The following action is referenced in the preceding table:

• CREATE
Modify (create, update, and delete) tags.

• READ
View tags in read-only mode.

The idash-tag policy is governed by the tag names you define in EEM. Wildcards are supported when defining tag names
in EEM, as seen in the example below:

Financials, Finance*

Defining tag names in EEM authorizes users to have access to tags whose names are among those defined in the idash-
tag policy. Using the above as examples, to give execute access to all tags that begin with Finance, you would specify
Finance*, and to give to access to only a specified tag, you would specify the tag name Financials without using any
wildcards.

TIP

When defining EEM privileges, make sure that if a user has permissions to modify a tag, the user also has
permissions to view that tag.
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idash-report

The actions in the idash-report policy control access to reports. The following action is referenced in the preceding table:

• CREATE
Modify (create, update, and delete) and view reports.

• EXECUTE
Execute and view reports.

The idash-report policy is governed by the report names you define in EEM. Wildcards are supported when defining report
names in EEM, as seen in the example below:

DailyTransactionsReport, Daily*

Defining report names in EEM authorizes users to have access to reports whose names are among those defined
in the idash-report policy. Using the above as examples, to give execute access to all reports that begin with Daily,
you would specify Daily*, and to give to access to only a specified report, you would specify the report name
DailyTransactionsReport without using any wildcards.

Leverage Existing EEM Groups
In EEM, groups can be assigned to security policies. Users who require the privileges that those policies define can be
assigned to the group. An application group contains users for a specific application. A global group contains members
across all applications in the current EEM instance.

When you configure EEM Authorization, you map existing EEM groups to the following names in the Admin Tool (Security,
Authorization).

• iDash Admin Group identifies the existing EEM group with users who are authorized with Admin user
privileges. This group can be an application-specific group or a global group. If your admin group is
named WorkloadAutomationAEAdmin group, then enter this group name in the iDash Admin Group field. This
definition extends the ability to use iDash to the members of this existing  group. 

• EEM Instance Alarm Group identifies an existing EEM group of users who are authorized with to view, acknowledge,
and close instance alarms. This group must be an application-specific group. If not created in EEM and then
referenced in the Admin Tool configuration, permissions are extended to all iDash users.

• EEM User Command Group identifies an existing EEM group of users who are authorized to execute user
commands. This group must be an application-specific group. To extend the ability to execute user commands to all
users (the default), no action is needed. 

The following permissions that are defined in the Admin Tool for EEM apply to the iDash Admin Group:

• Job Alarms Acknowledge
• Job Alarms Close
• Managing SLAs

Specify EEM Authorization in the Admin Tool
Enable EEM Authorization in the Admin Tool (Security, EEM Configuration, Authorization). When EEM authorization is
selected, iDash users are already defined in EEM as Workload Automation AE users. Enabling EEM authorization grants
to Workload Automation AE users the following default privileges in iDash:

• Permission to work with instance alarms
By default, all users can work with instance alarms. To limit authorization in iDash, identify an existing application group
in EEM that works with instance alarms. Specify this group name as the EEM Instance Alarm Group.  

• Permission to acknowledge and close job alarms
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By default, members of the referenced iDash Admin Group can acknowledge and close alarms. To extend this
permission, indicate the actions that you associate with acknowledging and closing AutoSys job alarms in EEM. 

• Permission to execute user commands
By default, all users can execute user commands. To limit authorization in iDash, identify an existing group in EEM that
executes user commands. Specify this group name when you configure EEM User Command Group. 

• Permission to manage SLAs requires the ability to create associations between jobs and SLAs. The same users who
create the associations configure the SLAs.
By default, members of the referenced iDash Admin Group can manage SLAs. To extend this right to other users,
specify the job-specific action for managing SLAs for jobs.

• Permission to view the Dashboard in the legacy iDash and to publish the Autotrack and Server Statistics Reports.
By default, these permissions are granted to members of the referenced iDash Admin Group. You can change this
configuration in iDash to grant this right to all users.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in.
2. Click the Security navigation tab, click the EEM Configuration tab, and click the Authorization subtab.
3. Enter the EEM application group that contains users to whom you want to grant iDash Admin privileges. If you enter a

global group name, select the Global check box.
–  iDash Admin Group specifies the group that contains users who have Admin user privileges in the product.

 Limits: Up to 103 characters; do not use forward slash (/) or backslash (\) characters.
4. Click the key icon.

A message appears, indicating whether the group was validated.
5. Specify whether to use EEM for user authorization.

–  EEM Authorization—Select to specify the use of EEM to authorize users to perform various tasks in the Web UI,
the Admin Tool, and the legacy iDash.
 Note: If you clear EEM Authorization, use iDash for authorization. In this case, the Authorization tab fields for EEM
Configuration are not used.

6. Click each category tab in the lower panel section and select the appropriate privileges or specify the appropriate
information:
–  Instance Alarms—Specify the EEM Instance Alarm Group. That group identifies users who have permission to

view, acknowledge, and close instance alarms. If EEM Authorization is enabled and this field is left blank, any user
can view instance alarms. However, they cannot close or acknowledge alarms. 

–  Job Alarms—Select the appropriate privileges to let users acknowledge and close alarms on a per-job basis.
Example: Limit job alarm management rights to the jobs on which the users have Execute privileges in EEM. To
limit the right, select the Execute check box in the Acknowledge and Close sections of the Job Alarms tab.

–  Execute User Command—Specify the EEM User Command Group. That group identifies users who have
permission to execute user commands. A user command can pass job data to an existing UNIX or Windows script,
command, or program. If EEM Authorization is enabled and this field is left blank, any user can execute user
commands. If an invalid name is entered and saved, no user can execute user commands. Configure a group
with execute authorization for the job, the application, the group, and the machine. These permissions are set in the
following policies: as-job, as-app, as-group, and as-machine.

–  Manage SLAs—Select the job privileges as defined in EEM to let users manage SLAs, overrides, and job links on
a per-job basis. Let users manage SLAs, overrides, and job links for the jobs on which they have EEM privileges.
Select the appropriate check box or boxes on the Manage SLAs tab.
 Examples: 
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• Execute allows users with execute rights on a Workload Automation AE job to manage its SLAs and overrides.
• All rights allow users with any of those rights on a Workload Automation AE job to manage its SLAs and

overrides.
–  AE Dashboard,/Autotrack/Server Stats—To let only admin users view the AutoSys dashboard, and the AutoSys

Autotrack and Server Statistics reports, select Admins Only (the default). To let all users have those privileges,
select All Users.

7. Click Save.

Getting Started with the CLI
Use the information outlined on this page when you are getting started with the CLI for iDash.

Configuration Prerequisites:

• CLI must be enabled on the iDash instance that the CLI references. Apache Tomcat must be running on that instance.
• You must be authenticated to run CLI commands.

For details about CLI authentication, see Configure Authentication for the CLI.
• You must be an authorized user. Certain CLI commands required Admin authorization.

NOTE
If you are using EEM authorization in iDash and would like to grant CLI authorization privileges for a user ID
that does not exist in EEM, you can add the user ID to a dynamic user group in EEM. For more information,
search Add Users to EEM Dynamic User Groups.

Local Setup:

• If you have an AIX, HP-UX, or zLinux operating system, verify that you have JRE installed. If it is missing, install the
supported version of JRE (the CLI packages for other supported operating systems include the JRE).

NOTE
For details about supported versions of JRE, search Compatibility Matrix.

• Install the client CLI on your computer.

NOTE
For details about installing the CLI, search Install the Client CLI.

• Run CLI from the following directory for you operating system:
– On UNIX/Linux:

 $IDASH_HOME/bin

 

– On Windows:
 %IDASH_HOME%\bin

 

• To display help for a CLI command, run the command with the -h argument or no arguments.

List CLI Commands
Open a command prompt or terminal window. Navigate to the IDASH_HOME/bin directory. List the contents, the 12 CLI
commands.

 C:\Program Files\CA\idash\bin>dir

 ...

 05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 idarchive.exe

05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 idaverage.exe

05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 iddelete.exe

05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 idflags.exe

05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 idgantt.exe
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05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 idgencsv.exe

05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 idgenhtm.exe

05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 idgenpdf.exe

05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 idgenxls.exe

05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 idjobid.exe

05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 idlist.exe

05/26/2015 05:29 AM 57,344 idupdate.exe

12 File(s) 688,128 bytes

 

Example of CLI Command Help

Open a command prompt or terminal window. Navigate to IDASH_HOME/bin and enter the name of the CLI command
of interest followed by -h (for help). The following example shows output from entering the help command for the
idarchive.exe command.

 C:\Program Files\CA\idash\bin>idarchive -h

 

idarchive - Load the archived AutoSys data into the iDash database

 USAGE: idarchive

 [-f FILE]

 [-t TYPE]

 [-i INSTANCE]

 [-d DAYS]

 [-b BATCHSIZE]

 [-s database (primary|secondary)]

 [-F FORCE]

 [-r]

 [-x]

 WHERE: -f FILE         Is the name of a file produced by

                       AutoSys archive_events

       -t TYPE         One of the following: run, event, autotrack

       -i INSTANCE     A comma-delimited list of valid 3-letter

                       AutoSys Instance names (no spaces allowed)

       -d DAYS         Number of days of history to keep in the

                       iDash database (-d 0 will delete all data)

       -b BATCHSIZE    Number of rows to be deleted at a time,

                       default is 10000

       -s database     The database type, primary or secondary,

                       Archives/Removes data to/from primary or

                       secondary iDash database, in the absence of

                       -s, default is both.

       -F FORCE        ONLY to be used if -d 0 has been specified

        -r              Removes the data from the iDash database

       -x              Do not perform post-process indexing

                       (use idjobid after all archives are completed)

 Examples:

 idarchive [-f FILE]

idarchive [-f FILE] [-r] [-s]

idarchive [-f FILE] [-x] [-s]

idarchive [-r -t TYPE -i INSTANCE -d DAYS] [-b BATCHSIZE] [-F FORCE]

  

 idarchive -f archived_job_runs.DEV.12.12.2013.03.30.02

idarchive -f archived_job_runs.DEV.12.12.2013 -s primary
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idarchive -r -f archived_job_runs.DEV.12.12.2013

idarchive -r -t run -i DEV,ACE,ER5 -d 50 -s primary

idarchive -r -t event -i DEV -d 2 -b 500

idarchive -r -t autotrack -i DEV -d 0 -b 100 -F

 

Prepare for Initial SLA Use with CLI Commands
The video below provides an overview on creating an SLA from the Command Line Interface (CLI), as well as setting
various parameters for the idlist and idupdate commands and modifying the SLA definition file:

 

Use the iDash Command Line Interface (CLI) to prepare job run data for initial SLA use. You can prepare for initial SLA
use after you complete the configuration of the iDash system.

The Workload Automation AE DBMaint command creates archived data. Archived data includes job runs, events, and
autotrack (audit) data for each Workload Automation AE instance. To insert this archived data into the iDash database, we
recommend that you run the idarchive command in iDash.

When the archiving completes, you run the idaverage and idjobid commands in iDash. This process makes relevant data
available for iDash to use for SLA predictions.

In summary, use these CLI commands: idarchive, idjobid, and idaverage. When the idarchive command loads
archive_events data into the iDash database, it builds companion indexes for reporting. When users run the idarchive
command several times in succession, the building of indexes becomes redundant and processing slows. To avoid this
issue, run the idarchive command with the -x argument to disable index building. After the last run completes, run the
idjobid command to complete the indexing. After loading all the archived job runs you want into the iDash database, run
the idaverage command. The idaverage command calculates the average run times for the archived jobs runs.

Load Workload Automation AE Archive Events Data (idarchive)
The idarchive command works with data that the Workload Automation AE archive_events utility creates. Use the
idarchive command:

• To load the historical archive events data into the iDash database. iDash uses this data for analysis and reporting. 
• To remove the historical data from the iDash database.

NOTE

You do not have to run the idarchive process for AE instances where automatic archiving has been
enabled.However, you may choose to run the process to load older data that has already been removed from
the AE database.

See step 9 of Add a Workload Automation AE Instance to enable automatic archiving.

This command has the following syntax:

idarchive [-f file_name] [-r] [-s database] [-t type] [-i AE_instance] [-d days] [-b batch_size] [-F] [-x]

NOTE
 All arguments are optional; however, at least one argument is required.

•  -f file_name 
(Optional) Specifies the name of the file that Workload Automation AE archive_events utility created.

NOTE
 The file_name must conform to the Workload Automation AE archive_events file naming standard.
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 Example: archived_job_runs.DEV.11.19.2012.03.00.04
•  -r

(Optional) Removes the historical data from the iDash database.
•  -s database 

(Optional) Specifies the iDash database for data loading or removal. Valid values are primary and secondary.

NOTE
 If a secondary database exists and this parameter is omitted, data is loaded (or removed) from both
databases.

•  -t type 
(Optional) Specifies the data type that was loaded using the Workload Automation AE archive_events utility. This
parameter can be used only when you specify the -r and -d arguments. Valid values are run, event, and autotrack.

•  -i AE_instance_1, AE_instance_2... 
(Optional) Specifies the name of the Workload Automation AE instance. This parameter can be used only when you
specify the -r and -d arguments.

NOTE
 Separate multiple instance names with a comma.

•  -d days 
(Optional) Specifies the number of days of historical data to keep in the iDash database.

NOTE
 Specify 0 to delete all historical data from the iDash database. Also specify the -F argument in the command
to force the deletion of all data.

•  -b batch_size 
(Optional) Specifies the number of rows of data to be deleted at a time from the iDash database.
 Default: 10000

•  -F
(Optional) Forces the removal of all the historical data from the iDash database. This parameter can be used only
when the specified value of days for the -d argument is zero.

•  -x
(Optional) Disables index building of the data that is loaded.

NOTE
The post-process index is required only once for each instance. When you run idarchive many times in
succession, specify the -x argument for each run expect for the last run. After the last run, run the idjobid
command to index the data from all archives.

NOTE
 Depending on your archive requirements, we recommend that you delete older data from the iDash database.
You can delete historical data from the database by specifying the -r and -d arguments.

 Examples: Load Data of the Archived_job_runs File 

This example loads data of the archived_job_runs.DEV.12.12.2012.03.30.02 file into the iDash database:

idarchive –f archived_job_runs.DEV.12.12.2012.03.30.02

This example loads data of the archived_job_runs.DEV.12.12.2012 file into the primary iDash database:

idarchive -f archived_job_runs.DEV.12.12.2012 -s primary
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Index Job Data (idjobid)
WARNING

The idjobid process will run automatically according to schedule parameters in the iDash config file. Though
it is possible to run the idjobid process manually, it is not recommended to do so, as the manual process
recalculates data from all jobs and consumes both time and resources.

Starting with the 12.0.01.00 release of iDash, this command is managed by the iDash server, and you do not need to
execute it manually. The IDASH_HOME/etc/idash.conf file contains the property that governs whether auto-computing is
on or off.

This is what the property looks like in the idash.conf file:

 # For AE - Enable/Disable auto job ID synchronization between iDash and AE instance.

 # By default this property is set to: true.

 idash.server.AE.auto.sync.jobid=true

 

The idjobid command operates on the Workload Automation AE archived job data. The idjobid command indexes the data
that has been loaded into the iDash database using multiple runs of the idarchive command.

This command has the following syntax:

 idjobid -i AE_instance

• -i AE_instance  defines the name of the Workload Automation AE instance.

Example: Index the Jobs in the iDash Database

This example indexes the jobs that are defined on the ABC instance of Workload Automation AE:

 idjobid -i ABC

 

NOTE

You do not have to run the idarchive process for AE instances where automatic archiving has been enabled.
See step 9 of Add a Workload Automation AE Instance to enable automatic archiving.

Build the Average Run Time Tables (idaverage)
WARNING

The idaverage process will run automatically according to schedule parameters in the iDash config file. Though
it is possible to run the idaverage process manually, it is not recommended to do so, as the manual process
recalculates average runtimes from all jobs and consumes both time and resources.

Starting with the 12.0.01.00 release of iDash, this command is managed by the iDash server, and you do not need to
execute it manually. The IDASH_HOME/etc/idash.conf file contains the property that governs how often average runtimes
for AutoSys jobs will be computed by iDash.

The default config properties for the automatic idaverage process appear as follows in the idash.conf file:

 # For AE - The delay (in minutes) to start re-calculating the jobs average runtime.

 idash.server.AE.avg.runtime.delay=10

 # For AE - The interval (in hours) for re-calculating the jobs average runtime.

 idash.server.AE.avg.runtime.interval=4
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The interval property above represents the delay in time for the automated average runtime process to begin after the
iDash server starts up.

The idaverage command builds the average run-time tables in the iDash database.

This command has the following syntax:

 idaverage -i AE_instance [-s database]

 

• -i AE_instance  defines the Workload Automation AE instance name.
• -s database  specifies the iDash database to update. Valid values are primary or secondary.

NOTE
If iDash is configured with a secondary database, its tables are updated by default.

Example: Build the Average Run Time Tables

This example builds the average runtime tables in the primary iDash database:

 idaverage -i ACE -s primary

 

NOTE

• If you have enabled automatic archiving for your AE instances, only the data in the iDash database will be
used to calculate the average run times. See step 9 of Add a Workload Automation AE Instance to enable
automatic archiving.

• You will see messages in the iDash info.log file indicating the progress of the automatic average run time
calculations. See the following example:
 15-11-10 14.28.24 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: Start to import run from V23

 15-11-10 14.29.39 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: Successfully imported 25403 run records

 from V23 in 74.432 seconds

 15-11-10 14.29.39 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: start to update average runtime with auto

 import for instance: V23

 15-11-10 14.29.39 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: Retrieving all job runs from DB updated

 after: Tue Nov 10 13:33:12 EST 2015

 15-11-10 14.29.39 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1:  processing idash run data page: 1

 15-11-10 14.29.40 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1:  processing idash run data page: 2

 15-11-10 14.29.40 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: 1000 job processed

 15-11-10 14.29.40 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1:  processing idash run data page: 3

 15-11-10 14.29.40 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: 2000 job processed

 15-11-10 14.29.40 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1:  processing idash run data page: 4

 15-11-10 14.29.40 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: 3000 job processed

 15-11-10 14.29.40 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1:  processing idash run data page: 5

 15-11-10 14.29.42 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: 4000 job processed

 15-11-10 14.29.42 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: 5000 job processed

 15-11-10 14.29.42 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: 5000 average runtime data group saved

 15-11-10 14.30.31 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: 6000 job processed

 15-11-10 14.30.32 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: Warning: No idashDB run data found for

 Autosys database:V23

 15-11-10 14.30.32 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1:  idash run data last page processed

 15-11-10 14.30.32 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: 6887 average runtime data group saved

 15-11-10 14.30.42 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: AverageRuntimeMgr reload: 6850:1597ms

 15-11-10 14.30.42 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: reloaded average runtime data group

 15-11-10 14.30.42 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: Idash runs processed: 49517; Jobs

 processed: 6887; average runtime update completed in 63564 ms for instance V23
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• You can disable the automatic run of updating average run time for AutoSys by setting the interval to 0, as
seen here:
  # For AE - The interval (in hours) for re-calculating the jobs average runtime.

 idash.server.AE.avg.runtime.interval=0

 

View the info.log to confirm that average run time table updates aren't running automatically, as seen in this
example:
 15-11-13 10.02.53 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: Start to import run from V23

 15-11-13 10.02.54 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V18-thread-1: Start to import run from V18

 15-11-13 10.02.54 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: Took 898 milliseconds to get one page of

 run

 15-11-13 10.02.54 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: Took 22 milliseconds to execute [1] query

 to primary iDash DB for 6 run

 15-11-13 10.02.54 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: Took 4 milliseconds to execute [2] query

 to primary iDash DB for 6 run

 15-11-13 10.02.54 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: Successfully imported 6 run records from

 V23 in 0.938 seconds

 15-11-13 10.02.54 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V23-thread-1: Skip updating average runtime due to

 update interval = 0

 15-11-13 10.02.54 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V18-thread-1: Took 138 milliseconds to get one page of

 run

 15-11-13 10.02.54 [ INFO] idashdb-import-V18-thread-1: Successfully imported 0 run records from

 V18 in 0.138 seconds

  

 

 ...

  

 

 15-11-13 09.44.08 [ERROR] RMI TCP Connection(4)-127.0.0.1: No scheduled updating average runtime

 for AE jobs: delay=1 | interval=0

 

Troubleshoot CLI Commands
Most issues that occur with CLI commands can be resolved by adding a required jar file where needed. The following
issues can often be resolved in this way:

• Class Not Found Exception
• Invalid Class Exception

 

Class Not Found Exception
Symptom:

The CLI command that you ran ended with a Class Not Found Exception in the following format:

java.lang.ClassNotFoundException

Reason:
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The most common cause is that one or more of the required jar files is missing or obsolete.

Solution:

Replace the obsolete jar files or add the required jar files and run the CLI command again.

Invalid Class Exception
Symptom:

The CLI command that you ran ended with an Invalid Class Exception. For example:

ca.com.idash.core.exception.IdashException: java.io.InvalidClassException:com.ca.idash.core.user.User;

 incompatible types for field idashAdmPrivilege

Reason:

The most common cause is that one or more of the required jar files is missing or obsolete.

Solution:

Replace the obsolete jar files or add the required jar files and run the CLI command again.

Configure SLAs
Configuring SLAs includes creating individual SLAs and setting global options that apply to all SLAs. 

The only configuration tasks that administrators perform from the Web UI are performed from the Catalog page.

NOTE

 For details about accessing the Web UI, search Browse to the iDash Web UI and Log In.

Tasks include:

1. Retrieve jobs that require SLAs.
2. Create SLAs for jobs.
3. (Optional) Create tags that categorize SLAs into groups for monitoring purposes.
4. (Optional) Associate the selected SLAs with one or more tags.

Steps 3 and 4 make it possible for workload operators to populate their watchlist on the Dashboard. My Watchlist contains
tags that the operator selects. If you do not tag SLAs, operators can use 'status' in the same way they can use tags.  For
example, operators can select Predicted miss from the Dashboard. Selecting Predicted miss displays the SLA list table
describing pertinent details of all SLAs in the selected status.

SLA Introduction
What are iDash SLAs?

Administrators who are responsible for the performance of jobs need a way to prevent time-critical jobs from missing their
deadlines.  

You can configure iDash SLAs to reduce the time that is required to identify, diagnose, and correct workload performance
issues. For certain issues, you can configure to initiate automated recovery procedures. For other issues, real-time
forecasting can alert operators when any job flow is at risk. You can configure alerts within an SLA with enough lead-time
to prevent the SLA from missing its deadline. Proactive SLA management helps reduce the risk of business disruption.
We recommend that you create SLAs for time-critical jobs, where a failure to complete on time has negative business
impact.

Which Broadcom Workload Automation engines does iDash monitor?
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• , with support for EEM security
• CA 7

For  SLAs, iDash supports cross-instance dependencies. If you define an AutoSys SLA with a cross-instance dependency
in the flow, or if the AutoSys SLA job itself is a cross-instance dependent job, iDash will take those factors into account
when forming predictions.

What does the SLA Management System do?

SLA management offers the following benefits:

• Helps you consistently deliver on service level agreements
• Uses advanced predictive analytics and forecasting to warn users of risks to their workflow in time to take corrective

action
• Provides temporary overrides for simulating workload changes and what-if forecasting scenarios
• Takes automated recovery actions including script execution and closeout of alerts and alarms when SLAs have

recovered
• Provides visualization into complex workflows
• Reduces the time to identify, diagnose, and correct workload performance issues
• Stores and reports on historical workload data across the entire environment
• Provides both graphical and command-line interfaces

Who creates SLAs?

Any administrator or user with the required permission can create an SLA. The best person to create SLAs for a job:

• Is familiar with the purpose of the job
• Knows the jobs that depend on this job meeting its deadline
• Understands what is an acceptable deviation from the scheduled start and complete times
• Created the job or scheduled the job to run

How do you approach SLA creation?

Consider the following approach:

1. Review the list of all scheduled jobs and identify those jobs with business-critical schedules. Jobs with business-critical
schedules are candidates for SLAs.

2. Define the SLAs on candidate jobs and wait until iDash collects the history of the job runs. 
3. Evaluate the SLA reports for the new SLAs and adjust the definitions if needed.
4. Create and put into place any scripts that can automate the correction of common delays for jobs with SLAs.
5. Distribute the task of monitoring time-critical jobs among workload operators. Create tags, associate tags to the SLAs,

and let different operators monitor SLAs with different tags.
6. Workload operators resolve issues that cause missed deadlines and get a job flow back on schedule. Automate the

triggering of scripts that can run to resolve types of issues that routinely occur. Workload operators can run commands
that you set up.

7. When the SLA jobs are consistently meeting their deadlines, add SLAs to jobs with schedules that are next in
importance.   

SLA Management Guidelines
The following guidelines apply to SLA management:

• User permissions
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– With iDash authorization, Manage SLA authorization is required to create, edit, or delete an SLA. 
– With EEM authorization, permissions are controlled by the following AutoSys and CA 7 policies:

Task/ Function as-job as-appl as-group as-machine idash-sla Notes

View SLAs Read Read Read None None The following
reference is to
the Admin Tool,
Security, EEM
Configuration,
Authorization,
Manage SLAs,
Read check box.

Manage SLAs
(Create, Update,
Delete) 

Create, Read,
Update, Delete,
and Execute as
configured in the
Admin Tool.

None None None Create The following
reference is to
the Admin Tool,
Security, EEM
Configuration,
Authorization,
Manage SLAs
checkboxes:
Create or Write
or Delete, Read,
and Execute.
The SLA name
is authorized
against the iDash
SLA policy.

Manage SLAs
(Find Jobs)

Create, Read,
Update, Delete,
and Execute as
configured in the
Admin Tool.

Read Read None None The following
reference is to
the Admin Tool,
Security, EEM
Configuration,
Authorization,
Manage SLAs
checkboxes:
Create or Write
or Delete, Read,
and Execute.

• SLA names
– Assign a unique name to each SLA.
– If a custom SLA naming policy has been configured in EEM, follow the specified SLA naming convention. EEM

security applies to SLAs for both AutoSys and CA 7 jobs.

• SLA definitions
– Viewing the job run history before you create an SLA for the job helps you establish date and time conditions.
– You can create one or more SLA definitions for the same job. 
– An SLA definition defines an SLA for a specific SLA job.
– An SLA definition can have one or more time parameters defining one or more SLA deadlines.

• You can define multiple runs of the same job within one SLA (multiple time conditions).
• You can define the start deadline and the end deadline in the same SLA (multiple time conditions).
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NOTE

Consider an SLA definition with deadlines 12:00, 13:00, 17:00. The Explorer SLA table displays three
different SLAs with the same SLA name. Each of these SLAs has a different deadlines and its own
status. For example:

• 12:00 is MET
• 13:00 is ON_TIME
• 17:00 is PREDICTED_MISS

• SLA alert generation
– When you enable the generation of alerts for an SLA, alerts are generated for all statuses by default.
– During configuration, you can turn off alerts that are raised for one to five of the six alert conditions.
– If custom alerts are defined in Workload Automation AE, you can select a custom alert from the displayed list.
– If a job is deleted from the server instance, alerts are no longer generated. However, the SLA definition remains

unchanged.

Global SLA Settings
Global SLA settings include Deadline, Risk warning, Risk validity, and End tracking. Deadline is specified as the time
of day. Risk warning and Risk validity are defined as a specified number of minutes before the deadline. You configure
settings that apply to individual SLAs in the Web UI.

Use the Admin Tool to define global settings. Global settings apply to all SLAs. You must have Manage SLA authorization
to configure global SLA settings.

NOTE

• For information about required authorization for managing SLAs using EEM, search iDash Authorizations and
EEM Policies.

• For information about Manage SLA authorization using iDash, search User Authorization with iDash.

 Global settings control: 

• Forecast
– Forecast settings impact when predicted durations of jobs are displayed in the SLA Time View on the Web UI. 
– Alarm settings impact how far before the deadline an alert can be issued.

NOTE

• For details about forecast configuration, search Configure Forecast Parameters.
• For an example, search Example: Impact of Forecast Settings on an SLA.

• Alarm Policy
When you configure alert parameters, you define:
– The frequency of notifications and reporting for SLA alerts
– The frequency of reporting for critical path alarms
– The frequency of reporting for Workload Automation AE alerts

NOTE

 For details about the alarm policy configuration, search Configure the Alert Policy.
• AutoSys Override
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– A hold override lets you simulate putting a job on hold and then taking it off again. The hold override is in effect until
its expiration date and time.

– A runtime override lets you simulate a change in the future run time of a job. Each time the job is predicted to run,
the specified run time is applied as its forecasted duration. The runtime override is in effect until its expiration date
and time.

NOTE

 For details about configuring overrides, search Simulate Hold and Runtime Job Overrides.
• AutoSys Job Link

– You can link two jobs that are related from a business perspective to predict the effect on your SLAs. This
functionality simulates a dependency that is not set up in Workload Automation AE.

– After you create the job link, the predecessor job and its critical job list appear in the critical job list.
The iDash forecasting engine treats the job link as a regular starting condition. All of the iDash forecasting logics
are applied to this new critical job list.

NOTE

 For details about configuring job links, search Simulate a Dependency with a Job Link.

How Forecast Settings Impact an SLA
Forecast settings that apply to all SLAs include Alarm future hours and Forecast duration hours.

• The Alarm future setting specifies the number of hours before an SLA deadline to generate the first alert. You configure
the frequency with which an alert is generated in the Alerts Parameters. 

• The Forecast duration hours sets a time interval after the current time during which forecasting occurs. 
– A predicted status displays for each active SLA with a deadline within the Forecast duration period. 
– A met status with slack time displays for SLAs that complete before the deadline but within the Forecast duration

period. 
– A missed status with overrun time displays for SLAs that complete after the deadline but within the Forecast

duration period. The overrun time is calculated up to the end tracking threshold. 
• The forecasted SLA status begins at the start of the Forecast duration window and can change within this time

interval. 

Example Settings:

• Deadline is 4:00
• Risk warning is 30 minutes (3:30)
• Run validity is 60 minutes (3:00)

• Alarm future hours is two hours (2:00). Alarm enabled is selected. (Alerts are issued for SLAs with predicted miss
status or at risk status during the configured interval.)

• Forecast duration hours is three hours (1:00). Forecast enabled is selected. (All SLAs are assigned a predicted status
during the configured interval.)

Impact:

• – If the SLA job is predicted to end between 3:00 and 3:30, that is, within the run validity window.
• An On Time status is assigned at 1:00 (forecast duration), three hours before the deadline.
• No alert is generated.

– If the SLA job is predicted to end between 3:30 and 4:00, that is, within the at risk window.
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• An At Risk status is assigned at 1:00 (forecast duration), three hours before the deadline.   
• An At Risk alert is generated at 2:00 (alarm future), two hours before the deadline, to warn that the SLA job

completion is predicted to be within the risk warning interval. 
– If the SLA job is predicted to end after 4:00, that is, past the deadline.

• A Predicted Miss status is assigned at 1:00 (forecast duration).  The assigned status for an SLA can change
over the forecast duration window.

• A Predicted Miss alert is generated at 2:00 (alarm future), two hours before the deadline, to warn that the
predicted job end is after the deadline.

– If the SLA job completes after 4:00, that is, past the deadline.
• A Missed status is assigned at 4:00 (deadline).
• A Missed alert is generated at 4:00 (deadline).

Configure Forecast Parameters
Forecast parameters apply to all SLAs. Schedulers use the forecast settings to predict the behavior of future SLA jobs.
As an administrator, you specify how to do job forecasting and SLA prediction in iDash. The real-time forecast shows
operators the SLAs that are predicted to miss their deadlines. Appropriate corrective action can then be taken.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Admin Tool.
2. Click the SLA navigation tab and click the Forecast tab.
3. Specify the following forecast parameters:

– Forecast Duration Hours specifies the number of hours to predict job flow execution. Any SLA deadline that is
outside the current forecast duration is predicted when that SLA moves into the forecast window. Forecasting is
done for all SLAs with a deadline in the next number of hours that are specified here. If Forecast Duration Hours
is 6, forecasting is done for all SLAs with deadlines within the next six hours. When an SLA deadline passes,
forecasting set by this value stops. To extend forecasting beyond the SLA deadline, set the end tracking value for
the individual SLA.
Limits: Positive integer

– Alarm Future Hours specifies the number of hours before an SLA deadline at which a predicted miss alert can be
generated.
Limits: 0 or a positive integer
Example: Consider an SLA that is predicted to miss its 8:00 pm deadline where Alarm Future Hours is set to 2. The
SLA predicted miss alert or at risk alert is generated for the first time at 6:00 pm. If the SLA job misses its deadline,
the SLA missed alert is generated at 8:00 pm.

NOTE

• Alert future hours must not exceed forecast duration hours.
• When set to zero, alerts can be generated at any time in the forecast window.

– DB Refresh Interval (Seconds) specifies the number of seconds between reads of the Workload Automation AE
database. This setting specifies how often to update real-time information.

– Forecast Interval (Seconds) specifies the number of seconds between real-time forecasts.
– Online SLA Count specifies the number of completed SLAs that are displayed in the Web UI for each job with

SLAs defined. The default value is 3, which will display the current SLA and the last three completed SLA runs.
Once the Online SLA Count for each SLA has been reached, iDash moves the SLA files from IDASH_HOME/log/
sla/final to the IDASH_HOME/log/sla/archive directory.

– Forecast Enabled indicates that the forecast is turned on. Clearing this check box turns off the forecast and
limits iDash from displaying real-time status of SLAs.

– Optimistic Forecast indicates that iDash will optimistically forecast for failed jobs to start immediately.
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Clearing this check box turns off the optimistic prediction of failed jobs. If a job fails when this feature is turned off,
the prediction of the job will be the next known run, based on the job’s time or scheduling conditions.

– Alarm Enabled indicates that all the alarms are turned on. If excessive alarms are occurring, you can clear this
check box to turn off all alarms.

– Ignore On Hold indicates that the ON_HOLD jobs are ignored when the predictive analysis engine calculates the
SLAs.

NOTE
The predictive analysis engine assumes that ON_HOLD jobs stay on hold. Therefore, when a critical path
job is put on hold, the SLA status is set to predicted miss. Select this check box to ignore the ON_HOLD
jobs when calculating SLAs.

4. Click Save to save the forecast parameters.

Configure Alert Parameters
Alert parameters apply to all SLAs. Alert parameters specify the frequency at which alerts are reported. Alert
parameters also define the frequency at which actions are performed when an alert is triggered. Alerts notify workload
operators of important conditions, such as when SLAs are predicted to miss their deadlines. 

Alerts are displayed on the Current Alerts pane of the Dashboard on the iDash Web UI. You can display the Alert list of all
alerts from the Explorer tab of the iDash Web UI. You can also monitor alerts from the Legacy iDash UI (the GUI). 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in.
2. Click the SLA navigation tab, click the Alarm tab, and click the SLA subtab.
3. Select one of the following options for SLA notification parameters to control alarm generation:

– Always indicates that the alarms are always triggered.
– Never indicates that the alarms are never triggered.
– Once per SLA Run indicates that the alarms are triggered only once per SLA deadline.
– Once every n (Minutes) indicates the frequency with which alarms are triggered when an error condition is

detected. If you select this option, select the number of minutes from the drop-down list.
Default: 60 

4. (Optional) Select the Close Alarm on Recovery check box.

NOTE
 All alerts that were generated for the alert condition are closed when the alert condition is resolved.

5. Specify one of the following options for SLA reporting parameters to control the display of generated alarms in
the iDash Web UI and Legacy iDash UI:
– Always indicates that the alarms are always displayed.
– Never indicates that the alarms are never displayed.
– More Recent than n minutes indicates to display only alarms that occurred less than the configured number of

minutes ago. After n minutes, the alarm is removed from the iDash Web UI display or the gauge on the Legacy
iDash UI returns to green, even if the alarm is still open. If you select this option, select the number of minutes from
the drop-down list.
Default: 60 

6. Click the Critical Path subtab.
7. Specify the one of the following options to control the alarm notification in the Legacy iDash UI critical path display:

– Always indicates that the alerts are always displayed.
– Never indicates that the alerts are never displayed.
– More Recent than n minutes indicates to display only alerts that occurred less than n minutes ago.

After n minutes, the alert display is removed from the Legacy iDash UI critical path, even if the alarm is still open. If
you select this option, select the number of minutes from the drop-down list.
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Default: 60 
8. Click the AutoSys subtab.
9. Specify one of the following options to control the Workload Automation AE alarm display in the iDash Web UI and

Legacy iDash UI:
– Always indicates that the alerts are always displayed.
– Never indicates that the alerts are never displayed.
– More Recent than n minutes indicates to display only alerts that occurred less than n minutes ago.

After n minutes, the alert is removed from the iDash Web UI display or the gauge on the Legacy iDash UI returns to
green, even if the alert is still open. If you select this option, select the number of minutes from the drop-down list.
Default: 60 

10. Click the Save icon to save the alert policy parameters.

 

Configure Hold and Runtime Job Overrides
As an administrator, you can configure hold and runtime overrides for Workload Automation AE jobs. Overrides are
simulations that let you predict effects on your job flow and SLAs.

NOTE

The overrides are effective only in iDash. The job definition on the instance is not modified.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the Admin Tool and log in. 
2. Click the SLA navigation tab, AutoSys Override tab, and the Hold subtab.
3. Click the Add icon.

The Name Chooser dialog opens.
4. Select a job:

a. Enter the job search string in the Job Name field

NOTE

 You can use an asterisk (*) anywhere in the search string as a wildcard.
b. Select a Workload Automation AE instance from the drop-down list.
c. Click Find Job (binoculars).

Job names matching your criteria display.
d. Select a job from the list.
e. Click OK.

The Hold Parameters dialog opens.
5. Specify the hold parameters:

a. Verify the displayed job name and instance name.
b. Modify the Expiration Date/Time as required. Example format:

yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm

c. Click OK.
The hold parameters for the selected job are displayed on the Hold subtab.

6. Click the Runtime subtab and click the Add icon.
The Name Chooser dialog opens.

7. Select a job:
a. Enter the job search string in the Job Name field
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NOTE

 You can use an asterisk (*) anywhere in the search string as a wildcard.
b. Select a Workload Automation AE instance from the drop-down list.
c. Click Find Job (binoculars).

Job names matching your criteria display.
d. Select a job from the list.
e. Click OK.

The Runtime Parameters dialog opens.
8. Specify the runtime parameters:

a. Verify the displayed job name and instance name.
b. Modify the Expiration Date/Time as required. Example format:

yyyy-MM-dd hh:mm

c. Accept the default 120 for Runtime (Seconds) or enter a different value.
d. Click OK.

The runtime parameters for the selected job are displayed on the Runtime subtab.
9. Click the Save icon to save the AutoSys Override settings.

Simulate a Dependency with a Job Link
You can configure a job link that links two unrelated iDash jobs to simulate the effect on your SLAs. This functionality lets
you simulate a dependency between two jobs or job flows that are related from a business perspective. The dependency
is simulated because it does not exist in Workload Automation AE.

NOTE

The job link is effective only in iDash. The job definitions on the instance are not modified.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Admin Tool.
2. Click the SLA navigation tab and the AutoSys Job Link tab.
3. Click the New icon.

The SLA Job Search dialog opens.
4. Select the successor job:

a. Enter a search string for the successor job in the Job Name Expression field.

NOTE

You can use an asterisk (*) anywhere in the search string as a wildcard.
b. Select a Workload Automation AE instance from the drop-down list.
c. Click Search (binoculars).

Job names matching your criteria display.
d. Select a job from the list.

The SLA Job Search dialog highlights the job classification areas that are applicable to the job search string. The
classification areas let you filter the list of jobs.

e. Click OK.
The selected job appears in the Links drop-down list.

NOTE

The drop-down list contains other successor jobs for which links have already been created.
5. Select the predecessor job:

a. Click the Search icon next to the Predecessor field.
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The SLA Job Search dialog opens.
b. Enter the search string for the predecessor job in the Job Name Expression field.
c. Select a Workload Automation AE instance.
d. Click the Search icon to display the list of jobs that match the search string.
e. Select the predecessor job and click OK.

The selected job is displayed in the Predecessor field.
6. Examine the default condition.

By default, the successor job is set up to be dependent on the success of the predecessor job.
7. (Optional) Edit the entry in the Condition field. The condition defines the type of linkage between the links job and the

predecessor job.

NOTE

• The condition statement supports all Workload Automation AE type condition strings, including Boolean
and logical operators.
For example, edit the word "success" to any other condition type supported by Workload Automation AE.

• In prediction mode, iDash always assumes that job runs will succeed. Adding a non-success condition
in a job link, such as failure or termination, can result in an SLA that is always in Predicted Miss status,
because iDash will only predict success. You can help to correct the SLA status forecast by disabling
Optimistic Forecast, but only after the jobs have already run and entered the non-success condition.

8. Click the Save icon to save the job link.

Create and Modify CA 7 Job Links

Use the information in this section to create, modify, or delete job links for CA 7 jobs. There are two types of job links that
you can create for CA 7 jobs: requirement-based and trigger-based.

Requirement-based job links are created on a job to establish dependencies (predecessor requirements), ensuring the job
is not initiated until these dependencies are satisfied.

Trigger-based job links are created on a job to dynamically schedule that job based on the completion of another job (the
triggering job).

NOTE

Only users with iDash admin privileges can view, create, modify, or delete CA 7 job links.

Understanding CA 7 Job Links

Job links in iDash allow you to link two non-related CA 7 jobs for the purpose of forecasting and SLA prediction. These job
links are specific to iDash and do not result in any job definition modification within the CA 7 database. This functionality
lets you schedule a job based on the completion of another job, or create a dependency between two jobs or job streams
that are related from a business perspective, but are not set up within CA 7 with explicit dependencies. You can create a
simulation of a job requirement dependency or trigger dependency using CA 7 Job Link.

NOTE

CA 7 Job Link does not support dataset dependencies, VRM resource dependencies, or network dependencies.
Cross-instance dependencies are also not supported at this time.

Once you create a job link, the Predecessor/Triggering job and its Critical Job List will be included in the Critical Job List
for the Successor/Triggered job. The iDash forecasting engine will treat the job link as a regular job requirement or trigger.
Existing forecasting based on actual job definitions will be included, and all of the iDash forecasting logic will be applied to
this new Critical Job List.
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Create a CA 7 Job Link Using Requirements

Use the information in this section to define a dependency (predecessor requirement) from the Target job to the
Predecessor Job.

Reference the CA 7 documentation for definitions of the time fields and values.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to the web UI and log in as an administrator.
2. Click the Admin tab.

The CA 7 Job Link List page displays.
3. Click New CA 7 Job Link and select Using Requirement s from the drop-down menu.

The CA 7 Job Link: Requirement page displays.

4. Select an instance from the Instance field.

NOTE

The Instance field only displays CA 7 instances.
5. Use the + button to the right of the Target Job name field to select a job.

NOTE

The + button will not activate until you have selected an instance.
6. Enter a SchID in the SchID field using a value from 0 to 999.
7. Use the + button to the right of the Predecessor job name field to select a job.

NOTE

The + button will not activate until you have selected an instance.
8. Enter a lead time in the Lead time field using a value from 0 to 99.
9. Click Create Job Link to save the job link requirement.
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Create a CA 7 Job Link Using Triggers

Use the information in this section to define a job link on a Target job to dynamically schedule that job based on the
completion of the Triggering job.

Reference the CA 7 documentation for definitions of the time fields and values.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to the web UI and log in as an administrator.
2. Click the Admin tab.

The CA 7 Job Link List page displays.
3. Click New CA 7 Job Link and select Using Triggers from the drop-down menu.

The CA 7 Job Link: Trigger page displays.

4. Select an instance from the Instance field in the Target Job column.

NOTE

The Instance field only displays CA 7 instances.
5. Use the + button to the right of the Job name field in the Target Job column to select the target job.

NOTE

The + button will not activate until you have selected an instance.
6. Enter a SchID in the SchID field in the Target Job column using a value from 0 to 999.
7. Choose Due-out time or Queue time and enter a time in hh:mm format using a value from 10 to 2400.
8. (Optional) Enter a lead time in the Lead time field in hh:mm format using a value from 10 to 2400.
9. (Optional) Enter a submit time in the Submit time field in hh:mm format using a value from 10 to 2400.
10. Use the + button to the right of the Job field in the Triggering Job column to select the triggered job.
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NOTE

The + button will not activate until you have selected an instance.
11. Enter a SchID in the SchID field in the Triggering Job column using a value from 0 to 999.
12. Click Create Job Link to save the job link.

Modify a CA 7 Job Link

Follow these steps:

1. Click an existing CA 7 job link on the CA 7 Job Link List page.
The Job Link Detail page displays.

2. Click Actions, Edit.
3. Edit the CA 7 job link.

NOTE

For job link requirements, you can only edit the Lead Time field.

For job link triggers, you can only edit the SchId, Due-out Time or Queue Time, Lead Time, and Submit
Time fields.

4. Click Save Job Link.

Delete a CA 7 Job Link

Follow these steps:

1. Click an existing CA 7 job link on the CA 7 Job Link List page.
The Job Link Detail page displays.

2. Click Actions, Delete.
The Delete Job Link dialog displays.

3. Click Yes to delete the CA 7 job link.

SLA Naming Policy in EEM
The idash-sla resource class appears under Access Policies in EEM. When iDash initializes the connection to EEM, the
Default SLA Name Policy is created for that resource class. The default policy lets authorized users create, update, and
delete SLAs using any name (naming limitations apply). An EEM administrator can optionally create a custom policy for
the idash-sla class that defines an SLA naming convention. SLAs created by specific users must follow the convention.
For example, a policy can authorize specific users to maintain (create, update, or delete) SLAs with names that begin
with HR_SLA. iDash uses policies set on idash-sla's “create” action to determine whether a user is authorized to maintain
(create, update, or delete) SLAs with the given SLA name.

NOTE

• Do not delete the idash-sla resource class. If idash-sla is deleted, the resource class and default policy is
recreated when the iDash server is restarted.

• After you create a custom idash-sla policy, take one of the following actions:
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– Disable the default policy.
– Remove from the default policy those users that you assign to the custom policy.

• To maintain (create, update, or delete) an SLA, a user must have Manage SLA privileges. For information
about assigning user privileges, search User Authorization with EEM.

• For information about creating SLAs, search Create and Maintain SLAs.
• For information about configuring EEM, see the documentation that is available from https://

casupport.broadcom.com/.

 Example: Create Custom SLA Naming Policies in EEM 

The following scenario is applicable only to the new SLAs created after you configure EEM for iDash security. (You cannot
update the names of existing SLAs.)

You can create custom SLA naming policies to replace the Default SLA Name policy. The Default SLA Name policy is an
access policy that is listed under the resource class, idash-sla. Custom policies that are based on this default policy are
instance-specific. They specify and enforce a naming convention for SLAs when users have broad access to jobs. When
an authorized user creates an SLA, the active custom policy ensures that the name respects the convention.

Consider a policy that specifies that all SLA names in the ACE instance must begin with DEV. If you attempt to define
an SLA with the name “MKTG_Friday_SLA”, the policy blocks the SLA from being created. If you define an SLA named
“DEV_Friday_SLA”, the policy permits that name even if the SLA job is named “MKTG_Friday_Batch”. 

 

NOTE

 When you create a custom policy, you assign "identities" to whom the policy applies. In the following example,
WorkloadAutomationAEAdmin is an example group that is defined for  administrators. You can reference this
group when you define the iDash Admin Group in the Admin Tool (Security, EEM Configuration, Authorization). 

Users who are members of the WorkloadAutomationAEAdmin group can create SLAs and create custom SLA
naming policies. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access EEM:
a. Enter the following URL in your browser:

https://eem_server:5250/spin/eiam
The EEM login page opens.

b. For Application, select UnicenterAutoSysJM or WorkloadAutomationAE depending upon the application name that
you configured with your EEM server.
 Note: Select the same application name that is configured in the Admin Tool (Security, EEM Configuration,
Authorization).

c. Type EiamAdmin for User Name, type the password that is configured for the EiamAdmin user at your site, and
click Log In.

2. Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
The default idash-sla policy is listed under Access Policies. 

3. Click the New Access Policy icon to the left of idash-sla.
4. Type a descriptive name in the Name field. For example, type:

SLA Names in the ACE Instance Must Begin with "DEV" 

5. Select Application Group for Type, click Search Identities, and then click Search.
6. Select the appropriate group from the list and click the right arrow. For example, select the

WorkloadAutomationAEAdmin group.
The group that you select is added to the Selected Identities list.
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7. Type the instance name and the SLA name in the format, AE_Instance_Name.SLA_Name.  Example: ACE is the AE
instance name and you want to require that SLA names begin with DEV. For this example, type the following text in
the Add resource field:
ACE.DEV* 

8. Click + for Add.
ACE.DEV* is added to the list.

9. Click Save and then click Close.
10. Repeat this procedure for each AE instance.

Custom policies that enforce specific SLA naming conventions are active for all AE instances.
11. Disable the default policy on which the custom policies are based. Open the Default SLA Name policy under the idash-

sla and click Disable.

SLA Definitions
As an administrator, you can create service level agreements (SLAs) for jobs that run on the configured scheduler
instances. The SLA definition specifies one or more deadlines for starting or successfully completing a specific job in the
job flow. When an SLA job meets its deadline, the SLA is met. When an SLA job misses its deadline, the SLA is missed.

An SLA definition creates multiple SLAs for multiple job runs, each of which starts or ends at a different time. An SLA
definition creates separate SLAs when it includes a start deadline and an end deadline.

You create SLAs to monitor a particular job flow. When you create an End SLA, you select the job on the critical job list
that has no successors. When you create a Start SLA, you select the job on the critical job list that has no predecessors.

The SLA definition specifies alerts to issue and scripts to run when the SLA requirements are not met. iDash forecasts the
start and end times for jobs in the job flow with an SLA job. The forecast is based primarily on the job history of meeting or
missing its deadline. The predicted status that is assigned to the SLA depends on the defined offsets from the deadline.

After you create an SLA definition for a Workload Automation AE job, you can simulate a job override. Also, you can
simulate a link between two unrelated jobs or job flows.

NOTE

• For information about simulating a job override, search Simulate Hold and Runtime Job Overrides.
• For information about simulating a link between unrelated jobs, search Simulate a Dependency with a Job

Link.

Alarm Script Reference
You can set or send environment variables during certain iDash operations.

During SLA definition, an alarm script can be specified to run when an alarm is generated. An alarm script can make
iDash environment variables available to another script, command, or program. A script can contain any of the following
iDash environment variables:
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• IDASH_HOME
• IDASH_SLA_ALARM
• IDASH_SLA_ALARM_SCRIPT
• IDASH_SLA_ALARM_SCRIPT_ENABLED
• IDASH_SLA_ALARM_SLA_AT_RISK_END_ENABLED
• IDASH_SLA_ALARM_SLA_AT_RISK_START_ENABLED
• IDASH_SLA_ALARM_SLA_MISSED_END_ENABLED
• IDASH_SLA_ALARM_SLA_MISSED_START_ENABLED
• IDASH_SLA_ALARM_SLA_PREDICTED_MISSED_END_ENABLED
• IDASH_SLA_ALARM_SLA_PREDICTED_MISSED_START_ENABLED
• IDASH_SLA_COMPLETE_JOB_COUNT
• IDASH_SLA_CRITICAL_RATIO_CURRENT
• IDASH_SLA_CRITICAL_RATIO_LAST
• IDASH_SLA_CRITICAL_RATIO_TREND
• IDASH_SLA_DEADLINE_END_ENABLED
• IDASH_SLA_DEADLINE_START_ENABLED
• IDASH_SLA_DISPLAY_NAME
• IDASH_SLA_DISPLAY_TIME
• IDASH_SLA_FORECAST_TIME_END
• IDASH_SLA_FORECAST_TIME_START
• IDASH_SLA_HAS_OPEN_ALARMS
• IDASH_SLA_JOB_AVERAGE_RUN_TIME
• IDASH_SLA_JOB_INSTANCE
• IDASH_SLA_JOB_NAME
• IDASH_SLA_JOB_TIMEZONE
• IDASH_SLA_JOB_TYPE
• IDASH_SLA_NAME
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_ACTUAL_MACHINE
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_ACTUAL_NEXT_START
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_ACTUAL_STATUS
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_ACTUAL_TIME_END
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_ACTUAL_TIME_START
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_FORECASTED_MACHINE
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_FORECASTED_NEXT_START
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_FORECASTED_SCHID
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_FORECASTED_TIME_END
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_FORECASTED_TIME_START
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_FUTURE_MACHINE
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_FUTURE_TIME_END
• IDASH_SLA_RUN_FUTURE_TIME_START
• IDASH_SLA_SCHID
• IDASH_SLA_STATUS
• IDASH_SLA_TIME_EARLIEST_START
• IDASH_SLA_TIME_EFFECTIVE_CUTOFF
• IDASH_SLA_TIME_EFFECTIVE_END
• IDASH_SLA_TIME_END_TRACKING
• IDASH_SLA_TIME_END_WARNING
• IDASH_SLA_TIME_FUTURE_HOURS
• IDASH_SLA_TIME_LATEST_END
• IDASH_SLA_TIME_LATEST_START
• IDASH_SLA_TIME_PAST_HOURS
• IDASH_SLA_TIME_START_TRACKING
• IDASH_SLA_TIME_START_WARNING
• IDASH_SLA_TOTAL_JOB_COUNT
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Example: Send Environment Variable Values to an Administrator

The following shell script (called myScript) sends an email to the administrator that contains the values of iDash
environment variables:

mail -s"iDash SLA alarm" admin01@xyz_company.com  <<END

SLA name: $IDASH_SLA_NAME

SLA status: $IDASH_SLA_STATUS

Alarm type: $IDASH_SLA_ALARM

Forecast start: $IDASH_SLA_FORECAST_TIME_START

Forecast end: $IDASH_SLA_FORECAST_TIME_END

Instance: $IDASH_SLA_JOB_INSTANCE

Job name: $IDASH_SLA_JOB_NAME

END

The script should reside on the iDash Server machine.

Specify the full path to the script in the SLA Definition – Script Execution section, as shown in the following example:

$IDASH_HOME/etc/myScript

Create an SLA for a CA 7 Job
The video below provides an overview on creating SLAs for an iDash CA 7 job, including how to set SLA date scheduling
and time conditions, search and filter jobs, and display job runs:

  

You can create an SLA for a CA 7 job. The SLA definition specifies the deadlines that must be met for the SLA to indicate
MET status. The definition also specifies actions iDash can initiate when SLA requirements are not met.

NOTE

• If you are using EEM authorization, the Job list will only display jobs for which you have matching
authorization privileges defined, based on the as-job resource class. Search iDash Authorizations and EEM
Policies for more information on the as-job resource class.

• For information on CA 7 feature support, search CA 7 Feature Support for iDash.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the web UI and log in as an administrator.

NOTE
For details about logging in to the web UI, search Browse to the iDash Web UI and Log In. 

2. Click Catalog and select SLA management. 
3. Click CREATE SLA.

Clicking this button lets you evaluate a potential job on which to base an SLA. If the job you select does not meet your
criteria, select another job.

4. Expand the Instance drop-down list, where all instances are selected by default. Clear all instances except the CA
7 instance that runs the job for which you want to create an SLA. 
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5. Search for the target job.
a. Enter the full name of the job or enter a partial name with the wildcard character (asterisk) and press Enter.
b. Repeat to add more criteria
The resulting list includes jobs that meet the search criteria and for which you have read access.

NOTE

• Long job names for CA 7 jobs are not supported in iDash. If a long job name was used in CA 7, only the
eight character job name will display in the search results.

• If your job search fails, search Resolve Job Not Found During SLA Creation.
6. Select one or more Job Properties from the Filter Jobs list to further filter the list. To select the last job in the job flow,

select No successors and Level zero. 
7. Select the job to consider for defining the SLA from the Choose Job list. (See the following

example.) We recommend that you select a job that represents a major milestone of a job

flow.  
8. View the job details on which to base your SLA definition:

a. Click RUN HISTORY to view the job runs list for this job.

NOTE
If iDash does not have enough data to calculate the average runtime for a CA 7 job on a particular SchID,
or if the average runtime for a job is zero seconds, the Average Runtime column for that run will display
blank.

Examples of how run history can help follow:
• Review the displayed data to determine whether this job is a good candidate for an SLA.  If it is not, go to Step

9.
Examples: Review the Start and End data. The absence of history means that the job has not yet run. A job that
ran at random times means that it is manually triggered.
 

• (Optional) Click SETTINGS and clear the selection of columns to hide. Click the Close button (X).
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Click the Close button (X) to return to the job list (do not use the browser back

button).   
b. Do not click JOB DEFINITION. Job definitions are not available from iDash for CA 7 jobs. If you click this button,

you will see the message that the artifact is not found.

 
9. To select a different job for this SLA, select a job from the displayed list and repeat the preceding step.
10. Click CREATE SLA.

The Create SLA form opens. You can review the job definition and run history during SLA creation.

 
11. Verify that the Job and Instance values are the job and instance you intended to select.
12. (Optional) Type an SLA name in the SLA Name field that follows a standard that enables fast searching capability.
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By default the SLA Name is the same as the job name. If you enter a different name, use valid characters. Valid
characters include alphanumeric characters, hyphen (-), period(.), underscore (_), pound sign (#), and the at symbol
(@).

13. Use the Description field to provide text that can help users manage this SLA.
The Description field also supports hyperlinks using standard HTML. For example, entering the following into the
Description field will create a hyperlink to the Broadcom website that opens in a new window:
<a href="http://www.broadcom.com" target="new_window">Broadcom</a>

14. Select a time zone for all deadlines of the SLA. For example:
– Select the time zone of the server where the job is running.
– If all monitoring of this SLA is done from the same time zone, select that time zone.
– Select the standard time that you use for all SLAs

15. Accept the default, Yes, for Enabled to enable this SLA. Otherwise, move the slider to display NO.
16. Before you define date scheduling for the SLA, click JOB DEFINITION. Take note of the date_conditions and

days_of_week settings for the associated job. When you define your SLA, select from the days that the job is running.
You do not need to select every day that the job runs. You can use SLAs to monitor a sample of the total job runs.  

17. Select one of the Date scheduling options. Click the corresponding calendar for the selected CA 7 schedule ID or for
the triggering job and its schedule ID. The scheduled days are highlighted. Click the left and right arrows at the top of
the calendar to scroll back and forth through the months. The calendar displays for one calendar year.

NOTE
When you select 0 from the drop-down list and click on the calendar, a merged calendar is created that
displays all valid schedules available for the selected job. 

– CA 7 Schedule ID uses the selected schedule ID in the SLA definition. Select a schedule ID for the job from the
drop-down list. Schedule IDs with one of the following statuses appear in the CA 7 Schedule ID drop-down list:
Current, Overlaid, Begin MMM YY. The SLA tracks each run of the job by the selected schedule ID.
Note: To view the status of schedule IDs, run the LSCHD command on the CA 7 instance.
 

– Triggering Job specifies the job that triggers the SLA job.
If the job flow for an SLA is modified to remove the triggering job, the SLA definition remains the same.
• Triggering SchID specifies the schedule ID under which the triggering job runs.

NOTE
When you select <ALL> from the Triggering Job drop-down list, an SLA will be created for any
triggering jobs with valid schedules for the day that will cause the SLA job to run on the specified SLA
Schedule ID.

The calendar displays a merged calendar for all valid triggering jobs for the SLA.

For example:

An SLA on Job_A has TriggerJob_1 and TriggerJob_2 as triggering jobs. TriggerJob_1 has schedules
3 and 4 as valid schedules for Monday; TriggerJob_2 has schedules 7 and 8 as valid schedules for
Wednesday. TriggerJob_2 also has schedules 11 and 12 as valid schedules for Friday, but these
schedules will not trigger Job_A to run.

Selecting <ALL> from the Triggering Job drop-down list and clicking the calendar icon to the right will
display a combined calendar of these schedules. In this example, you would see the Mondays and
Wednesdays selected in the calendar dialog. Fridays will not be included because Job_A will not run
by triggering job on Friday.

Keep in mind that if you create an SLA on Job_A on a Thursday, select <ALL> under the Triggering
Job drop-down list, specify a deadline, then save the SLA, the SLA on Job_A will be created for
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Monday, as that is the earliest valid schedule for TriggerJob_1. The prediction of this SLA will be based
upon the time range that is closest to the deadline and the run validity interval.

• SLA Schedule ID specifies the schedule ID under which the SLA job runs for the Triggered Schedule ID option.
Changing this value will cause the Triggering Job and Triggering SchID selections to be recalculated so that only
Triggering Jobs and SchIDs that could lead to the SLA job running on the specified SchID will be available for
selection.
Limits: 0-999
Default: 0

–  Run days in week uses selected days. Select the days of the week to run the SLA.
•  SLA Schedule ID identifies the SLA schedule when Run days in week is selected.

Limits: 0-999
Default: 0

TIP

iDash determines the status of the SLA based on the run of the job on any schedule ID.

For example, for the following JOBA schedules:

Schedule 1: Daily: Due-out Time=1010 , Lead Time=0005 ,Submit Time=1000 and average run time of
5 min

Schedule 2:  Daily: Due-out Time=1710 , Lead Time=0005 ,Submit Time=1700 and average run time of
5 min

Schedule 3: Daily:  Due-out Time=2210 , Lead Time=0005 ,Submit Time=2200 and average run time of
5 min

iDash forecast would predict the following three runs:

Start time 10.00 and end tme 10.05 on schedule ID 1
Start time 17.00 and end tme 17.05 on schedule ID 2
Start time 22.00 and end tme 22.05 on schedule ID 3

If you define a JOBA SLA with a schedule ID of 0, an end deadline of 17.30, and a run validity of 60
min, iDash will predict the status of that SLA to be ON_TIME on schedule ID 1.

If you select any non-zero schedule ID, iDash will match the run with that specific schedule.

NOTE
 If the status of a schedule becomes invalid, modify the SLA definition in one of the following ways:

• Select a valid schedule ID to replace the schedule ID that has become invalid.
• Select Run days in week and select the days.
• Set Enabled to No.

18. Override SLA by selecting Date Scheduling and enter schID 0 in CA7 SchID, SLA SchID in Trigger Job option, or SLA
SchID id in the Day of Week. This action avoids an SLA duplication on the same job.
The Override SLA for SchID 0 checkbox appears at the bottom of the page.
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NOTE

If another SLA is created on a non-zero schID for the same job for that day, this SLA is ignored and is not
created when the override option is selected.

TIP

If you decide to deselect the override SLA checkbox, an SLA will be created.

As an example for the following SLA definitions on JOBA:

SlaNotZeroSchID: SCHID = 5, deadline = 10:00
SlaZeroSchID-Override: SCHID = 0, deadline = 11:00, Override SLA for SchID 0 = checked 

As a result, to avoid a duplicate SLA, iDash will create SLA on SlaNotZeroSchID and not on SlaZeroSchID-
Override.

19. Consider how time parameters relate to each other. Consider how time parameters relate to predicted statuses of
SLAs that are running or are scheduled to run. The following figure depicts the following time parameters on a timeline:
Past hours, Run validity, Risk threshold, Deadline, and End tracking. The arrows depict when the SLA job is predicted
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to complete in relation to the time parameters. The SLA statuses corresponding to the predicted completion time
appear above the arrows.

20. • Predicted miss: The SLA job is forecasted to complete either before the Run validity threshold or after the
Deadline. Jobs are ignored when they complete before the Run validity threshold. If another run does not complete
before the deadline, the SLA is missed. 

• On time: The SLA job is forecasted to complete after the Run validity threshold but before the Risk threshold.
• At risk: The SLA job is forecasted to complete after the Risk threshold but before the Deadline.

Figure 5: Forecasted SLA Statuses in Defined Time Intervals

• Start tracking recommendation: Start tracking and Past hours are independent fields. However, it is a good practice
to configure Past hours with a greater offset from the deadline than Start tracking. This practice ensures that the
predicted job status can be viewed when the SLA job is initially tracked.

21. Before you define the SLA deadline, click RUN HISTORY. Review the job run history data to help you define a
deadline that has a good chance of being met.
– If your SLA is type END, take note of the latest End time where the status is Success.
– If your SLA is type START, take note of the latest Start time where the status is Success. 
– Take note of the range of start or end times. Consider setting the deadline at a time slightly after that the latest

successful run. Consider setting the run validity threshold as a time slightly before the earliest successful run.
22. Click ADD TIME CONDITION and complete the Time condition fields for the first time condition.

– Deadline (HH:mm) and Type (Start or End) defines the time by which the job must start or end. All other time
condition fields define time in terms of an interval before or after the Deadline time.
• Consider the case of an SLA definition with only one time condition. Enter a value between 00:00 (midnight) and

23:59 (one minute before midnight on the same day).
• Consider the case of an SLA definition with Start and End time conditions that span multiple days. Enter a value

for the Start type Deadline between 00:00 and 23:59. Enter a value for the End type Deadline between 24:00
and 71:59. 

• Consider the case of an SLA definition with time conditions for multiple runs a day of the same job flow. Define
all Deadlines between 00:00 and 23:59.

 Limits: 00:00 - 71:59
– Start tracking (Minutes) defines the number of minutes before the deadline to start forecasting. Start tracking

displays the global forecast setting, Forecast Duration Hours, that is converted into minutes. If the predicted
duration varies greatly from the default value, enter a value that is appropriate for this SLA
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Limits: 0-9999
Default: default

– End tracking (Minutes) defines the number of minutes after the SLA deadline expires to continue tracking
the SLA. If specified, this value is used to end the Time view for the SLA job. Setting this value lets you track
the overrun for jobs that miss the deadline. This setting is used in SLA Trend Reports. Forecasting for an SLA
continues until the end tracking time expires or the SLA job has a status of SUCCESS.
Limits: 0-9999
Default: 60

– At risk warning (Minutes) defines a threshold at the specified number of minutes before the deadline. An At risk
SLA job is predicted to complete between the At risk threshold and the Deadline. At risk alerts are not generated if
this value is set to zero (0).
Limits: 0-9999
Default: 0

– Run validity (Minutes) defines a time range that begins a relative number of minutes before the SLA deadline and
ends at the SLA deadline. Runs of the SLA job that fall within this range will be associated with the SLA, while runs
that fall outside of the range will not. The run validity value should be greater than the at risk warning value.
• Consider a scenario where an SLA has a run validity of 30 minutes and an “end” deadline of 8:00. The SLA job

will run multiple times, with the first run ending at 7:00 and the second ending at 7:35.  The run that ends at 7:00
will not fall into the 30 minute run validity window and will not be associated with the SLA, while the job run that
ends at 7:35 will fall into the 30 minute run validity window and will be associated with the SLA.

Limits: 0-9999
Default: 60

NOTE
 The execution frequency of the job is the primary factor that determines the run validity value. A setting of
45 minutes is appropriate for a job that runs every hour.

– Past hours defines the number of hours before the deadline to start the Time view for the SLA. The Time view
ends at the Deadline (or the End tracking value, if specified.) Consider the case where the SLA job is the last job in
the job flow. When the SLA job is running, the Past hours setting lets you "look back" and view jobs earlier job flow.
Consider the case where you define multiple time conditions for multiple runs of the same job. Specify the number
of hours before the Deadline of the last time condition that would let you see all runs.
Limits: 0-9999
Default: 3

23. To continue defining time conditions for this SLA, take one or more of the following actions:
– To define a deadline for the other type (one Start and one End):

a. Click ADD TIME CONDITION to display a Time condition row with empty fields. 
b. Complete all the Time condition fields.

– To define deadlines for other runs of the same job:
a. Click the copy button (under Actions). Copy displays a Time condition row with the same selections for all fields

except Deadline. 
b. Complete the Deadline field.

– To delete a row, click the delete button (under Actions).
24. If your alert parameters specify Never for SLA notification, skip this step. Otherwise, click GENERATE ALERT to

expand the Associated alerts section. This section lists the alert types. Three alert types can be generated for a Start
type time condition. Three alert types can be generated for an End type time condition. When alerts are generated for
an SLA, messages are sent to the JFM console. Messages can be sent for a missed deadline, a predicted miss, or
when the SLA is at risk. The ON setting generates the alert. The OFF setting turns off the alert. For each alert type,
either accept the ON setting or move the slider to OFF.
–  Start (Type)
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•  Predicted Miss specifies to generate an alert when the job cannot start by the defined Deadline. The
computation is based on previous run data. The default value is SLA_PREDICTED_MISSED_START. 

•  Missed specifies to generate an alert when the job starts before the Run validity threshold (if specified)
or after the Deadline. The deadline is specified as the time on a 72-hour clock. The default value is
SLA_MISSED_START.

•  At Risk specifies to generate an alert when the job is predicted to start after the At risk warning threshold. The
computation is based on previous run data. The default value is SLA_AT_RISK_START.

–  End (Type)
•  Predicted Miss specifies to generate an alert when the SLA job cannot complete by the

defined end time deadline. The computation is based on previous run data. The default value is
SLA_PREDICTED_MISSED_END 

•  Missed specifies to generate an alert when the job completes before the Run validity threshold or the job does
not complete successfully by the defined Deadline. The default value is SLA_MISSED_END.

•  At Risk specifies to generate an alert when the job is predicted to complete after the At risk warning
threshold (and before the Deadline). The computation is based on previous run data. The default value is
SLA_AT_RISK_END.

25. If your alert parameters specify Never as the alert SLA notification, skip this step. Otherwise, optionally, click Script
Execution and specify the script to execute when any selected alert for this SLA is triggered.

26. • Script 
Select the script that defines the actions to take when an SLA alert is triggered.

• Enabled 
Select Yes or No depending on whether you want to enable the script now.
Default: No

NOTE

• For information about alert parameters, search Configure the Alert Policy. 
• For information about scripts, search Alarm Script Reference. 

27. Click CREATE SLA.
The specified SLA name, the existing job name, and the selected instance name appear in the appropriate fields. The
default SLA name that is appended with the instance name appears in the SLA drop-down list.
The default SLA name is the job name. The name is appended with an x as necessary to ensure that it is unique.

Create an SLA for a Workload Automation AE Job
The video below provides an overview on creating SLAs for an iDash AE job, including how to set SLA date scheduling
and time conditions, search and filter jobs, and display job runs:

  

As an administrator, you can create an SLA definition for a Workload Automation AE job. The SLA definition specifies
one or more deadlines that must be met for the SLA to indicate MET status. The definition also specifies actions that
iDash can initiate when SLA requirements are not met. Begin by identifying the job for the SLA.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the web UI and log in as an administrator.

NOTE
For details about logging in to the web UI, search Browse to the iDash Web UI and Log In. 

2. Click Catalog and select SLA management. 
3. Click CREATE SLA.

Clicking this button lets you evaluate a potential job on which to base an SLA. If the job you select does not meet your
criteria, select another job.
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4. Expand the Instance drop-down list, where all instances are selected by default. Clear all instances except the one
that runs the job for which you want to create an SLA.

5. Search for the target job. 
a. Enter the full name of the job or enter a partial name with the wildcard character (asterisk) and press Enter.
b. Repeat to add more criteria
The resulting list includes jobs that meet the search criteria and for which you have read access.

NOTE

 If your job search fails, search Resolve Job Not Found During SLA Creation.
6. Select one or more Job Properties from the Filter Jobs list to further filter the list.

For example, when creating an End type SLA, select No successors, Level zero, and Boxes. End SLAs have no
successors. End SLAs are typically set on Level Zero box jobs that run for at least 30 minutes. Level zero ensures that
the entire box structure can be visibly applied during SLA predictions.

 
7. Select the job to consider for defining the SLA from the Job list. We recommend that you select a job that represents a

major milestone of a job flow. 
8. View the job details on which to base your SLA definition:

a. Click RUN HISTORY to view the Job Runs list for this job. 

NOTE

 If iDash does not have enough data to calculate the average runtime for a job, or if the average runtime
for a job is zero seconds, the Average Runtime column for that run will display blank.

Examples of how run history can help follow:
• Review the Duration data. We recommend that you define Start SLAs on Level zero box jobs that run for more

than 20 hours. Go to Step 10.
• Review the displayed data to determine whether this job is a good candidate for an SLA.  If it is not, go to Step

9.
Examples: Review the Start and End data. The absence of history means that the job has not yet run. A job that
ran at random times means that it is manually triggered. 

• (Optional) Click SETTINGS and clear the selection of columns to hide.
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Click the Close button (X) to return to the job list (do not use the browser back button).

b. Click JOB DEFINITION. View the definition for the selected job. The job definition includes when it is scheduled to
start and when it is scheduled to end. Make a note of this data to use as the basis for the SLA deadline. Click the
Close button (X); do not use the browser back button. Go to Step 10.

 
9. To select a different job for this SLA, select a job from the displayed list and repeat the preceding step.
10. Click CREATE SLA.

The Create SLA form opens.
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11. Verify that the Job and Instance values are the job and instance you intended to select.
12. (Optional) Type an SLA name in the SLA Name field that follows a standard that enables fast searching capability.

By default the SLA Name is the same as the job name.
13. Use the Description field to provide text that can help users manage this SLA.

The Description field also supports hyperlinks using standard HTML. For example, entering the following into the
Description field will create a hyperlink to the Broadcom website that opens in a new window:
<a href="http://www.ca.com" target="new_window">CA Technologies</a>

14. Select a time zone for all deadlines of the SLA. For example:
– Select the time zone of the server where the job is running.
– If all monitoring of this SLA is done from the same time zone, select that time zone.
– Select the standard time that you use for all SLAs

15. Accept the default, YES for Enabled, to enable this SLA. Otherwise, move the slider to display NO.
16. Before you define date scheduling for the SLA, click JOB DEFINITION. Take note of the date_conditions and

days_of_week settings for the associated job. When you define your SLA, select from the days that the job is running.
You do not need to select every day that the job runs. You can use SLAs to monitor a sample of the total job runs. 

17. Define Date Scheduling.
a. Select one of the following data scheduling options:

• Run calendar. Select a  calendar from the drop-down list. Click the calendar icon to display the current month
where run days are highlighted. Click the left and right arrows at the top of the calendar to scroll back and forth
through the months. 

• Run days in week.  All days are selected by default. To run selected days, clear the days that you do not want
the SLA monitored. 

b. Select an exclude calendar to exclude the running of this SLA job on excluded dates. Click the calendar icon to
view excluded dates.

18. Consider how time parameters relate to each other. Consider how time parameters relate to predicted statuses of
SLAs that are running or are scheduled to run. The following figure depicts the following time parameters on a timeline:
Past hours, Run validity, Risk threshold, Deadline, and End tracking. The arrows depict when the SLA job is predicted
to complete in relation to the time parameters. The SLA statuses corresponding to the predicted completion time
appear above the arrows.
–  Predicted miss: The SLA job is forecasted to complete either before the Run validity threshold or after the

Deadline. If a job completes before the run validity threshold, that job run is ignored. If another run does not
complete before the deadline, the SLA is missed.

–  On time: The SLA job is forecasted to complete after the Run validity threshold but before the Risk threshold.
–  At risk: The SLA job is forecasted to complete after the Risk threshold but before the Deadline.
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Figure 6: Forecasted SLA Status in Defined Time Intervals

– Start tracking recommendation: Start tracking and Past hours are independent fields. However, it is a good practice
to configure Past hours with a greater offset from the deadline than Start tracking. This practice ensures that the
predicted job status can be viewed when the SLA job is initially tracked.

19. Before you define the SLA deadline, click RUN HISTORY. Review the job run history data for the type of SLA you are
defining. This data can help you define a deadline that has a reasonably good chance of being met.
– If your SLA is type END, take note of the latest End time where the status is Success.
– If your SLA is type START, take note of the latest Start time where the status is Success. 
– Take note of the range of start or end times. Consider setting the deadline at a time slightly after that the latest

successful run. Consider setting the run validity threshold as a time slightly before the earliest successful run.
20. Click ADD TIME CONDITION and complete the Time condition fields for the first time condition.

–  Deadline (HH:mm) and Type (Start or End) defines the time by which the job must start or end. All other time
condition fields define time in terms of an interval before or after the Deadline time.
• Consider the case of an SLA definition with only one time condition. Enter a value between 00:00 (midnight) and

23:59 (one minute before midnight on the same day).
• Consider the case of an SLA definition with Start and End time conditions that span multiple days. Enter a value

for the Start type Deadline between 00:00 and 23:59. Enter a value for the End type Deadline between 00:00
and 71:59. 

• Consider the case of an SLA definition with time conditions for multiple runs a day of the same job flow. Define
all Deadlines between 00:00 and 23:59.

Limits: 00:00 - 71:59
–  Start tracking (Minutes) defines the number of minutes before the deadline to start forecasting. Start tracking

displays the global forecast setting (Forecast Duration Hours) that is converted into minutes. If the predicted
duration varies greatly the default value, enter a value that is appropriate for this SLA.
Limits: 0-9999
Default: default 

–  End tracking (Minutes) defines the number of minutes after the SLA deadline expires to continue tracking
the SLA. If specified, this value is used to end the Time view for the SLA job. Setting this value lets you track
the overrun for jobs that miss the deadline. This setting is used in SLA Trend Reports. Forecasting for an SLA
continues until the end tracking time expires or the SLA job has a status of SUCCESS.
Limits: 0-9999
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Default: 60
–  At risk warning (Minutes) defines a threshold at the specified number of minutes before the deadline. An At risk

SLA job is predicted to complete between the At risk threshold and the Deadline. At risk alerts are not generated if
this value is set to zero (0).
Example: Deadline is 17:00 (5 p.m.), Run validity is 60 minutes. The At risk threshold is 15 minutes. Start tracking is
600 minutes.
The risk interval is 16:45 to 17:00.
Case 1. Now is 13:00 (1pm). The SLA job is predicted to complete successfully at 16:40. The SLA is forecasted to
be On time.
Case 2. Now is 13:00 (1pm). The SLA job is predicted to complete successfully at 16:50. The SLA is forecasted to
be At risk.
 Limits: 0-9999

NOTE

 A job or job flow can be predicted to meet the deadline, but the margin can be less than comfortable. This
setting lets you define a comfortable margin. If it is set to 0, at risk alerts are not generated for this SLA.

– Run validity (Minutes) defines a time range that begins a relative number of minutes before the SLA deadline and
ends at the SLA deadline. Runs of the SLA job that fall within this range will be associated with the SLA, while runs
that fall outside of the range will not. The run validity value should be greater than the at risk warning value.
• Consider a scenario where an SLA has a run validity of 30 minutes and an “end” deadline of 8:00. The SLA job

will run multiple times, with the first run ending at 7:00 and the second ending at 7:35.  The run that ends at 7:00
will not fall into the 30 minute run validity window and will not be associated with the SLA, while the job run that
ends at 7:35 will fall into the 30 minute run validity window and will be associated with the SLA.

 Limits: 0-9999
Default: 60

NOTE

 The execution frequency of the job is the primary factor that determines this value. A setting of 45
minutes is appropriate for a job that runs every hour.

–  Past hours defines the number of hours before the deadline to start the Time view for the SLA. The Time view
ends at the Deadline (or the End tracking value, if specified.) Consider the case where the SLA job is the last job in
the job flow. When the SLA job is running, the Past hours setting lets you "look back" and view jobs earlier job flow.
Consider the case where you define multiple time conditions for multiple runs of the same job. Specify the number
of hours before the Deadline of the last time condition that would let you see all runs.
Limits: 0-9999
Default: 3

21. To continue defining time conditions for this SLA, take one or more of the following actions:
– To define a deadline for the other type (one Start and one End):

• Click ADD TIME CONDITION to display a Time condition row with empty fields. 
• Complete all the Time condition fields.

– To define deadlines for other runs of the same job:
• Click the copy button (under Actions). Copy displays a Time condition row with the same selections for all fields

except Deadline. 
• Complete the Deadline field.

– To delete a row, click the delete button (under Actions).
22. If your alert parameters specify Never for SLA notification, skip this step. Otherwise, click GENERATE ALERT to

expand the Associated alerts section. This section lists the alert types. Three alert types can be generated for a Start
type time condition. Three alert types can be generated for an End type time condition. Alert generation leverages the
current  notification mechanism.
a. For each alert type, accept ON to generate the alert or move the slider to OFF. OFF turns off the alert.
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b. For each alert to generate, either accept the default alert or select a custom alert from the drop-down list. Custom
alerts that have been defined in  appear in the drop-down list.
•  Start (Type)

•  Predicted Miss specifies to generate an alert when the job cannot start by the defined Deadline. The
computation is based on previous run data. The default value is SLA_PREDICTED_MISSED_START. 

•  Missed specifies to generate an alert when the job starts before the Run validity threshold (if specified)
or after the Deadline. The deadline is specified as the time on a 72-hour clock. The default value is
SLA_MISSED_START.

•  At Risk specifies to generate an alert when the job is predicted to start after the At risk warning
threshold. The computation is based on previous run data. The default value is SLA_AT_RISK_START.

•  End (Type)
•  Predicted Miss specifies to generate an alert when the SLA job cannot complete by the

defined end time deadline. The computation is based on previous run data. The default value is
SLA_PREDICTED_MISSED_END 

•  Missed specifies to generate an alert when the job completes before the Run validity threshold or the job
does not complete successfully by the defined Deadline. The default value is SLA_MISSED_END.

•  At Risk specifies to generate an alert when the job is predicted to complete after the At risk warning
threshold (and before the Deadline). The computation is based on previous run data. The default value is
SLA_AT_RISK_END.

23. If your alert parameters specify Never for SLA notification, skip this step. Otherwise, optionally, click Script Execution
and specify the script to execute when any selected alert for this SLA is triggered.
–  Script 

Select the script that defines the actions to take when an SLA alert is triggered. 
–  Enabled 

Select Yes or No depending on whether you want to enable the script now.
 Default: No

NOTE

• For information about scripts, search Alarm Script Reference.
• For information about alert parameters, search Configure the Alert Policy 

24. Click CREATE SLA.
The specified SLA name, the existing job name, and the selected instance name appear in the appropriate fields. The
default SLA name that is appended with the instance name appears in the SLA drop-down list.

NOTE

• After you create an SLA, you can:
– Edit, Copy, or Delete the SLA. (See the ACTION drop-down list).
– Configure an override.
– Configure a job link.
– Associate the SLA with one or more tags. (Click ASSIGN TAG.) Tag structures are typically based on

lines of business, geography, or criticality. Associate this SLA with at least one tag.

Resolve Job Not Found During SLA Creation
An error can occur when you search for a job during SLA creation. 

 Symptom: 

You are creating an SLA and want to find a specific job. When you search an instance that uses EEM security, no jobs are
found. This result can occur even if you have access to all jobs in the AE instance.
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The iDash "idasheem.log" shows messages indicating that 'as-appl' and 'as-group' entitlements are being checked. None
of the jobs that are defined in the AE instance have any application or group parameters defined. The EEM policies
"Default Applications Policy" and "Default Groups Policy" are disabled in EEM.

 Reason: 

• When either the Default Applications Policy or the Default Groups Policy is disabled in EEM, the Search returns no
jobs.

• When a resource is defined to EEM with a name that begins with an asterisk (*), the Search returns no jobs. The
following error is written to the info.log file in IDASH_HOME/log.

java.util.concurrent.ExecutionException:java.util.regex.PatternSyntaxException: Dangling meta character '*'

 near index 0

com.ca.idash.core.exception.IdashException:

 java.util.concurrent.ExecutionException:java.util.regex.PatternSyntaxException: Dangling meta character '*'

 near index 0

 Solution: 

In the first case, enable the following EEM policies:

• Default Applications Policy
• Default Groups Policy

In the second case, change any resource name that begins with an asterisk (*). 

Examples of valid resource names are: ACE.*deny_job, ACE.deny_job*, ACE.*deny_job*

Examples of resource names that are invalid because they contain a leading asterisk are: *deny_job, *deny_job*

NOTE

For more information about defining EEM resource names, see the EEM documentation.

Maintain SLA Definitions
Administrators and users with adequate authorization can maintain (edit or delete) any SLA definition. In addition, you can
copy an existing SLA definition to use as the basis for a new SLA definition.

NOTE

For details about user authorization for SLA management, search for one of the following articles:

• iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies 
• User Authorization with iDash 

For details about the SLA definition forms, search:

• Create an SLA for a CA 7 Job.
• Create an SLA for a Workload Automation AE Job.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. From the Catalog drop-down list, select SLA management.

The SLA list appears.
3. (Optional) Enter simple search criteria for the SLA to maintain and press Enter.

NOTE

 For details about using advanced search, search Explore the SLA List.
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4. Click the SLA name link of the SLA to maintain.
5. To delete the selected SLA:

a. Click the ACTION drop-down list and select Delete.
b. When the confirmation message appears, click Yes.

6. To copy the selected SLA:
a. Click the ACTION drop-down list and select Copy.

A copy of the selected SLA definition displays. 
b. Enter a unique name in the SLA name field.
c. Make any needed modifications to make this SLA unique.
d. Click CREATE SLA.

7. To edit the selected SLA:
a. Click the ACTION drop-down list and select Edit.
b. If an error is displayed at the top of the page, take corrective action. (Invalid fields are highlighted.)

Guidelines are based on the type of SLA.
• For  SLAs:
• • If SLA Job has been deleted, delete the SLA definition.
• • If a calendar that is assigned to the SLA was removed in AE, pick another calendar or specify run days.
• For CA 7 SLAs:
• • If SLA Job has been deleted, delete the SLA definition.
• • If the CA7 schedule ID or Triggering Job is no longer valid, select valid values. If no other values are present,

specify run days in the week and SLA schedule ID.
c. Make one or more of the following edits:

• Modify the text in the Description field.
• Change the Time Zone setting.
• Enable or disable the SLA by changing the YES or NO selection.
• Select different options for Date scheduling.
• Add, modify, or delete the Time conditions set for this SLA.
• Expand Associated alerts and edit the ON and OFF settings as needed. If you turn on an alarm, enter the

default alarm name.
• Change the Script execution settings. Select a different script. Change the setting for whether script execution is

enabled. 
d. Click SAVE CHANGES.

Create an SLA with CLI Commands
You can create SLAs from the CLI. Consider the following example.

NOTE
For details about user authorization for SLA management, search for one of the following articles:

• iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies 
• User Authorization with iDash 

For details about the SLA definition forms, search:

• Create an SLA for a CA 7 Job.
• Create an SLA for a Workload Automation AE Job.

1. Execute the idlist command to list the standard SLA properties in a file. For example: 
idlist –t sla –n PayrollDaily-EMEA –i PRD > PayrollDaily-EMEA.props

2. Take one of the following actions:
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– If you are updating the existing SLA, update the required properties in this properties file.
– If you are creating an SLA, modify the properties in the file including the SLA name and the SLA job.

3. To update an existing SLA, execute the following command. The –r argument replaces the existing file with the
updated version of this file.
idupdate –t sla –n PayrollDaily-EMEA –i PRD –f PayrollDaily-EMEA.props -r

4. To create an SLA, execute the following command. Substitute a new filename for the -f argument if you copied the
properties to it.
idupdate –t sla –n newSLAName –i PRD –f PayrollDaily-EMEA.props

 

SLA Tag Management
The following video provides an overview on creating tags and associating them to SLAs:

  

 Why create tags for SLAs? 

The purpose of tagging is to reduce end-to-end latency. Tagging lets users filter their view of SLAs to a subset of the total
number of SLAs. No longer are all SLAs presented to all users. With tagging, each user views a separate subset of SLAs.
With fewer SLAs to monitor, user performance improves. Immediate intervention means more SLAs are met. When an
SLA is not met, the time between the alert and the fix is reduced.

You can also use tagging as a temporary way to flag the SLAs that you want resolved first. Create
the tag "RESOLVE_NOW" and assign it to the most critical SLAs. When those SLAs start meeting their deadlines, remove
the previous associations and create new ones.

 What are the tag management tasks for SLAs? 

Tag management includes the following tasks:

1. Create the tags. Optionally, you can create a tag tree structure with nested tags.
2. Associate tags with SLAs.
3. Create a watchlist for monitoring SLAs by adding available tags.

 Considerations in creating tags 

Let us consider how tagging fits into the configuration of your system. First, you identify the job flows where delays in the
desired schedule can have a serious business impact. Then, you create an SLA for each of the job flows you rank as
critical. Next, you plan how to tag; you identify the factor or factors with which to categorize SLAs. By limiting the number
of SLAs each user monitors, you reduce the time to resolution when a job delay occurs. Consider your history of critical
job flow delays. Then, determine the number of users and how to allocate SLA monitoring among users. This thought
process can help you determine how to tag. 

 Who can create the tags? 

If you are using EEM authorization, users will only be able to create tags when they have Create privileges defined on the
idash-tag resource class in EEM.

 Who can view the tags? 

If you are using EEM authorization, users will only be able to view tags where Read privileges are defined on the idash-
tag resource class in EEM. Tags that users do not have Read permissions on will be hidden.
If a user is authorized to view a child tag, but is not authorized to view the parent, the parent tag will be visible, but the
SLA associated with the parent tag will not be shown. 

iDash authorized users can view all tags.
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 Who performs tag management for SLAs? 

Administrators plan the tagging strategy, create the tags, and maintain (modify and delete) the tags. Administrators
associate existing tags with SLAs. Operators who monitor SLAs are authorized to add any available tags to their
watchlist. However, administrators can control various My Watchlists through business processes.  Administrators can
create tags that make it simple for users who monitor SLAs to select designated tags for their watchlists. For examples,
search Tagging Strategies.

 Single tag for temporary associations 

The following example is designed for temporary tag-to-SLA associations. Its purpose is to flag those predicted_miss
SLAs that have the most serious business impact. When operators begin to resolve issues, they prioritize the SLAs with
this tag.

  

 Structured tagging for SLAs 

Consider tagging after you have created the set of SLAs that you need. You can then establish how SLAs are presented
on the dashboard with tags. First-level tags represent instances of a business-related category. For example, create
tags for the countries in which schedulers are located and associate different SLAs to these tags. When tagging is
complete, users can filter SLAs by country.  Another idea is to create a tag for each business unit. This tag type would be
let different users monitor only SLAs in their business unit. Or, create a tag for each business unit within each country. In
this example, each user monitors the SLAs for their business unit within their country.

Whether your tag structure accommodates all of your SLAs depends on how you plan to use it. To distribute SLAs
among operators, create the entire tag structure first and then associate SLAs to the tags. Console operators create a
"Worklist" to monitor by selecting tags that you create. For examples of how to define a nested tag structure for easy use,
search Tagging Strategies.

In the following example, there are no nested tags; all tags are top-level tags. Each tag represents a different application,
where application names are relatively static. A tagging structure such as this can be used in different ways. You can
create tags for the applications that you want all operators to concentrate on first. Alternatively, you can create tags for all
applications that you want monitored, where different operators monitor SLAs for different applications.
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In the following example, the first-level tags are watchlist names. You allocate a different set of SLAs to each watchlist. If
you use this strategy, you could use a simple single-level tagging structure. With a nested tagging structure, you associate
the inner-most tags with SLAs. 
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With the previous nested structure, you assign one tag to an SLA. For example, an SLA_XYZ for Watchlist 1 in Geo 1 and
Business Area 1 is tagged with the single tag. The tag is Watchlist 1 > Geo 1 > Business Area 1. With the following non-
nested structure, you associate multiple tags to the same SLA. That is, SLA_XYZ would be tagged with the Geo 1 tag and
also with the Business Area 1 tag. In this type of structure, a Watchlist type tag is not used.
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 Flexible tagging  

Creating and changing tag associations is designed for maximum flexibility. You can associate tags to SLAs as you create
the tags. Or, after creating your SLAs and tags, you can create any type of association.  

•  One tag to many SLAs: Select a tag and assign it to one SLA; then select multiple SLAs and assign them the same
tag. Assigning one tag to a set of SLAs has broad use.

•  Many tags to one SLA: Select an SLA and assign a tag; then select multiple tags and assign them to the same SLA.
Consider the case of an organization that runs 24 X 7 where operators work in three eight-hour shifts. For SLAs that
runs multiple times a day, consider assigning a separate tag for each shift to the same SLA.

•  Many tags to many SLAs: Assign multiple SLAs to the same set of tags.

Tagging Strategies
This page goes over potential tagging strategies for SLAs.

Tag for Ease of Creating Watchlists

When you plan SLA tagging, consider the number of operators that monitor SLAs. Determine whether you want one, two,
or more operators receiving alerts on the same SLA. 

The benefit of this strategy is the simplicity of the watchlist criteria from the operator perspective.

• Watchlist 1
• Geo 1

– Business Area 1
– Business Area 2

• Geo 2
– Business Area 3
– Business Area 4

• Watchlist 2
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• Geo 1
– Business Area 3
– Business Area 4

• Geo 2
– Business Area 1
– Business Area 2

• Watchlist 3
• Geo 3

– Business Area 1
– Business Area 2
– Business Area 3
– Business Area 4

In the following example where SLAs are monitored 24 hours a day, operators in each shift take a different watchlist.

Operator 1: Watchlist 1
Operator 2: Watchlist 2 
Operator 3: Watchlist 3 

In this example, two operators monitor the same SLAs:

Operator 1: Watchlist 1 and Watchlist 2
Operator 2: Watchlist 2 and Watchlist 3
Operator 3: Watchlist 3 and Watchlist 1

Tag to Distribute Most Critical SLAs Among Watchlists

Evaluate SLAs and tag 1-High Impact or 2-Medium Impact as you evaluate. When finished with this pass, mass-tag 3-Low
Impact to the untagged SLAs. Sort and then mass assign an equal fraction of each category to each of the operators.

• 1-High Business Impact
– Watchlist 1
– Watchlist 2
– Watchlist 3

• 2-Medium Business Impact
– Watchlist 1
– Watchlist 2
– Watchlist 3

• 3: Low Business Impact
– Watchlist 1
– Watchlist 2
– Watchlist 3

To distribute SLAs with various business impact, consider the following allocation: 

Operator 1: All Watchlist 1s
Operator 2: All Watchlist 2s 
Operator 3: All Watchlist 3s 

Create Associations Between Tags and SLAs

Before you attempt to associate SLAs with tags, verify that the target SLAs and tags exist. You have many options in
how you create associations. You can create one-to-one associations, one-to-many associations, or many-to-many
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associations. Select a method that works for your categorization scheme.  For example, repeat this procedure for each tag
in your structure:

1. Search for a tag. If you have a nested structure, search for a tag that is nested most deeply.
2. Associate that tag to multiple SLAs.

Create Tags
Administrators in iDash authorization mode and users with the relevant EEM permissions can create tags. Tags at the
same level must have unique names. However, you can add the same tag name under different parent tags.

NOTE

• For a non-admin user to maintain tags, they must have EEM enabled and have the proper permissions.
• For information on creating a tag name policy in EEM, search Tag Naming Policy in EEM.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the iDash Web UI and log in.
2. Click Catalog in the toolbar and select Tag management from the drop-down list.
3. Click Edit (pencil icon) in the Tags header.
4. To create a tag:

a. Click Add (+) in the Tags header.
b. Type the tag name in the entry field.

Tag names can contain up to 32 characters and can include alphanumeric characters, hyphens, underscores, at
symbols, and pound signs. Tag names cannot contain spaces.

NOTE

 If you create a tag with a name format that you are not authorized to view, you will not be able to see the
tag once it is created. A pop-up message will appear to warn you if you attempt to do this.

c. Click Save.

NOTE

 Users who do not have permissions to create tags will receive the error Unauthorized to perform this
operation.

5. If you have a nested tag structure:
a. Enter all first-level tags as described in Step 4. Enter the tags in the reverse order of how you want them to appear.

That is, enter Tag3, then Tag2, and then Tag1. Click Save after each entry.
b. Click the Add button for a first-level tag, enter the second-level tag name, and click Save.

NOTE

 Users who do not have permissions to create tags will receive the error Unauthorized to perform this
operation.

6. To nest tags under a second-level tag:
a. Click the Add button for the second-level tag.
b. Enter the third level tag name.
c. Click Save.

NOTE

 Users who do not have permissions to create tags will receive the error Unauthorized to perform this
operation.

7. Click the standard expand and collapse buttons to view or hide nested tags. 
8. Click Exit in the Tags header to close the Tags panel.
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Maintain Tags
Administrators in iDash authorization mode and users with the relevant EEM permissions can maintain (rename and
delete) tags. All users have the ability to move tags.

NOTE

• For a non-admin user to maintain tags, they must have EEM enabled and have the proper permissions.
• The Edit and Delete buttons are only active on tags for which the user has permissions to modify. Otherwise

the buttons will be disabled.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the iDash Web UI and log in.
2. Click Catalog in the toolbar and select Tag management from the drop-down list.
3. To view SLAs associated with a tag:

a. Select a tag. If nested, navigate to the tag and select it.
b. View the SLAs associated with the selected tag in the Associated SLAs list.

4. To rename a tag:
a. Click Edit in the Tags header.
b. Click Edit (the pencil icon) to the right of the tag to edit.

NOTE

 If you rename a tag with a name format that you are not authorized to view, you will not be able to see
the tag once it is renamed. A pop-up message will appear to warn you if you attempt to do this.

c. Rename the tag and click Save.
5. To move the tag from the current nesting level another level, use drag-and-drop.  Consider the following example,

where you want to move nested tags such that they are parallel:

a. Select list2 and its nested tag and drag the box to the left.
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b. Repeat the procedure to move list3 to the root level.
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NOTE

 You can drag-and-drop tags to accomplish the following types of restructuring:

• Select a root-level tag and associate it with a parent tag.
• Select a nested tag and move it to a different parent tag.
• Select a nested tag and make it a root-level tag.

6. To delete a tag:
a. Click Edit in the Tags header.
b. Click the delete button for the tag to delete. 
c. Click Delete to confirm the delete request.

7. Click Exit in the Tags header to close the Tags panel.

Create a Tag Naming Policy in EEM
The idash-tag resource class appears under  Access Policies in EEM. When iDash initializes the connection to EEM, the
Default Tag Name Policy is created for that resource class. The default policy lets authorized users create, update, and
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delete tags in iDash. An EEM administrator can optionally create a custom policy for the idash-tag class that defines a
tag naming convention. Tags created by specific users must follow the convention. For example, a policy can authorize
specific users to maintain (create, update, or delete) tags with names that begin with restricted. iDash uses policies set on
idash-tag's “create” action to determine whether a user is authorized to maintain (create, update, or delete) tags with the
given name.

NOTE

• Do not delete the idash-tag resource class. If idash-tag is deleted, the resource class and default policy is
recreated when the iDash server is restarted.

• After you create a custom idash-tag policy, take one of the following actions:
– Disable the default policy.
– Remove from the default policy for those users who are assigned to the custom policy.

• For information about creating tags, search Create Tags.
• For information about maintaining tags, search Maintain Tags.
• For information about configuring EEM, see the documentation that is available from https://

casupport.broadcom.com/.

 Example: Create Custom Tag Naming Policies in EEM 

You can create custom tag naming policies to replace the Default Tag Name policy. The Default Tag Name policy is an
access policy that is listed under the resource class, idash-tag. The policies specify and enforce a naming convention for
tags. When an authorized user creates a tag, the active custom policy ensures that the name respects the convention.

 

NOTE

 When you create a custom policy, you assign "identities" to whom the policy applies. Users who are listed under
these identities can maintain tags. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access EEM:
a. Enter the following URL in your browser:

https://eem_server:5250/spin/eiam
The EEM login page opens.

b. For Application, select UnicenterAutoSysJM or WorkloadAutomationAE depending upon the application name that
you configured with your EEM server.

NOTE

 Select the same application name that is configured in the Admin Tool (Security, EEM Configuration,
Authorization).

c. Type EiamAdmin for User Name, type the password that is configured for the EiamAdmin user at your site, and
click Log In.

2. Click the Manage Access Policies tab.
The default idash-tag policy is listed under Access Policies. 

3. Click the New Access Policy icon to the left of idash-tag.
4. Type a descriptive name in the Name field. For example, type:

Tag Names Must Begin with "restricted" 

5. Select Application Group for Type, click Search Identities, and then click Search.
6. Select the appropriate group from the list and click the right arrow.

The group that you select is added to the Selected Identities list.
7. Type the tag name in the Add Resource field. 
8. Click + to Add.
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9. Click Save and then click Close.
With the policy in this example enabled, permitted users can only maintain tags that begin with "restricted."

10. Disable the default policy on which the custom policies are based. Open the Default Tag Name policy under the idash-
tag and click Disable.

Search for SLAs
You can search for one or more SLAs from the SLA management page.

  

In the following example, the results of search string *test* is an SLA list containing all SLAs that include the word "test."
When you select an SLA from the SLA list, the ASSOCIATE TO TAG(S) button is enabled.

  

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in. 
2. Select SLA management from the Catalog drop-down list.
3. Expand the INSTANCE drop-down list. All instances are selected by default. Click to clear any selected instance that

you want to omit from your search.
4. To search for one SLA, type the SLA name in the search field and press Enter.

The SLA matching your search criteria is displayed in the SLA list. Also displayed are the related SLA name, Instance,
Instance type, Job,  SLA SchID, if applicable, and whether the SLA is enabled.

5. To search for multiple SLAs with a common naming convention, enter the common characters with a wild card.
Only SLAs for the jobs that you are authorized to view appear in the SLA list. The SLA list includes entries where
either the SLA name or the Job name match the search criteria.

6. To search for multiple SLAs with different naming conventions, repeat the preceding step as many times as needed.
The SLA list is populated with SLAs that meet your search criteria. See the following table for column descriptions.

• –  SLA name displays the name that is defined for this SLA.

• –  Instance displays the scheduler instance on which this SLA runs.

• –  Instance type displays the instance type (AUTOSYS for Workload Automation AE or CA 7 for CA 7.

• –  Job displays the name of the job that is associated with this SLA.

• –  SLA SchID displays the Schedule ID for CA 7 jobs.
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NOTE

This column will not be displayed if iDash is configured only with AutoSys instances.

• –  Enabled displays whether this SLA definition is enabled, either Yes or No.

Associate Selected SLAs to One or More Tags
Select one or more SLAs and associate a tag; then select multiple tags and associate them to the same SLAs.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Select SLA management from the Catalog drop-down list.
3. (Optional) Clear instances from the INSTANCE drop-down list to filter the displayed list by instance.
4. (Optional) Search for SLAs to filter the displayed list.

– To search for one SLA, type the SLA name in the search field and press Enter.
The SLA names matching your search criteria is displayed in the SLA list. Also displayed are the related Instance,
Instance Type, Job, SLA Schedule ID, if applicable, and whether the SLA is enabled.

– To search for SLAs with a common naming convention, enter the common characters with a wildcard in the search
field.
Only SLAs for the jobs that you are authorized to view appear in the SLA list. The SLA list includes entries where
either the SLA name or the Job name match the search criteria.

– To search for multiple SLAs with different naming conventions, repeat the preceding step as many times as needed.
5. Select one or more SLAs that you want to associate to one or more tags and click ASSOCIATE TO TAG(S).

The Tags list opens.
6. Select one or more tags to associate with the selected SLAs.
7. Click DONE.

Search for Tags
Search for tags and view the tags that meet your criteria in the Search result list. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in. 
2. Select Tag management from the Catalog drop-down list.
3. To search for one tag, type the tag name in the search field and press Enter.

The tag matching your search criteria is displayed in the tag list. 
4. To search for multiple tags with a common naming convention, enter the string of common characters with a

wildcard (asterisk).
5. To search for multiple tags with different naming conventions, repeat the tag search as many times as needed.

Associate a Selected Tag to One or More SLAs
Select a tag. The Associated SLAs list displays associated SLAs, if any exist. Add SLAs to the tag association. The SLAs
you associate are then displayed on the Associated SLAs list.

NOTE

If you are using EEM authorization and you do not see tags that you think should be on the list, check the EEM
permissions under the idash-tag resource class to make sure you are authorized to view tags. Search iDash
Authorizations and EEM Policies for more information on the idash-tag resource class.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in. 
2. Click Catalog in the toolbar and select Tag management from the drop-down list.
3. Take one of the following steps:

– Search for tags in one of the following ways. Then, select a tag from the Search Result list.
• To search for one tag, type the tag name in the search field and press Enter.

The tag matching your search criteria is displayed in the tag list. 
• To search for multiple tags with a common naming convention, enter the common characters with a wild card.
• To search for multiple tags with different naming conventions, repeat the tag search as many times as needed.

– Expand the Tags hierarchies and select a tag.
The Associated SLAs list displays any SLAs that are already associated with the selected tag.

4. Click ADD SLA.
The unfiltered SLA list displays all SLAs.

NOTE

 If you are using EEM authorization, the SLA list will only display SLAs for jobs to which you have access,
based on EEM permissions. Search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies for more information on these
permissions.

5. Filter the list in one or more of the following ways:
– Enter an SLA name or a search string with one or more wild-card characters. (The asterisk is the wild-card

character.)
For each SLA name or Job name that matches your search criteria, the SLA list displays an entry. The SLA list
displays the SLA name, Instance, Instance Type, Job, SLA Schedule ID, and Enabled status.

– Click the INSTANCE drop-down list and clear any instances with SLAs to exclude from the list.
6. Select one or more SLAs from the SLA list and click ASSOCIATE TO TAG.

The Associated SLAs list displays with the additional SLAs that you associated to the selected tag.

Associate Multiple SLAs to Multiple Tags
Associate a selected tag to multiple SLAs. Then, reselect the SLAs that are associated to one tag and assign them to
other tags. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in. 
2. Click Catalog in the toolbar and select Tag management from the drop-down list.
3. Search for tags. Enter a string with wildcards in the Search Tag field and press Enter. Repeat to enter multiple criteria.
4. Select a tag from the Search Result list.

The Associated SLAs list includes the SLAs associated with the selected tab.
5. Select multiple SLAs from the Associated SLA list
6. Click ASSIGN TO TAG(S)
7. Select one or more tags from the Tags list.
8. Click DONE.

The SLAs associated with the tag you selected first are now associated with the assigned tags.

Remove SLA Tag Associations
You can remove one or more associated SLAs from a selected tag.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in. 
2. Select Tag management from the Catalog drop-down list.
3. Select the tag from the Tags pane for which you want to delete one or more SLA associations.
4. Select one or more SLAs from the Associated SLAs list and click REMOVE.

 

Maintain iDash
Administrators can maintain iDash from the Admin Tool and from the CLI. Under the direction of Broadcom Support, you
can maintain the iDash configuration file (idash.conf).

NOTE

• For details about accessing the Admin Tool, search Access the Admin Tool and Log In.
• For details about installing the CLI, search Install the Client CLI.

You can perform the following maintenance activities from the Admin Tool:

• Maintain archive data
• Change database properties or archive properties
• Change the configured version of the EEM server 
• Change the message of the day

You can update almost any iDash object from the CLI.

NOTE

• For details about managing objects from the command line, search Manage iDash Objects with CLI
Commands.

• For details about displaying environment details, search Display Environment Details with CLI idflags.

Maintaining the product includes reviewing log message and troubleshooting.

NOTE

• For details about information messages, search Respond to info.log Messages.
• For details about error messages, search Respond to error.log Messages.

Maintain Workload Automation AE Archive Data
NOTE
The data archive process will run automatically according to parameters established in the AutoSys instance.
Though it is possible to run this process manually, it is not recommended to do so. Search Add a Workload
Automation AE Instance for information on enabling automatic archiving for AutoSys instances.

You can load Workload Automation AE archive data files into the iDash database. iDash uses this data for analysis and
reporting. You can also remove archive data files from the iDash database that you no longer need.

NOTE
Archive data files are created using the Workload Automation AE archive_events command. For more
information about this command, see the Workload Automation AE Reference Guide, available from https://
casupport.broadcom.com/.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Copy the archive files from the Workload Automation AE server to the appropriate iDash directory:
On UNIX/Linux:
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$IDASH_HOME/dat/archive_events/instance

On Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\dat\archive_events\instance

–   instance  specifies the three-letter name of the Workload Automation AE instance from which the data files are
collected.

2. Log in to the Admin Tool.
3. Click the iDash DB navigation tab and click the Archive tab. Click the Run subtab to list the archived_job_runs files that

were copied to the iDash server in Step 1.

NOTE

 Each subtab (Run, Event, and AutoTrack) displays the following information:

•  Archive Files displays the name of the file.
•  Size (kbytes) displays the size of the file.
• Archived displays the status of the file. A green select mark next to the file name indicates that the file has

already been loaded into the iDash database.
4. Select the appropriate files and click the Archive icon to load the files into the iDash database. Click the Remove

Archive icon to remove the files from the database.
5. Click the Event subtab to list the archived_events files that were copied to the iDash server in Step 1.
6. Select the appropriate files and click the Archive icon to load the files into the iDash database. Click the Remove

Archive icon to remove the files from the database.
7. Click the AutoTrack subtab to list the archived_audit files that were copied to the iDash server in Step 1.
8. Select the appropriate files and click the Archive icon to load the files into the iDash database. Click the Remove

Archive icon to remove the files from the database.

NOTE

• You can configure iDash with primary and secondary databases. In this case, the files are loaded into both
iDash databases.

• Authorized users can also load and remove archive Workload Automation AE data files using the idarchive
CLI command. For more information about CLI commands, see:
– Prepare Job Run Data for Initial SLA Use
– Manage iDash Objects with CLI Commands

Change Database and Archive Properties
Change the database properties to use a different database, or to change the database user or user password. You
can also change the archive properties to specify the maximum number of days for which SLA data is available
to iDash before it is archived.

NOTE

Property descriptions can be found in the online help.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Admin Tool.
2. Click the iDash DB navigation tab and then click the Preferences subtab.
3. Select the appropriate server type.
4. Modify the JDBC driver as needed.
5. Click the appropriate connection subtab and modify the following properties as needed:
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– URL
– Database user
– Database user password

6. Click the Test icon to test the database connection.
7. Click the Save icon.
8. Click the Archive subtab, click the SLA Settings subtab, and modify the SLA Data Maximum Days property as needed.
9. Click the Save icon.

Change the EEM Server Version
Changing the EEM server version is required in two cases:

• You installed a 12.0 iDash system and your  instances are configured to use EEM version 8.4. Make the 12.x to 8.4
change as described in the following procedure.

• You made the previous change and then later upgraded your EEM from 8.4 to 12.x. In this case, make the same
changes, except replace 8.4 with 12.x. Specifically, change the version in the Admin Tool and in the Java options for
the Apache Tomcat server.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Admin Tool.
2. Click the Security navigation tab, click the EEM Configuration tab, and click the Server tab.
3. If you have already defined an EEM server on your current version, delete it.
4. Close the Admin Tool.
5. Shut down the Apache Tomcat server (UNIX/Linux) or the iDash service (Windows) for iDash.
6. Perform the appropriate steps depending on your operating system:

On UNIX/Linux:
a. Go to the $IDASH_HOME/bin directory and open the idash_server script for editing.
b. Use an editor such as VI or EMACS to change the -Didash.eem.version in the JAVA_OPTS environment

variable. Valid versions are 8.4 and 12.x.
Example: -Didash.eem.version=12.x -Xms2000m -Xmx8000m
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On Windows:
a. Go to the path where Tomcat was installed as part of the iDash installation. This tomcat_home is typically C:

\Program Files\CA\idash\tomcat8\bin.

NOTE

If you have a pre-existing Tomcat server, navigate to the tomcat8 folder under CA\idash.
b. Run the following script to open the Apache Tomcat Properties dialog:

tomcat_home\bin\iDashw.exe
c. Click the Java tab, change the -Didash.eem.version in the JAVA_OPTS environment variable to the appropriate

value. Click OK to save the change. Valid values are 8.4 and 12.x.  
Note: In Windows, the setting that corresponds to -Xms2000m is specified in the Initial memory pool field. The
setting that corresponds to -Xmx8000m is specified in the Maximum memory pool field.
Windows Example:
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7. Take one of the following steps:
– (UNIX/Linux) Start the Tomcat server
– (Windows) Start the iDash service. In Windows, open the Services dialog from the Start menu. Alternatively, go to

Administrative Tools in the Control Panel and select Services. Then, select iDash and click Start.
8. Log in to the Admin Tool.
9. Click the Security navigation tab, click the EEM Configuration tab, and click the Server tab.
10. Select the appropriate EEM version. Valid values are 8.4 and 12.x.
11. Enter the appropriate information and click Save.

A message stating that the version has changed is displayed.

iDash is ready for use.

 

Specify the Inactivity Timeout Duration
As an iDash administrator, you can specify the duration of the inactivity timeout in the iDash web UI. The inactivity timeout
is the number of minutes of inactivity after which the iDash web UI will log a user out of the system. The default duration
for this setting is 30 minutes.

NOTE

For pages that do not have an auto refresh feature (such as Catalog, Report, etc.), the user will be logged out
after 30 minutes of inactivity, even if the inactivity timeout duration is set for longer than 30 minutes. This is due
to the iDash server API timeout, which is set at 30 minutes.

Follow these steps:

1. As an iDash admin, navigate to the idash.conf file (typically in IDASH_HOME/etc).
2. In the idash.conf file, locate the following setting:

idash.ui.session.inactivity.timeout=

3. Enter the duration of time in minutes after which the iDash web UI will log the user out of the system.
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4. Save and close the idash.conf file.
5. Restart iDash for the new setting to take effect.

Change the Message of the Day
You can change the Message of the Day that appears in the Admin Tool login dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Admin Tool.
2. Click the iDash Server navigation tab and then click the Message of The Day subtab to display the current message.
3. Enter the updated message and click the Save icon.

Manage iDash Objects with CLI Commands
The iDash Client CLI (CLI) lets authorized users run commands from the command line. With CLI commands, you can
perform administrative functions such as managing SLA definitions. 

 Requirements 

• The CLI can be installed on any supported computer.

NOTE

 For information about supported computers, search Compatibility Matrix.
• The CLI must be enabled in the Admin Tool of the iDash instance that the CLI references. Apache Tomcat must be

running on that instance.
• Users must be authorized to run CLI commands. User authorization is based on the user that is logged in to the

computer on which the CLI is installed. That user name must be defined in either iDash or EEM.

NOTE

 For information about installation, configuration, and users, search Install the Client CLI.
• Required jar files must be current.

NOTE

InvalidClassException and ClassNotFoundException errors can occur when the required jar files are missing
or obsolete. If this case, add the required jar files or replace the obsolete ones.

Authorized users can run CLI commands from the appropriate directory. 

On UNIX/Linux:

$IDASH_HOME/bin

On Windows:

%IDASH_HOME%\bin

To display help for a CLI command, navigate to the appropriate directory and run the command with the -h argument.

 

List Objects or Object Properties (idlist)
The idlist command lists existing reports, SLAs, SLA deadlines, search objects, users, and filters. You can also display the
properties of an existing object.

NOTE
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• EEM grants read permissions on specified job definitions for  jobs. iDash grants job read permissions on
 and CA 7 jobs. These permissions extend to the properties and the SLAs associated with these jobs.

• With EEM authorization, your read permission on the job definition determines whether the list includes the
associated SLAs. For report definitions, EEM-authorized users will only be able to view report definitions
where matching Create or Execute privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class in EEM. For
more information the idash-report resource class in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

• With iDash authorization, your job read permission on the job determines whether the list includes the
associated SLAs.

• For the complete command syntax, change directories to IDASH_HOME/bin and enter the help command:
idlist -h

This command has the following syntax, where square brackets indicate optionality.

idlist -t type [-n object] [-i instance] [-u user]

•  -t type  specifies the object type. The type can be sla, sla.deadline, search, user, and filter (among others).

•  -n object  specifies an existing report name.
•  -i instance  specifies the Workload Automation AE or CA 7 instance on which the object resides. This argument is

required for the sla type.
•  -u user  specifies the user whose objects are accessed. This argument is available only to administrators.

NOTE

-u cannot be used with -t search. Using the idlist command to search the objects of other users will result in
the following error message: -u is not a supported argument for search type. 

 Example: List Existing SLAs 

This example lists the existing SLAs on CA 7 instance CA78IN01:

idlist -t sla -i CA78IN01

 Example: List Existing Reports 

This example lists existing job status reports:

idlist -t job.status.report

The displayed reports will have an output format of <report name>:<report owner>.  

 Example: Display the Properties of an SLA 

This example displays the properties of the SLA named DAILY_BACKUP on the ACE instance of Workload Automation
AE.

idlist -t sla -n DAILY_BACKUP -i ACE

 Example: List Existing Users 

This example lists all iDash users:

idlist -t user

 Example: Display the Properties of a Report Object 

This example displays the properties of the existing run.report object daily_run_report:

idlist -t run.report -n daily_run_report

 Example: Display the Properties of a Filter 

This example displays the properties of the payjobs filter:
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idlist -t filter -n payjobs

Update Users, SLAs, and Other Objects (idupdate)
The idupdate command creates or modifies an SLA, a search object, a user, or a filter definition.

NOTE

• Use the output of the idlist command to determine the properties of the object to update with the idupdate
command.

• You must have Manage SLA authorization to create or modify an SLA definition.
– For information about authorization using EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.
– For information about authorization using iDash, search User Authorization with iDash.

• For the complete command syntax, change directories to IDASH_HOME/bin and enter the help command:
idupdate -h

This command has the following syntax, where square brackets indicate optionality.

idupdate -t type [-n object] -f output_file [-r] [-i instance]

•  -t type  specifies the object type. The type can be sla, search, user, filter (among others).
•  -n object  specifies the name of the object that you are creating or modifying
•  -f output_file  specifies the file name of the object that you are creating or updating, including its full path. 
•  -r specifies to replace the object definition with the changes specified in the output file.
•  -i instance  specifies the Workload Automation AE or CA 7 instance on which an existing object resides. This

argument is required for the sla type.

 Example: Create a File That Lists Report Properties and Update the Properties of the Report Object 

This example uses the idlist command to create a file of properties for the backup error report. You can edit the report.out
file, and then use that file to update the properties of the backup error report. To update properties, use the idupdate
command.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Run the following command:
idlist -t run.report -n BackupErrorReport > report.out

The report.out file that contains the properties of BackupErrorReport is created.
2. Edit the report.out file as needed.
3. Run the following command:

idupdate -t run.report -n BackupErrorReport -f report.out -r

The original properties of the existing BackupErrorReport object are replaced with the properties contained in the
edited report.out file.

 Example: Create a New User 

This example creates a user that is named user01:

idupdate -t user -n user01 -f c:\newDefs\user01_def

 Example: Update the Properties of a User 

This example replaces the properties of user01 with the properties in the user01_update file:

idupdate -t user -n user01 -f c:\updates\user01_update -r

 Example: Create a New Filter 
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This example creates a filter that is named MyFilter:

idupdate -t filter -n MyFilter -f c:\newDefs\MyFilter_def

 Example: Update the Properties of an SLA 

This example replaces the properties of sla01 on instance ABC with the properties in the sla01_update file:

idupdate -t sla -n sla01 -f c:\updates\sla01_update -r -i ABC

Delete SLA Definitions (iddelete)
The iddelete command deletes SLA definitions.

NOTE

 You must have Manage SLA authorization to delete an SLA.

• For information about authorization using iDash, search User Authorization with iDash.
• For information about authorization using EEM, search User Authorization with EEM.

This command has the following syntax, where square brackets indicate optionality.

iddelete -t type -n object [-i instance] [-u user]

•  -t type  specifies the object type. The type can be sla, which requires the -i instance argument, or search.
•  -n object  specifies the name of the object that you are deleting, for example, an existing SLAname.
•  -i instance  defines the Workload Automation AE or CA 7 instance name.
•  -u user  deletes the objects of the specified user. Only administrators can delete the objects of different users.

 

Delete Historical Event Data (idarchive)
The idarchive command loads historical data that the Workload Automation AE archive_events utility creates into the
iDash database. iDash uses this data for analysis and reporting. You can also use this command to remove the historical
data from the database.

NOTE

• When the idarchive command loads archive_events data into the iDash database, it builds companion
indexes for reporting. When you run the idarchive command several times in succession, use the -x
argument to disable index building. After the last run completes, run the idjobid command to complete the
indexing.

• After loading the recent archived job runs into the iDash database, run the idaverage command. The
idaverage command calculates the average run times.

This command has the following syntax. Although each argument is optional, the command requires at least one
argument.

idarchive [-f file_name] [-r] [-s database] [-t type] [-i AE_instance] [-d days] [-b batch_size] [-F] [-x]

• -f file_name  specifies a file that the Workload Automation AE archive_events utility created.

NOTE
The file_name must conform to the Workload Automation AE archive_events file naming standard.
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Example: archived_job_runs.DEV.11.19.2012.03.00.04
• -r removes the historical data from the iDash database.
• -s database  specifies the iDash database for data loading or removal. Valid values are primary and secondary. To

load or remove data from both databases, do not specify this parameter.
• -t type  specifies the data type that was loaded using the Workload Automation AE archive_events utility. When you

specify this parameter, also specify the -r and -d arguments. Valid values are run, event, and autotrack.
• -i AE_instance_1, AE_instance_2  specifies a comma-separated list of Workload Automation AE instances. When

you specify this parameter, also specify the -r and -d arguments.
• -d days  specifies the number of days of historical data to keep in the iDash database.

NOTE
To delete all historical data from the database, specify -d 0 with the -F argument to force the deletion.

• -b batch_size  specifies the number of rows of data to be deleted at a time from the iDash database. The default
is 10000.

• -F forces the removal of all the historical data from the iDash database. Include this parameter only when you specify
days (the -d argument) as zero (0).

• -x disables index building of the data that is loaded.

NOTE
If you run the idarchive command multiple times in succession, use the -x argument except for the last run.
After all archives are loaded, run the idjobid command to index the data. The post-process index is required
only once for each instance.

NOTE
Depending on your archive requirements, we recommend that you delete older data from the iDash database.
You can delete historical data from the iDash database by specifying the -r and -d arguments.

Examples: Delete Data From the iDash Database

This example deletes the historical data of the archived_job_runs.DEV.12.12.2012 file from the iDash database:

idarchive -r -f archived_job_runs.DEV.12.12.2012

This example deletes the archived run data for the DEV, ACE, and ER5 instances that is older than 50 days:

idarchive -r -t run -i DEV,ACE,ER5 -d 50

This example deletes archived event data for the DEV instance that is more than two days old. Data is deleted 500 rows
at a time.

idarchive -r -t event -i DEV -d 2 -b 500

This example deletes all the archived autotrack data for the DEV instance from the secondary database. Data is deleted
100 rows at a time.

idarchive -r -t autotrack -i DEV -d 0 -b 100 -F -s secondary

Display Product Environment Details with CLI idflags
The idflags command displays the iDash product environment details to aid with troubleshooting. 

This command has the following syntax, where square brackets indicate optional components.
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idflags [-a] [-v]

• -a displays all iDash environment information.
• -v displays the major environment variables including the iDash database connection verification.
• If you run the idflags command without an argument, it displays the iDash release number.

Examples: Display the iDash Environment Information

This example displays the major environment variables of iDash and performs a database connection verification.

idflags -v

This example displays all the iDash environment information.

idflags -a

This example displays the iDash release number.

idflags

Details of info.log Messages
The info.log file contains an active list of messages about the iDash environment. You can search the file for messages
that are described in this article.

NOTE

• Log files are in the log folder under IDASH_HOME.
• Current messages are in the info.log file. Historical messages are in files that are named info.log.n, where

values for n are 1-10.
• The error.log file contains error messages.
• The log4j.conf file in IDASH_HOME /etc governs the characteristics of log files.

This section contains common error, informational, and status messages that the product writes to the info.log file.

When errors occur, error messages are written to the info.log file. Use this section to understand message meanings and
any recommended action.

Information and status messages are written to info.log when you act on iDash. 

 

CA 7 Instance Properties Not Found
Meaning:

iDash is receiving events from an undefined CA 7 instance. A CA 7 subscription exists in a Jobflow Manager (JFM) that is
sending events and information iDash. However, iDash no longer has the definition of that CA 7 instance in the database.

Examples:

IdashException: CA 7 instance properties not found for instance=XXXX

IdashException: CA 7 instance properties not found for lpar =YYYY, instance=XXXX

IdashException: Instance properties not found, instance=XXXX, lpar=YYYY

IdashException: Instance properties not found for Instance=XXXX, lpar=YYYY
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Action:

Either readd the CA 7 instance definition through the Admin Tool (iDash Server, CA7, New) or delete the subscription from
JFM.

Duplicate Records Found
Meaning:
iDash has detected duplicates of certain rows in the synchronized tables of the iDash database. This situation can cause
unexpected errors during iDash operations. This message indicates which records are duplicated. Usually, the server
value of the rows is the only difference, but even that value can be duplicated.

Examples:

15-07-20 22.39.15 [ WARN] sync: Duplicate row detected. Table = idash_config Record =

 14.0.0.124.cli.auth.policy..idash.authentication.cli.enabled=true

15-07-20 22.39.15 [ WARN] sync: Duplicate row detected. Table = idash_config Record =

 127.0.0.1.cli.auth.policy..idash.authentication.cli.enabled=true

Action:
Examine the iDash configuration. Ensure that the same database information has not been entered for both the primary
and secondary iDash database. Select one of the duplicated records to keep and remove the unneeded duplicate from the
database.

EEM Authentication Failed
Meaning:

The EEM login credentials are invalid.

Examples:

14-11-13 15.10.38 [ERROR] http-bio-8080-exec-4: 2014-11-13 15:10:38,450 [main]

 ERROR com.ca.eiam.SafeContextFactory  - Failed to authenticate application with eTrust Embedded IAM backend

 server [Authenticate Error: Authentication Failed, Authenticate Error: Authentication Failed, Identity

 Attempted: EiamAdmin] com.ca.eiam.SafePasswordException: EE_AUTHFAILED Authentication Failed 14-11-13

 15.30.40 [ INFO] http-bio-8080-exec-2: EemD:eemInitialized():EEM is not ready Unknown EEM Configuration

 error: EE_AUTHFAILED Authentication Failed

Action:

Verify that the EEM login credentials for the user are valid. Also verify the accuracy of the following Admin Tool
specifications: EEM version, AE application name, primary server, and EiamAdmin password.

EEM Certificate Creation Error
Meaning:

A problem occurred during the EEM certificate creation.

Example:

14-11-13 15.10.38 [ERROR] http-bio-8080-exec-4: EEM Certificate creation from AT EEM Configuration Save:non-

zero exit for:abcde01-vm11922

Action:
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Verify that the correct EEM version is specified in the Apache Tomcat properties and correct it, if needed. Then, restart the
iDash service. 

For Linux, edit the idash_server script in IDASH_HOME/bin. For Windows, edit the service definition on the Java tab of
Java Options. Examine the following property:

-Didash.eem.version=12.x

• 12.x is the default value. 

If you are using EEM version 8.4, change the value to 8.4, that is:

-Didash.eem.version=8.4

EEM Configuration Changes
Meaning:

The EEM version has changed.

Example:

14-11-13 15.11.42 [ INFO] EEM: EEM configuration changes. Refresh iDash server needed.

Action:

Change the EEM version in the Apache Tomcat Properties file. Then, restart the iDash service.

Events Received for an Unknown CA 7 Job
Meaning:

iDash is receiving events for an unknown CA 7 job. A job has been added to the CA 7 database. The definition has not yet
been updated in iDash.

Example: 

Ca7InstanceData - Job status received for null job XXXXXXXX

Action:

Take one of the following actions:

• Update the job in CA 7. The update triggers iDash to pick up the definition for this job.

• Back up the seed data file and then remove the seed data file from iDash. iDash requests a refreshed picture of the CA
7 database, which includes the job in question. This action takes a longer time that the first option. The refresh causes
the JFM CPU and memory usage to spike while the data extract is being performed.

Forecast and SLA Processing Complete
 Meaning: 

The amount of time that is required to complete forecast and SLA processing.

 Example: 

19-08-02 04.44.03 [ INFO] site: Forecast and SLA processing complete, current duration=89865ms, average

 duration=51104ms, Current SLA Count=498, Future SLA Count=9, JFM Event Count=14

 Action: 
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If the amount of time suddenly spikes, perform the appropriate actions: 

• Reduce the Forecast Duration Hours setting.
• Add memory.
• Deselect the Forecast All Jobs option In the SLA/Forecast tab of the Admin Tool.
• Contact support.

Forecast Created
Meaning:

The number of forecasted runs that are created for CA 7 and  instances.

Examples:

14-11-07 12.37.30 [ INFO] site: Forecast created 43608 forecasted runs for AutoSys

14-11-07 12.37.30 [ INFO] site: Forecast created 0 forecasted runs for CA7 instances

Action:

If the number increases significantly (doubles or triples), perform the following actions:

• Reduce the Forecast Duration Hours setting.
• Add memory.
• Contact Broadcom Support.

NOTE

The Forecast Duration Hours setting is on the Forecast tab of the SLA Definition panel in the Admin Tool.

Forecast Duration
Meaning:

The amount of time that is required to predict all job runs.

Example:

Forecast Duration Hours: 24

Action:

If a memory, volume, or job attribute-related issue exists, perform the appropriate actions:

• Check for OutofMemory messages in the current or historical info.log files.
• Check the total number of job runs that were forecasted for all scheduling managers. This information can be obtained

from forecast created messages.
• Reduce the Forecast Duration Hours setting to four hours.
• Send the info.log file to Broadcom Support. Contact Broadcom Support at casupport.broadcom.com/.

Forecasted Runs Unexpectedly Large
 Meaning: 

The forecasted runs exceed the maximum count. The forecasting process can stop before the forecast hours expires
when the number of Workload Automation AE forecasted runs exceeds one million. Forecasting can also stop when ten or
more scheduler instances are running on the iDash server.

 Example: 
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The info.log messages resemble the following. These messages are printed and the exception is thrown at a regular
intervals when the maximum count is exceeded.

java.lang.Exception

 at com.ca.idash.core.forecast.Forecastor.registerForecast(Forecastor.java:3054)

 at com.ca.idash.core.sla.ForecastedRun.getForecastInstance(ForecastedRun.java:160)

 at com.ca.idash.core.forecast.event.ChangeStatusEvent.process(ChangeStatusEvent.java:102)

 at com.ca.idash.core.forecast.Forecastor.stepUntilTime(Forecastor.java:769)

 at com.ca.idash.core.forecast.Forecastor.stepToEnd(Forecastor.java:558)

 at com.ca.idash.core.forecast.Forecastor.forecast(Forecastor.java:579)

 at com.ca.idash.core.forecast.Forecastor.forecast(Forecastor.java:230)

 at com.ca.idash.core.forecast.Forecastor.forecast(Forecastor.java:307)

 at com.ca.idash.core.site.SiteD.buildSnapshotX(SiteD.java:346)

 at com.ca.idash.core.site.SiteD.buildSnapshot(SiteD.java:285)

 at com.ca.idash.core.site.SiteD.oneIterationX(SiteD.java:264)

 at com.ca.idash.core.site.SiteD.oneIteration(SiteD.java:218)

 at com.ca.idash.core.server.BaseThread.run(BaseThread.java:275)

15-07-16 10.09.57 [ INFO] site: ###########################################################################

15-07-16 10.09.57 [ INFO] site: Unexpectedly large number of runs forecasted:1000000

15-07-16 10.09.57 [ INFO] site: We recommend to either reduce the number of forecast duration hours or in case

 there are a high number of instances then you can also divide them up across multiple iDash servers, disable

 SLA processing for the obsolete or less critical SLAs or disable SLA processing at a Scheduler Instance

 level.

15-07-16 10.09.57 [ INFO] site: ###########################################################################

15-07-16 10.09.57 [ INFO] site: exiting forecast prematurely

 Action: 

Consider the following remedial actions:

• Reduce the number of forecast duration hours.
• If there are a high number of instances, divide them up across multiple iDash servers. Please search System

Requirements for specifics.
• Disable SLA processing for any obsolete SLAs.
• Disable SLA processing for the least critical SLAs.
• Disable SLA processing at the scheduler instance level. 

GC
Meaning:

The amount of free memory before and after Java recycles unused memory (garbage collection). A good avg value
is greater than 25 percent. A good low value is greater than 10 percent of the total value.

Example:

14-11-10 06.51.23 [ INFO] gc: free 1336M:total 1678M:79%/avg=68%

14-11-10 06.53.24 [ INFO] gc: before=1115MB:after=1337MB:lowest=178MB:2775ms

Action:

If the after value is frequently lower than the before value, perform the appropriate actions:

• Increase the -Xms setting in JAVA_OPS if memory is available on the server. Add memory if necessary.
• Stop other applications that compete for memory.
• Install the product on a server that has more memory.
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Host Connection Exception
Meaning:

The iDash server is unable to connect to Jobflow Monitor (JFM).

Example:

14-11-13 17.09.26 [ERROR] http-bio-8080-exec-9: JfmQueryManager.postFile: Host connection exception:

 Connection to http://xx11.your_company.com:2020/ refused

Action:

• Verify that JFM is running on the host name that is shown in the log message.
• Verify that the user running JFM has permission to communicate over the port that is listed in the message.
• Verify that the port is open.
• Open the Admin Tool (iDash Server, CA 7), select the appropriate instance, and click Test.
• If the error persists, contact Broadcom Support.

Job Not Found
Meaning:

A job definition includes a job requirement that is not on the scheduling manager instance.

Example:

14-11-07 12.36.23 [ERROR] site: Filter:Job not found:JobA^V18

Action:

• Determine whether the second job listed in the log message (the requirement) is valid and exists on the instance. If
not, remove the requirement from the definition of the first job that is listed in the log message.

• If the job requirement is valid and the job exists on the instance, send the info.log file to Broadcom Support.

Out of Memory
Meaning:

The iDash server ran out of memory.

Examples:

14-11-14 10.43.59 [ERROR] V80: java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space

14-11-14 10.43.59 [ERROR] V80: java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: GC overhead limit exceeded

Action:

1. Stop the iDash Tomcat process.
2. Increase the memory that is allocated to the Tomcat server.
3. Start the iDash Tomcat process.

If the problem persists, perform the following actions:

• Reduce the Forecast Duration Hours setting to four hours.
• Stop, then restart the Tomcat process (the iDash service).
• Send the info.log file to Broadcom Support.
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NOTE

The Forecast Duration Hours setting is on the Forecast tab of the SLA Definition panel in the Admin Tool.

Status
Meaning:

The time that is required to retrieve job statuses from the  database. Job totals are currently reported for each instance.

Examples:

14-11-07 12.37.24 [ INFO] V80: status:205280

14-11-10 14.29.21: INFO:A35:status:654:alarm:217:global:19:override:1:32ms:0ms

14-11-10 14.26.43: INFO:CA7ONL11:jobs=52492:511ms

Action:

A value higher than 60,000 ms indicates a possible network or data retrieval issue. Perform the appropriate actions:

• Check the number listed next to the status message for the total number of jobs.
• Check if this high value is a one-time anomaly or a regular occurrence.
• Check whether retrieving data from the same  server takes a similar amount of time using the  CLI on the iDash server.
• Send the info.log file to Broadcom Support.

Time Gap
Meaning:

The time gap between DbRunUtil, runs retrieved, and status messages.

Example:

14-11-07 12.37.23 [ INFO] V80: DbRunUtil query :  SELECT joid,startime,endtime,status,

 run_num,exit_code,run_machine,ntry,evt_num FROM ujo_job_runs WHERE evt_num > 7269361

14-11-07 12.37.23 [ INFO] V80: runs retrieved for : V80 : 52

14-11-07 12.37.24 [ INFO] V80: status:205280:alarm:419:global:2:override:0:761ms:0ms

Action:

A time gap between messages of more than 2 minutes indicates a possible network or data retrieval issue. Perform the
appropriate actions:

• Reduce the Past Hours and Alarm Hours settings.
• If an excessive time gap persists, send the info.log file to Broadcom Support.

NOTE

The Past Hours and Alarm Hours settings are in the Admin Tool (iDash Server, Preferences).

Details of error.log Messages
The error.log file contains error messages. Use the menu on the left-hand side to navigate the error.log messages
contained in this section.
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Database Deadlock Error
A database deadlock error can occur on the job_run table when two applications access it at once. This error occurs when
iDash attempts a read during a Workload Automation AE instance table update.

 Symptom: 

A message similar to the following error message appears in your logs:

15-04-14 14.01.22 [ERROR] V80:com.ca.idash.core.instance.InstanceThread: java.sql.SQLException:Transaction

 (Process ID 125) was deadlocked on lock resources with another process and has been chosen as the deadlock

 victim. Rerun the transaction.com.ca.idash.core.exception.IdashException: java.sql.SQLException:Transaction

 (Process ID 125) was deadlocked on lock resources with another process and has been chosen as the deadlock

 victim. Rerun the transaction.

 at com.ca.idash.core.db.DbRunUtil.getRuns(DbRunUtil.java:90)

 at com.ca.idash.core.db.Db.getRuns(Db.java:250)

 Solution: 

iDash attempts to read the table again with the next refresh cycle and recovers on its own. If this error occurs frequently,
the AE administrator can help alleviate the problem. The AE administrator can create a covering index on the job_run
table in the  instance database. iDash reads the following columns:

• joid

• startime

• endtime

• status

• run_num

• exit_code

• machine (or run_machine)

• ntry

• evt_num

Stack Overflow Error
A stack overflow error occurs when the Java thread stack size is insufficient for the processing requirements.

Symptom:

• The flow view does not open properly or does not behave as expected
• An SLA is missing from the Dashboard or Explorer

This occurs when a jobflow contains a high number of dependencies. The following error will display in info.log:

[ERROR] site:com.ca.idash.core.sla.SLASlice:

 ##############################################################################

[ERROR] site:com.ca.idash.core.sla.SLASlice: SLA not processed:deep_dep_jobs_005000^V32 because

 StackOverflowError occurred

[ERROR] site:com.ca.idash.core.sla.SLASlice: NOTE: Please refer to the product documentation for SLA

 Processing: Stack Over Flow Error

[ERROR] site:com.ca.idash.core.sla.SLASlice:

 ##############################################################################

Solution:
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Adjust the stack size of the Tomcat server process (iDash) by completing the following steps:

1. Shut down the Apache Tomcat server (if using UNIX/Linux) or the iDash service (if using Windows) for iDash.
2. Perform the appropriate steps depending on your operating system:

On UNIX/Linux:
a. Go to the $IDASH_HOME/bin directory and open the  idash_server  script for editing.
b. Use an editor such as VI or EMACS to add a new parameter in the JAVA_OPTS environment variable.

The -Xss parameter is specified in kilobytes and will be used in place of the default stack size.
Linux Example: -Xms2000m -Xmx8000m -Xss2048k

On Windows:
a. Go to the path where Tomcat was installed as part of the iDash installation. The tomcat_home path is typically

found at C:\Program Files\CA\idash\tomcat8\bin.

NOTE

If you have a pre-existing Tomcat server, navigate to the tomcat8 folder under CA\idash.
b. Run the following script to open the Apache Tomcat Properties dialog:

tomcat_home\bin\iDashw.exe

c. Click the Java tab, change the thread stack size to 2048.
d. Click OK to save your changes.

Windows example:
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3. This is a trial and error process. If the same error continues to occur, increase the value by 1024 and test. Repeat until
the problem is solved.
For example, start with 2048, then increase to 3072. If the problem persist, increase to 4096, and so on.

Maintain Configuration Properties
The idash.conf file in IDASH_HOME/etc contains the configuration of properties for iDash. Most of the properties in this
file can be updated without restarting the iDash server. Properties related to the scheduling of maintenance tasks, such as
recalculating average run times, will require a restart to go into effect.

 Example: 

To revise the number of reports that can be executed concurrently, change the following setting:

idash.server.concurrent.report.execute.count=5
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Specify the Handling for Job Runs with Zero Second Durations
As an iDash administrator, you can specify how iDash handles job runs with run times of zero seconds. These runs may
be either included or excluded from average run time calculations.

NOTE

In previous versions of iDash, runs with duration of zero seconds were always excluded from average run time
calculations. Beginning with version 12.0.03.00, iDash includes these runs by default.

Follow these steps:

1. As an iDash admin, navigate to the idash.conf file (located in IDASH_HOME/etc).
2. In the idash.conf file, locate the following setting:

idash.average.include.zero.runtime=

3. Enter "true" to have iDash include runs of zero seconds duration in the average run time calculation and "false" to
have iDash exclude those runs. The default value is “true”.

4. Save and close the idash.conf file.
5. Restart iDash for the new setting to take effect.

In the following examples, the behavior for Workload Automation AE and CA 7 jobs is the same, unless otherwise noted.

Example:

JobA is run three times. The run times for the three runs are 10, 20, and 0 seconds.

With runs of zero seconds included in average run time calculations, JobA will have a calculated average run time of 10
seconds. ((10 + 20 + 0) / 3)

With runs of zero seconds excluded from average run time calculations, JobA will have a calculated average run time of
15 seconds. ((10 + 20) / 2)

 

Example:

JobB is a non-executable job, and always has run times of zero seconds.

With runs of zero seconds included in average run time calculations, JobB will have a calculated average run time of 0
seconds.

With runs of zero seconds excluded from average run time calculations, JobB will have no calculated average run time, so
iDash will fall back to a default assumed run time. For Workload Automation AE jobs, a default value of five minutes will
be applied to forecasting calculations. For CA 7 jobs, the average run time value in the job’s definition will be used, and if
that is also zero, a default value of five minutes will be used.

Troubleshoot Administrating Issues
This section provides resources for troubleshooting administrating issues.

Cancelled Timer Exceptions
Symptom:

An error message similar to the following appears in the info.log and error.log:

15-11-30 08.59.14 [ERROR] idashdb-config-thread-1: Timer already cancelled.

java.lang.IllegalStateException: Timer already cancelled.

Solution:
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Check your heap size value. You may need to increase your heap size to avoid this error. Please see Adjust JVM Heap
Size for more information on adjusting the heap size. 

Data Moving Slow from AE to iDash
Symptom:

Data is slow moving from the  database to the iDash database.

Solution:

Check the AE database's ujo_proc_event table to make sure there is an index on the columns que_status_stamp and
evt_num.

Deadlock Errors During Auto Import
Symptom:

The error message similar to the following appears when you are auto importing data from the AE database to the iDash
database (relevant areas highlighted in red):

Failed to import run from V32 Error Transaction (Process ID 55) was deadlocked 

Solution:

You need to check the AE database performance.

SLA Appears to Unauthorized Users After Deleting a Job
 Symptom: 

After deleting a job, the associated SLA appeared in the Associated SLAs list even though it was configured with
permissions to hide it from unauthorized users, based on the EEM policies described in iDash Authorizations and EEM
Policies.

SLAs for deleted jobs will also appear on the Catalog, SLA Management page and in the Associated Tags under Tag
Management if users have the relevant authorization privileges.

 Solution:  

After a job is deleted, iDash will still apply authorization privileges based on the as-job resource class. However, privileges
based on the as-group and as-appl resource classes will no longer apply, as the group and application information is no
longer available after deleting the job.

Security Authorization Error for Tags
Symptom:

After logging in to iDash, the following error message displays on the dashboard:

Unable to obtain security authorizations for tags. Please check security configuration.

After the first UI refresh cycle, the dashboard loads, but without displaying any tags.

Solution:

The error is most likely caused by the iDash server being unable to contact the EEM server. Check on the status of the
EEM servers configured for iDash. After the connection to EEM is restored, this error should be resolved.
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If you see this message and do not have EEM configured for authorization, please contact Broadcom Support.

CA 7 SLAs based on a triggering job did not update the SLA monitoring
schedule
Symptom:

Updating a scheduled CA 7 job that triggers in work for CA 7 SLAs that were based on a triggering job did not cause an
update to the SLA monitoring schedule as expected.

Solution:

To avoid performance impacts in the normal forecasting cycle, SLAs defined using the <ALL> Triggering Job option will
only re-evaluate their schedules for change on a periodic basis (every 60 minutes, by default). If you make frequent
schedule changes that could affect the days on which iDash will monitor an SLA, this could be causing the SLA monitoring
schedule to not update as expected. 

To avoid this issue, you can adjust the default refresh interval property to re-evaluate the SLA schedules more frequently.
This property applies only to determining when to monitor a CA 7 SLA defined with the <ALL> Triggering Job option for
Date scheduling parameters. A relevant schedule change may take up to an hour, by default, to become effective for
monitoring such an SLA.

WARNING

Warning: Running the refresh process more frequently can lead to increased performance impact in the form of
longer forecasting and SLA processing cycles.

Follow these steps:

1. As an iDash admin, navigate to the idash.conf file (typically in IDASH_HOME/etc).
2. In the idash.conf file, locate the following property:

idash.sla.triggering.job.all.refresh.interval=

3. Enter the duration of time in minutes at which you would like iDash to re-evaluate SLA schedules for change. 
4. Save and close the idash.conf file.
5. Restart iDash for the new setting to take effect.

NOTE

If you do not make frequent schedule adjustments, you can also specify this property to increase the schedule
refresh interval so that it refreshes less frequently. 

iDash has stopped subscribing to CA 7 job events
Symptom:

iDash has stopped attempting to resubscribe to events from a CA 7 instance. The following messages appear in the iDash
logs:

[ WARN] instanceName: iDash has stopped retrying for JFM subscriptions from the CA 7 instance instanceName,

 Name=subscriptionName

[ WARN] instanceName: To restart subscribing again, re-save the instance definition for CA 7

 instance instanceName in the Admin Tool

Solution:
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Review the connection from the iDash server to the LPAR where the CA 7 instance resides. If there are no apparent
connection issues, open the Admin Tool from the iDash server that is generating the above messages. On the CA 7
instance definition panel for the indicated CA 7 instance, save and then test the CA 7 instance.

NOTE

If iDash is configured for high availability, it is likely that both the primary and secondary iDash servers will have
stopped subscribing to events. The save and test procedure described above should be performed from both
iDash servers.
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Using
Non-administrators can use the following iDash interfaces:

• The iDash Web UI
• The iDash CLI 
• The Legacy iDash (formerly the GUI)

Browse to the Web UI and Log In
 You can browse to the iDash Web UI and log in from any computer with a supported browser. 

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following URL in your browser:

http(s)://server:port/idash

– server  specifies the name of the iDash server.
– port  specifies the web server port number, typically 8080 (basic connectivity) or 8443 (secure connectivity).

Examples: 
http://venus:8080/idash

https://venus:8443/idash

The iDash log in dialog appears.
2. Enter your username and password. 

NOTE

• To authenticate using Active Directory when your unqualified username is not accepted, enter your
principal name. One principal name format is domain_name\user_name.

• If you are using a dual domain LDAP setup in EEM where a user belongs to both domains, the user must
specify which domain to access by using the format domain_name\user_name in the Username field
when logging in.

• If you log in as idashAdm with the corresponding password, iDash handles the authentication.
3. Select an Authenticate using option. Your credentials are authenticated using the method that your administrator

configured. Supported methods include Active Directory, EEM, iDash, and CA 7. To authenticate using CA 7, select a
CA 7 instance to which you are defined.

4. Click LOGIN.

Filter Content by Time
You can control the content that displays in iDash by filtering the results by time. All dashboard items and the SLA List
page are filtered based on the defined time range.

The time filter allows you to set a range of past and future hours, or create a time interval to display results that occur
within a specific time frame. Upon initial login, the default time filter values are 12 past hours and12 future hours.

Follow these steps:

1. On the dashboard or the SLA List page, click the time filter macro.
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The Edit Time Filter dialog displays.
2. Filter content using one of the following methods:

Filter by Hours
a. Select Hours at the top of the Edit Time Filter dialog.

b. Enter the number of hours in the past to filter in the Past Hours input, or use the arrows to select the number of
hours (12 hours by default, with a maximum of 24 hours).

c. Enter the number of hours in the future to filter in the Future Hours input, or use the arrows to select the number of
hours (12 hours by default, with no maximum limit).

d. Click Save.
The Edit Time Filter dialog closes and the time filter is applied.

Filter by Time Interval
a. Select Time Interval at the top of the Edit Time Filter dialog.
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b. In the From row, define the beginning of the time interval by selecting Yesterday, Today, or Tomorrow and
specifying a time by either entering a time or clicking the clock icon to select a time.

c. In the To row, define the end of the time interval by selecting Yesterday, Today, or Tomorrow and specifying a time
by either entering a time or clicking the clock icon to select a time.

NOTE

The defined From time must be before the To time. Defining a To time that is before the From time will
cause an error to display.

d. Click Save.
The Edit Time Filter dialog closes and the time filter is applied.

Dashboard
The video below provides an overview on using the dashboard to monitor SLAs, as well as information on working with
alerts, customizing the SLA list, and using the Flow, Time, and Table views:

  

The interactive dashboard contains three sections to provide you with at-a-glance information about your SLAs:

• The SLA junction numbers indicate the number of SLAs in each status. The corresponding doughnut chart displays
SLA statuses as relative values.
The dashboard displays SLAs with deadlines within the past 24 hours that are within the current forecast window.
Search Configure Forecast Parameters to adjust the forecast window.

• The My Watchlist provides information about SLAs associated with selected tags. The links let you select the tag of
interest.

• The Current alerts list includes alerts beginning with the most recent.

NOTE

 Content on the dashboard is displayed based on the defined time frame. For information on defining a time
frame, search Filter Content by Time.

iDash users use the Dashboard in different ways depending on their role:

• Executives and administrators view the system-wide SLA status in metrics and a chart that displays overall health.
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– The metrics can help you assess the number of operators to assign to monitor SLAs. 
– The doughnut chart colors depict relative health (green and blue) and lack of health (red and orange)

• Operators configure My Watchlist to focus on predicted miss SLAs in categories of interest. (Administrators use tags to
categorize SLAs.)

• Operators use the SLA links to gather details before responding to current alerts or SLAs in Predicted miss status.

SLA Status
The Dashboard provides system-wide metrics for all SLAs. The total number of SLAs in each status is listed in junction
numbers. A doughnut chart lets you assess the health of your system at a glance.

From the doughnut chart, you can drill down to a list of SLAs that are currently predicted to miss their deadlines, for
example. From the SLA list, you select an SLA and view its job flow. The job flow includes all the predecessor jobs in
the flow with the SLA job. You can view the job flow in a flow view, a time view, or a table view. These views help you
proactively monitor critical path thresholds. With this information, you can execute recovery actions when thresholds are at
risk of being missed.  

NOTE

 SLAs on the dashboard are displayed based on the defined time frame. For information on defining a time
frame, search Filter Content by Time.

View the SLA Doughnut Chart
The iDash dashboard uses junction numbers and a doughnut chart to display the system-wide status of all SLAs. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the iDash Web UI and log

in. 
The iDash dashboard opens.
The dashboard contains three sections to provide you with at-a-glance information about your SLAs. The multi-colored
junction numbers and corresponding doughnut chart depict system-wide SLA status.
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NOTE

 Content on the dashboard is displayed based on the defined time frame. For information on defining a time
frame, search Filter Content by Time.

2. Examine the junction numbers to determine the number of active SLAs in the red, orange, and gold segments. This
total helps you determine the number of operators you require to resolve issues that cause SLAs to be missed. The
SLAs that missed deadlines were once in a predicted miss status, when intervention could have prevented a miss.
–  Predicted Miss SLAs indicates that the SLA is predicted to miss its deadline. An SLA with this status is predicted

to miss the deadline unless the cause of the status is remedied.
–  Missed SLAs indicates that the SLA deadline was not met.
–  SLAs at risk indicates that the SLA deadline is predicted to be met within the defined risk window.
–  SLAs on time indicates that the SLA deadline is predicted to be met before the risk window begins.
–  Met SLAs indicates that the SLA deadline was met. Either the SLA job started by the SLA start deadline or the

SLA job finished by the SLA end deadline.
–  Future SLAs indicates that the SLA deadlines are outside of the configured forecast window and have no

predicted completion time.
3. Examine the doughnut chart to see how SLAs are distributed across the statuses.

Health is indicated when the largest segments of the doughnut chart are blue (on time SLAs) and green (met SLAs).
Intervention is recommended when the largest segments of the doughnut chart are red (predicted miss SLAs) and
orange (missed SLAs).
– Administrators can create scripts that correct conditions that delay jobs. They configure the system to trigger the

running of each script when a given condition occurs.
– Workload operators can take corrective action on SLAs that are predicted to miss their deadlines.

The red (predicted miss), gold (at risk), and blue (on time) segments show the forecasted health of upcoming SLAs.
The orange (missed) and green (met) segments show past results of the last completed run of SLAs.
By default, the metrics consider all configured scheduler instances. iDash monitors all instances in real time and
projects the performance of upcoming SLAs. The forecast is based on 24 hours (the default) or the configured
deadline.
Users can click any status section to open the SLA list that displays the SLAs in the selected status. 
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Customize the SLA Doughnut Chart
You can customize the SLA doughnut chart to display only the statuses of interest. For example, you can limit the statuses
that are displayed to predicted miss status, missed status, and at risk status.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the iDash Web UI and log in.
When you open the Dashboard, all junction numbers are enabled and all statuses are represented on the doughnut
chart. 

2. Click a junction number to hide a status.
The following example shows two views: the top default view and the bottom view, where SLAs on time and Met SLAs
are both disabled.  Notice that the doughnut chart shows only three statuses.
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Use the SLA Doughnut Chart
You can do more than view the SLA doughnut chart on the Dashboard. You can click on a doughnut chart segment to
display the corresponding SLA list.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the iDash Web UI and log in.
The Dashboard opens.

2. Mouse over each doughnut chart segment to display the segment name and the number of SLAs in that status.

3. Click a segment to display the list of SLAs in the selected status.
For example, click the Predicted Miss SLAs segment to display this filtered SLA list.
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The SLA list is filtered by Predicted Miss, as well as by time frame. For information on defining a time frame,
search Filter Content by Time.

About SLA Statuses
The SLA statuses On time, At risk, and Predicted miss are forecasted statuses that are based on calculations. The
forecast is performed for all SLAs that have a deadline in the next configured number of hours. The default value is 24
hours. Calculations are based on the following factors:

• SLA time parameters definition

• Forecasted (predicted SLA job run)

• Current (last known) SLA job run
Notes: 
– If the SLA job is not found, the internal status is Error and the SLA is not processed.
– If the SLA is not enabled in the SLA definition, the SLA status is Disabled.
– If the SLA start tracking time in the SLA definition is after the current time, the SLA status is Future.
– If the SLA start tracking is not specified and the end deadline is after the forecast duration end time, the status is

Future.
For example, if it is now 1:00 and the forecast duration is 6 hours, then all SLAs with a deadline after 7:00 are in
Future status.

– If there is no real run data that satisfies the SLA, the SLA status cannot be forecasted. In this case, the SLA status
is set to Predicted miss status until its status changes to Met or Missed.

Based on the historical run time for this SLA job, iDash forecasts the status of the next run of the SLA job. Statuses that
are forecasted use the intervals that are defined in the time parameters of the SLA definition. 

• On time: The SLA job is forecasted to complete within the Run validity time window and not within the At risk time
window.

• At risk: The SLA job is forecasted to complete within the At risk time window, but before the Deadline.
• Predicted miss: The SLA job is forecasted to complete either before the Run validity threshold or after the Deadline.

NOTE

• For an example of how configured parameters affect the SLA status, search Configure Forecast Parameters.

• For an illustration of how configured parameters affect the SLA status, search Create an SLA for a Workload
Automation AE Job.

My Watchlist
After administrators associate tags to SLAs, add relevant tags to the My Watchlist area of the Dashboard. SLA tags are
customizable groups that help you organize SLA and critical path monitoring.

The My Watchlist section lets you monitor SLAs that are associated with the selected tags. Each active tile represents a
tag that is associated with one or more SLAs. If the tag contains nested tags, counts for SLAs associated with nested tags
appear on the Explorer page.

Consider the following design issues:

• The first tag in My Watchlist is the tag that is associated with the most SLAs in Predicted miss status. Tag sorting is by
increased health of the SLAs.

• Each tag shows the statuses that represent the least health. Priority for lack of health is:

1. Predicted miss
2. Missed
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3. At risk

• A red bar on the left side of a tile indicates SLAs in an unhealthy status.

Customize My Watchlist
The video below provides an overview on customizing the My Watchlist area, including how to display the hierarchy of
tags in My Watchlist and filter the SLA list by tags:

  

SLAs define when jobs are to start and when they are to complete. To let you easily filter SLAs that are of interest, you
can customize the My Watchlist area. Tags categorize SLAs. When you customize your watchlist, you select the tags that
are associated with the SLAs you monitor. When you log in, your saved watchlist appears. 

The tags and SLAs in the My Watchlist area display based on user privileges. iDash authorized users can view all tags. If
you are using EEM authorization, users will only be able to view tags where Read privileges are defined on the idash-tag
resource class in EEM. For more information the idash-tag resource class in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM
Policies.

NOTE

If a user is authorized to view a child tag, but is not authorized to view the parent, the parent tag will be visible
while customizing the watchlist, but will not display in the My Watchlist area on the Dashboard.

The SLAs that display for a given tag are based on View privileges for SLAs. For more information on defining user
privileges for SLAs, see the Manage SLAs section in Specify EEM Authorization in the Admin Tool.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the iDash web UI and log in.
The Dashboard opens.

2. If you have no watchlist, click the edit button in the My Watchlist header.
3. Select the tags that are associated with the SLAs that you want to monitor.

 

NOTE

 In the example above, view_tag_2_2_restricted is selected, but the parent tag, view_tag_2, is disabled
because the user has Read privileges on the child tag, but not the parent.

4. Click Save.
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The Dashboard appears with the tags you selected in My Watchlist.

 

Your selected My Watchlist tags are stored in your profile for the next time you log in.

NOTE

• If an authorized user deletes a tag that you selected, that tag is automatically removed from My Watchlist.
• If an authorized user renames a tag that you selected, the revised name automatically appears in My

Watchlist. If you are not authorized to view the revised tag name, the tag will not appear.
• If your EEM permissions change, you may lose access to tags that you had previously added to your

watchlist. When you are configuring the watchlist, these tags will now be deselected, and they will no longer
appear on the Dashboard. 

Use My Watchlist
Use My Watchlist on the dashboard to access full details on the SLAs you are monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click on a tag tile to view details on the SLA List page.

The resulting SLA list includes all SLAs that meet the criteria of the tag Tag_1, regardless of status, with a completion
time within the defined time frame. For information on defining a time frame, search Filter Content by Time (the time
filter macro is not available when an Advanced Search is applied).
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2. Select an SLA name link to view the SLA details page for that SLA.

NOTE
For more information on SLA details, search Examine SLA Details. 

3. Select an Associated job link to view the job details associated with the corresponding SLA.

NOTE
For more information about job details, search Job Details. 

4. Click the status link of a tag on My Watchlist.

TIP

 Hover over the tag's status link to see the type of status and number of SLAs that meet that status criteria.

  
The resulting SLA list includes SLAs that meet the criteria of the tag Tag_ 2 with a status of On Time and a completion
time within the defined time frame. For information on defining a time frame, search Filter Content by Time (the time
filter macro is not available when an Advanced Search is applied).
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NOTE

When a tag has child tags, as seen above, the child tags will be filtered by the defined time frame, but will not
be filtered by status.

5. To view the critical path of the jobflow for a selected job,
a. Click an SLA name link.
b. Click FLOW VIEW.
c. Click TIME VIEW.
d. Click TABLE VIEW.

NOTE
For more information about Critical Path views, search Critical Path and All Jobs Monitoring. 

Current Alerts
Alerts appear on the Current Alerts pane as they are issued. The alerts are also displayed based on the defined time
frame (for information on defining a time frame, search Filter Content by Time). A red line indicates alerts that have been
issued within the last 30 minutes. The Current Alerts pane section can display the following alerts:

• Alerts for Workload Automation AE jobs, instances, and SLAs
• Alerts for CA 7 SLAs

Administrators define Alert Parameters in the Admin Tool. Based on this policy, alerts display in the Current Alerts list on
the Dashboard as they are issued. User permissions dictate the alerts that are displayed. 

View Current Alerts
Use the Dashboard to view and monitor current alerts as they are generated. 

NOTE

 A job run that is scheduled more than once can appear as multiple instances in the UI.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the iDash Web UI and log in.
The iDash dashboard opens.
Current alerts are listed in time order, and only appear if they fall within the defined time frame (for information on
defining a time frame, search Filter Content by Time). Alerts that display include alerts for Workload Automation AE
jobs, instances, and SLAs, and alerts for CA 7 SLAs.

NOTE

iDash displays alerts differently for AE and CA 7 alert types:

For AE:

• Job - Only alerts for jobs that are part of an SLA flow will be displayed.
• Instance - All alerts are displayed.
• SLA - All alerts are displayed.

For CA 7:

• SLA - All alerts are displayed.
2. View the summary for current alerts.

Notice that the current alerts are listed in time order, with the most recent alert first. The collapsed format shows the
following details for current alerts:
– Alert type, for example, SLA_MISSED_END
– SLA name
– How long ago the alert was issued.
Notice that alerts less than 30 minutes old have a red bar at the left.

3. Click the plus sign for an alert that is displayed in the current alerts list.

NOTE

 Current Event updates are paused when an alert is opened. When the alert is collapsed, the update
continues.
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4. Examine the details.

–  Summary specifies the SLA job name and how long ago the alert was issued.
–  Deadline specifies the SLA deadline time and date.
–  Job identifies the SLA job.
–  Instance specifies the scheduler instance where the alert was raised.
–  Machine identifies the computer where the job is running.
–  Occurrence specifies the time and date when this alert occurrence was raised.
–  Status is the alert status.

The status will show as Open until it is acknowledged or closed. Once an alert is acknowledged or closed, it will
move from the dashboard to the Alert List page.

–  Alert Details shows more information about the alert.
5. Acknowledge or close the alert.

a. (Optional) Enter a note in the comments dialog.
b. Click Acknowledge or Close to acknowledge or close the alert.

The Status changes to reflect that the alert has been acknowledged or closed.
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NOTE

 The ability to acknowledge or close alerts is based on permissions defined in EEM or iDash security
settings. The Acknowledge and Close buttons will be disabled when a user does not have the
necessary permissions.

6. When more than ten alerts are listed, SHOW MORE ALERTS appears at the bottom of the Current alerts list.

  
 

7. Click SHOW MORE ALERTS.
The full Alert list page opens.
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NOTE

 Unlike the Current Alerts panel on the dashboard, the Alert List page does not filter results based on a
defined time frame.

 
 
 

View SLA Details for a Current Alert
Workload operators can view job and SLA details related to a current alert. An SLA alert can indicate that the SLA has
one of the following statuses: at risk, predicted miss, or missed. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
The Dashboard opens.

2. Click the SLA link in the displayed alert.
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3.  Examine the details on the SLA details page that is related to the alert. SLA details include the SLA summary, the

Associated job summary, and the Last SLA runs.
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About Current Alerts
The following information is displayed with an alert:

• The SLA name, job, or instance for which the alert is generated
• Alert type

Alerts that appear in Current Alerts can include the following alert types:

• CA 7 SLA alert
•  SLA alert
•  instance alert
•  job runs alert

An SLA alert indicates that the SLA deadline is at risk, predicted to miss, or missed. An SLA elapsed time alert shows the
time difference between the current time and the alert time. 

If an SLA is predicted to end or start within the at risk warning interval, the SLA is at risk. An AT RISK alert is generated
when the following conditions are met:

• The desired global alarm settings are configured in Admin Tool under SLA - Alarm.
• The SLA has the AT RISK alarm enabled.
• The global setting, alarm future hours, defines how long before the deadline to issue the first alert. 

If the alarm future hours is 2, an At RISK alert is issued two hours before the SLA deadline. 

NOTE

The frequency at which an alert is issued is configured in Admin Tool under SLA - Alarm.

Example Settings:

• Deadline is 4:00
• Risk warning is 30 minutes (3:30)
• Run validity is 60 minutes (3:00)
• Alarm future hours is two hours (2:00) 
• All alert types are selected under Generate Alerts.

Impact:

Applicable alerts are issued for this SLA job. Consider the impact at the following times:

• – If the SLA did not complete successfully before its deadline at 4:00, a Missed alert is raised. This conveys that the
SLA missed its deadline.

– The alarm future hours is set to two hours, and the At Risk warning set to 30 minutes. At 2:00, if the SLA is
predicted to start/end successfully between 3:30 and 4:00, an At Risk alert is raised to warn that the start/end for
the SLA is predicted to be within the At Risk warning interval.

– The alarm future hours is set to two hours and the run validity is set to 60 minutes. At 2:00, if the SLA job on which
the SLA was created is predicted not to start/end successfully between 3:00 and 4:00, a Predicted Miss alert is
raised. This alert warns you that the predicted start/end for the SLA job will be outside of the specified deadline, and
that your SLA will miss its specified deadline.

 

Explorer
The video below provides an overview on using the Explorer to monitor SLAs, as well as information on working with
alerts, customizing the SLA list, and using the Flow, Time, and Table views:
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The Explorer provides an SLA list and an Alert list. Both lists use an infinite scroll pattern. You can change the default
sorting.

• The SLA list includes all SLAs that are tracked from the time forecasting starts to the time that tracking ends. The
forecasting parameter applies to all SLAs. Forecasting sets the number of hours before the SLA deadline. The end
tracking time is an SLA-specific setting. 

• The Alerts list includes alerts that have happened in the past, similar to the alerts list on the dashboard. 

Explore the SLA List
The SLA List is a table view of SLAs. The SLAs displayed here have deadlines within the past 24 hours and are within the
current forecast window. See Configure Forecast Parameters to adjust the forecast window.

The content displayed on the SLA List is also displayed based on the defined time frame (for information on defining a
time frame, search Filter Content by Time). Content also varies depending on how you access the list, and whether you
apply search criteria.

NOTE

• For details about using simple search and advanced search on the SLA list, search Search the SLA List.
• If you are using EEM authorization, the SLA list will only display SLAs for jobs to which you have access,

based on EEM permissions. Search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies for more information on these
permissions.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the iDash Web UI and log in.
2. Access the SLA list in one of the following ways:

– Click the Explorer tab in the main toolbar and select the SLA list.
The Explorer page opens. The SLA list table displays all SLAs in all statuses. 

– Click the Dashboard tab. Select a tag from My watchlist. 
The Explorer page opens. The SLA list table displays the list of SLAs that are associated with the tag you selected.

– Click the Dashboard tab. Select a status from the doughnut chart or the legend.
The Explorer page opens. The SLA list table displays the SLAs that are currently in the selected status.

NOTE

Updates to the SLA list are reflected in near real time. Update examples include a change in status of
existing records, additions to records, and deletion of records.

The following example shows SLAs in different statuses with time data that varies by status.
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– SLAs in Disabled status are not running; thus, they have no data for Completion time or Time to completion.
– SLAs in Future status have no predicted Completion time or Time to completion. Only Deadline and Time to

deadline is displayed.
– SLAs in Met status show the Completion time and the Deadline, where the Completion time is before the deadline.
– SLAs in Predicted miss, On time, and At risk statuses show Completion time with the Future icon. In this case,

completion time data is a forecasted time.
– SLAs have a Predicted miss status when the Time to deadline is less than the Time to completion.
– SLAs have an On time status when the Time to completion is less than the Time to deadline.
– SLAs have an At risk status when the Completion time is close to, but earlier than the deadline.

3. Examine the SLA properties that can be displayed on the SLA table. Use the horizontal scroll bar to see all of the
column headings, if needed.
The SLA list displays the following details about the listed SLAs:
–  Status displays current status of the SLA.
–  SLA name represents the SLA name. Click SLA name to view the SLA detail page.
–  Instance displays the instance name for either AutoSys or CA7.
–  Type displays the SLA type (Start or End).
–  Deadline displays the actual SLA deadline date and time.
–  Time to deadline displays the time until deadline.
–  Completion time displays the actual or forecasted completion time of the SLA. Forecasted completion time is

shown with an icon. Actual completion time is shown without an icon.
–  Time to completion displays time remaining until the SLA completion.
–  Remaining jobs displays how many jobs remain until the SLA completion.
–  Associated job displays current SLA associated job.
–  Trend  

• Trend up occurs when the forecasted Completion time is less than the time to completion as the SLA deadline
approaches.

• Trend down occurs when the forecasted Completion time exceeds the time to completion as the SLA deadline
approaches.
Note: Trend up and Trend down are displayed with icons.

–  Machine displays the name of the host computer on which the job is running.
–  SLA SchID displays the Schedule ID for the CA 7 SLA job.
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NOTE

This column will not be displayed if iDash is configured only with AutoSys instances.
4. Customize the SLA list to display only the properties of interest.

a. Click SETTINGS.
b. To hide a column from view, clear the corresponding check box.
c. To reorder columns, click the drag icon for the column and drag the column to a new location. 
d. Close the Settings.

In the following example, the Associated job drag icon (3rd from last column) is selected and moved to the 3rd from
first column position. Several columns are hidden.

  
5. Sort the rows by one or more column attributes.

Status is the primary sort attribute, but the sorting is not alphabetical. SLAs are listed with Predicted miss first, followed
by Missed, At risk, On time, Met, Future, and Disabled.
– Click the Status sort button to display SLAs in the reverse order. 
– Click another column header to re-sort SLAs by the selected attribute.
– Hold Shift while clicking to sort the SLA list on multiple columns.

For example, to move the jobs that are nearing completion to the top of the list, sort by the column, Time to
completion.

 Note: The range of displayed SLAs of the total number of SLAs is shown at the bottom of the display. The number of
records that are displayed at a time depends on your screen size and screen resolution.

  
6. To display details for an SLA on the SLA list, click the SLA name.
7. To display details for a job that is associated with an SLA, click the Associated job link.
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Search the SLA List
The video below provides an overview on creating a custom search for the SLA list, including how to edit a custom search
and how to save a modified custom search:

  

When you select the SLA list option from the Explorer tab, the SLA list contains all SLAs. To list only SLAs that interest
you, enter criteria in the search field or in the advanced search form. Results from both search types include SLAs that
meet any criteria you add.  

• Simple Search: Search results apply to:
– SLA name
– SLA job (associated job name)
– Job in the critical job list with the SLA job  

• Advanced Search: Search results list SLAs that meet any of the criteria you specify:
– SLA name
– SLA job
– Job in critical job list with the SLA job
– Tag
– Status
– Instance
– Time range and Past days or Time interval and date range

When you click a tag on the Dashboard, the SLA list includes only the SLAs filtered by that tag.  When you click a status
segment on the Dashboard, the SLA list includes SLAs filtered by that status.

• When you enter a simple search on a filtered list, the search is performed on the filtered list. 
• When you enter an advanced search from a filtered list, the search is performed on the complete SLA list. If you want

to apply a tag or a status, enter criteria in the Tag or Status fields.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the iDash Web UI and log in.
2. Access the SLA list in one of the following ways:

– Click the Explorer tab in the main toolbar and select the SLA list.
The Explorer page opens. The SLA list table displays all SLAs in all statuses. 

– Click the Dashboard tab. Select a tag from My watchlist. 
The Explorer page opens. The SLA list table displays the list of SLAs that are associated with the tag you selected.

– Click the Dashboard tab. Select a status from the doughnut chart or the legend.
The Explorer page opens. The SLA list table displays the SLAs that are currently in the selected status.

NOTE

Updates to the SLA list are reflected in near real time. Update examples include a change in status of
existing records, additions to records, and deletion of records.

3. To list only SLAs that meet name criteria, enter search criteria in the search field. For example, enter:
– Full SLA name
– Full job name
– One or more partial names with wildcards (asterisks), where names can include:

• SLA names
• Names of jobs that are associated with SLAs
• Names of jobs that are on the critical list in a job flow that contains an SLA job

The SLA list redisplays with one or more SLAs that meet your search criteria.
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NOTE

• If you search for an existing SLA that is in FUTURE status, that SLA is potentially not displayed. The
simple search retrieves SLAs where the SLA end time is within the Forecast Duration Hours, a global
setting.

• For details about search criteria, see SLA List Search Examples.
4. To list SLAs based on new advanced search criteria, that is, without creating or using a filter:

a. Click the ADVANCED SEARCH drop-down list and select Add/Modify.
b. Complete one or more of the search fields:

• SLA name - Enter an SLA name or partial SLA name with wildcards and press Enter. Repeat for each filter.
• SLA job - Enter an SLA job name or partial job name with wildcards and press Enter. Repeat for each filter. The

following examples show the options for using wildcards:
PayrollJob*, *rollJob, or  *roll*

• Critical path job - Enter a critical path job name or partial job name with wildcards and press Enter. Repeat for
each filter.

• Tag - Enter a tag name or partial tag name with wildcards and press Enter. Repeat for each filter. The tag filter
returns SLAs with tags that match the filter. It does not return SLAs with descendant tags of the filter.

• Status - Select one or more statuses from the drop-down list.
• Instance - Select one or more instances from the drop-down list.
• Time range

• Accept Past days, the default, and enter the number of past days in the Past days field.
• Select Time interval from the drop-down list and enter the range with the From and To calendars.

• (Optional) Select the Upto Forecast Duration Hours (+xx) checkbox to include SLAs with future deadlines up
until the Forecast Duration Hours specified in the Admin Tool.
The hours displayed on this option reflect the defined Forecast Duration Hours. For example, if you have
defined the Forecast Duration Hours at 24, the option will display as Upto Forecast Duration Hours (+24). 

NOTE

 This option is only available when Past days is selected in the Time range field.
c. Click SEARCH

The SLA list is displayed to the right of the Advanced Search Filter popup.
d. Click CLOSE to close the Advanced Search popup and expand the area for the SLA list

5. To create a new filter by saving search criteria:
a. Click the ADVANCED SEARCH drop-down list and select Add/Modify.
b. Complete one or more search fields as described in the preceding step.
c. Click SAVE AS.
d. Enter a unique name without spaces in the Name field.
e. Click OK.
f. Optionally, bookmark this filter in your browser for even faster retrieval during future sessions.

6. To list SLAs based on saved search criteria:
a. Click the ADVANCED SEARCH drop-down list.
b. Select the desired filter from the Search drop-down list.

The SLA list redisplays with the SLAs that meet the criteria of the selected filter.
7. To list SLAs based on a modification of a saved filter:

a. Click the ADVANCED SEARCH drop-down list.
b. Select Add/Modify. 
c. Select the saved filter from the Search drop-down list. 
d. Select more criteria or remove existing criteria. 
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e. Click SEARCH to display the SLA list without saving your changes to the current filter.
f. Click CLOSE.

8. To update a saved filter:
a. Click the ADVANCED SEARCH drop-down list.
b. Select Add/Modify. 
c. Select the saved filter from the Search drop-down list. 
d. Select more criteria or remove existing criteria. 
e. Click SAVE to save your changes to the current filter.
f. Click CLOSE.

9. To create a new filter that is based on an existing filter:
a. Click the ADVANCED SEARCH drop-down list.
b. Select Add/Modify. 
c. Select the saved filter from the Search drop-down list. 
d. Select more criteria or remove existing criteria. 
e. Click SAVE AS to open a Name entry field. 
f. Enter a new name that describes the variation of the original filter and click OK. 

10. View the simple search field and the SLA list.
When advanced search is performed without saving the search criteria, the simple search field displays Advanced
Search. When advanced search is saved with a label, the simple search field displays Custom Search label.

SLA List Search Examples
By default, the SLA list contains all the SLAs defined in your system. The number of records is displayed at the bottom of
the SLA list. The examples presented in this article demonstrate how you can use a search to reduce a full list of records
to a small list of SLAs that interest you.

To reduce the list to SLAs of interest to you, enter search criteria. Two types of searches are available to you:

• Simple search works well for on-demand searches. Simple search applies to SLA name, SLA job names, and names
of jobs on the critical list with SLA jobs.

• Advanced search lets you save complex search criteria for later use. Advance search lets you specify criteria for
various attributes of SLAs.

Simple Search Example: ros* OR *flow*

A simple search lists 39 SLAs. The listed SLAs meet any criteria. Example records include one with a job containing *flow*
but no related name with the string "ros".  Another record has an SLA name beginning with ros* but no related name with
the string "flow".
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Search Criteria is Partial SLA Name and Partial Job Name

The search terms that you enter for a simple search retrieve SLAs that match any of the terms. 

• Search for QA*BOX retrieved the SLA with associated job QA_Test_Flow_Box_0.
• Search for PA*finalize retrieved the SLA with the SLA name PAS2_dwh.sgp.whq.finalize.

Search Criteria is a Job Name on the Critical Job List 

• Search criteria *initialize retrieved an SLA where the search criteria is not in the SLA name or the associated job name.
• Search criteria *initialize is, however, a job name that is in the critical path of the retrieved SLA. 
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The Time View for an SLA lists critical path jobs and the SLA job. Notice that the SLA PAS2_dwh.sgp.whq.finalize starts
with the non-SLA job, dwh.sgp.whq.initialize.

Search Criteria is Not Case Sensitive

Notice that *daily retrieves SLAs that:

• Begin with Daily
• Include DAILY
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Search Criteria with Tag and Status Filters

If you click a tag or a tag status from My Watchlist, that filter is used in addition to the search criteria that you enter.

Saving Advanced Search Criteria for Reuse

When you save your advanced search criteria for reuse, save it with a meaningful name. Save a search for predicted miss
SLAs within a specified instance for the past two days as instance_name_predicted_miss_past_2_days. 
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To reuse a saved search, click ADVANCED SEARCH and select the saved search from the drop-down list.

You can search by selecting a bookmark after logging in, regardless of your location in the Web UI. Notice that the URL in
the following example ends with the saved filter name, search_eem_sla.

 

Explore the Alert List
As a workload operator, you can explore more alerts than the alerts that are displayed on the Dashboard. From the
Dashboard Current Alerts, click Show More to access the Alert list. Or, access the Alert list directly from the Explorer drop-
down list. The default sorting is by alert status, beginning with open, then by occurrence beginning with newest.

The columns that are displayed on the Alert list vary by alert type. Workload Automation AE alert types include SLA alerts,
Job alerts and Instance alerts. CA 7 supports the SLA alert type.

NOTE

iDash displays alerts differently for AE and CA 7 alert types:
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For AE:

• Job - Only alerts for jobs that are part of an SLA flow will be displayed.
• Instance - All alerts are displayed.
• SLA - All alerts are displayed.

For CA 7:

• SLA - All alerts are displayed.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Click Explorer and select the Alert list.
3. (Optional) Customize the alert list. Click SETTINGS and clear any column that you do not want displayed.

  
4. View the Alert list with the following column descriptions:

–  Alert status is one of the following alert statuses: Open, Acknowledged, or Closed.
–  Alert type specifies the type of alert that was issued for the specified Trigger, including:

• Alert types for SLAs
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• SLA_PREDICTED_MISS_START
• SLA_AT_RISK_START
• SLA_MISSED_START
• SLA_PREDICTED_MISS_END 
• SLA_AT_RISK_END 
• SLA_MISSED_END

• Alert types for AE jobs
• Alert types for AE instances

–  Alert name specifies what triggered this alert occurrence, including: the SLA name, job name, and instance. SLA
alerts contain a link to the SLA detail.

–  Category identifies the source of the alert. The alert source for Workload Automation AE can be an SLA, a job, or
an instance. For CA 7, the alert source is always SLA.

–  Occurrence specifies the time and date when this alert occurrence was raised.
–  Elapsed time specifies how long ago the alert was raised in hours, minutes, and seconds.
–  Instance identifies the instance where the alert was raised.
–  LPAR/Machine contains the machine name for Workload Automation AE or the LPAR name for CA 7.
–  SLA job identifies the SLA critical job for an SLA alert type.
–  SLA SchID specifies the Schedule ID for the CA 7 SLA job.

NOTE

This column will not be displayed if iDash is configured only with AutoSys instances.
–  Deadline specifies the SLA deadline for an SLA alert type.
–  State time specifies the time and date when the alert was acknowledged or closed.
–  Alert details specifies alert details.

For AE jobs and instances, the alert details come from AutoSys. For CA 7, alert details are generated from the SLA
detail.

–  User comments displays the response from the user who acknowledged or closed the alert.
For AE jobs and instances, user comments will aggregate, but for CA 7, any existing comment is overwritten when
a new comment is added.

5. Click one or more column names to sort the alert list by those columns. The default sorting displays open alerts first,
beginning with the newest alert.

TIP

 Select multiple columns at once by holding the Shift key when clicking.

Manage Alerts

After viewing an alert, you can acknowledge or close it.

By default, acknowledged alerts remain visible, and closed alerts are removed from view. To view closed alerts, or to hide
open or acknowledged alerts, click Show then adjust the selected statuses as required.
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To acknowledge or close an alert or multiple alerts:

1. Select the check box next to each alert you want to mark.

NOTE
 To select all alerts in the view, select the check box at the top of the column.

2. Click either the Acknowledge or the Close button.
3. (Optional) Enter a note in the Add Response dialog.

For AE jobs and instances, user comments will aggregate, but for CA 7, any existing comment is overwritten when a
new comment is added.

4. Click OK.

NOTE

 The ability to acknowledge or close alerts is based on permissions defined in EEM or iDash security
settings. Alerts that users are not authorized to modify will display without a check box and cannot be
selected.

 

SLA Details
When you access the SLA details, the following data is displayed:

• SLA summary details
• Associated job details
• Last SLA run details

From the SLA details you can:

• Switch views to flow view, time view, or table view.
• Access the SLA definition
• Access job details.

The following examples show the various types of data that are displayed in the SLA Details page with each SLA status
type. Status examples include Met, Missed, Predicted Miss, At Risk, and On Time.

NOTE

For predicting runs, processing SLA statuses, and calculating average runtime values, iDash will not consider
job executions that happened via RUN command in CA 7. Job runs that happen via RUN command will not be
displayed in Job Run History.

The CA 7 Run Report will display runs that happen via RUN command.
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Met SLA Status (Success Job Status)

When an SLA is met, the SLA summary displays how much before the deadline the SLA job completed successfully. This
data is shown as slack time.

Missed SLA Status (Actual End Before End Validity Threshold)
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In general, we think that a Missed SLA is due to the SLA job completing after the deadline. The data in the following
example shows that the Actual end time is before the deadline. The status is missed because the Actual end time (2:35) is
before the Run validity start time (3:00, three hours before the 6:00 deadline). Notice that the SLA job completed with an
exit code of 0 and a status of Success. 
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Predicted Miss SLA Status 

The following example is the same run as the Missed example, but earlier in time. The SLA was predicted to miss
because the predicted completion time (2:34) is before the Run validity start (3:00).
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On Time SLA Status (Success Job Status)

When the Type is End, the SLA is on time if the job has a predicted completion time after the Run validity start and before
the deadline.

At Risk SLA Status (Success Job Status)

The SLA is at risk because the predicted completion time is between the risk threshold and the deadline.
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Examine SLA Details and Views
Access a selected SLA from the Web UI to examine its details and views. Details for a selected SLA include the
associated job and all other jobs in the same job flow. You can display all the jobs in the job flow or only the critical path
jobs.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the iDash Web UI and log in.
2. Click Explorer in the toolbar and select either SLA list or Alert list.
3. If you select the SLA list, click the SLA name link for the target SLA. If you select the Alert list, click the alert name link

for the target alert.
The SLA Details page opens. 

4. If the SLA is tagged, an information icon is displayed next to the name. Click the information icon to display SLA info, a
list of tags that are associated with this SLA.

 
5. Examine the various sections of SLA details. Sections include the SLA summary, the associated job data, the SLA

runs table, and the problematic jobs table.
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6. Review the SLA summary details in the upper-left quadrant of the page.

NOTE

 For details about SLA summary, search SLA Summary.
7. Review the data in the Associated job pane.

NOTE

 For details about the Associated job, search Associated Job 
8. View the job run data in the SLA runs table. The run history can include up to 5000 runs beginning with the latest run

start time.

NOTE

 For details about SLA runs, search SLA Run History.

From this default view, access three other views of the SLA, the SLA definition, and details for the associated job. 
9. View the data in the Problematic Jobs table.

NOTE

For details about Problematic Jobs, search SLA Details Problematic Jobs.
10. Click FLOW VIEW to see a graphical display of the SLA job and its dependencies - predecessor and triggering jobs.

The critical path jobs are displayed by default. Click ALL JOBS to display all jobs that are related to this SLA. Click
CRITICAL PATH to revert the display.

11. Click TIME VIEW to examine the progress of the SLA job and associated jobs in time.
The critical path jobs are displayed by default. Click ALL JOBS to display all jobs that are related to this SLA. Click
CRITICAL PATH to revert the display.

12. Click TABLE VIEW to display the same data as a table.
The critical path jobs are displayed by default. Click ALL JOBS to display all jobs that are related to this SLA. Click
CRITICAL PATH to revert the display.
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13. Click SLA DEFINITION to display how this SLA was configured in a read-only form.
14. Click JOB DETAIL at the bottom of the Associated job pane to display the summary of this SLA job.

NOTE

• For details about FLOW VIEW, search Examine the Flow View that Contains the SLA Job.
• For details about TIME VIEW, search Examine a Time View.
• For details about TABLE VIEW, search Examine the Table View that Contains the SLA Job.
• For details about SLA DEFINITION, search SLA Definition.
• For details about JOB DETAIL, search Job Details.

SLA Details: SLA Summary
The SLA Summary portion of the SLA Details page has the SLA name and SLA type in the header. The SLA status is
shown with an icon. The SLA fields included in the summary depend upon the status of the SLA.

Met SLA Status 

When an SLA is met, the SLA summary displays how much before the deadline of 2 a.m. the SLA job ended. In this
example, the SLA job ended at approximately 12:42 a.m. (shown as 00:41:42). This difference of 1 hour and 18 minutes is
shown as slack time.

Missed SLA Status 

When an SLA is missed, the SLA summary displays the Actual end and by how much the deadline was Missed. In this
example, the Deadline is 12:05, but the SLA ended at 12:50, missing the deadline by 45 minutes. Because End tracking
was configured to be 50 minutes after the deadline, the Actual end can be recorded.
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Predicted Miss SLA Status 

The SLA was predicted to miss because the predicted completion time (2:34 a.m.) is before the Run validity threshold
(3:00 a.m.).

At Risk SLA Status

The SLA is at risk. The predicted completion time (5:59 p.m.) is between the risk threshold (5:45 p.m.) and the deadline
(6:15 p.m.).
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On Time SLA Status

When the Type is Start, the SLA is on time if the job is predicted to start by the deadline. When the Type is End, the SLA
is on time if the SLA is predicted to complete by the deadline. In the example, the predicted completion time is about
12:44 a.m. to the closest minute. The deadline is 2 a.m. Slack time is the difference, or 1 hour and 16 minutes in this
example. 

When you access SLA details, review the SLA summary at the top of the page. The SLA name, type, and status are
displayed for all SLAs. Other details depend on the SLA status. The following table describes the fields with the applicable
SLA statuses.

SLA Summary View - SLA Details

SLA Attribute Applicable Status Description
SLA name All The configured name for this SLA
Type All SLA type: Start or End
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Status All The possible SLA statuses are:
• Predicted miss - The SLA is expected to

miss its deadline.
• Missed - The SLA has missed its

deadline.
• At risk - The SLA is at risk of missing its

deadline.
• On time - The SLA is expected to

complete on time.
• Met - The SLA has met its deadline.
• Future - The SLA is scheduled to run in

the future including its scheduled start
time.

More progress displays include:
• Error (with error description)
• Unknown SLA forecast
• Disabled
• Not available

Predicted start or 
Predicted completion
(based on SLA type)

Predicted_miss
At risk
On time
Future

The time the job start (if not started) or the
completion time (if started)
 

Actual start or
Actual completion
(based on SLA type)

Missed
Met

The start or completion time if the job has
completed its run

Deadline All The SLA deadline
Run validity start Predicted miss

Missed
 

The start time at which the job can
complete and be considered valid
Consider the scenario where the deadline
of the SLA (type End) is 6:00 and the run
validity is 120 minutes.
• If the job completes before 4:00, its

status is MISSED. 
• If the job completes between 4:00 and

6:00, its status is MET. 
• If the job is running and is predicted

to complete before 4:00, its status is
PREDICTED MISS.

• If the job is running and is predicted to
complete between 4:00 and 6:00, its
status is ON TIME.

Actual end Met
Missed

 

End tracking Predicted miss Missed The time at which the SLA is no longer
tracked
Consider the scenario where the deadline
is 6:00 and the end tracking is 7:00.
• If the job completes at 6:55, its status is

MISSED and Missed by is displayed as
55m for 55 minutes.

• If the job completes at 7:05, its status is
MISSED and Missed by is displayed as
N/A.
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Delayed by Predicted miss The amount of time after the deadline that
the SLA is predicted complete

Missed by Missed The amount of time after the deadline
that the SLA completed, if before the end
tracking time

Slack time At risk
On time
Met

The amount of time before the deadline that
the SLA is predicted to complete or does
complete.
Consider the scenario where the Predicted
completion is 11:43, and the Deadline is
12:00. The slack time is 17 minutes (17m).

Risk threshold At risk The time at which the SLA becomes At risk
The predicted completion time of an at risk
SLA is between the Risk threshold and the
Deadline.

SLA Details: Associated Job
The Associated job section of the SLA details page will look similar to the following examples:
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The associated job section displays attributes of the job that is associated with the selected SLA. An SLA is defined for an
SLA job, but the SLA is not the SLA job. The SLA job has its own job status, such as Success, Failure, Terminated, and
On hold. The SLA status depends on the SLA job status but it does not match the SLA job status. 

SLA Summary View - Associated Job

The following field descriptions apply to the associated job attributes.

• Job name defines the name of a job which is associated with the SLA.
• SchID specifies that the SLA tracks only the job run that the schedule ID identifies. (CA 7)
• Job status specifies the job status of the scheduler.

For example: Success, Running, or Failed for  jobs; Completed, Abended, or Waiting for CA 7 jobs.
• Type specifies the job type, for example, Command or Box.
• Average specifies the average run time for this job.
• Exit code specifies 0 if the job status is Success.
• Instance identifies the scheduler instance on which the job runs.
• Start specifies the time and date when the job is scheduled to start.
• End specifies the time and date when the job is scheduled to complete.
• Last start specifies the time and date that the last run of this job started.
• Last end specifies the time and date that the last run of this job ended.
• Machine specifies the host name of the computer where this job instance runs. (Workload Automation AE)
• Lpar specifies the logical partition of the CA 7 instance where this scheduler instance runs. (CA 7)
• Agent specifies applications that extend batch workload across multiple operating systems and monitors progress.

(Workload Automation AE)

 

SLA Details: SLA Runs
As an operator who is viewing SLA details, you can view SLA run histories in both a table view and a chart view. 
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By default, the SLA Runs table displays the current SLA and the last three completed SLA runs. View Configure Forecast
Parameters to change the number of SLAs that display.

This page will refresh automatically every 15 seconds. However, the Time View and Table View pages may need to
display a large number of job records, and the automatic refresh is optimized to handle this.

For Time View, an additional 15 seconds will be added to the automatic refresh time for every additional 5,000 records
that display (for example, the refresh time for 1 to 4,999 records is 15 seconds, whereas the refresh time for 5,000 to
9,999 records is 30 seconds, and so on).

For Table View, an additional 15 seconds will be added to the automatic refresh time for every additional 3,000 records
that display (for example, the refresh time for 1 to 2,999 records is 15 seconds, whereas the refresh time for 3,000 to
5,999 records is 30 seconds, and so on).

SLA Runs: Table View

Use the Table View to view the SLA Runs in a table format. In addition, you can clear the columns on the SLA Runs table
that you want to hide from view. By default, the Last Runs table is sorted based on completion time.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Access the SLA details page for the SLA of interest.

The SLA Runs table is displayed on the page.
3. Click SETTINGS. Clear any column that contains no data. Optionally, move column positions.

 
 

4. Examine the data with the following descriptions:
–  Status specifies the SLA status for the current run, for example:
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• Predicted miss: The SLA is expected to miss its deadline.
• Missed: The SLA has missed its deadline.
• At risk: The SLA is at risk of missing its deadline.
• On time: The SLA is expected to complete on time.
• Met: The SLA has met its deadline. 

–  Type specifies whether the type of SLA is Start or End.
–  SchID specifies that the SLA tracks only the job run for the selected schedule ID. (CA 7)
–  Performance displays the performance metric for this run of the SLA job. SLA performance is the difference

between the SLA deadline time and the SLA actual completion time. If the actual completion time for an SLA that
missed its deadline is unavailable, the performance metric is the difference in minutes between the SLA deadline
time and the SLA end tracking time.

–  Completion time specifies the date and time when this run of the SLA completed.
–  Deadline specifies the deadline date and time of this run, which is based on the SLA definition.
–  End tracking specifies the actual end tracking time that is based on the SLA definition. This setting allows the

actual completion time to be determined for SLAs that miss the deadline. 
–  Instance specifies the Workload Automation AE instance or the CA 7 instance on which this run of the SLA

occurred.
–  Prob. job count specifies the number of jobs associated with the SLA that are problematic and may require further

attention. 

TIP

Click any row in the SLA Runs table to populate the Problematic Jobs table with the problematic jobs
associated with that SLA.

SLA Runs: Chart View

Use the Chart View to view the SLA Runs as a chart.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Access the SLA details page for the SLA of interest.

The SLA Runs table is displayed by default.
3. Click Chart View to toggle to the SLA Runs chart.

The SLA Runs chart displays.
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– The x-axis Deadline displays the deadline date and time of this run, which is based on the SLA definition.
– The y-axis Performance displays the difference between the SLA deadline time and the SLA actual completion

time.
You can compare the Performance values here with the Performance column in the SLA Runs table.

SLA runs with a positive performance will display as green bars on the chart. The details of the SLA run show the
amount of time ahead of the deadline that the run completed.
SLA runs with a negative performance will display as red bars on the chart. The details of the SLA run show the
amount of time behind the deadline that the run completed.

4. Hover over a bar on the chart to view specific details about that SLA run.
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SLA Details: Problematic Jobs
As an operator who is viewing SLA details, you can view problematic jobs associated with the SLA. Problematic jobs are
jobs that are behaving abnormally and may cause the SLA to miss its deadline.

By default, all problematic jobs display in the table, even those jobs for which users may not have authorization privileges.
You can mask jobs that the user is not authorized to view by enabling the Mask Unauthorized Jobs feature in the Admin
Tool.

NOTE

If there are multiple jobs relevant to the same SLA, only problematic jobs will be added to the Problematic Jobs
table.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Access the SLA details page for the SLA of interest.

 
The Problematic Jobs table is displayed at the bottom of the page.

3. Click SETTINGS. Clear any column that contains no data. You can also move column positions.
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4. Examine the data with the following descriptions:

• –  Name specifies the name of the problematic job.
–  Type specifies the type of the problematic job.
–  Exception type specifies the type of problem being identified. For example:

•  Longer than average: The job has run 10% longer than the average runtime, with a minimum difference of 120
seconds.

•  Shorter than average: The job has run 10% shorter than the average runtime, with a minimum difference of 120
seconds.

•  Unsuccessful run: The job run was unsuccessful.
Unsuccessful AutoSys runs will display with a status of Failure or Terminated; unsuccessful CA 7 jobs will display
with a status of Failed, Abended, Submit_Failed, or Canceled.

–  Exception time specifies the date and time when the problem was identified.
–  Job status specifies the status of the job run that was problematic.
–  Start time specifies the date and time when the run began.
–  End time specifies the date and time when the run ended.
–  Average runtime specifies the typical runtime for the job based on the average in the iDash database.
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NOTE

If the job has no previous runs, iDash will not be able to calculate the average runtime. If the average
runtime based upon the previous runs of a job does not exist in the iDash database, the last job run
duration will be used as the average runtime.

–  Variance specifies the difference between the average runtime and the actual job runtime.
–  Recovery Time specifies the date and time when the problematic job was no longer considered problematic by

iDash. This time is related to iDash’s forecasting and processing cycle, not to the job end time, so it may be after
the end time of the job run. The problematic status of the job determines when iDash may consider a job to have
recovered.
• For Short Running problematic jobs, no recovery is possible. The Recovery Time field will always be empty for

these problematic jobs.
• For Long Running problematic jobs, a recovery time may be displayed if the job run has completed successfully.

If the job was incorrectly marked as long running due to a delay in receiving or processing the job completion, the
problematic entry will be removed once iDash is able to process the job completion and recognize that the job
did not run long.

• For Unsuccessful Run problematic jobs, a resolution time may be provided if the job is re-run successfully. The
Recovery Time field will only be populated with a value if the problematic job has run successfully after the
unsuccessful run and before the End Tracking window for the SLA has closed.

–  SchID  specifies the SchID of the run (for CA 7 jobs only).
–  Exit code specifies the exit code of the run (for AutoSys jobs only).

Deleted or Duplicated Problematic Jobs in the Table

You may encounter situations where jobs appear on the Problematic Jobs table, but are later deleted, or situations where
duplicate jobs appear in the table. This occurs when there is a delay in iDash receiving the status of a job, which can
cause a job to appear problematic when it is not, or problematic in a way that it is not.

When iDash receives the actual status, the job is deleted from the Problematic Jobs table, or its exception type is adjusted
accordingly. 

Consider the following scenarios:

 Scenario #1 

• Job A has an average runtime of 5 minutes.
• The duration of the current run is 7 minutes.
• Due to a delay in iDash receiving the job status, the run duration appears to be longer than 7 minutes, causing Job A

to display in the Problematic Jobs table with an exception type of Longer than average.
• Once iDash receives the actual job status, it shows that the run completed within 7 minutes, and Job A will be deleted

from the Problematic Jobs table. 

 Scenario #2 

• Job B has an average runtime of 5 minutes.
• The duration of the current run is 10 minutes.
• Once the duration of the current run has gone beyond 7 minutes, Job B appears in the Problematic Jobs table with an

exception type of Longer than average.
• Once iDash receives the actual job status, it shows that the job ran for 10 minutes and then failed. A duplicate Job B

appears in the Problematic Jobs table with an exception type of Unsuccessful run.
• The original Job B showing an exception type of Longer than average is then deleted from the Problematic Jobs table.

 Scenario #3 
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• Job C has an average runtime of 5 minutes.
• The duration of the current run is 2 seconds.
• Due to a delay in iDash receiving the job status, the run duration appears to be more than 7 minutes, causing Job C to

display in the Problematic Jobs table with an exception type of Longer than average.
• Once iDash receives the actual job status, it shows that the run completed too quickly, and a duplicate Job C is added

to the Problematic Jobs table with an exception type of Shorter than average.
• The original Job C showing an exception type of Longer than average is then deleted from the Problematic Jobs table.

SLA Definition
Administrators and other authorized users can take the following actions from a SLA definition page:

• Edit, delete, or copy the SLA definition
• Review the definition of the job that is associated with this SLA
• Examine the run history.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Click Explorer and select the SLA list
3. Click an SLA name to display the SLA summary
4. Click SLA DEFINITION.

A page that resembles the following SLA definition example appears.
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5. Click ACTION, then Copy, Delete, or Edit to maintain this SLA definition.

NOTE

 For details about maintaining an SLA definition, search Maintain SLA Definitions.
6. Click JOB DEFINITION to open the definition of the job that is associated with this SLA.
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7. Click RUN HISTORY to open the Job runs popup page.

Troubleshoot SLA Messages
Messages may appear when you are looking at an SLA definition, indicating potential issues. The articles in this section
can help to troubleshoot the cause of these messages. 

Job does not get triggered by jobName^schID
 Symptom: 

A message similar to the following appears when viewing an SLA definition:

Job does not get triggered by jobName^schID. Click ACTION, Edit and select valid Date scheduling option.
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This message indicates that the SLA was defined with the Triggering Job option set for the indicated job on the indicated
triggering job schID for date scheduling at a time when iDash thought that the SLA job could be triggered by the triggering
job on that schedule ID. The SLA job or triggering job definitions have since changed, meaning that the triggering job on
that schID no longer triggers the SLA job. This issue could also be seen after upgrading to iDash version 12.0.04.01 or
later, when the filtering for valid triggering jobs was made more exact. 

 Solution: 

This message can be resolved by performing one of the two following actions: 

1. Choose a different date scheduling option.
– The triggering job options should not include the existing job and schedule ID combination.
– You can choose a different triggering job and schedule.
– You can choose the CA 7 SchID option (if available) or the Run days in week option.

2. Add a trigger from the triggering job on the schedule ID to the SLA job.
– You can add a real trigger in CA 7.
– You can add a logical triggering job link in iDash.

Job does not get triggered by slaJobName^TRG
Symptom:

A message similar to the following appears when viewing an SLA definition:

Job does not get triggered by slaJobName^TRG. Click ACTION, Edit and select valid Date scheduling option.

This message indicates that the SLA was defined with the Triggering Job <ALL> option for date scheduling at a time when
triggering jobs with valid schedules were available for the SLA job. The SLA job or triggering job definitions have since
changed, meaning that there are no longer triggering jobs with valid schedules available for the SLA job. 

Solution:

This message can be resolved by performing one of the two following actions: 

1. Choose a different date scheduling option.
– The Triggering job option should not be available.
– You can choose the CA 7 SchID option (if available) or the Run days in week option.

2. Add a triggering job to the SLA job.
– You can add a real triggering job in CA 7.
– You can add a logical triggering job link in iDash.

Critical Path and All Jobs
From the SLA details page that displays a selected SLA, you can select FLOW VIEW, TIME VIEW, or TABLE VIEW. Each
of these views opens with the display of the Critical Path. You can change each view to display all jobs.

  

You can monitor the critical path jobs or all jobs in the job flow that contains an SLA job. 

The critical path can change as a job progresses. Consider two branches of a job flow that terminate with a single job that
precedes an SLA job. The branch with jobs that are forecasted to take the longest to complete are the critical path jobs. 
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NOTE

For details about how iDash determines the critical path, search Critical Path Monitoring.

You can monitor progress of active SLA job flow in two graphical views, the time view and the flow view. The table view
shows the same jobs. If you switch views with a job selected, that job is selected in the new view.

Monitor Predicted Miss SLAs
The ability to forecast that an SLA is predicted to miss depends on availability of job dependency information, the
current status of the jobs in the SLA job flow, and historical data.  If there is insufficient data to predict the time, or if there
is a problem with currently running jobs, Unknown is displayed.

When you are monitoring a predicted miss SLA, consider the following approach:

1. Is the current time bar displayed on the time view?  If so, continue.
2. View the critical times on the time view:

– When critical job list started
– Run validity threshold
– SLA deadline
– When the SLA job is forecasted to

• Complete (End type SLA)
• Start (Start type SLA)

– End tracking time
– The current time in relation to the critical times

For example, how much time remains before the deadline?
3. Regarding the time when the Predicted miss SLA is forecasted to complete.

a. How late, that is how long after the deadline?
b. How long from now?
c. How many jobs remain to be done until the SLA deadline?
d. How many jobs are forecasted to be done between the SLA deadline and the expected completion time? 

4. Regarding the current bottleneck job in the critical path:
a. What is the bottleneck job?
b. What jobs are near this bottleneck job?

• What is its predicted start and end times? 
c. If the bottleneck job is running

• How long before it finishes? 
• How does the current projected run time compare with its average run time?

d. If the bottleneck job is waiting
• How long before it finishes? 
• What is its displayed state?

e. If the bottleneck job has failed
• How long ago did this job fail? 
• What is its predicted start and end times? 
• What is its displayed state?

Examine a Flow View
As a workload operator, you can see a job flow representation of SLA details. Job statuses are automatically updated
in the flow. The SLA Flow View shows jobs for a single SLA, where one job is the SLA job. The SLA job is typically the
last job in the job flow. Experiment with the buttons as you examine the flow view representation of your own jobs. The
following directions and screenshots are examples to get you started.
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By default, all jobs display in the flow view, even those jobs for which users may not have authorization privileges. You can
mask jobs that the user is not authorized to view by enabling the Mask Unauthorized Jobs feature in the Admin Tool.

NOTE

 If there is a large number of jobs in the flow, the view will be zoomed out and it might appear that the labels and
icons are missing. Use the zoom button to zoom in and view the labels and icons if this happens.

  

For details on the flow view for CA 7 SLAs, search CA 7 Flow View Features.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Access a selected SLA in one of the following ways.

– Select SLA list from the Explorer drop-down list. Click the SLA name link for the desired SLA.
– Click a doughnut chart segment from the Dashboard. Click the SLA name link for the desired SLA.
– Click a My watchlist tile or link within a tile. Click the SLA name link for the desired SLA.
– Click an SLA link from Current alerts on the Dashboard.

The SUMMARY view is displayed by default. 
3. Click FLOW VIEW.The flow view displays.
4. Click the help button in the upper right corner to view the scrollable Flow view legend.

– Notice the colors that are depicted as job differentiators. In the first example we consider, you will see Success jobs
(green), Running jobs (blue) and Future jobs (gray).

 
– The Job statuses section of the Flow view legend varies depending on the instance type of the associated job. The

job statuses legend on the left is for a Workload Automation AE job. The job statuses legend on the right is for a CA
7 job.
Example job statuses:
• Success or Completed - white checkmark on green ground within a Success job
• Running or Started - white arrow on blue ground within a Running job
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5. You can display the job flow in the flow view in either horizontal or vertical orientation. Click the switch button in the

lower right-hand corner to switch between layouts.

– In a vertical layout, the final job of the job flow is at the bottom of the graph. In the following example, the final job is
the SLA job. The seal indicates that the job is the SLA job.
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– In a horizontal layout, the final job of this example job flow is the most right-hand job. This SLA job is displayed with

the seal.
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6. When you open a flow view, the critical path is displayed by default. The following example shows the critical path of a

box job.
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7. Click ALL JOBS to view the complete flow. The following example shows all jobs for the previous critical path. Notice

that the view is truncated on the right and left borders.
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8. When a flow reaches a certain threshold of size and complexity, the flow view is displayed in a progressive loading

mode.
In the progressive loading mode, only the first five levels of the flow are initially displayed.
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You can load additional levels one at a time by clicking Load More Jobs.

TIP

 Hover your mouse over the Load More Jobs button to see how many jobs are currently displayed out of the
total count.

  

The following image shows the flow with five additional levels displayed:
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NOTE

 The load time will increase with each additional level displayed, due to the large volume of jobs and their
dependencies.

A limitation message will appear when the maximum number of jobs have been displayed, even if there are
additional jobs that exist in the flow.

9. Click the eye icon below the zoom icons to open the overview window. Pan from left to right. The panned image is
displayed. The left side of the following example shows a left pan. The right side shows a right pan. Click the X to
close the overview window.

10. You can use the pan window to zoom in. Grab the lower right corner of the pan window and shrink it to zoom in.
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11. The following example shows using the pan window to zoom in to view the box in yellow. You can make fine
adjustments to the view by selecting the image and moving the mouse.

12. Click a job to display job details at the bottom of the window. Details include job name, job status, type, duration,
average, start, end, last status, last start, and last end.
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13. You can also click an area of interest and zoom in. Mouse over any job name to view the name in full.
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14. Click anywhere inside a collapsed box to expand it; click in the header of an expanded box to collapse it.
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15. Use the vertical and horizontal scroll bars to adjust the view for very large job flows.
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16. Consider the following example that depicts a job flow that is in progress. Boxes with the green line at the top are box

jobs that completed successfully. The box with a small blue line at the top is the box job that is running now. The first
job in the running box is in progress. All jobs in the boxes that have a gray line at the top have a future status.

17. Notice that progress in a job run is shown as progress bars for box jobs. The following example pair shows the view
early in the run (top) compared with later in the run (bottom).
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18. The flow view gives you a real-time graphical view of a job in progress. The following time lapse example shows the

state of an in-progress job at time 1, time 2, time 3, and time 4. Notice how the circle that depicts the running job is
progressively filled in with blue.
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19. As you monitor flow view updates, jobs turn green as they complete successfully. The second job in the active box is

now running. Notice that the blue line at the top of the running box is a progress bar.

 
When you hover over a job in the flow view or click on a job, the following SLA-relevant data displays. (Click the
hyperlink to go to job detail.)
– Status
– Start and end time
– Duration (Late by or Early by)
– Average run time

20. Select a job in the flow view to see a quick view of job status details at the bottom of the page.
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NOTE

If this is a CA 7 job, SchID will display in the job status details as well.

  
21.  For CA 7 flow views:

Search CA 7 Flow View Features for information on the flow view for CA 7 SLAs.

Preview the Job Flow when Creating a New SLA

When creating a new SLA, you can preview the flow view for an individual job just as was described above. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Click Catalog, SLA management, Create SLA.

The Job list displays.
3. From the Job list, perform one of the following actions:

– Select a job from the Job list and click Flow View, or;
– Select a job from the Job list and click Create SLA, Flow View.

The flow view for that job displays.
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4. Click the desired job in the flow.Job details

appear.  

NOTE

 The flow view and the job detail will automatically be updated.
5. Click the help button in the upper right corner to view the scrollable Flow view legend. 

 Flow View Legend for AE Jobs:
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 Flow View Legend for CA 7 Jobs:
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NOTE

The Flow view legend for jobs does not include Critical Path icons as shown in the SLA Flow view legend
above.

CA 7 Flow View Features
The flow view for CA 7 SLAs differs from the flow view of other SLAs in a few ways. The information on this page explains
the SchID value for CA 7 jobs, negative dependencies in CA 7 flow views, and dataset nodes in CA 7 flow views.

SchID Value

The SchID displayed in the status view corresponds to the ID the SLA is defined with, if it is an SLA job.
If the job ran previously, the SchID set is either from the current job status or the SchID the job ran with the previous time,
whichever is available.
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If no SchID information is available (if the job never ran, for example), the SchID will display as 0.

Negative Dependencies in CA 7 Flow Views

CA 7 flow views will display negative dependencies by including an additional orange circle around the job, as seen
below:

By default, the flow view will not display the dependencies of those negative dependencies. The + icon indicates that
iDash is not displaying the full flow for that job. Only dependencies displayed in the Flow View will be accounted for in the
Remaining Job Count column on the SLA List page.

If you wish to see the dependencies of negative dependencies, you have two options:

• You may double-click the negative dependency in the Flow View to open a pop-up view showing a static view of those
dependencies.

• You may also change a configuration option in the idash.conf file to have iDash permanently add the dependencies of
negative dependencies to the Flow View. This method is not recommended if you have negative dependencies with
large flows (roughly 100 jobs or more).

Double-clicking the negative dependency in the Flow View will open a pop-up view that displays a static view of the
dependencies of the negative dependency, as seen here:
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This pop-up view shows the dependencies of the negative dependency JOBND001.

If there is a negative dependency in the negative dependency’s flow (JOBND017 in the example above), you may also
double-click that to further view the dependency chain, as seen here:
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This second pop-up view shows the dependencies of the negative dependency JOBND026, which is a negative
dependency of JOBND023.
Breadcrumbs at the top of the pop-up window link to parent negative dependencies. Clicking a link will return you to the
pop-up view of that negative dependency.

To permanently add dependencies of negative dependencies to the Flow View, edit the idash.conf file and set the
following value to true, then restart the server:

idash.server.negative.dependencies.show=true

WARNING

Warning: Permanently adding dependencies of negative dependencies to the Flow View is not recommended if
you have negative dependencies with large flows (roughly 100 jobs or more).

Dependencies of negative dependencies are now permanently displayed in the Flow View, as seen below:
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The negative dependency no longer displays with a + icon because the full flow is being shown.

Dataset Nodes in CA 7 Flow Views

CA 7 flow views show datasets as nodes on the flow.
For flows with only one dataset:

Click a dataset node to view details on that dataset.

For flows with more than one dataset: 
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Multiple
datasets will be grouped together and displayed as a numbered folder. The number indicates the number of datasets
associated with a job within the flow.
Click the node to view a popup that displays all of the datasets associated with a job within the flow.
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Click any of the individual dataset nodes to view details on that dataset.

NOTE

If a dataset trigger has a CA 7 job predecessor, that CA 7 job will not be displayed.

Flow View Legend
When examining SLA details in a flow view, you will notice a variety of colors, shapes, and icons that represent a
visualization of your jobs. This page lists and explains those representations.

For more information on the flow view, search Examine a Flow View.

Critical Path
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•  SLA - this badge indicates the SLA job. The SLA job is typically the last job in the job flow.
•  Critical Path - this line shows the critical path between jobs.

Job Differentiators

  

•  Problematic (yellow) indicates a job that is behaving abnormally and may cause the SLA to miss its deadline. For
more information on problematic jobs, search SLA Details: Problematic Jobs.

•  Running (blue) indicates a job that is currently running.
•  Future (white) indicates a job that is forecasted to run in the future.
•  No forecasted run (pink) indicates a job that is not forecasted to run in the future.
•  Success (light blue) indicates a job that has completed its run successfully.
•  Failed (red) indicates a job that failed to complete its run.
•  Negative Dependency (orange ring) indicates that the job is a negative dependency of another job.

Job Statuses (for CA 7 instances)

  

•  Abended indicates that the job has abended.
•  Canceled indicates that the job has been canceled.
•  Completed indicates that the job has completed its run successfully.
•  Failed indicates that the job has completed its run and failed the condition code check.
•  Not available indicates that information on the status of the job is not available.
•  Started indicates that the job has started and is currently running.
•  Submit failed indicates that the job submission was attempted and failed.
•  Submitted indicates that the job was submitted successfully but has not yet begun running.
•  Unknown indicates that the status of the job is unknown based on available data.
•  Waiting requirement indicates that the job is waiting for requirements to be satisfied before it can run.
•  Waiting submit indicates that the requirements for the job have been satisfied and it will be submitted to run soon. 
•  Waiting workload indicates that the job does not have a current status and is not in the CA 7 work queues.
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 Job Statuses (for AutoSys instances)

For detailed information about AutoSys job states, search Job States.

    

•  Activated indicates that the job is contained in a box job with a status of Running, but that the job itself is waiting to
start. 

•  Failure indicates that the job has failed to complete successfully.  
•  Inactive indicates that a newly created job has not yet run for the first time.
•  On hold indicates that the job is on hold and cannot run until you take it off hold. 
•  On ice indicates that the job was removed from the job stream but is still defined.
•  On no exec indicates that the scheduler will bypass execution of the job.
•  Pending machine indicates that the offline status of the machine to which a job is assigned is preventing the job from

starting.
These jobs can otherwise logically start, so the scheduler attempts to start them when the offline machine returns to
service.

•  Queue wait indicates that a lack of available load units on the machines to which a job is assigned has prevented the
job from starting. When the required load units become available, the job will start.

•  Restart indicates that the scheduler is attempting to restart a job that failed to start as scheduled.
The scheduler attempts to restart the job at periodic intervals until the job starts, or until the maximum number of
restart attempts is exceeded.

•  Running indicates either that the agent is executing the job or that the scheduler has instructed the agent to start jobs
that are contained in the box job.

•  Starting indicates that the scheduler initiated the start job procedure with the agent.
•  Success indicates that the job has completed its run successfully.
•  Terminated indicates that the job run has been terminated while it was still in a Running state.
•  Unknown indicates that the status of the job is unknown based on available data. 
•  Waiting for reply indicates that the job cannot continue running without manual intervention.  
•  Waiting for resource indicates that the job cannot continue running without a needed resource.   

Examine a Time View
You can display a job flow in a graphical time view. The job flow contains a job that is associated with the SLA you
select. The SLA time view lists the critical jobs in start time order. The time view displays the run of the jobs as they
progress in relation to the current time. If the jobs in the SLA job flow are within the forecast window, the job forecasts
display. The forecast window is a global setting of a specified number of hours before the current time.
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By default, all jobs display in the time view, even those jobs for which users may not have authorization privileges. You
can mask jobs that the user is not authorized to view by enabling the Mask Unauthorized Jobs feature in the Admin Tool.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the iDash Web UI and log in.
2. Click Explorer in the toolbar and select the SLA list.
3. Click the SLA name link for an SLA where the completion time is soon.
4. Click TIME VIEW.

At the start of this time view scenario, the status is displayed as At risk.

5. Examine the job details at the bottom of the page. Typically, a future (clock) icon is shown for the status, start, and end
fields. The job is predicted to run successfully at the time the SLA snapshot was generated. Future start and end times
are after the last forecast. When a clock icon is shown, the Job status, Success, does not necessarily mean that the
job has completed successfully. Success can be a predicted status. Click through the critical path jobs to see the job
details. These job details are also listed in the Table View.

 
6. Consider the following Time View example where the first job completed successfully and the second job is

running. All of the bars to the right of the Current Time bar are gray, which indicates predicted run times.

 
7. As time passes, the current time bar reflects the progress. Notice that the second job has completed successfully and

the third job is running. The 41 s (+5 percent) means that the job took 41 seconds longer than predicted.
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8. The fourth job is running. Time is approaching the risk threshold.

9. The fifth job is running and the current time is now within the at risk range. The at risk range is shaded yellow in the
time view.

10. Now the time view shows the sixth job running. Notice the gray bar. This bar signals the forecasted completion time at
6 PM, well before the deadline of 6:15 PM. The red bar indicates the deadline.

11. Notice that the current time is approaching the predicted completion time. The SLA job is running.
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12. The SLA is Met. Notice the change in Status. The time view for the SLA continues to display until the end tracking
time.

 

 Example of a Job Flow Containing a Failed Job 

Consider now a job flow containing a failed job. The SLA job list in the Table View shows Failure for the job under Last
Status. The SLA status on the Time View changes as time progresses due to recalculation.

•  Time 1 Status: On Time
When a job that precedes the SLA job fails, we assume that a restart occurs and the job flow continues. The status of
the SLA is on time.
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•  Time 2 Status: Predicted Miss

When the recalculation predicts that the job will finish after the deadline, the SLA has a status of predicted miss.

 
•  Time 3 Status: Missed

When the current time passes the deadline, the SLA is marked with the status of Missed.
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Time View Components
The legend in the Time View includes several components, such as the Time View range, milestone markers, time
markers, and interactive time bars. This topic describes how to interpret these components when viewing an SLA job flow
in the time view.

Time View Range 

The Time View displays a static time range that is based on settings in the definition of the displayed SLA.

• Start time: The past hours setting in the definition of the selected SLA governs the start time of the displayed
timespan. The time view starts at the time that is calculated as SLA deadline minus past hours. 

• End time: The end tracking time setting in the SLA definition shows the end of the time view. The end tracking window
is the interval begins at the SLA deadline and the end tracking threshold. An SLA job that misses the deadline is
tracked until the job completes or the end tracking threshold is reached. If an end tracking value is not defined for this
SLA, tracking ends at the deadline.                                                    

Milestone Markers

The Time View range is divided into segments with milestone markers of various colors.
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Milestone markers on the upper time bar run from left to right:

1. • Blue 
The run validity threshold
The run validity window is the interval between the run validity threshold and the SLA deadline. For an SLA to be
met, the SLA must start or end successfully within the run validity window.
Note: If a job is forecasted to complete before the run validity threshold, the job status is Predicted miss. If a job
actually completes before the run validity threshold, it is marked with a status of Missed.

• Orange
The at risk threshold
The at risk window the interval between the risk threshold and the SLA deadline. When the SLA job enters this
time segment, it moves into At risk status. The job is predicted to complete so close to the deadline that it could
potentially miss the deadline.

• Red
The SLA deadline
When a job completes successfully before the SLA deadline, its status is Met. When a job completes successfully
after the SLA deadline, its status is Missed.

Current Time Marker

The black vertical line indicates the current time. The current time marker comes into view at the Start tracking threshold.
The current time marker is displayed until the job completes or up to the end tracking threshold, whichever comes
first. The following series is a time sequence: Time 1 through Time 4. Notice that the current time marker advances in
position as time passes between 9:30 AM and 10 AM. As with the other views, the data is automatically updated while the
SLA is being tracked. The refresh rate is approximately every 15 seconds. 
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Predicted Time Marker: Time Views with Different Predicted Statuses

Notice the location of the gray predicted time marker in relation to the deadline or the at risk threshold.

• On Time
The predicted completion time (gray bar) is before the

deadline.

• Predicted Miss
The predicted completion time (gray bar) is after the deadline.
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• At Risk
The predicted completion time is within the at risk window, that is between the at risk threshold and the deadline.

Time Views with Different Actual Statuses

• Met
The SLA job met the deadline. The actual completion time was before the deadline and within the run validity window.

• Missed
The SLA job missed the deadline. The actual completion time was after the deadline.

Time View Interactive Time Bar

You can change your view by interacting with the time bar at the bottom of the graph. The lower time bar zooms and
scrolls the time view.

• Default View
The following time view example is displayed with the time bar in the expanded form. In this default view, 30-minute
time increments are displayed at the top.

• Zoom In View
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In the zoomed in view of this same example, five-minute time increments are displayed at the top.
You can zoom to a view that includes the current time marker and the projected completion time. Click and drag the
end tabs of the bar to zoom the time view. Click and drag the center of the bar to scroll the time view. 

Time View Legend
When examining SLA details in a time view, you will notice a variety of colors, shapes, and icons that represent a
visualization of your jobs. This page lists and explains those representations.

For more information on the time view, search Examine a Time View.

Critical Path

  

•  SLA - this badge indicates the SLA job. The SLA job is typically the last job in the job flow.
•  Critical Job - this badge indicates that the job is a critical job. A critical job must run successfully for the SLA job to

start or end successfully.
•  Critical Path - this line shows the critical path between jobs.

Milestone Markers

For detailed information about milestone markers, search Time View Components.
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•  Current time (black) indicates the current time. This marker comes into view at the start tracking threshold and
displays until the job completes, or up to the end tracking threshold, whichever comes first.

•  Predicted completion time (gray) indicates the time at which the job is predicted to complete.
•  Deadline (red) indicates the SLA deadline. When a job completes successfully before the SLA deadline, its status

is Met. When a job completes successfully after the SLA deadline, its status is Missed.
•  Run validity start (blue) indicates the start of the run validity window. The SLA must begin running at or after the start

of the run validity window to be considered Met.
•  Risk threshold (orange) indicates the start of the risk threshold. A job that is within this threshold is predicted to

complete so close to the deadline that it could potentially miss the deadline.

Job Differentiators

  

•  Problematic (yellow) indicates a job that is behaving abnormally and may cause the SLA to miss its deadline. For
more information on problematic jobs, search SLA Details: Problematic Jobs.

•  Running (blue) indicates a job that is currently running.
•  Future (white) indicates a job that is forecasted to run in the future.
•  No forecasted run (pink) indicates a job that is not forecasted to run in the future.
•  Success (light blue) indicates a job that has completed its run successfully.
•  Failed (red) indicates a job that failed to complete its run.

Examine a Table View
As a workload operator, you can view the SLA job list for the SLA that you are monitoring. The SLA job list is a table view
of the job flow associated with the selected SLA.

By default, all jobs display in the table view, even those jobs for which users may not have authorization privileges. You
can mask jobs that the user is not authorized to view by enabling the Mask Unauthorized Jobs feature in the Admin Tool.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Access the Table View. The following paths are two possible ways:

– From the Explorer tab, select the SLA list option, click an SLA name, and click TABLE VIEW.
– From the Explorer tab, select the Alert list option, click a trigger link, and click TABLE VIEW
The SLA job list opens.

3. Click SETTINGS and customize the job list so that it displays only the columns that you want to view.
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4. Compare the meaning of  status and start with last status and last start. The following example includes SLA jobs for

each of the five SLA statuses. The icon next to the start times for Missed, On time, and At risk indicates Future.
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5. Examine the SLA job list.

• –  Job name displays the name of the job.
–  Instance displays the scheduler instance on which the job is running or last ran.
–  SchID displays the schedule ID when the job is running on a CA 7 instance.
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NOTE

This column will not be displayed if this is an AutoSys job.
–  Status displays the status of the job.
–  Start displays the start time from the job definition.
–  End displays the end time from the job definition.
–  Machine displays the computer on which the job runs.
–  Avg run time displays the average run time of the job. iDash evaluates the historical job runs and builds an internal

table with average job run times. Average run times are based on the day of the week, the day of the month, and an
aggregate average. The forecasting engine uses the highest average run time for any given day.

–  Duration displays the duration between the start time and the end time for the job, in hours, minutes, seconds, with
overrun or slack time.

–  Progress displays the percentage complete.
–  Time remaining displays the length of time in minutes and seconds before the job is predicted to complete.
–  Early by displays the time interval before the deadline when the job completed, if applicable.
–  Late by displays the time interval after the deadline when the job completed. This value is present when the SLA

missed the deadline and the end tracking value is sufficient.
–  Last status displays the job status for the previous job run, if applicable. If the SLA has not been met or missed,

Last status displays the predicted status for the forecasted job run. For example, Running, Failure, Activated.
–  Last start displays the last start time of the job.
–  Last end displays the last end time of the job. This value is not displayed if the job is still running.
–  Last duration displays the time duration between the last start time and the last end time.
–  Latency displays the total latency value for the job run. The latency information with actual values is available only

for historical SLAs. For upcoming SLAs, any latency due to the nature of the job definition is displayed.

Switching Views
You can monitor the progress of a running job on the flow view or on the time view. You can switch from one of these
views to the table view or to the summary. When you select a job in one view, that job stays selected in other views.

Critical Path Comparison for a Running Job

The critical path can change as the job runs. Critical path jobs apply to the scenario where the job flow contains alternate
branches. One job can start only when the last job of one of the branches completes. The critical path is the branch that
is predicted to take the longest. Regardless of whether you view all jobs or the critical path jobs, you can monitor job
progress.

• Flow View
The flow view displays completed jobs in green and in progress jobs in blue. Notice that the proportion of the second
icon that is blue. This same proportion is shown in the second bar in the time view.
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• Time View
Notice that the second job is running in this view. Blue indicates that the job is running. The proportion blue represents
the current progress. 

• Table View
The table view shows the Running job under Last status. The Last status, Last start, and Last end are real-time values.
The Status, Start, and End values are predicted values for the next run. Thus, the status Future is marked with a clock
icon.
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All Jobs Comparison for Running Job

When you switch to a different view, the new view displays the same jobs.

• Flow View
When you compare the flow view with the previous time view, you notice the same seven critical path jobs. The two
jobs that are not on the critical path are displayed with the small icons.

• Time View
The following time view displays all jobs. Jobs on and off the critical path are displayed. The icon after the job name
indicates that the job is on the critical path.
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• Table View
The table view displays the same jobs with the same data.

Table View and Time View Comparison for a Failed Job 

When a job fails, the job is marked as orange in the flow (warning). The prediction is recalculated assuming that the job
starts now and runs for the average runtime. The results of the recalculation can change the SLA status. The recalculated
flow can result is a missed or an at risk status for the SLA.  
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• Table View
In the following table view, the failure status appears in “Last status” field.

• Time View
Notice that the failure of a job preceding the SLA job means that the SLA deadline is missed. This case is a separate
case from a deadline being missed because the SLA job completed after the deadline. The status is shown as on time.
The assumption is that you will restart the failed job so that processing can continue. If the assumed restart does not
happen, the status changes. When the current time passes the deadline, the status changes to missed. 
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Comparing Views with Box Jobs
Box jobs are rendered as boxes. Their start and run times span the boxes and the jobs they contain. In this set of
examples, you can compare the same run in the three views.

• Box Jobs Starting to Run - Flow View
Notice that all the box jobs are running, as depicted by the progress bar at the top of each box.

• Box Jobs Starting to Run–Table View
Notice the jobs with names that end in "B" – the box jobs that started to run. Notice the Last start times and compare
with the Flow View. The boxes start time begin with the outer-most box. 
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• Box Jobs Starting to Run–Time View
The outer-most box job in the flow view is listed first in the time view. Notice the box icons to the
left of the names. Four boxes are started in quick succession with the first job in the innermost
first box. The first box job is the SLA job. The SLA job runs from the start time to the end time of
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the entire job flow. Because the SLA job starts first, it is listed first even though it is an End type.

Job Details
Access the SLA Job Detail view when you track the progress of a job. You can monitor job progress on the job detail page
in real time. Data refresh latency is not more than 15 seconds. The Job Detail view provides at-a-glance details of multiple
aspects of the selected SLA job, including:

• Job Summary that includes details of the current run and SLA relevant data
• Latency (Workload Automation AE jobs only)
• Impacted SLAs
• Last runs

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Select SLA list from the Explorer tab.
3. Select an SLA.

The SLA details page opens.
4. Click JOB DETAIL in the Associated job area.

The job detail page opens.
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NOTE

• For details about job summary, search Job Summary.
• For details about the Total delay metric and scheduling conditions met, search Latency.
• For details about impacted SLAs, search Associated SLAs.
• For details about last runs, search Last Runs.

5. Click RUN PREDICTION to navigate to the run prediction page.

NOTE

 For details about run prediction, search Job Run History.
6. Click JOB DEFINITION to navigate to the job definition page.

NOTE

 For details about Job definition, search Job Definition.

 Job Details Examples 

The job summary for a  job is illustrated with the following example. The Associated SLAs section displays those SLAs
where the selected job is in the critical job list.
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The job summary for a CA 7 job includes Lpar and Schedule ID data. See the message to refer to the web client for CA 7
job delay information. See the following example.
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Job Details: Summary
You can access the Job Summary from Current Alerts or from the SLA Details page.

The job detail view is for a job that is associated with an SLA.  You can access the Job Details with the JOB DETAIL
button on the Associated job pane of the SLA Summary. The following example shows side-by-side data from the same
job run. The left side is from the Associated Job part of the SLA Details page. The right side is the Job Summary part of
Job Details.
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In the previous example, the job is running. In the SLA Relevant Data, a future (clock) icon is shown for the status, start,
and end fields. The job is predicted to run successfully at the time the SLA snapshot was generated. Notice that the last
start time is the current start time.

Start (and Last start): 5/28/2015 11:51:33

End:                    6/23/2015 17:07:56 (future)

In the following example, the status is Success. 

 

Job Details: Latency
Job Latency details display in the job detail box. For example:
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Job latency applies only to Workload Automation AE jobs. Latency is shown only for jobs that have had a historical run.

• Total delay displays the delay time of the job or zero if no delay.

The following information displays when appropriate.

• Box started displays box job start time and time delay if any.
• Dependencies met displays the time when job dependencies were met and time delay if any.
• Scheduling conditions  met displays whether job has a date condition. In this case, details include the date and time

when conditions were met and time delay if any.
• Global variable displays date and time when they were set and time delay if any.
• Manual Restart displays date and time when it was restarted and time delay if any.

Job Details: Impacted SLAs
The Impacted SLAs table is one of the sections of job details. All SLAs displayed on the Impacted SLAs table are
associated with the current job. Each impacted SLA is for a single run with one deadline type (start or end). Not all SLAs
that are associated with the current job are impacted. The relation between the deadline in the SLA definition and the
current date and time determines impact. 

The Impacted SLAs table displays runs for the following statuses: Missed, Predicted miss, At risk. On time, and Met. For
Missed and Met, the table includes only runs that have a deadline within the last 24 hours. For Predicted miss and At risk,
the table includes only runs with predictions up to 24 hours in the future.

NOTE

 For the full job details example, search Job Details.

Click SETTINGS to display the available columns on the Impacted SLAs table. By default, all columns are selected for
display. Clear the selection for columns that you want to hide. After you customize the columns, only the columns that
remain selected are displayed on the table.

 Customize Impacted SLAs Example 
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The Impacted SLAs list displays the following details about the listed SLAs:

•  Status displays current status of the SLA. Displayed statuses include both forecasted statuses (Predicted miss, At
risk, and On time) and actual statuses (Met and Missed).

•  SLA name represents the SLA name. Click SLA name to view the SLA detail page.
•  Type displays the SLA type (Start or End)
•  Completion time displays the actual or forecasted completion time of the SLA. Forecasted completion time is shown

with an icon. Actual completion time is shown without an icon.
•  Time to deadline displays the time until deadline.
•  Progress displays how many jobs remain until SLA completion.
•  Associated job displays current SLA associated job.
•  Time to completion displays time remaining until the SLA completion.
•  Deadline displays the actual SLA deadline date and time.
•  Tag displays the tag or tags that are associated with the SLA.
•  Instance displays the Workload Automation AE instance or the CA 7 instance.
•  Trend 

– Trend up occurs when the forecasted Completion time is less than the time to completion as the SLA deadline
approaches. 

– Trend down occurs when the forecasted Completion time exceeds the time to completion as the SLA deadline
approaches. An SLA that is trending down has the potential to miss its deadline.

•  SLA SchID displays the Schedule ID for the CA 7 SLA job.

NOTE

This column will not be displayed if this is an AutoSys job.
•  Machine displays the name of the host computer on which the job is running.
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Job Details: Last Runs
As a workload operator, you can view the last runs of a job from the job summary view in both a table view and a chart
view.

  

Search SLA Details for information on CA 7 job runs that execute via the RUN command in CA 7.

Last Runs: Table View

Use the Table View to view the Last Runs in a table format. In addition, you can clear the columns on the Last Runs table
that you want to hide from view. By default, the Last Runs table is sorted based on completion time.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Access the Job details in one of the following ways:

– Click Explorer and select the SLA list. Then, click the Associated job link of an SLA.
– From the Dashboard, click an SLA link from Current Alerts. Then, click JOB DETAIL of the displayed Associated

job.
3. Scroll to view the Last Runs table. Use the horizontal scroll bar to view all the data.
4. Click SETTINGS to display the Customize last runs columns.

The following example shows the drop-down list.

 
5. View the data with the following column descriptions:
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–  Status specifies the job status with values: not started, success, running, failed, and completed.
–  Start specifies the job start time for this run.
–  End specifies the job end time for this run.
–  Duration specifies how long the job ran.
–  Exit code is the code generated at completion, where 0 indicates success.
–  Machine specifies the physical host on which the job ran for this run.
–  SchID specifies the column displayed if the SchID is a CA 7 job.
–  Day specifies the day of the week when this job run occurred.
–  Run no specifies the run number of this run.
–  Ntry specifies the number of retries if the job stopped and restarted during this run.
–  Average Runtime specifies the average runtime iDash used to forecast this run based on runs stored in the iDash

database's run tables.
If iDash does not have enough data to calculate the average runtime for an AutoSys job or for a CA 7 job on a
particular SchID, or if the average runtime for a job is zero seconds, the Average Runtime column for that run will
display blank.

NOTE

For jobs that include AutoSys runs that have not been imported into the iDash database, the average
runtime will be calculated using iDash runs only.

AutoSys runs will be factored into the average run time calculation once they have been imported into the
iDash database.

Last Runs: Chart View

Use the Chart View to view the Last Runs as a chart.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Access the Job details in one of the following ways:

– Click Explorer and select the SLA list. Then, click the Associated job link of an SLA.
– From the Dashboard, click an SLA link from Current Alerts. Then, click JOB DETAIL of the displayed Associated

job.
3. Scroll to view the Last Runs table.
4. Click Chart View to toggle to the Last Runs chart.

The Last Runs chart displays.
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– The x-axis Time displays the job end date for the run.
– The left y-axis Duration displays how long the job ran.
– The right y-axis Average Runtime displays the average runtime iDash used to forecast this run based on runs

stored in the iDash database's run tables.
5. Hover over a data point (bar or point on the line graph) to view specific details about that data point.

Details on bar:

Details on line graph:
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Job Definition
As a workload operator, you can view the job definition of any selected job.  

NOTE

To view job definitions for an AutoSys instance, the AutoSys client for that instance must be installed on the
iDash server machine.

Example Job Definition for Job Type CMD
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If the Job Type is CMD, the following fields can be displayed: 

• insert_job specifies the name of the job to define in the database.
• job_type specifies the job type.  If not specified, the job type is set to CMD.
• command specifies the binary file to use for the job type. 
• machine specifies the name of the physical host on which the job runs.
• owner specifies the owner. 
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For example, suppose that Workload Automation AE is running in external security mode. Assume as-owner security
policies grant you access to the “prod@unixagent” value as defined in EEM. You can specify prod@unixagent as the
value of the owner attribute for the new job definition.

• permission sets permissions. Edit indicates that the user can edit, override, or delete the job definition.
• machine indicates that, by default, all edit and execute permissions are valid only on the physical host on which the

job was defined.
• date_conditions specifies whether to use the date or time conditions to determine when to run the job.
• days_of_week specifies the days of the week to run the job.
• start_times specifies the time of day to start the job.
• alarm_if_fail specifies whether to post an alarm to the scheduler to alert the operator to take corrective action when

the job completes with a FAILURE or TERMINATED status.

Example Job Definition for Job Type BOX

If Job Type is Box, the job definition can include the following fields:

• insert_job specifies the name of the job to define in the database.
• job_type: BOX specifies that the job type is box.
• box_name defines the name that is used to identify the job to Workload Automation AE. This name is used by other

jobs as the name of their parent box.
• owner specifies the owner. 
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For example, suppose that Workload Automation AE is running in external security mode. Assume that as-owner
security policies grant you access to the “prod@unixagent” value as defined in EEM. You can specify prod@unixagent
as the value of the owner attribute for the new job definition.

• permission sets permissions. For example, Edit indicates that the user can edit, override, or delete the job definition.
• date_conditions specifies whether to use the date or time conditions to determine when to run the job.
• condition defines the dependency conditions that must be met for the job to run.
• alarm_if_fail specifies whether to post an alarm to the scheduler to alert the operator to take corrective action when

the job completes with a FAILURE or TERMINATED status.

Job Run Prediction
As an operator, you can view the predicted runtime for the next scheduled run of a selected SLA job. Examine the
aggregated average runtime for the next seven runs. Aggregated averages are calculated from day of week averages,
date of month averages, and the run date. 

Search SLA Details for information on CA 7 job runs that execute via the RUN command in CA 7.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Access the Job Detail Summary page.

a. From the Dashboard, click an SLA link on Current Alerts. From the SLA detail summary, Associated job, click JOB
DETAIL.

b. From the Dashboard, click a status or a My Watchlist tag. From the SLA List, click the Associated job link for the
SLA of interest.

c. From the Explorer, click the Alert list. Click an Alert name link. From the SLA detail summary, Associated job, click
JOB DETAIL.

d. From the Explorer, click the SLA list. From the SLA List, click the Associated job link for the SLA of interest.
3. Click AVERAGE RUN TIMES.
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4. Optionally, click SETTINGS, and clear the selection of columns to hide.
5. Examine the header details:

–  Job name specifies the name that is assigned to the job in the job definition.
–  Run prediction specifies the time range to which the prediction applies.
–  Next predicted run specifies the day of the week and the date of the predicted next run.
–  Predicted duration specifies how long the job is predicted to run, specified in days, hours, and minutes.
–  Job override run specifies whether a job override is effective or ineffective. 

6. Examine the Average job run prediction table. Predictions that are based on average become more accurate as
the number of runs considered increases.
The Day of the week avg is used to predict a job’s completion time. If the Day of the week avg is not available, the Day
of the month avg is used. If neither of these exist, iDash uses the Aggregated avg to predict the job’s completion time.

NOTE

If iDash does not have the data to produce an average job run prediction, or if the average job run has been
predicted as zero seconds, average run times in this table will display as N/A.
For example, if a CA 7 job runs on a particular SchID that does not have any previous runs from which to
produce an average job run prediction, the average run times would display as N/A in the table.

7. •  Run data lists the day of the week and the date on which the run occurred.
•  Day of the month avg specifies the average run time for this date of the month over the total runs on this date of

month. When the next run is on the fifth of the month, the prediction considers the fifth of the month average.
•  Day of week avg specifies the average run time for this day of the week over the total runs on this day. When the

next run is on a Monday, the prediction considers the average for Mondays.
•  Aggregated avg specifies the average run time for this job on this day of the week and date of the month.
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Reports
The video below provides an overview on creating SLA reports using the Web UI and the CLI, including how to publish
SLA reports in various formats:

  

You can create a report definition of almost any report type from the Web UI or with a CLI command. The Gantt chart
is supported only from the CLI. You can create the following report types from the Web UI or with the associated CLI
command. The CLI command syntax for idupdate is partial, but indicates the corresponding report type.

• AutoSys Autotrack Report (idupdate -t autotrack.report)
• AutoSys Event Report (idupdate -t event.report)

• AutoSys Job Run Report (idupdate -t run.report)

• AutoSys Job Status Report (idupdate -t job.status.report)

• CA 7 Job Run Report (idupdate -t ca7.run.report)
• SLA Trend Report (idupdate -t sla.trend.report)

You can generate reports from the Web UI or with CLI commands. Reports contain data from the time interval you
specify. Reports are generated in the format of your choice. The following options are available in the Web UI and with the
associated CLI command.

• Generate a summary of any report type in PDF Summary format (idgenpdf -q)
• Generate any report type in PDF format (idgenpdf)
• Generate any report type in HTML format (idgenhtm)
• Generate any report type in CSV format (idgencsv)
• Generate any report type in XLS format (idgenxls)

Additonally, you can create a Gantt chart report for an SLA Job (idgantt) from the CLI.

You can manage existing reports from the Reports page in the Web UI. You can update and delete any report with the CLI
too. 

• Search for a report
• View the full list or a filtered list of reports
• Edit a report (idlist and idupdate)
• Copy a report
• Delete a report (iddelete)

NOTE

• For report examples, search Reporting.
• You can generate up to five reports concurrently. This limit is configurable. Search Maintain Configuration

Properties.
• Old report files are automatically purged from the IDASH_HOME/dat/tmp/reports directory to prevent storage

issues.

Define Reports from the Web UI
 The information in this section will help you define reports from the Web UI. This article explains the criteria for report
availability, supported report types, required authorizations for AutoSys Autotrack reports, and how to leverage an existing
report.

 Criteria for Report Availability 
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The reports available for creation depend on the types of schedulers you add to your environment. Adding schedulers is
configured in iDash from the Admin Tool.

• After a CA 7 instance is configured, you can create the CA 7 Job Run Report.
• After a Workload Automation AE instance is configured, you can create the AutoSys reports. AutoSys data that is

collected during the SLA job runs is stored in the iDash database. Before SLAs are defined, an authorized user can
load the database with AutoSys archive files. The report is then based on recent metrics on AutoSys jobs.

NOTE
For more information about loading  archive data files, search Prepare Job Run Data for Initial SLA Use. 

 Supported Report Types 

You can create report definitions for the following historical report types:

• AutoSys Autotrack Report (autotrack.report) requires Administrator authorization.
This report lists actions that Workload Automation AE users performed. This report helps you analyze the actions that
were performed over time.

• AutoSys Event Report (event.report)
This report shows Workload Automation AE events that the scheduling manager processed. This report helps you
analyze the Workload Automation AE events that occurred over time.

• AutoSys Job Run Report (run.report)
This report provides historical information about Workload Automation AE job runs. This report helps you compare job
runs occurring over time.

• AutoSys Job Status Report (job.status.report)
This report provides the job status and other details about the selected job for the runs in the defined timeframe.

• CA 7 Job Run Report (ca7.run.report)
This report provides historical information about CA 7 job runs.

You can create report definitions for:

• SLA Trend Report (sla.trend.report)
This report shows performance trends and aggregate SLA performance of one or more SLAs. The report helps you
determine whether SLA performance is improving or degrading.

NOTE

 The AutoSys reports include SLAs for jobs for which the user has job definition read permissions.

 Required Authorization for the AutoSys Autotrack Report 

• If you use EEM for user authorization:
a. Launch the Admin Tool
b. Click the Security tab, then click the EEM Configuration tab.
c. Click the Authorization tab.
d. Click the AE Dashboard/Autotrack/Server Stats tab. 
e. Accept the default setting of Admins Only to restrict the running of this report to administrators (preferred). Or,

select All Users instead to allow any iDash user to run the report.
• If you use iDash for user authorization, only administrators can run this report.

 Leverage an Existing Report 

Copy a report that is similar to your planned report definition and modify the settings that are different. 

NOTE
For information about copying a report, search Manage Existing Reports. 
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AutoSys Autotrack Report
As an iDash administrator, you can view, create, and execute AutoSys Autotrack report definitions from the Web
UI. Alternatively, you can create and manage the definitions for this report type (autotrack.report) from the CLI.

When using EEM authorization, permissions for this report type are also controlled by the AE Dashboard/Autotrack/Server
Statistics Reports property in the Admin Tool (Security, EEM Configuration, Authorization, AE Dashboard/Autotrack/Server
Stats). Under the AE Dashboard/Autotrack/Server Statistics Reports tab, you can select Admins Only or All Users. 

If you are using EEM authorization and you select Admins Only under the AE Dashboard/Autotrack/Server Statistics
Reports tab, only EEM authorized administrators can modify (create, update, or delete) report definitions where
matching Create privileges are defined for the report name on the idash-report resource class in EEM. To download report
definitions, EEM authorized administrators must have Execute privileges defined for the report name on the idash-report
resource class in EEM.

If you are using EEM authorization and you select All Users under the AE Dashboard/Autotrack/Server
Statistics Reports tab, all EEM authorized users can modify (create, update, or delete) report definitions where
matching Create privileges are defined for the report name on the idash-report resource class in EEM. To download report
definitions, EEM authorized users  must have Execute privileges defined for the report name on the idash-report resource
class in EEM. 

For more information the idash-report resource class in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Click Reports from the toolbar.
3. Click NEW REPORT and select AutoSys Autotrack Report from the drop-down list.
4. Enter the report name in the Name field.
5. Select Public or Private for Report Owner. (Public is the default setting for administrators.)
6. (Optional) Specify Job Details. Accept the displayed default or specify a filter for what to include in this report

definition. Use the following steps to specify what you want to include in this report definition.
a. Click the Job Names field. Enter a job name, or a partial job name which includes an asterisk (the wildcard

character), and press Enter. Repeat for each filter. The following examples show the options for using wildcards:  
PayrollJob*, *rollJob, or  *roll*

You can also search for jobs by clicking the + button in the Job Names field.
From the Search Jobs dialog, select the jobs to include and click Add. You can filter your search by typing the job
name, selecting an instance in the Instance drop-down, or filtering by job properties.

NOTE
When EEM authorization is enabled, the Search Jobs dialog only displays jobs for which you have read
permissions, as defined in iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies. 

b. Click the User Names field. Enter a user name or a partial user name with one or more asterisks and press Enter.
Repeat for each filter.

c. Click the Instances field to display a drop-down list of available instances. Select one or more instances to include
in the report.

d. Click the Autotrack Type field to display the drop-down list of Autotrack types. Select one or more types to include
in the report.

e. Accept the Autotrack Level default of 2 or change the level to 1.
For more information, search Specify and Search Job Detail Reports.

7. Specify Timeframe settings in one of the following ways:
– Select Past Days in the Timeframe field:
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• Type the number of days, up to 365, in the Past Days field.
• Use the From  Past Date At and To Report Date At clock icons to specify the Time Interval range. The time

range is in HH:MM format and can be anywhere from 00:00 to 23:59.
– Select Time Interval in the Timeframe field:

• Use the From and To calendar icons to specify the Date Interval range. Use the clock icon on the calendar to
specify the time for each date.

– Select Past Hours in the Timeframe field:
• Type the number of hours in the Past Hours field.

NOTE

Reports will execute using the timezone specified in the report definition. 

Headers of generated reports (in HTML and PDF formats) will include report generation time, report start
time, and report end time, also in the timezone and time format specified in the report definition.

8. Specify Report settings for timezone and time format.
a. Select the timezone.
b. Select the time format.

NOTE

 For details about time zones and time format, search Timezone Auto-detection.
9. Customize the report columns, the sort order, and the display order.

a. Accept the default to display all columns or clear the selection for each column to hide. 
b. Accept the default to sort on the first three columns in descending order or modify the sort specification. To modify

how the table is sorted, click one of the first three columns to turn off the sort. Then, click the sort icon on a
different column to display the up arrow (ascending) or down arrow (descending). Repeat as needed. You can sort
on one to three columns.

c. Reorder the columns to honor your sort preference. Reorder with the primary sort column first, the secondary sort
column second, and the tertiary sort column third. Left-click and drag a column up or down to change the position
in which it appears in the report table.

10. Click CREATE REPORT to save the report definition.  
11. To verify the appearance of the report you defined, generate the report and examine it.

NOTE
For details about generating and viewing this report, search View the AutoSys Autotrack Report. 

AutoSys Event Report
You can create AutoSys Event Report definitions from the Web UI using the steps below. Alternatively, you can create and
manage the definitions for this report type (event.report) from the CLI.

In EEM authorization mode, EEM authenticated users can only modify (create, update, or delete) report definitions
when Create privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class. EEM authenticated users can execute report
definitions when Execute privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class.For more information the idash-report
resource class in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Click Reports from the toolbar.
3. Click NEW REPORT and select AutoSys Event Report from the drop-down list.
4. Enter the report name in the Name field.
5. If you are an administrator, select Public or Private for Report Owner. (Private is the default setting for

nonadministrators.)
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6. (Optional) Specify Job Details. Accept the displayed defaults or specify a filter for what to include in this report
definition. Use the following steps to specify filters for what to include in this report definition.
a. Click the Job Names field. Enter a job name, or a partial job name which includes an asterisk (the wildcard

character), and press Enter. Repeat for each filter. The following examples show the options for using wildcards:  
PayrollJob*, *rollJob, or  *roll*

You can also search for jobs by clicking the + button in the Job Names field.
From the Search Jobs dialog, select the jobs to include and click Add. You can filter your search by typing the job
name, selecting an instance in the Instance drop-down, or filtering by job properties.

NOTE

When EEM authorization is enabled, the Search Jobs dialog only displays jobs for which you have read
permissions, as defined in iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

b. Click the Events field and make the desired selection.
Depending on what you select, the Statuses and Alarms fields are disabled or populated with drop-down lists.

c. Click the Statuses field, if enabled, to display a drop-down list of available statuses. Select one or more statuses to
include in the report.

d. Click the Alarms field, if enabled, to display a drop-down list of available job alarms. Select one or more alarms to
include in the report.

e. Click the Instances field to display a drop-down list of available instances. Select one or more instances to include
in the report.

For more information, search Specify and Search Job Detail Reports.
7. Specify Timeframe settings in one of the following ways:

– Select Past Days in the Timeframe field:
• Type the number of days, up to 365, in the Past Days field.
• Use the From  Past Date At and To Report Date At clock icons to specify the Time Interval range. The time

range is in HH:MM format and can be anywhere from 00:00 to 23:59.
– Select Time Interval in the Timeframe field:

• Use the From and To calendar icons to specify the Date Interval range. Use the clock icon on the calendar to
specify the time for each date.

– Select Past Hours in the Timeframe field:
• Type the number of hours in the Past Hours field.

NOTE

Reports will execute using the timezone specified in the report definition. 

Headers of generated reports (in HTML and PDF formats) will include report generation time, report start
time, and report end time, also in the timezone and time format specified in the report definition.

8. Specify Report settings for time zone and time format.
a. Select the timezone.
b. Select the time format.

NOTE

 For details about time zones and time format, search Timezone Auto-detection.
9. Specify display options for the report columns.

a. Accept the default to display all columns or clear the selection for each column to hide. 
b. Accept the default to sort on the first three columns in descending order or modify the sort specification. To modify

how the table is sorted, click one of the first three columns to turn off the sort. Then, click the sort icon on a
different column to display the up arrow (ascending) or down arrow (descending). Repeat as needed. You can sort
on one to three columns.
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c. Reorder the columns to honor your sort preference. Reorder with the primary sort column first, the secondary sort
column second, and the tertiary sort column third. Left-click and drag a column up or down to change the position
in which it appears in the report table.

10. Click CREATE REPORT to save the report definition.  
11. To verify the appearance of the report you defined, generate the report and examine it.

NOTE

 For details about generating and viewing this report, search View AutoSys Event Report.

AutoSys Job Run Report
You can create AutoSys Job Run Report definitions from the Web UI using the steps below. Alternatively, you can create
and manage the definitions for this report type (run.report) from the CLI.  

 In EEM authorization mode, EEM authenticated users can only modify (create, update, or delete) report definitions
when Create privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class. EEM authenticated users can execute report
definitions when Execute privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class.For more information the idash-report
resource class in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Click Reports from the toolbar.
3. Click NEW REPORT and select AutoSys Job Run Report from the drop-down list.
4. Enter the report name in the Name field.
5. If you are an administrator, select Public or Private for Report Owner. (Private is the default setting for

nonadministrators.)
6. (Optional) Select Show Trend Statistics to generate the report in the trend statistics format. This option only applies

to the PDF format of the report.
7. (Optional) Accept the displayed defaults to include all or specify a filter for what to include in this report definition. Use

the following steps to specify what you want to include in this report definition.
a. Click the Job Names field. Enter a job name, or a partial job name which includes an asterisk (the wildcard

character), and press Enter. Repeat for each filter. The following examples show the options for using wildcards:  
PayrollJob*, *rollJob, or  *roll*

You can also search for jobs by clicking the + button in the Job Names field.
From the Search Jobs dialog, select the jobs to include and click Add. You can filter your search by typing the job
name, selecting an instance in the Instance drop-down, or filtering by job properties.

NOTE

When EEM authorization is enabled, the Search Jobs dialog only displays jobs for which you have read
permissions, as defined in iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

b. Click the Statuses field to display a drop-down list of available statuses. Select one or more statuses to include in
the report.

NOTE

 Only the SUCCESS status is valid when generating PDF reports in the trend statistics format.

c. Click the Job Types field. Enter a job type, or a partial job type name which includes an asterisk (the wildcard
character), and press Enter. Repeat for each filter.You can also search for Job Types by clicking the + button in
the Job Types field. From the Search Job Types dialog, select the job types to include and click Add. You can filter
your search by typing the job type name in the search field. 

d. Click the Instances field to display a drop-down list of available instances. Select one or more instances to include
in the report.
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e. Click the Machines field. Enter a machine name, or a partial machine name followed by an asterisk (the wildcard
character), and press Enter. Repeat for each filter.

f. Specify filters for the Applications field using the following methods:
a. Select Empty Applications to include only jobs that do not belong to an application. Leave this unselected to

include all jobs, including jobs without an associated application.

NOTE

 You can select Empty Applications and still include specific additional applications in the report. For
example, selecting Empty Applications and entering ACCTG in the Applications field would include
all jobs that do not belong to an application and jobs that belong to the ACCTG application.

b. Enter an application name, or a partial application name followed by an asterisk (the wildcard character), and
press Enter. Repeat for each filter you would like to include.

c. Search for Applications by clicking the + button in the Applications field.
From the Search Applications dialog, select the applications to include and click Add. You can filter your search
by typing the application name or selecting an instance in the Instance drop-down.

NOTE

When EEM authorization is enabled, the Search Applications dialog only displays applications for
which you have read permissions, as defined in iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

g. Specify filters for the Groups field using the following methods:
a. Select Empty Groups to include only jobs that do not belong to a group. Leave this unselected to include all

jobs, including jobs without an associated group.

NOTE

You can select Empty Groups and still include specific additional groups in the report. For example,
selecting Empty Groups and entering AutoSys in the Groups field would include all jobs that do not
belong to a group and jobs that belong to the AutoSys group.

b. Enter a group name, or a partial group name followed by an asterisk (the wildcard character), and press Enter.
Repeat for each filter you would like to include.

c. Search for Groups by clicking the + button in the Groups field.
From the Search Groups dialog, select the groups to include and click Add. You can filter your search by typing
the group name or selecting an instance in the Instance drop-down.

NOTE

When EEM authorization is enabled, the Search Groups dialog only displays groups for which you
have read permissions, as defined in iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

If you choose to disable the automatic import of the AutoSys instance’s job run records, you can use either the
idarchive command or the Admin Tool to load the AutoSys archived job run records into the iDash database. When the
AutoSys job run report is generated while automatic import is disabled, the Applications and Groups fields in the run
report data will be based upon the current job definition.

8. Specify Timeframe settings in one of the following ways:
– Select Past Days in the Timeframe field:

• Type the number of days, up to 365, in the Past Days field.
• Use the From  Past Date At and To Report Date At clock icons to specify the Time Interval range. The time

range is in HH:MM format and can be anywhere from 00:00 to 23:59.
– Select Time Interval in the Timeframe field:

• Use the From and To calendar icons to specify the Date Interval range. Use the clock icon on the calendar to
specify the time for each date.

– Select Past Hours in the Timeframe field:
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• Type the number of hours in the Past Hours field.
– Select Past Runs in the Timeframe field:

• Select or enter job names to include in the Job Names field (you cannot include all jobs when using the Past
Runs option).

• Enter the number of past runs to display in the Past Runs field.
The Past Runs setting retrieves historical runs irrespective of any time frame and cannot be used with any Time
Qualifier options.

– Select Time Qualifier to define which qualifier should be considered for the specified time values (except Past
Runs). Choose from the following options:
•  Start time 
•  End time 
•  Start and end time 
•  Start or end time 
For example, JOBA runs at 13:00 and 17:00 every day for 60 minutes. Setting Time Qualifier to Start or end
time starting on 02/23/16 at 13:30 and ending on 02/25/16 at 13:05 will create a report showing four job runs: 02/23
17:00; 02/24 13:00; 02/24 17:00; and 02/25 13:00.
As another example, setting Time Qualifier with a Start and end time in the past 6 hours will create a report that
shows all jobs that started and ended in the past 6 hours. 

NOTE

Reports will execute using the timezone specified in the report definition. 

Headers of generated reports (in HTML and PDF formats) will include report generation time, report start
time, and report end time, also in the timezone and time format specified in the report definition.

9. Specify Report settings for timezone and time format.
a. Select the timezone. This timezone will apply to all time settings in the report.

For example: If you set the timezone to Australia/Sydney and specify a Past Hours setting of 6 hours in the
Timeframe settings, the report will return results for 6 hours in the past from the Australia/Sydney timezone,
regardless of the timezone where the iDash server exists or where the report was generated.

b. Select the time format.

NOTE

 For details about time zones and time format, search Timezone Auto-detection.
10. Specify display options for the report columns.

a. Accept the default to display all columns or clear the selection for each column to hide.
• When generating PDF reports in the trend statistics format, the Run Count, Aggregate Average

Runtime, Aggregate Trend, and Aggregate Trend % columns are available and must be selected. These
columns are not available in the standard job run report format.

b. Accept the default to sort on the first three columns in descending order or modify the sort specification. To modify
how the table is sorted, click one of the first three columns to turn off the sort. Then, click the sort icon on a
different column to display the up arrow (ascending) or down arrow (descending). Repeat as needed. At least one
column must be specified for sorting. You can sort on one to three columns.

c. Reorder the columns to honor your sort preference. Reorder with the primary sort column first, the secondary sort
column second, and the tertiary sort column third. Left-click and drag a column up or down to change the position
in which it appears in the report table.

11. Click CREATE REPORT to save the report definition.
12. To verify the appearance of the report you defined, generate the report and examine it.

NOTE

 For details about generating and viewing this report, search View the AutoSys Job Run Report.
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AutoSys Job Status Report
You can create AutoSys Job Status Report definitions from the Web UI using the steps below. Alternatively, you can
create and manage the definitions for this report type (job.status.report) from the CLI.

If you are using EEM authorization, EEM authenticated users will only be able to modify (create, update, or delete) report
definitions where matching Create or Execute privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class in EEM. For more
information the idash-report resource class in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Click Reports from the toolbar.
3. Click NEW REPORT and select AutoSys Job Status Report from the drop-down list.
4. Enter the name in the Name field.
5. Select Public or Private for Report Owner. (Public is the default setting for administrators.)
6. (Optional) Specify Job Details. Accept the displayed defaults to include all or specify filters for what to include in this

report definition. Use the following steps to specify what you want to include in this report definition.
a. Click the Job Names field. Enter a job name, or a partial job name which includes an asterisk (the wildcard

character), and press Enter. Repeat for each filter. The following examples show the options for using wildcards:  
PayrollJob*, *rollJob, or  *roll*

You can also search for jobs by clicking the + button in the Job Names field.
From the Search Jobs dialog, select the jobs to include and click Add. You can filter your search by typing the job
name, selecting an instance in the Instance drop-down, or filtering by job properties.

NOTE

When EEM authorization is enabled, the Search Jobs dialog only displays jobs for which you have read
permissions, as defined in iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

b. Click the Statuses field to display a drop-down list of available statuses. Select one or more statuses to include in
the report.

c. Click the Job Types field. Enter a job type, or a partial job type followed by an asterisk (the wildcard character),
and press Enter. Repeat for each filter.You can also search for job types by clicking the + button in the Job Types
field to display the Search Job Types dialog. From the Search Job Types dialog, select the job types to include and
click Add. You can filter your search by typing the job type name in the search field.

d. Click the Instances field to display a drop-down list of available instances. Select one or more instances to include
in the report.

e. Click the Machines field. Enter a machine name, or a partial machine name followed by an asterisk (the wildcard
character), and press Enter. Repeat for each filter.

f. Specify filters for the Applications field using the following methods:
a. Select Empty Applications to include only jobs that do not belong to an application. Leave this unselected to

include all jobs, including jobs without an associated application.

NOTE

 You can select Empty Applications and still include specific additional applications in the report. For
example, selecting Empty Applications and entering ACCTG in the Applications field would include
all jobs that do not belong to an application and jobs that belong to the ACCTG application.

b. Enter an application name, or a partial application name followed by an asterisk (the wildcard character), and
press Enter. Repeat for each filter.

c. Search for applications by clicking the + button in the Applications field to display the Search Applications
dialog.
From the Search Applications dialog, select the applications to include and click Add. You can filter your search
by typing the application name or selecting an instance in the Instance drop-down.
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NOTE

When EEM authorization is enabled, the Search Applications dialog only displays applications for
which you have read permissions, as defined in iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

g. Specify filters for the Groups field using the following methods:
a. Select Empty Groups to include only jobs that do not belong to a group. Leave this unselected to include all

jobs, including jobs without an associated group.

NOTE

You can select Empty Groups and still include specific additional groups in the report. For example,
selecting Empty Groups and entering AutoSys in the Groups field would include all jobs that do not
belong to a group and jobs that belong to the AutoSys group.

b. Enter a group name, or a partial group name followed by an asterisk (the wildcard character), and press Enter.
Repeat for each filter.

c. Search for groups by clicking the + button in the Groups field to display the Search Groups dialog.
From the Search Groups dialog, select the groups to include and click Add. You can filter your search by typing
the group name or selecting an instance in the Instance drop-down.

NOTE

When EEM authorization is enabled, the Search Groups dialog only displays groups for which you
have read permissions, as defined in iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

7. Specify Timeframe settings in one of the following ways:
– Select Past Days in the Timeframe field:

• Type the number of days, up to 365, in the Past Days field.
• Use the From  Past Date At and To Report Date At clock icons to specify the Time Interval range. The time

range is in HH:MM format and can be anywhere from 00:00 to 23:59.
– Select Time Interval in the Timeframe field:

• Use the From and To calendar icons to specify the Date Interval range. Use the clock icon on the calendar to
specify the time for each date.

– Select Past Hours in the Timeframe field:
• Type the number of hours in the Past Hours field.

NOTE

Reports will execute using the timezone specified in the report definition. 

Headers of generated reports (in HTML and PDF formats) will include report generation time, report start
time, and report end time, also in the timezone and time format specified in the report definition.

8. Specify Report settings for timezone and time format.
a. Select the timezone.
b. Select the time format.

NOTE

 For details about time zones and time format, search Timezone Auto-detection.
9. Specify display options for the report columns.

a. Accept the default to display all columns or clear the selection for each column to hide. 
b. Accept the default to sort on the first three columns in descending order or modify the sort specification. To modify

how the table is sorted, click one of the first three columns to turn off the sort. Then, click the sort icon on a
different column to display the up arrow (ascending) or down arrow (descending). Repeat as needed. You can sort
on one to three columns.
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c. Reorder the columns to honor your sort preference. Reorder with the primary sort column first, the secondary sort
column second, and the tertiary sort column third. Left-click and drag a column up or down to change the position
in which it appears in the report table.

10. Click CREATE REPORT to save the report definition.
11. To verify the appearance of the report you defined, generate the report and examine it.

NOTE

 For details about generating and viewing this report, search View the AutoSys Job Status Report 

CA 7 Job Run Report
You can create CA 7 Job Run Report definitions from the Web UI using the steps below. Alternatively, you can create and
manage the definitions for this report type (ca7.run.report) from the CLI.

In EEM authorization mode, EEM authenticated users can only modify (create, update, or delete) report definitions when
Create privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class. EEM authenticated users can execute report definitions
when Execute privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class.For more information the idash-report resource
class in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

See SLA Details for information on CA 7 job runs that execute via the RUN command in CA 7.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Click Reports from the toolbar.
3. Click NEW REPORT and select CA 7 Job Run Report from the drop-down list.
4. Enter the name in the Name field.
5. If you are an administrator, select Public or Private for Report Owner. (Private is the default setting for

nonadministrators.)
6. (Optional) Select Show Trend Statistics to generate the report in the trend statistics format. This option only applies

to the PDF format of the report.
7. (Optional) Specify Job Details. Accept the displayed defaults to include all or specify a filter for what to include in this

report definition. Use the following steps to specify what you want to include in this report definition.
a. Click the Job Names field. Enter a job name, or a partial job name which includes an asterisk (the wildcard

character), and press Enter. Repeat for each filter. The following examples show the options for using wildcards:
PayrollJob*, *rollJob, or  *roll*

You can also search for jobs by clicking the + button in the Job Names field.
From the Search Jobs dialog, select the jobs to include and click Add. You can filter your search by typing the job
name, selecting an instance in the Instance drop-down, or filtering by job properties.

NOTE

When EEM authorization is enabled, the Search Jobs dialog only displays jobs for which you have read
permissions, as defined in iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

b. Click the Statuses field to display a drop-down list of available statuses. Select one or more statuses to include in
the report.

NOTE

Only the COMPLETED status is valid when generating PDF reports in the trend statistics format.
c. Click the Instances field to display a drop-down list of available instances. Select one or more instances to include

in the report.
d. Specify Schedule ID values. The values can be 1 through 999. The combination of From SchID and To SchID can

be identical. For example, the values can be From 1 To 1 or From 2 To 2.
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For more information, see Specify and Search Job Detail Reports.
8. Specify Timeframe settings in one of the following ways:

– Select Past Days in the Timeframe field:
• Type the number of days, up to 365, in the Past Days field.
• Use the From  Past Date At and To Report Date At clock icons to specify the Time Interval range. The time

range is in HH:MM format and can be anywhere from 00:00 to 23:59.
– Select Time Interval in the Timeframe field:

• Use the From and To calendar icons to specify the Date Interval range. Use the clock icon on the calendar to
specify the time for each date.

– Select Past Hours in the Timeframe field:
• Type the number of hours in the Past Hours field.

– Select Past Runs in the Timeframe field:
• Select or enter job names to include in the Job Names field (you cannot include all jobs when using the Past

Runs option).
• Enter the number of past runs to display in the Past Runs field.

The Past Runs setting retrieves historical runs irrespective of any time frame and cannot be used with any Time
Qualifier options.

– Select Time Qualifier to define which qualifier should be considered for the specified time values (except Past
Runs). Choose from the following options:
• Start time
• End time
• Start and end time
• Start or end time
For example, JOBA runs at 13:00 and 17:00 every day for 60 minutes. Setting Time Qualifier to Start or end time
starting on 02/23/16 at 13:30 and ending on 02/25/16 at 13:05 will create a report showing four job runs: 02/23
17:00; 02/24 13:00; 02/24 17:00; and 02/25 13:00.
As another example, setting Time Qualifier with a Start and end time in the past 6 hours will create a report that
shows all jobs that started and ended in the past 6 hours.

NOTE

Reports will execute using the timezone specified in the report definition.

Headers of generated reports (in HTML and PDF formats) will include report generation time, report start
time, and report end time, also in the timezone and time format specified in the report definition.

9. Specify Report settings for time zone and time format:
a. Select the timezone.
b. Select the time format.

NOTE

For details about time zones and time format, search Timezone Auto-detection.
10. Specify display options for the report columns.

a. Accept the default to display all columns or clear the selection for each column to hide.
• When generating PDF reports in the trend statistics format, the LPAR, Run Count, Aggregate Average Runtime,

Aggregate Trend, and Aggregate Trend % columns are available and must be selected. These columns are not
available in the standard job run report format.

b. Accept the default to sort on the first three columns in descending order or modify the sort specification. To modify
how the table is sorted, click one of the first three columns to turn off the sort. Then, click the sort icon on a
different column to display the up arrow (ascending) or down arrow (descending). Repeat as needed. You can sort
on one to three columns.
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c. Reorder the columns to honor your sort preference. Reorder with the primary sort column first, the secondary sort
column second, and the tertiary sort column third. Left-click and drag a column up or down to change the position
in which it appears in the report table.

11. Click CREATE REPORT to save the report definition.
12. To verify the appearance of the report you defined, generate the report and examine it.

NOTE

For details about generating and viewing this report, see View the CA 7 Job Run Report.

SLA Trend Report
The SLA Trend Report shows performance improvements of SLAs. Consider an SLA that used to complete after the
deadline, producing overruns. Now this SLA completes before the deadline, with increasing amounts of slack time. The
SLA trend report would show this trend. Consider using SLA Date as the primary sort column and SLA Performance as
the secondary sort column.

You can create one or more SLA Trend Report definitions from the Web UI using the steps below. Alternatively, you can
create and manage the definitions for this report type (sla.trend.report) from the CLI.

In EEM authorization mode, EEM authenticated users can only modify (create, update, or delete) report definitions when
Create privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class. EEM authenticated users can execute report definitions
when Execute privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class.For more information the idash-report resource
class in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Click Reports from the toolbar.
3. Click NEW REPORT and select SLA Trend Report from the drop-down list.
4. Enter the name in the Name field.
5. If you are an administrator, select Public or Private for Report Owner. (Private is the default setting for

nonadministrators.)
6. Specify SLA details:

a. Instances: Accept the default (All instances included) or click the field and select one or more instances from the
drop-down list.

b. SLAs: Accept the default (All SLAs included ) or manually type an SLA name or partial name with an asterisk and
press Enter. Repeat for each filter. The following examples show the options for using wildcards:
PayrollJob*, *rollJob, or  *roll*

You can also click the Add button (+) at the end of the SLAs field to choose SLAs to include. To do this:
a. Click the Add button (+) at the end of the SLAs field.

The Search SLA dialog displays.
b. Choose one or more SLAs from the SLA List.

NOTE

: Only the SLAs you are authorized to view will appear on the SLA List.

For details about user authorization for SLA management, search one of the following articles:

• iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies
• User Authorization with iDash

c. Click Add in the Search SLA window.
The SLAs will be included in the SLA details for the SLA Trend Report.
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c. Tags: Accept the default (All Tags included ) or manually type a Tag name or partial name with an asterisk and
press Enter. Repeat for each filter. The following examples show the options for using wildcards:
RESOLVE_NOW, North America, North*, *America

NOTE

: If you enter a Tag name or wildcard mask, only the tags matching the entry will be displayed in the
report. If an SLA has associated tags that do not match the filter criteria, those tags will not be displayed.

You can also click the Add button (+) at the end of the Tags field to choose Tags to include. To do this:
a. Click the Add button (+) at the end of the Tags field.

The Search Tags dialog displays.
b. Choose one or more Tags from the Tags List.

NOTE

: Only the Tags you are authorized to view will appear on the Tags List.

For details about user authorization for Tag management, search one of the following articles:

• iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies
• User Authorization with iDash

c. Click Add in the Search Tags window.
The Tags will be included in the SLA details for the SLA Trend Report.

7. Specify Timeframe settings in one of the following ways:
– Select Past Days in the Timeframe field:

• Type the number of days, up to 365, in the Past Days field.
• Use the From  Past Date At and To Report Date At clock icons to specify the Time Interval range. The time

range is in HH:MM format and can be anywhere from 00:00 to 23:59.
– Select Time Interval in the Timeframe field:

• Use the From and To calendar icons to specify the Date Interval range. Use the clock icon on the calendar to
specify the time for each date.

– Select Past Hours in the Timeframe field:
• Type the number of hours in the Past Hours field.

NOTE

Reports will execute using the timezone specified in the report definition.

Headers of generated reports (in HTML and PDF formats) will include report generation time, report start
time, and report end time, also in the timezone and time format specified in the report definition.

8. Specify Report settings for timezone and time format.
a. Select the timezone.
b. Select the time format.

NOTE
For details about time zones and time format, search Timezone Auto-detection.

9. Customize the report columns, the sort order, and the display order.
a. Accept the default to display all columns or clear the selection for each column to hide.
b. Accept the default to sort on the first three columns in descending order or modify the sort specification. To modify

how the table is sorted, click one of the first three columns to turn off the sort. Then, click the sort icon on a
different column to display the up arrow (ascending) or down arrow (descending). Repeat as needed. You can sort
on one to three columns.

c. Reorder the columns to honor your sort preference. Reorder with the primary sort column first, the secondary sort
column second, and the tertiary sort column third. Left-click and drag a column up or down to change the position
in which it appears in the report table.
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10. Click CREATE REPORT to save the report definition.
11. To verify the appearance of the report you defined, generate the report and examine it.

NOTE
For details about generating and viewing this report, search View the SLA Trend Report.

Specify and Search Job Detail Reports
As a user creating or modifying a report definition, you can specify and add a Job Search on Job Run, Job Status, Event,
and AutoSys Autotrack reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Add button ( + ) at the end of the Job Details field to choose jobs to include.
A Search Jobs dialog pops up and populates the job names.

2. Specify Search Job Name:Choose one or more Job Names from the Job Name list.

NOTE

If the result set is larger than 5000 entries, only the first 5000 are shown. You will see an alert message for 5
seconds stating that the result set exceeds the limit.

3. Once you select one or more Job Names, the ( + ) Add button is enabled. 
4. Click ( + ) Add.The names are added to the field.

 

NOTE

Only unique names are added, so duplicates are not displayed.

For the AutoSys Job Status report, you will have the option to specify Applications and Groups in a similar manner.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Add button ( + ) at the end of the Application or Group Details field to choose applications or groups to
include.
A Search Application or Search Group dialog pops up and populates the Application or Group names.

2. Specify Search Application or Group Name:Choose one or more Application or Group Names from the list. If an
Application or Group is defined on more than one AE instance, all of the instances containing the Application or Group
are displayed. 

3. Once you select one or more Applications or Groups, the ( + ) Add button is enabled.
4. Click ( + ) Add.

The names are added to the field.

NOTE

• Only unique names are added. If you add an item that is already part of the report definition, a warning
message will be displayed.

• Adding an Application or Group name that does not exist or editing a report definition that contains an
Application or Group name that no longer exists will cause a warning message to be displayed.

Manage Report Definitions from the Web UI
As an administrator or iDash authorized user, you can manage report definitions from the Web UI. Alternately, you can
view and manage report definitions from the CLI.
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If you are using EEM authorization, users logged in to EEM will only be able to view report definitions where
matching Create or Execute privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class in EEM. For more information the
idash-report resource class in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

NOTE

EEM authorized users will be able to view all report definitions for which they have permissions, even private
reports created by other users.

You can manage reports in any of the following ways:

• View the list of available reports. View the full list, a list with specified Report Types, or a list with names that meet your
search criteria.

• Search for a specific report.
• View the definition of a selected report.
• Edit a report definition
• Copy a report definition to use as the basis for a new report.
• Delete a report definition.

NOTE

 For information about the report fields that you can edit, search for the definition page for the corresponding
report:

• Workload Automation AE Autotrack Report 
• Workload Automation AE Event Report 
• Workload Automation AE Job Run Report 
• Workload Automation AE Job Status Report 
• CA 7 Job Run Report 
• SLA Trend Report 

For more information about downloading a report to your local drive, search Download a Report in the Selected
Format.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. To view the list of available reports, click Reports in the toolbar.

The listed reports are sorted first by Report Name and then by Report Type.
3. To list specified report types, click the Report Type drop-down menu and clear the report type selections you wish to

remove. Repeat as needed.
The list of available reports that meet your criteria for the report type display. In this example, listed reports are limited
to the AutoSys AutoTrack Report type.
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4. To search for report names containing specified characters, enter the report name or a partial name with wildcards.

Use a wildcard * (asterisk) before and after a string, before a string, or after a string.

View the list of available reports that meet your search criteria.
5. To search for a specific report, enter the full name or a unique partial name with a wildcard.
6. To view a report definition, click the report name link for a selected row of the Reports list.

The report definition is displayed in read-only mode.
7. To edit the report definition that you are viewing,

a. Click the Actions drop-down list and select Edit.
The fields composing the report definition appear in edit mode.  

b. Modify the fields for job details to include as needed. Job details that you can modify include job names, statuses,
instances, and machines. 

c. Modify the timeframe settings as needed. You can modify the number of past days or the start and end dates of a
time interval.

d. Modify the report settings as needed. Report settings that you can modify include timezone, time format, column
display, and sorting criteria. Verify that at least one column is selected for sorting. You can sort on one to three
columns.

e. Click Save.
8. To copy the report definition that you are viewing:

a. Click the Actions drop-down list and select Copy.
The fields composing the report definition appear in edit mode.  

b. Enter a unique report name in the Name field.
c. Accept the default Public in the Report Owner field, or change it to Private if you are an administrator.
d. Enter a description.
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e. Modify the fields for job details to include as needed. Job details that you can modify include job names, statuses,
instances, and machines. 

f. Modify the timeframe settings as needed. You can modify the number of past days, or the start and end dates of a
time interval.

g. Modify the report settings as needed. Report settings that you can modify include timezone, time format, column
display, and sorting criteria. Verify that at least one column is selected for sorting. You can sort on one to three
columns.

h. Click Save.
9. To delete the report definition that you are viewing:

a. Click the Actions drop-down list and select Delete. 
b. Click Yes to delete the report definition.

Generate Reports from the Web UI
As an administrator or iDash authorized user, you can generate a report in a selected format through the Web UI. 

If you are using EEM authorization, EEM authorized users can only generate reports where matching  Execute privileges
are defined for the report name on the idash-report resource class in EEM. Generated reports will only include job,
application, and group data for which the user has read permissions. For more information the idash-report resource class
and read permissions in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
2. Click Reports in the toolbar.

The listed reports are sorted first by Report Name and then by Report Type.
3. Either scroll to the report that you want to download or search for it by name. To search for a specific report, enter the

full name or a unique partial name with a wildcard.
4. To generate a report and download it to your local drive:

a. Select the row with the report to download.
b. Click DOWNLOAD and select a formatting option, for example:

• Save as CSV
• Save as XLS

The maximum number of rows that are supported for the Excel report format (XLS) is 65535.
• Save as PDF
• Save as PDF Summary
• Save as HTML

The report appears in the Downloads folder (in Windows)
5. Open the downloaded report from the bottom of your browser page or from the directory into which it was downloaded.

View the AutoSys Autotrack Report
As an administrator or user with Autotrack permission, you can generate and view AutoSys Autotrack reports in the format
you select.
 Follow these steps: 

1. Generate the AutoSys Autotrack Report in the desired format.

NOTE

• For details about report generation from the Web UI, search Download a Report in the Selected Format. 
• For details about report generation from the CLI, search Publish Reports in Various Formats.

2. View the report
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– The pie chart at the top of the first page shows the distribution of sendevents, JIL updates, and other changes for
the specified time range.

 
– The second page bar chart uses the color coding shown on the legend on page 1.
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– Page 3 provides a table view of the pie chart on page 1.

 
– Page 4 provides a table view of the bar chart on page 2.
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– Page 5 and thereafter provides a table view of database changes.

Review the AutoSys Autotrack Report columns with the following descriptions.

1. – •  Instance specifies the name of the Workload Automation AE instance (AUTOSERV) on which the
corresponding job ran.

•  Type specifies the type of database change that AutoTrack tracks.
•  User specifies the AutoSys user that initiated changes or events.
•  Time specifies the date and time at which a change or an event occurred.
•  ID specifies the unique autotrack ID.
•  Field specifies the type of field that is associated with the Autotrack type.
•  Value specifies the values that correspond to each field.

View the AutoSys Event Report
As a user, you can generate and view existing AutoSys Event reports in the format of your choice.
 Follow these steps: 

1. Generate the AutoSys Event Report in the desired format.

NOTE

• For details about report generation from the Web UI, search Download a Report in the Selected Format. 
• For details about report generation from the CLI, search Publish Reports in Various Formats.

2. Review page 1. The following report example is in PDF format.
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3. Review page 2:
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4. Review page 3:

 
5. Review page 4
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6. Review the remainder of the AutoSys Event Report in PDF

format:  
7. Alternatively, review the AutoSys Event Report in HTML format

 
8. Review the remainder of the AutoSys Event Report with the following column descriptions.
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–  EoID specifies the EOID (event object ID) for each event that is attached to the AutoSys Job. 
–  JoID specifies the JOID of each AutoSys Job.
–  Job Name specifies the name of the AutoSys job to which an event is attached.
–  Box Name specifies the name of the box to which the AutoSys job belongs.
–  Autoserv specifies the AutoSys Instance(AUTOSERV) for each AutoSys Job.
–  Priority specifies the priority level for each AutoSys Job.
–  Event Type specifies the Event Type associated with each AutoSys Job.
–  Status specifies the current status of each AutoSys Job.
–  Alarm specifies the Alarm code for each AutoSys Job where the event type is ALARM.
–  Event Time GMT specifies the date and time at which the event was generated for the AutoSys Job.
–  Exit Code specifies the exit code for each AutoSys Job.
–  Machine specifies the name of the computer (not virtual machine) on which the job ran.
–  PID specifies the OS process ID of the Remote Agent for the AutoSys Job execution.
–  JC PID specifies the OS process ID of the actual command that the AutoSys Job executes.
–  Run Num specifies the unique number that is associated with every run of a job. All jobs in a top-level box inherit

use the run number of the box.
–  Ntry specifies the number of times the job started for the associated job run number. If a job restarts, the run

number (Run Num) remains constant and the ntry (number of retries) value is incremented.
–  Text specifies the comment text that is attached to some events by the user or by AutoSys components.
–  Que Priority specifies the sendevent priority level.
–  Que Status Stamp specifies the date and timestamp that indicates when Event Processor processed the event.
 

View the AutoSys Job Run Report
As a user, you can generate any AutoSys Job Run report in a selected format.
 Follow these steps: 

1. Generate the AutoSys Job Run Report in the desired format.

NOTE

• For details about report generation from the Web UI, search Download a Report in the Selected Format. 
• For details about report generation from the CLI, search Publish Reports in Various Formats.

2. Review the AutoSys Job Run Report with the following column descriptions:
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–  Instance specifies the Workload Automation AE instance on which the corresponding job ran.
–  Job Name specifies the name that is assigned to the job in the job definition.
–  Job Type specifies the job type, for example, CMD or BOX.
–  As Applic specifies the application to which the job belongs.
–  As Group specifies the group to which the job belongs.
–  Status specifies the completion status for this job run. Completion status can be SUCCESS, FAILURE,

TERMINATED, or ON_NOEXEC.
–  Start Time specified the date and time at which the job began execution.
–  End Time specifies the date and time at which the job completed.
–  Run Calendar specifies the run calendar associated with this job.
–  Exclude Calendar specifies the exclude calendar associated with this job.
–  Min Run Alarm specifies the minimum run time alarm value for the job.
–  Max Run Alarm specifies the maximum run time alarm value for the job.
–  Duration specifies the length of time that the job ran, the difference between the Start Time and the End Time.
–  Exit Code specifies the completion code of the executable that is defined in the job.
–  Machine specifies the name of the computer (not virtual machine) on which the job ran.
–  Day specifies the day of the week when the job ran.
–  Run Num specifies the unique number that is associated with every run of a job. All jobs in a top-level box inherit

use the run number of the box.
–  Ntry specifies the number of times the job started for the associated job run number. If a job restarts, the run

number (Run Num) remains constant and the ntry (number of retries) value is incremented.
–  Average Runtime specifies the average run time iDash used to forecast this run based on runs stored in the iDash

database's run tables.
If iDash does not have enough data to calculate the average runtime for a job, or if the average runtime for a job is
zero seconds, the Average Runtime column for that run will display blank.

NOTE

For jobs that include AutoSys runs that have not been imported into the iDash database, the average
runtime will be calculated using iDash runs only.

AutoSys runs will be factored into the average run time calculation once they have been imported into the
iDash database.

3. (Optional) If you selected the trend statistics option for the report, review the AutoSys Job Run Trend Summary
Statistics table with the following column descriptions:
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–  Job Name specifies the name that is assigned to the job in the job definition.
–  Instance specifies the Workload Automation AE instance on which the corresponding job ran.
–  Machine specifies the name of the computer (not virtual machine) on which the job ran.
–  Run Count contains the number of times the job ran during the reporting span.
–  Aggregate Avg Runtime contains the iDash-calculated aggregate average runtime for the job.
–  Aggregate Trend contains the variance (in hours, minutes, and seconds) of the average duration of the job runs

versus the job’s aggregate average runtime.
–  Aggregate Trend % contains the same information as Aggregate Trend, but formatted as a percentage variance.

4. (Optional) If you selected the trend statistics option for the report, review the chart that is plotted for each job in the
AutoSys Job Run Trend Summary Statistics table:

This chart displays the run time for each included run, and a trend line to show the job’s variance over time.

View the AutoSys Job Status Report
As a user, you can generate and view AutoSys Job Status reports in the format you select.
 Follow these steps: 

1. Generate the AutoSys Job Status Report in the desired format.

NOTE

• For details about report generation from the Web UI, search Download a Report in the Selected Format. 
• For details about report generation from the CLI, search Publish Reports in Various Formats.

2. Review the data on the AutoSys Job Status Report with the following column descriptions. 
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–  Instance specifies the Workload Automation AE instance on which the corresponding job ran.
–  Job Name specifies the name that is assigned to the job in the job definition.
–  Status specifies the completed job status for this job run.
–  Last Start specifies the date and time at which the job started.
–  Last End specifies the date and time at which the job completed.
–  Run Machine specifies the name of the run computer (not the virtual machine) on which the job ran.
–  Description specifies a description of this job.
–  As Applic defines the name of the application with which the job is associated. A job can be associated with only

one application, but an application can be associated with multiple jobs.
–  As Group defines the name of the group with which the job is associated. This AutoSys attribute lets you classify,

sort, and filter jobs by group.
–  Box Joid defines the unique job object ID associated with the box job.
–  Box Name defines the name of the box job, for job type Box.
–  Command specifies the command attribute, for job type Command (CMD). The command attribute specifies what

to run when all the starting conditions are met. The command attribute can be a command, an executable, a UNIX
shell script, an application, or a batch file. The attribute can also specify arguments to pass to the command.

–  Condition specifies the condition that triggers the job to start.
–  Date Conditions specifies other date conditions in the extended calendar.
–  Exit Code specifies the exit code for this job run.
–  Job Type specifies the job type, for example, CMD or BOX.
–  Joid defines the unique job object ID associated with the job.
–  Machine specifies the computer on which the job runs.
–  Next Start specifies the date and time at which the next job run is scheduled to start.
–  Owner specifies the job owner.
–  Status Time specifies the day of the week for this job run.
–  Run Calendar specifies the run calendar associated with this job.
–  Exclude Calendar specifies the exclude calendar associated with this job.
–  Min Run Alarm specifies the minimum run time alarm value for the job.
–  Max Run Alarm specifies the maximum run time alarm value for the job.
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View the CA 7 Job Run Report
As a user, you can generate a selected CA 7 Job Run report in a selected format. Results are downloaded for your
viewing.
 Follow these steps: 

1. Generate the CA 7 Job Run Report in the desired format.

NOTE

• For details about report generation from the Web UI, search Download a Report in the Selected Format. 
• For details about report generation from the CLI, search Publish Reports in Various Formats.

2. Review the CA7 Job Run Report with the following column descriptions.

  
–  Job Name specifies the name that is assigned to the job in the job definition.
–  Instance specifies the CA 7 instance on which the corresponding job ran.
–  SchID specifies the CA 7 Schedule ID.
–  Status specifies the completion status for this job run. Status can be STARTED, COMPLETED, ABENDED, or

CANCELED.
–  Start Time specifies the date and time at which the job began execution.
–  End Time specifies the date and time at which the job completed.
–  Duration specifies the length of time that the job ran, the difference between the Start Time and the End Time.
–  Day specifies the day of the week when the job ran.
–  Average Runtime specifies the average run time iDash used to forecast this run based on runs stored in the iDash

database's run tables.
If iDash does not have enough data to calculate the average runtime for a CA 7 job on a particular SchID, or if the
average runtime for a job is zero seconds, the Average Runtime column for that run will display blank.
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View the SLA Trend Report
As a user, you can generate and view selected SLA Trend reports in the format of your choice. The report is downloaded
for you to view.
 Follow these steps: 

1. Generate the SLA Trend Report in the desired format.

NOTE

• For details about report generation from the Web UI, search Download a Report in the Selected Format. 
• For details about report generation from the CLI, search Publish Reports in Various Formats.

2. Review the charts for the SLA Trend report in PDF format.

 
3. Review aggregate SLA performance in the chart and table views.

 
4. Review the data on the SLA Trend Report with the following column descriptions.
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–  Instance specifies the instance on which the corresponding SLA job runs. When you de-select an instance, the

SLAs that run on this instance are excluded from this report.
–  SLA Name specifies the name of the SLA to which the corresponding data applies.
–  Type specifies the type of SLA, either Start or End.
–  SLA Job specifies the job that is associated with the SLA identified by SLA Name.
–  SLA Deadline Date specifies the deadline date for the current run of the SLA job.
–  SLA Deadline Time specifies the deadline time that is specified in the SLA definition that applies to the current

run.
–  SLA Deadline Completion specifies the date and time when the current run of the SLA job completed. N/A is

recorded if the actual completion time is not available.
–  SLA Timezone specifies the timezone of the SLA, as well as the time difference between the timezone specified in

the report definition and the timezone specified in the SLA definition.
For example, if the timezone specified in the SLA definition is US/Pacific and the timezone specified in the report
definition is US/Central, the SLA Timezone column will display as US/Pacific (-02:00), where (-02:00) is the
difference in time between the US/Central and US/Pacific timezones. 

–  SLA Status specifies the status of each SLA.
–  SLA Performance specifies the performance metric for this run of the SLA job. SLA performance is the difference

between the SLA deadline time and the SLA actual completion time. If this value is unavailable, the difference
between the SLA deadline and the SLA end tracking time is used.

–  SLA Tags specifies the tags associated with the SLA. This list will contain only the tags the user is authorized to
view.

–  Schedule ID specifies the CA 7 Schedule ID, if applicable.

Generate and View the Server Statistics Report from the Web UI
As an admin or user with privileges to server statistics reports, you can generate and view Server Statistics Reports from
the Web UI. For each  instance, you can view:

• Workload Automation AE server latency in the past six hours
• Total events that were processed within one-minute intervals in the past six hours
• A comparison of the event counts and latency data

When you view event counts with corresponding latency data, look for patterns that suggest a causal relationship. For
example, look for a positive correlation, where latency increases when event counts rise. When a positive correlation
occurs, you can infer that the processing of heavy loads of events causes server latency. If there is no correlation but
latency is high at times, other factors are causing the latency.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to the Web UI and log in.
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2. Click Reports from the toolbar.
3. Click NEW REPORT and select Server Statistics Report from the drop-down list.
4. Select an instance.

The Server Statistics Report for the selected instance displays.
5. Review the Details of Server Statistics Report with the following descriptions. Each bar in the bar graph represents

one-minute duration when one or more events were processed. The label for the bar shows the time in hh:mm:ss
format. The height of each bar represents the number of events that were processed in that minute (left scale). The
orange line connects latency data that is plotted at the midpoint of each bar. The server latency in seconds (right
scale) is plotted for each time interval when the AutoSys server processed events.
– Time shows the breakdown of time in per minute segments. (x-axis)
– Latency shows the AutoSys server latency for that time segment. The right vertical access represents the latency

in seconds.
– Events shows the total number of events that AutoSys processed for that time segment. The left vertical

axis represents the number of events that were issued per minute. Data is recorded for each of the minute intervals
when events were processed.

6. To aid in your analysis, sort (descending) the data by Events and then by Latency.
– Sort by Events

– Sort by Latency
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Example Server Statistics Reports

The blue bars in the following sample report show the number of events that are processed for a series of one-minute
intervals within a six-hour period. The orange line connects the points that indicate average latency for events in each
interval. Use the sorted data when analyzing this graph.
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Create/Update Reports with CLI Commands
You can use the CLI to update existing reports or you create a new report that is based on an existing report. Creating a
report involves saving an update to a new report name. In general, reports include only jobs or SLAs for which you have
job read permissions in the authorizing product. However, the critical job list report can include jobs for which you do not
have explicit read permissions.

NOTE

• For information about configuration and local setup requirements for CLI, search Getting Started with the CLI.
• For an example of how to get values for idgen* commands from output of idlist commands, search Create a

Critical Path Report (CLI).

 Example of CLI Syntax Help 

To display help for a CLI command, run the command with the -h argument or no arguments. The following example gives
the syntax for using idupdate with reports and other types of objects. 
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C:\CA\iDash\bin>idupdate -h

idupdate- Update the parameters of an iDash object or create a new iDash object

USAGE: idupdate -n OJBECT -f FILE -t TYPE

                [-i INSTANCE]

                [-r]

WHERE: 

 -f FILE      Filename containing the object parameters

 -n OBJECT    Object name

 -t TYPE      One of the following:

              job.status.report,

              run.report,

              ca7.run.report,

              event.report,

              sla.trend.report,

              autotrack.report,

              sla(requires -i),

              search,

              user(requires Admin privilege),

              filter(requires Admin privilege)

-i INSTANCE   AutoSys Instance (AUTOSERV) or CA 7 Instance

-r            Replace an existing object

 

List Report Parameters (idlist)
Use the idlist command to list reports and report properties. The idlist command has the following syntax:

idlist -t type [-n object] [-i instance] [-u user]

•  -t type  specifies one of the following values:
– autotrack.report
– ca7.run.report
– event.report
– job.status.report
– run.report
– sla.trend.report

•  -n object  specifies the name of the object for which to list the object parameters. (Without -n, the command lists the
items.)

•  -i instance  specifies the Workload Automation AE instance name or the CA 7 instance name.
•  -u user  accesses the report object of the specified user. Only administrators can access the objects of different users.

 

NOTE

 For an example of using idlist and idupdate together, search Create or Modify Reports from the CLI (idupdate).

Create/Update Reports (idupdate)
As an administrator or iDash authorized user, you can use the idlist command to list existing reports or list the properties
of a specified report. The properties list can be saved to an output file. 
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If you are using EEM authorization, users logged in to EEM will only be able to create and update report definitions where
matching Create or Execute privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class in EEM. For more information the
idash-report resource class in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

Use the idupdate command to replace the contents of the existing report with the modifications you make to the output
file, or to create a brand-new report. You can also use the idupdate command to modify a specified SLA, search object,
user, or filter definition.

These commands have the following syntax:

idlist   -t type [-n object] [-i instance] [-u user]  > output_file

idupdate -t type -n object [-i instance] [-u user] -f output_file [-r] 

•  -t type  specifies one of the following values:
– autotrack.report
– ca7.run.report
– event.report
– job.status.report
– run.report
– sla.trend.report

•  -n object  specifies the name of the object that you are creating or modifying
•  -f output_file  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its full path.
•  -r modifies an existing definition of an iDash report.

 Example:  

1. List reports of the specified type.
2. List the properties of a specified report in a file.

NOTE

 For AutoSys job status and job run reports, you can filter to show only jobs where no application or group is
defined by specifying <EMPTY> in the applications or groups report definition property.

3. Update the properties file.
4. Generate the same report with the updated properties. 
5. Generate a brand-new report.  

This example uses the idlist command to create a properties file for the backup error report. You can edit the properties
file, and then use the idupdate command to update the backup error report.

 Follow these steps: 

1. To list existing reports of a specified type, for example, AutoSys Job Run Report, run the following command:
idlist -t run.report

2. Assume that BackupErrorReport is one of the listed AutoSys Job Run reports. To list the properties of the
BackupErrorReport and save them to the report.out file, run the following command
idlist -t run.report -n BackupErrorReport > report.out

This command reads the existing BackupErrorReport, and lists the report properties into the report.out data file.
3. Edit the report.out file as needed.
4. To update the existing BackupErrorReport with the properties you modified in report.out, run the following command:

idupdate -t run.report -n BackupErrorReport -f report.out -r

The original properties of the existing BackupErrorReport object are replaced with the properties contained in the
edited report.out file. 
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TIP

To create a new report (instead of a report update), run the command above and omit the -r, as seen in the
command below:

idupdate -t run.report -n BackupErrorReport -f report.out

Delete Reports (iddelete)
As an administrator or iDash authorized user, you can use the iddelete command to delete iDash report definitions. This
command can be used to delete SLAs.

If you are using EEM authorization, users logged in to EEM will only be able to delete report definitions where
matching Create or Execute privileges are defined on the idash-report resource class in EEM. For more information the
idash-report resource class in EEM, search iDash Authorizations and EEM Policies.

This command has the following syntax:

iddelete -t type -n object [-i instance] [-u user]

•  -t type  specifies the object type. Valid object types are as follows:
– job.status.report
– run.report
– ca7.run.report
– event.report
– sla.trend.report
– autotrack.report
– sla(requires -i INSTANCE)
– search
– user(requires Admin privilege)
– filter(requires Admin privilege)

•  -n object  specifies an existing report name.
•  -i instance defines the Workload Automation AE instance name or the CA 7 instance name.
•  -u user   identifies a specific user. Only administrators can delete the objects of different users.

NOTE
-u cannot be used with -t search. Using the iddelete command to search the objects of other users will result
in the following error message: -u is not a supported argument for search type. 

 Example: Delete an iDash Report Definition 

This example deletes the definition of the run report that is named BackupErrorReport for user01:

iddelete -t run.report -n BackupErrorReport -u user01

Generate Reports with CLI Commands
You can generate the following reports with CLI commands. These reports are not available from the Web UI:

• Gantt chart report for an SLA job (idgantt)
• Alarm report (alarm.report)
• Audit report (audit.report)
• Critical Job List report (cp.report)
• SLA Search report (sla.report) 
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You can use the CLI to generate almost any report type in a selected format (PDF, HTML, XLS, CVS). (The exception is
the Gantt chart report.) The CLI commands for generating reports in various formats include the following commands:

• idgenpdf
• idgenhtm
• idgenxls
• idgencvs

We refer to these commands as the idgen* commands.

NOTE

• Reports typically include only SLAs for jobs that you are authorized to view. 
– With iDash authorization, you must have job read permission.
– With EEM authorization, you must have applicable permissions to read job definitions. 

• The exception is the critical path report that is run with the cp.report option. Critical path reports include all
critical jobs that are associated with an SLA. Critical path jobs can include jobs for which you do not have
read privileges.

The idgen* commands create iDash reports in various formats. The required arguments depend on the report type (job
status report, run report, event report, and so on). The report includes only jobs for which you have job read permissions
in the authorizing product.

These commands share the following syntax. The -f file_name and -t type arguments are required for all report types.
Optional parameters are shown in square brackets. An option set in curly braces, where the OR symbol (|) separates the
options, indicates that one option is required. 

{idgenpdf|idgenhtm|idgenxls|idgencvs}

[-n object] -f file_name -t type [-s sla_name] [-s sla_search_name] [-e deadline] 

[-j job_name] [-i instance] [-p past_days] [-F from_date] [-T to_date] [-u user] [-q]

• One of the following commands:
– idgenpdf specifies to generate the report in PDF format.
– idgenpdf -q specifies to generate the PDF summary report. This report includes only the graphs.
– idgenhtm specifies to generate the report in HTML format.
– idgenxls specifies to generate the report in spreadsheet format.
– idgencvs specifies to generate the report in table format.

• -n object  specifies an existing report name. (Use with -t autotrack.report, -t ca7.run.report, -t event.report, -t
job.status.report, -t run.report, -t sla.trend.report.) 

• -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.
• -t type  specifies the report type. Valid report types and their required parameters are as follows:
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• – alarm.report (Requires the -i instance argument.)
– audit.report (Requires the -p past_days argument, or the -F from_date and -T to_date arguments.)
– autotrack.report (Requires the -n object argument.)
– ca7.run.report (Requires the -n object argument and permits the -j job_name -i instance arguments.)
– cp.report (Requires the -s sla_name, -i instance, and -e deadline arguments.)
– event.report (Requires the -n object argument.)
– job.status.report (Requires the -n object argument.)
– latency.report (Requires the -i instance argument.)
– run.report (Requires the -n object argument and permits the -j job_name, -i instance arguments.)
– sla.report (Requires the -s sla_search_name argument.)
– sla.trend.report (Requires the -n object argument.)

• -s sla_name  specifies the name of the SLA on which the report is based. (Use with -t cp.report.)
• -s sla_search_name  specifies the SLA search object name. (Use with -t sla.report.)
• -e deadline  specifies the SLA deadline in the format yyyyMMdd-HHmm. (Use with -t cp.report.)
• -j job_name  specifies the job name for a single job run report. (Use with -t run.report or -t ca7.run.report.) If you

specify -j job_name, also specify the -i instance argument.
• -i instance  specifies the Workload Automation AE instance name or the CA 7 instance name.
• -p past_days  specifies the number of past days of historical data to be used for creating the report. (Use with -t

audit.report.)
• -F from_date  specifies the start date of the report in the format yyyy-MM-dd. (Use with -t audit.report.)
• -T to_date  specifies the end date of the report in the format yyyy-MM-dd. (Use with -t audit.report.)
• -u user  accesses the report object of the specified user. Only administrators can access the objects of different users.

NOTE
-u cannot be used with -t sla.report. Using an idgen* command to search the objects of other users will result
in the following error message: -u is not a supported argument for sla.report type

• -q creates a report with pie and bar charts only.

Alarm Report (CLI)
Use the following syntax to generate an Alarm Report in the desired format. 

{idgenpdf|idgenpdf [-q]|idgenhtm|idgenxls|idgencsv} -t alarm.report -i instance -f file_name

• One of the following commands:
–  idgenpdf creates the report in PDF format.
–  idgenpdf -q (quiet) creates a summary report in PDF format that contains only graphics.
–  idgenhtm creates the report in HTML format.
–  idgenxls creates the report in Microsoft Excel format.
–  idgencsv creates the report in table format.

•  -t type  specifies the report type, where the type is alarm.report.
•  -i instance  specifies the Workload Automation AE instance name or the CA 7 instance name.
•  -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.

NOTE

For details about configuration, local setup, and displaying the complete syntax for CLI commands,
search Getting Started with the CLI.

 

 Example: Create an Alarm Report in PDF Format 
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This example creates an alarm report in PDF format. The alarm report is based on alarms that were generated on ABC, a
Workload Automation AE instance:

idgenpdf -t alarm.report -i ABC -f C:\Reports\Weekly_Alarm.pdf

 Example: Create a Workload Automation AE Alarm Report in HTML Format 

This example creates an alarm report in HTML format. The alarm report is based on alarms that were generated on ABC,
a Workload Automation AE instance:

idgenhtm -t alarm.report -i ABC -f C:\Reports\35_Alarm_Report.html

 Example: Create a CA 7 Alarm Report in HTML Format 

This example creates an alarm report in HTML format. The alarm report is based on alarms that were generated on CA 7
instance CA78IN01:

idgenhtm -t alarm.report -i CA78IN01 -f C:\Reports\CA7_Alarm_Report.html

Audit Report (CLI)
Use the following syntax to generate an Audit Report in the desired format. 

{idgenpdf|idgenpdf [-q]|idgenhtm|idgenxls|idgencsv} 

-t audit.report -f file_name {-p past_days|-F from_date -T to_date}

• One of the following commands:
–  idgenpdf creates the report in PDF format.
–  idgenpdf -q (quiet) creates a summary report in PDF format that contains only graphics.
–  idgenhtm creates the report in HTML format.
–  idgenxls creates the report in Microsoft Excel format.
–  idgencsv creates the report in table format.

•  -t type  specifies the report type, where the type is audit.report.
•  -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.
• One of the following options:

–  -p past_days  specifies the number of past days of historical data to be used for creating the report.
–  -F from_date -T to_date 

• -F from_date specifies the start date of the report in the format yyyy-MM-dd. 
• -T to_date specifies the end date of the report in the format yyyy-MM-dd. 

NOTE

• As an alternative to CLI, you can use the Admin Tool (Security, Audit) to work with the Audit Report. Admin
Tool options let you view the report (PDF or HTML), print it, or save it as a csv file.

• For details about configuration, local setup, and displaying the complete syntax for CLI commands,
search Getting Started with the CLI.

 

 Example: Create an Audit Report in PDF Format 

This example creates an audit report in PDF format using the historical data from the past seven days:

idgenpdf -t audit.report -p 7 -f C:\Reports\Weekly_Audit.pdf
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Autotrack Report (CLI)
Use the following syntax to generate an existing autotrack report in the desired format: 

{idgenpdf|idgenpdf [-q]|idgenhtm|idgenxls|idgencsv} 

-t autotrack.report -n object -f file_name

[-u user]

• One of the following commands:
–  idgenpdf generates the report in PDF format.
–  idgenpdf -q (quiet) generates a summary report in PDF format that contains only graphics.
–  idgenhtm generates the report in HTML format.
–  idgenxls generates the report in Microsoft Excel format.
–  idgencsv generates the report in table format.

•  -t type  specifies the report type, where the type is autotrack.report.
•  -n object  specifies an existing report name. 
•  -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.
•  -u user  accesses the report object of the specified user.

NOTE

For details about configuration, local setup, and displaying the complete syntax for CLI commands,
search Getting Started with the CLI.

 Example: Generate an AutoTrack Report in PDF Format 

This example generates an autotrack report in PDF format that is based on the previously defined report,
Weekly_Autotack:

idgenpdf -t autotrack.report -n Weekly_Autotrack -f C:\Reports\Weekly_Autotrack.pdf

 Example: Generate an Autotrack Report in XLS Format 

This example generates an autotrack report that is based on actions that user01 performed:

idgenxls -t autotrack.report -n autotrack_report_1 -u user01 -f C:\Reports\1_Autotrack_Report.xls

CA 7 Job Run Report (CLI)
Use the following syntax to generate the specified CA 7 Job Run Report in the desired format:

{idgenpdf|idgenpdf [-q]|idgenhtm|idgenxls|idgencsv} 

-t ca7.run.report -n object -f file_name

[-j job_name] [-i instance] [-u user]

• One of the following commands:
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–  idgenpdf generates the report in PDF format.
–  idgenpdf -q (quiet) generates a summary report in PDF format that contains only graphics.
–  idgenhtm generates the report in HTML format.
–  idgenxls generates the report in Microsoft Excel format.
–  idgencsv generates the report in table format.

•  -t type  specifies the report type, where the type is ca7.run.report.
•  -n object  specifies an existing report name.
•  -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.
•  -j job_name  specifies the job name for a single job run report. (Use with -t run.report or -t ca7.run.report.) If you

specify -j job_name, also specify the -i instance argument.
•  -i instance  specifies the CA 7 instance name.
•  -u user  accesses the report object of the specified user. Only administrators can access the objects of different users.
•  -S generates a single job run report with trend statistics in PDF format.

NOTE

For details about configuration, local setup, and displaying the complete syntax for CLI commands,
search Getting Started with the CLI.

 Example: Create a CA 7 Run Report in PDF Format 

This example creates a CA 7 run report for a specified job that runs on a specified instance. The PDF report is based on
the defined report, Daily_CA7_Runs:

idgenpdf -t ca7.run.report -n Daily_CA7_Runs -f C:\Reports\Daily_CA7_Runs.pdf -j mycriticalca7job -i ABC

 Example: Create a Run Report for a Single CA 7 Job in HTML Format 

This example creates a single job run report in HTML format. The job run report is created for the PAYJOB10 job on CA 7
instance CA78IN01:

idgenhtm -t ca7.run.report -j PAYJOB10 -i CA78IN01 -f C:\Reports\PAYJOB10_Single_Job_Run.html

Critical Path Report (CLI)
Use the following syntax to create a Critical Path Report in the desired format. 

{idgenpdf | idgenpdf [-q] | idgenhtm | idgenxls | idgencsv} 

-t cp.report -i instance -s sla_name -e deadline -f file_name

• One of the following commands:
–  idgenpdf creates the report in PDF format.
–  idgenpdf -q (quiet) creates a summary report in PDF format that contains only graphics.
–  idgenhtm creates the report in HTML format.
–  idgenxls creates the report in Microsoft Excel format.
–  idgencsv creates the report in table format.

•  -t type  specifies the report type, where the type is cp.report.
•  -i instance  specifies the Workload Automation AE instance name or the CA 7 instance name.
•  -s sla_name  specifies the name of the SLA on which the report is based.
•  -e deadline  specifies the SLA deadline in the format yyyyMMdd-HHmm. 
•  -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.
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NOTE

For details about configuration, local setup, and displaying the complete syntax for CLI commands,
search Getting Started with the CLI.

 Example: Create a Critical Path Report in PDF Format 

This example creates a Critical Path Report in PDF format. The report request is for sla01, which ran on instance ABC
and had a deadline of June 24, 2015 at 2:30.

idgenpdf -t cp.report -i ABC -s sla01 -e 20150624-0230 -f C:\Reports\624_Critical_Path.pdf

 Example: Use idlist Output as Input for -s and -e Arguments in idgen* Commands 

The first command in the following example requests a listing of SLAs defined for jobs on instance V26. The output from
idlist includes the SLA name, sched_job_0830_3min^V26, the SLA of interest.

idlist -t sla -i V26

  

The end deadline may not be available from the CLI when you add the -n argument with the jobname. Instead, find
the SLA deadline in the Web UI. Select SLA List from the Explorer drop-down list and search for the SLA name. The
Summary tab displays the Deadline date and time in the browser timezone. Click the information icon next to the deadline
data to display the actual deadline. In this case the deadline is 7/2/2015 08:30. When expressed in the yyyyMMdd–
HHmm format, this deadline is 20150702-0930.
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The command that generates the Critical Path Report specifies the SLA name and the end deadline. The SLA name was
included in the output from the idlist command. The deadline was displayed in the Web UI. This command creates the
CP01.html file, a Critical Job List report (cp.report). The report is saved to the C:\reports directory. The report is based
on the sched_job_0830_3min SLA with an end deadline of 20150702-0930. The bases are indicated with the -s and -e
arguments. 

idgenhtm -t cp.report -i V26 -s sched_job_0830_3min -e 20150702-0930 -f C:\reports\CP01.html

  

Event Report (CLI)
Use the following syntax to generate the specified Event Report in the desired format: 

{idgenpdf|idgenpdf [-q]|idgenhtm|idgenxls|idgencsv} 

-t event.report -n object -f file_name [-u user]

• One of the following commands:
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–  idgenpdf generates the report in PDF format.
–  idgenpdf -q (quiet) generates a summary report in PDF format that contains only graphics.
–  idgenhtm generates the report in HTML format.
–  idgenxls generates the report in Microsoft Excel format.
–  idgencsv generates the report in table format.

•  -t type  specifies the report type, where the type is event.report.
•  -n object  specifies an existing report.
•  -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.
•  -u user  accesses the report object of the specified user. Only administrators can access the objects of different users.

NOTE

For details about configuration, local setup, and displaying the complete syntax for CLI commands,
search Getting Started with the CLI.

 Example: Generate an Event Report in CSV format 

This example generates an event report in CSV format:

idgencsv -t event.report -n evt_rept_5 -f C:\Reports\5_Event_Report.csv

Gantt Chart Report (idgantt)
The idgantt command creates the Gantt chart report for an SLA job.

This command has the following syntax:

idgantt -s sla_job_name -i instance -e sla_deadline -f output_file -p past_hours

• -s sla_job_name  specifies the name of the SLA job.
• -i instance  specifies the name of the instance on which the SLA job resides. The instance can be a Workload

Automation AE instance or a CA 7 instance.
• -e sla_deadline  specifies the SLA deadline of the job in the format yyyyMMdd-HHmm.
• -f output_file  defines the file name of the report that you are creating, including its full path.
• -p past_hours  specifies the number of past hours of data to be used for creating the report.

NOTE

• If the critical path jobs finished days ago, use this value to limit the timeline of the Gantt chart report.
• By default, this command includes the last run of each job in the SLA critical path.

Example: Generate a Gantt Chart Report

This example generates a Gantt chart report for the SLA job that is named EuropeDailyBox for the past 24 hours:

idgantt -s EuropeDailyBox -i JU1 -e 20121119-1300 -f C:\Temp\EuropeDailyBox_gantt.pdf -p 24

Job Run Report (CLI)
Use the following syntax to generate the specified Job Run Report in the desired format: 

{idgenpdf|idgenpdf [-q]|idgenhtm|idgenxls|idgencsv} 

-t run.report -n object -f file_name

[-j job_name] [-i instance] [-u user]
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• One of the following commands:
–  idgenpdf generates the report in PDF format.
–  idgenpdf -q (quiet) generates a summary report in PDF format that contains only graphics.
–  idgenhtm generates the report in HTML format.
–  idgenxls generates the report in Microsoft Excel format.
–  idgencsv generates the report in table format.

•  -t type  specifies the report type, where the type is run.report.
•  -n object  specifies the name of an existing job run report.
•  -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.
•  -j job_name  specifies the job name for a single job run report.  If you specify -j job_name, also specify the -

i instance argument.
•  -i instance  specifies the Workload Automation AE instance name.
•  -u user  accesses the report object of the specified user. Only administrators can access the objects of different users.
•  -S generates a single job run report with trend statistics in PDF format.

NOTE

For details about configuration, local setup, and displaying the complete syntax for CLI commands,
search Getting Started with the CLI.

 Example: Generate a Job Run Report in PDF Format 

This example generates a job run report in PDF format that is based on the previously defined report, Daily_Runs:

idgenpdf -t run.report -n Daily_Runs -f C:\Reports\Daily_Runs.pdf

 Example: Generate a Run Report for a Single Workload Automation AE Job in HTML Format 

This example generates a single job run report in HTML format. The report is for job_23 on a Workload Automation AE
instance ABC:

idgenhtm -t run.report -j job_23 -i ABC -f C:\Reports\23_Single_Job_Run.html

Job Status Report (CLI)
Use the following syntax to generate the specified Job Status Report in the desired format: 

{idgenpdf|idgenpdf [-q]|idgenhtm|idgenxls|idgencsv} 

-t job.status.report -n object -f file_name [-u user]

• One of the following commands:
–  idgenpdf generates the report in PDF format.
–  idgenpdf -q (quiet) generates a summary report in PDF format that contains only graphics.
–  idgenhtm generates the report in HTML format.
–  idgenxls generates the report in Microsoft Excel format.
–  idgencsv generates the report in table format.

•  -t type  specifies the report type, where the type is job.status.report.
•  -n object  specifies an existing report name.
•  -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.
•  -u user  accesses the report object of the specified user. Only administrators can access the objects of different users.

NOTE

For details about configuration, local setup, and displaying the complete syntax for CLI commands,
search Getting Started with the CLI.
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 Example: Generate a Job Status Report in PDF Format 

This example generates a job status report in PDF format that is based on the previously defined report,
Status_Daily_Runs:

idgenpdf -t job.status.report -n Status_Daily_Runs -f C:\Reports\Status_Daily_Runs.pdf

 Example: Generate a Job Status Report in CSV Format 

This example generates a job status report in CSV format:

idgencsv -t job.status.report -n Status_Daily_Runs -f C:\Reports\Status_Daily_Runs.csv

 

 

Latency Report (CLI)
Use the following syntax to create a Latency Report in the desired format.

{idgenpdf|idgenpdf [-q]|idgenhtm|idgenxls|idgencsv} 

-t latency.report -i instance -f file_name

• One of the following commands:
–  idgenpdf creates the report in PDF format.
–  idgenpdf -q (quiet) creates a summary report in PDF format that contains only graphics.
–  idgenhtm creates the report in HTML format.
–  idgenxls creates the report in Microsoft Excel format.
–  idgencsv creates the report in table format.

•  -t type  specifies the report type, where the type is latency.report.
•  -i instance  specifies the Workload Automation AE instance name.
•  -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.

NOTE

For details about configuration, local setup, and displaying the complete syntax for CLI commands,
search Getting Started with the CLI.

The Latency Report is like the Server Statistics Report that you can generate and view from the Web UI. 

NOTE

 For details about the Server Statistics Report, search View the Server Stats Report.

SLA Report (CLI)
Use the following syntax to create an SLA Report in the desired format. 

{idgenpdf | idgenpdf [-q] | idgenhtm | idgenxls | idgencsv} 

-t sla.report -s sla_search_name -f file_name

[-i instance]

• One of the following commands:
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–  idgenpdf creates the report in PDF format.
–  idgenpdf -q (quiet) creates a summary report in PDF format that contains only graphics.
–  idgenhtm creates the report in HTML format.
–  idgenxls creates the report in Microsoft Excel format.
–  idgencsv creates the report in table format.

•  -t type  specifies the report type, where the type is sla.report.
•  -s sla_search_name  specifies the SLA search object name. (Use with -t sla.report.)
•  -i instance  specifies the Workload Automation AE instance name or the CA 7 instance name.
•  -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.

NOTE

For details about configuration, local setup, and displaying the complete syntax for CLI commands,
search Getting Started with the CLI.

 Example: Create an SLA Report in XLS Format 

This example creates an SLA report in XLS format for the SLA search object that is named box_28:

idgenxls -t sla.report -s box_28 -f C:\Reports\6_Sla_Report.xls

SLA Trend Report (CLI)
Generate an SLA Trend Report with idupdate. Then publish this SLA Trend report. 

Use the following syntax to generate an SLA Trend Report in the desired format: 

{idgenpdf|idgenpdf [-q]|idgenhtm|idgenxls|idgencsv} 

-t sla.trend.report -n object -f file_name [-u user]

• One of the following commands:
–  idgenpdf generates the report in PDF format.
–  idgenpdf -q (quiet) generates a summary report in PDF format that contains only graphics.
–  idgenhtm generates the report in HTML format.
–  idgenxls generates the report in Microsoft Excel format.
–  idgencsv generates the report in table format.

•  -t type  specifies the report type, where the type is sla.trend.report.
•  -n object  specifies an existing report name. 
•  -f file_name  specifies the file name of the report that you are creating, including its absolute (full) path.
•  -u user  accesses the report object of the specified user. Only administrators can access the objects of different

users. 

NOTE

For details about configuration, local setup, and displaying the complete syntax for CLI commands,
search Getting Started with the CLI.

 Example: Generate an SLA Trend Report in CSV format 

This example generates an SLA trend report in CSV format:

idgencsv -t sla.trend.report -n sla_trend_report_0510 -f C:\Reports\0510_SLA_Trend_Report.csv
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Troubleshoot Report Messages
Reporting messages can be logged when you generate large reports from the Web UI, the CLI, or the legacy iDash. The
articles in this section can help to troubleshoot the cause of these messages. 

Errors Generating PDF and PDF Summary Reports on Linux
Symptom:

Charts are not displaying on PDF and PDF Summary reports generated on Linux machines. This error occurs on
machines where X-Windows is not installed and running.

This error will appear similar to the examples below:

While executing the CLI command:

java.awt.AWTError: Can't connect to X11 window server using 'example.server:0.0' as the value of the DISPLAY

 variable.

at sun.awt.X11GraphicsEnvironment.initDisplay(Native Method)

at sun.awt.X11GraphicsEnvironment.access$200(X11GraphicsEnvironment.java:65)   

at sun.awt.X11GraphicsEnvironment$1.run(X11GraphicsEnvironment.java:115)

In the iDash server error logs:

ExceptionConverter:

java.io.IOException: The document has no pages.

at com.lowagie.text.pdf.PdfPages.writePageTree(Unknown Source)

at com.lowagie.text.pdf.PdfWriter.close(Unknown Source)

at com.lowagie.text.pdf.PdfDocument.close(Unknown Source)

at com.lowagie.text.Document.close(Unknown Source)

Solution:

To generate accurate PDF and PDF Summary reports on a Linux machine, set the -Djava.awt.headless property to "true,"
as seen in the example below:

idgenpdf –t sla.trend.report –n SLATrendReportDaily –f SLATrendReportDaily.pdf -Djava.awt.headless=true

To generate accurate PDF and PDF Summary reports from the iDash web UI, locate idash_server under IDASH_HOME/
bin and update JAVA_OPTS as seen in the example below:

JAVA_OPTS=" -Djava.awt.headless=true -XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC -Didash.home=/opt/idash -Xms2000m -Xmx8000m -

Didash.eem.version=12.x $JAVA_OPTS"; export JAVA_OPTS

After you have updated JAVA_OPTS , save your changes and restart the iDash server.

Large Report Causes an Out of Memory Error
Symptom:

The following message can appear when you run a large report from the GUI:

Error on refresh:java.lang.OutOfMemoryError:Java heap space
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Solution:

1. Log on to the iDash server.
2. Navigate to IDASH_HOME\tomcat8\webapps\idash.
3. Open iDash.jnlp with a text editor and locate the following setting:

<j2se version="1.5+" max-heap-size="512m"   /> 

4. Determine your client computer memory. 
5. If possible, increase the max-heap-size value from 512m to 1024m or 2048m, based on what your computer memory

can accommodate.

Login Authentication Errors
Symptom:

When attempting to log in to the iDash web client, the login fails and you receive the error message Authentication type
not supported.

Solution:

This error message occurs when you have selected SSO as the GUI Authentication Policy for the iDash desktop client,
but you then attempt to log in to the iDash web client as the SSO user without providing a password.

Because SSO is not supported, you must choose the appropriate Authentication mode in the Admin Tool, Security, GUI
Authentication Policy tab and save your changes to log in successfully. If applicable, you should also create/update the
users defined within iDash. You can then log in with your normal credentials.

PDF and XLS Report Generation Failure in the Web Interface
Symptom:

When generating reports from the iDash web interface, HTML reports are created successfully, but PDF and XLS formats
are failing.

See an example of the error associated with this problem below:

16-02-03 11.32.45 [ERROR] http-nio-8080-exec-8:com.ca.idash.ws.controller.exceptions.RestExceptionMapper: /

opt/CA/idash/jre/lib/amd64/libawt_xawt.so: libXtst.so.6: cannot open shared object file: No such file or

 directory

java.lang.UnsatisfiedLinkError: /opt/CA/idash/jre/lib/amd64/libawt_xawt.so: libXtst.so.6: cannot open shared

 object file: No such file or directory

at java.lang.ClassLoader$NativeLibrary.load(Native Method)

at java.lang.ClassLoader.loadLibrary0(ClassLoader.java:1938)

at java.lang.ClassLoader.loadLibrary(ClassLoader.java:1821)

at java.lang.Runtime.load0(Runtime.java:809)

at java.lang.System.load(System.java:1086)

at java.lang.ClassLoader$NativeLibrary.load(Native Method)

at java.lang.ClassLoader.loadLibrary0(ClassLoader.java:1938)

at java.lang.ClassLoader.loadLibrary(ClassLoader.java:1842)

at java.lang.Runtime.loadLibrary0(Runtime.java:870)

at java.lang.System.loadLibrary(System.java:1122)

at java.awt.Toolkit$3.run(Toolkit.java:1636)

at java.awt.Toolkit$3.run(Toolkit.java:1634)

at java.security.AccessController.doPrivileged(Native Method)
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at java.awt.Toolkit.loadLibraries(Toolkit.java:1633)

at java.awt.Toolkit.<clinit>(Toolkit.java:1668)

at java.awt.Component.<clinit>(Component.java:593)

at com.ca.idash.cli.report.Report.createXLS(Report.java:483)

Solution:

The iDash web interface uses awt libraries to generate PDF and XLS reports. If awt libraries are missing in the
environment, PDF and XLS report generation will fail.

Confirm that the libXtst package is installed on the system path.

 

Refine Your Instance Names and Job Name Expression
Symptom:

The following message can appear when you run an AutoSys job status, job run, event, or autotrack report:

You may obtain better results by refining your instance names and job name expression.

Solution:

Increase the values that are specified for the following parameters in the idash.conf file:

idash.server.eem.fetch.size

idash.server.eem.fetch.timeout

idash.server.eem.max.result.size

The file is located in the following directory:

• On UNIX/Linux:
$IDASH_HOME/etc/idash.conf

• On Windows:
%IDASH_HOME%\etc\idash.conf

Legacy iDash (GUI)
Use the legacy iDash (formerly the GUI) for the following tasks:

• Download the SLA list in various formats
• Download the SLA critical path details
• Send events from the Critical Path Monitor (CPM)
• Send user commands from the Critical Path Monitor (CPM)
• Download the alarms list
• Acknowledge and close alarms

Access the Legacy iDash from the Web UI
The legacy iDash is an iDash client application that authorized users can access from any computer that meets the
system requirements. The legacy iDash was known as the GUI in previous releases.

NOTE
The Java Runtime Environment (JRE) must be installed on the client computer. For information about supported
versions of the JRE, search Compatibility Matrix.
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Follow these steps:

1. Browse to the Web UI. Enter the following URL in your browser:
 http(s)://server:port/idash/

 

– server  specifies the name of the iDash server.
– port  specifies the server port number.
Example: http://venus:8080/idash/
The Web UI login page appears. (Do not log in.)

2. Click the launch Admin Tool link.

3. When the launch page opens click the Start legacy iDash link.
The iDash.jnlp file is downloaded. In Windows, the file is downloaded to your Downloads folder.
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4. Double-click iDash.jnlp, the legacy iDash GUI.
If the product is configured for SSO security and other conditions are met, the legacy GUI opens. Otherwise, the Login
dialog appears. The user name field in the dialog is populated with the operating system user name.

5. If Authenticate using is not a drop-down list, continue with the next step. Otherwise, select the appropriate type from
the Authenticate using drop-down list. If you do not know what type to select, ask your administrator.

6. Enter the user name and password that is associated with the selected login type.

NOTE

If you are using a dual domain LDAP setup in EEM where a user belongs to both domains, the user must
specify which domain to access by using the format domain_name\user_name in the Username field when
logging in.

– SSO: Verify the name that appears in the Username field. Enter the associated password, typically the password
for your operating system.

– iDash: Enter your iDash user name and password.
– CA 7: Enter your CA 7 user name and password.
– EEM: Enter your user name and password as defined in EEM or in the external directory that is configured in EEM.

You can change your own password in EEM.
– Active Directory: Enter your user name and password as defined in AD. Your AD credentials are typically the

same username and password that you use to log in to your enterprise.
7. Click Log In.

NOTE

You can avoid downloading the application each session by creating a shortcut. To create a desktop shortcut for
the GUI:

1. Run the following command:
 javaws-viewer

 

The Java Application Cache Viewer opens.
2. Right-click the iDash application and select Install Shortcuts.
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The GUI shortcut is created on your desktop.

Download the SLA List
You can use the GUI to download the list of current SLAs. You can save or print the output in your preferred format.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the legacy iDash from the Web UI.
The SLA list is displayed in the lower right side of the GUI window. The toolbar provides options for downloading the
SLA list.

2. Click the button corresponding to what you want to do:
– Click View HTML to generate Current-SLAs-username-yyyyMMdd.html. In Windows, this file is generated in the

C:/Users/username/AppData/Local/Temp directory and displayed for viewing. Use the operating system options to
Print the file or Save it in a specified location.

 
– Click Save CSV to generate SLA-Report-yyyy-MM-dd.csv. To save the file, click Save. In Windows, the default

directory is C:\Users\username\Documents.
– Click Save XLS to generate SLA-Report-yyyy-MM-dd.xls. To save the file, click Save. In Windows, the default

directory is C:\Users\username\Documents.
– Click View PDF to generate Current-SLAs-username-yyyyMMdd.pdf.  In Windows, this file is generated in the C:/

Users/username/AppData/Local/Temp directory and displayed for viewing. The Current SLAs pdf report opens
with summary pie charts. The SLA Status chart shows the breakout of Predicted Miss, At Risk, On Time, Missed,
Met, and Other SLA statuses. The SLA Performance chart shows the breakout of SLAs that reached the deadline
in three segments: Within Risk Interval, Late, and Ahead of Schedule. The number of SLAs in each category is
displayed in each chart. The next pages include details for each SLA. Details include the Critical Ratio, SLA Job,
SchID, Time Remaining, SLA Deadline, Status, and Progress.
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– Click View PDF Summary to generate Current-SLAs-username-yyyyMMdd-Summary.pdf.  In Windows, this file is

generated in the C:/Users/username/AppData/Local/Temp directory and displayed for viewing. The report consists
of the first page of the PDF report with the pie charts. 

3. Interpret the report data with the following column descriptions:
–  Critical Ratio is the amount of time remaining until the deadline divided by the amount of time remaining until

forecasted completion. A higher value indicates a greater possibility of meeting the SLA deadline.
• Healthy Critical Ratio (greater than 1.05) means that the SLA deadline is predicted to be met. Either the deadline

is near or the time difference between the SLA deadline and the forecasted completion time is high.
• Marginal Critical Ratio (1.0 to 1.05) means that the SLA deadline is predicted to be met. The deadline is in the

distant future or a marginal difference exists between the SLA deadline and the forecasted completion.
• At Risk Critical Ratio (less than 1.0) means that the SLA is predicted to be missed. The lower the value, the

greater the possibility of a missed SLA deadline.
–  SLA Job includes two data points:

• The top row shows the name of the SLA. 
• The bottom row identifies the SLA job and the instance on which the job resides. The format

is: job_name^instance_name. 
–  SchID is the schedule ID for a CA 7 job. This column appears only if one or more CA 7 instances are defined.
–  Time Remaining includes two data points:

• The top row shows the time remaining until the SLA deadline. 
• The bottom row shows the time remaining until the forecasted completion of the SLA.

If the bottom row value is greater than the top row value, the bottom row value is shown in red. Red indicates a
probability of a missed SLA deadline.

–  SLA Deadline includes two data points:
• The top row shows the actual SLA deadline date and time. 
• The bottom row shows the forecasted completion time.

If the forecasted SLA completion time is past the SLA deadline, the bottom row value is shown in red.
–  Status
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• Predicted statuses include At Risk, Predicted Miss, and On Time.
• Actual statuses include Met and Missed.
• Other statuses include Disabled, Future SLA, Error, and Unknown.   

–  Progress indicates the progress of the SLA in terms of the Critical Job List. The percentage is for the x of y data.
 Counts for a box job include the box and any predecessors jobs in the box. The successor job in the box is not
counted. Consider an SLA that is defined for the first job in a box that contains two jobs. When the box job starts
and the first job completes, the SLA is MET. The Progress field displays 100 percent, 2 of 2. The values 2 of 2
indicate that the SLA job has completed; the box is either running or has completed.

 

Download SLA Critical Path Details
You can print a critical path display or you can download a file with details in your preferred format.

You can use the legacy iDash to download the critical path information for a selected SLA. You can save or print the
output in your preferred format.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the legacy iDash from the Web UI.
The SLA list is displayed in the lower right side of the GUI window.

2. Select the SLA of interest. Then, click the toolbar button for viewing and downloading the critical path for the selected
SLA.

 
3. Click the button corresponding to what you want to do:

– Click View HTML to generate Critical-Path-slaname-username-yyyyMMdd.html. In Windows, this file is generated
in the C:/Users/username/AppData/Local/Temp directory and displayed for viewing. From here, use the operating
system options to Print the file or Save it to a specified location.
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– Click Save CSV to generate Critical-Path-yyyy-MM-dd.csv. To save the file, click Save. In Windows, the default

directory is C:\Users\username\Documents.
– Click Save XLS to generate Critical-Path-yyyy-MM-dd.xls. To save the file, click Save. In Windows, the default

directory is C:\Users\username\Documents.
– Click View PDF to generate Critical-Path-slaname-username-yyyyMMdd.pdf.  In Windows, this file is

generated in the C:/Users/username/AppData/Local/Temp directory and displayed for viewing. The Critical
Path-SLA_name pdf report opens with summary pie charts. The Job Status chart shows the breakout of job
statuses. The Job Performance chart shows the job history. Job history includes the number that ran long, the
number that completed before the deadline (short), the number that did not run, and the average. The table
includes SLA Name, SLA Job, SLA Type, Deadline, SLA Status, Forecasted Complete, Critical Ratio, and Jobs.
The next pages include details for the job. Details include the Progress percentage, Instance name, Job name,
Schedule ID, Status, Start, End, Duration, Next Start, Machine, and Latency.
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– Click View PDF Summary to generate Critical-Path-slaname-username-yyyyMMdd-Summary.pdf.  In Windows,

this file is generated in the C:/Users/username/AppData/Local/Temp directory and displayed for viewing. The report
consists of the first page of the PDF report with the pie charts. 

4. Interpret the report data with the following column descriptions:
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–  Progress displays the percentage complete.
–  Instance displays the scheduler instance on which the job is running or last ran.
–  Job displays the name of the job.
–  SchID displays the schedule ID if the job is running on a CA 7 instance.
–  Status displays the status of the job.
–  Start displays the start time from the job definition.
–  End displays the end time from the job definition.
–  Duration displays the duration of the job, in hours, minutes, seconds, with overrun or slack time.
–  Next Start displays the next scheduled start time.
–  Machine displays the computer on which the job runs.
–  Latency displays the total latency value for the job run. The latency information with actual values is available only

for historical SLAs. For upcoming SLAs, any latency due to the nature of the job definition is displayed.

User Commands
A user command can pass job data from iDash to an existing UNIX, Linux or Windows script, command, or program.

When a user command is run, iDash verifies that the command is authorized for the user. The product also verifies
that the appropriate environment variables are set. The following environment variables are set in the iDash server
environment before the command is executed:

• IDASH_USERCOMMAND_JOB_NAME is the name of the selected job.
• IDASH_USERCOMMAND_LAST_START is the last start time of the selected job.
• IDASH_USERCOMMAND_LAST_END is the last end time of the selected job.
• IDASH_USERCOMMAND_LAST_RUN_MACHINE is the last run machine for the selected job.
• IDASH_USERCOMMAND_LAST_JOB_JOID is the status of the selected job.
• IDASH_USERCOMMAND_USER_NAME is the name of the user who is running the command.
• IDASH_USERCOMMAND_INPUT is the text that the user entered for an interactive user command, if applicable.

The following Workload Automation AE environment variables are set for user commands:

• AUTOSERV
• AUTOUSER
• AUTOSYS
• DSQUERY
• PATH, with the $AUTOSYS\bin directories prepended

Create a User Command
You can create user commands to pass job data to an existing UNIX, Linux, or Windows script, command, or program. An
authorized user can run user commands on the selected job in the critical path monitor.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Admin Tool.
2. Click the iDash Server navigation tab, click the User Command subtab, and click the New icon.
3. Enter a name for the user command in the dialog that appears and click OK.

The dialog closes and the name appears in the User Command subtab.
4. Enter the command to be run in the Command field.

NOTE
Enter the full path to any command or executable that is not included in the PATH. This guideline refers to
the PATH that is set on the iDash server for the logged-in user.
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5. (For interactive commands only) Enter the prompt text in the Input Prompt field.
6. (Optional) Clear the Confirmation Dialog check box to let the user run the command without a confirmation response.
7. Click the Save icon to save the user command.

WARNING
Users with active legacy iDash sessions must log out and then log in again to use a new user command.

Run a User Command
Administrators create user commands from the Admin Tool.  You can run these user commands from the legacy iDash.

The following example shows how to run a user command.

1. Access the legacy iDash from the Web UI.
2. Click the Search icon above the tree view.

 
3. Select a saved search from the Searches drop-down list and click Search.

In this example, the sendevent_job_grant_job is selected. The SLA Name is autosys_box* and Predicted Miss is the
only selected check box on the Status tab.

4. Under the Search node in the treeview, the search name appears with the jobs that meet your search criteria. Select
the job on which you want to run the user command.
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In this example only one job met the criteria, autosys_box_with_box_success_condition_PREDICTED_MISS^V26.

Selecting the job in the treeview highlights the job in the main pane.
5. With the target job selected, click the Critical Path Monitor icon.

6. With the target job selected, click the User Command icon at the right end of the toolbar. Select the user command to
run.
In this example, the user command is CheckAutoSys. Administrators create user commands from the Admin Tool.

7. Read the command output.
In this example, the output is for the CheckAutoSys user command.
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Download the Alarms List
You can use the GUI to download the list of current alarms from the Alarm popup. You can save or print the output in your
preferred format.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the legacy iDash from the Web UI.
2. Click the Alarms button.

The Alarm Manager popup displays two tabs, AutoSys and CA 7.
3. Click the button corresponding to what you want to do:

– Click View HTML to generate Current-Alarms-username-yyyyMMdd.html. In Windows, this file is generated in
the C:/Users/username/AppData/Local/Temp directory and displayed for viewing. Use your operating system
options to print the file or save as a custom filename in a specified location.
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–  Click Save CSV to generate Alarm-Manager-yyyy-MM-dd.csv. To save the file, click Save. In Windows, the default

directory is C:\Users\username\Documents.
–  Click Save XLS to generate Alarm-Manager-yyyy-MM-dd.xls. To save the file, click Save. In Windows, the default

directory is C:\Users\username\Documents.
– Click View PDF to generate Current-Alarms-username-yyyyMMdd.pdf.  In Windows, this file is generated in the C:/

Users/username/AppData/Local/Temp directory and displayed for viewing. The Current Alarms pdf report opens
with a summary pie chart of the alarm states: open, closed, and acknowledged. The number of alarms in each state
is displayed. Following the pie chart is a listing of each alarm with relevant data. Data includes Type, Instance, Job
Name, Machine, Alarm Time, and State.
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– Click View PDF Summary to generate Current-Alarms-username-yyyyMMdd-Summary.pdf.  In Windows, this file is

generated in the C:/Users/username/AppData/Local/Temp directory and displayed for viewing. The report consists
of the first page of the PDF report with the pie chart. 

Acknowledge and Close Alarms
You can acknowledge and close alarms using the Alarm Manager in the legacy iDash. The Alarms button indicates the
total number of open or acknowledged alarms. The icon in the button turns red when a new alarm is raised.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Access the GUI.
2. Click the Alarms button.

The Alarm Manager opens and the icon in the Alarms button changes to its default color.
3. Click the AutoSys tab to view Workload Automation AE alarms. Click the CA 7 tab to view CA 7 alarms.
4. Perform the appropriate action:
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– Select one or more open alarms and click the Acknowledge icon.
– Click the Acknowledge All icon to acknowledge all open alarms.
– Select one or more open or acknowledged alarms and click the Close icon.
– Click the Close All icon to close all open and acknowledged alarms.

5. If applicable, enter a note to be saved in the response dialog and click OK.

NOTE
You can acknowledge or close CA 7 alarms more than once before the data is refreshed. When the refresh
cycle completes, the system reflects the final acknowledged or closed state.

Troubleshoot Performance Issues
Articles in this section provide resources for troubleshooting performance issues in iDash.

Enabling EEM Logging for Debugging Purposes
Symptom:

Performance or loading issues in the iDash Web UI may require you to send information to Broadcom for debugging
purposes.

Loading issues include any issues you are having where a page in iDash does not load or only partially loads.
Performance issues include any issue you have where the page in iDash has loaded correctly, but some function of iDash
(a button or link, for example) does not work, or the page has loaded very slowly. Performance issues related to slow
loading may also affect loading of the Admin Tool and Legacy UI.

Solution:

If you are using EEM for authentication and/or authorization, follow these instructions to gather EEM logs to send to
Broadcom for debugging.

1. Update the IDASH_HOME/etc/log4j.conf and modify the EEM log section to read as follows:

log4j.logger.com.ca.idash.core.security.eem=DEBUG,eem

log4j.logger.com.ca.idash.eem=DEBUG,eem

log4j.logger.com.ca.idash.eem.ae=DEBUG,eem

log4j.logger.com.ca.idash.eem.ae.common=DEBUG,eem

log4j.logger.com.ca.idash.eem.ae.security=DEBUG,eem

log4j.logger.com.ca.idash.eem.common=DEBUG,eem

log4j.logger.com.ca.idash.eem.resources=DEBUG,eem

log4j.appender.eem=org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender

log4j.appender.eem.File=${idash.home}/log/idasheem.log

log4j.appender.eem.MaxFileSize=10MB

log4j.appender.eem.MaxBackupIndex=10

log4j.appender.eem.threshold=DEBUG

log4j.appender.eem.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout

log4j.appender.eem.layout.ConversionPattern:%d{yy-MM-dd HH.mm.ss} [%5p] %t:%C: %m%n

2. Update IDASH_HOME/etc/logger.config and uncomment the SDK, Performance, and Network sections to read as
follows:

<logger name="SDK" additivity="false">

    <level value="trace"/>

    <appender-ref ref="SDK" />

</logger>
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<logger name="Perform" additivity="false">

    <level value="trace"/>

    <appender-ref ref="Performance" />

</logger>

<logger name="Network" additivity="false">

    <level value="trace"/>

    <appender-ref ref="Network" />

</logger>

3. Generate log files by performing the actions that caused the issues; allow iDash to run and collect logs. 
4. Gather the generated log files and send them to Broadcom for debugging.

• – IDASH_HOME/log/idasheem.log*
– IDASH_HOME/bin/eiam.*.log*

Sending Information for Debugging Purposes
Symptom:

Performance or loading issues in the iDash Web UI may require you to send information to Broadcom for debugging
purposes.

Loading issues include any issues you are having where a page in iDash is not loading or only partially loading.
Performance issues include any issue you are having where the page in iDash has loaded correctly, but some function of
iDash (a button or link, for example) is not working.

Solution:

Follow this instructions below to gather UI information to send to Broadcom for debugging, based on the browser that you
use to access the iDash Web UI:

For Chrome users:

1. With the iDash Web UI running, open the Chrome menu and navigate to More tools, Developer tools to access the
developer tools window.
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2. Select the Console tab and click the Clear console icon to clear all existing console information.

3. Select the Network tab and click the Clear icon to clear all existing network information.

4. With existing console and network information cleared, refresh the iDash UI (for loading issues) or perform the
problematic function in the iDash Web UI (for performance issues) to repopulate fresh information.

5. In the Console tab, copy the console log and send it to Broadcom.
6. In the Network tab, locate all REST APIs (the file will begin with idash/rest/ ).
7. Click the API and send to Broadcom all information located in the Headers, Response, and Timing tabs for each API.
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For Firefox users:

1. With the iDash Web UI running, open the Firefox menu and navigate to Developer, Debugger to access the
developer tools window.
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2. Select the Console tab and click the Clear the Web Console output icon to clear all existing console information.

3. Select the Network tab and click the Clear icon to clear all existing network information.
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4. With existing console and network information cleared, refresh the iDash UI (for loading issues) or perform the
problematic function in the iDash Web UI (for performance issues) to repopulate fresh information.

5. In the Console tab, copy the console log and send it to Broadcom.
6. In the Network tab, locate all REST APIs (the file will begin with idash/rest/ ).
7. Click the API and send to Broadcom all information located in the Headers, Params, Response, and Timing tabs for

each API.

For Internet Explorer users:

1. With the iDash Web UI running, open the Internet Explorer menu and click F12 Developer Tools to access the
developer tools window.
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2. Select the Console tab and click the Clear icon to clear all existing console information.

3. Select the Network tab and click the Clear all entries icon to clear all existing network information.

4. Click the green play icon to enable network traffic capturing.
5. With existing console and network information cleared, refresh the iDash UI (for loading issues) or perform the

problematic function in the iDash Web UI (for performance issues) to repopulate fresh information.
6. In the Console tab, copy the console log and send it to Broadcom.
7. In the Network tab, locate all REST APIs (the file will begin with idash/rest/ ).
8. Click Details at the top of the developer tools window and send to Broadcom all information located in the Request

headers, Request body, Response headers, Response body, and Timings tabs for each API.
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Slow performance in iDash
Symptom:

iDash is performing slowly in areas like forecasting, SLA processing, connectivity, output, or others.

Solution:

Check the info.log for the following messages to monitor performance in iDash:

For forecasting and SLA processing health

site: Forecast and SLA processing complete:<NumberOfMillisecs>/avg=<NumberOfMillisecs>

Compare these values to the values in a log file from when iDash was running normally, if available.

To check iDash database connectivity and output

checkIdashDB(): <NumberOfMillisecs>

Compare these values to the values in a log file from when iDash was running normally, if available. 

 

To identify if iDash picked up all defined Autosys instances

instance: InstanceD instanceNameList size <NumberOfInstance>

 

You can also gather and analyze the latest thread dump to look for further issues.

Use the following commands to gather the latest thread dump:

1.
ps -ef | grep java (OR) jps -l

Make a note of the PID that points to the iDash Tomcat process.
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NOTE

In Linux and UNIX, you may have to run this command as sudo -u user jps -l, where "user" is the username
of the user that the Java process is running as.

2.
jstack <ABOVE_PID> >> threaddump1.log

NOTE

In Linux and Unix, you may have to run this command as sudo -u user jstack <ABOVE_PID> >>
threaddump1.log

3. Repeat step 2 every two or three minutes for a total of five times to generate enough information to determine if there
is a thread lock issue.

4. Open a support ticket and upload the thread dump for performance issues to be analyzed.
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Additional Resources
Product Support

•  Product Page and Knowledge Base Articles
•  Compatibility Matrix 
•  Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures 
•  Release and Support Lifecycle Dates 

Product Education

•  Education Portal

Social Media

•  Mainframe Software Community 
•  iDash User Community 
•  Facebook 
•  Twitter 
•  YouTube 
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https://support.broadcom.com/mainframe-software/product-page.html?productName=CA%20Workload%20Automation%20iDash%20for%20CA%207
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/status/release-certification-information/ca-workload-automation-idash-compatibility-matrix.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/traditional-management/mainframe-common-maintenance-procedures/1-0.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/status/support-life-cycle/indexes/ca-workload-automation-idash-release-and-support-lifecycle-dates.html
https://www.broadcom.com/support/education-training/specialized-training/mainframe-training
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=32ad1173-4932-475b-b24e-c658908f88e7
https://www.facebook.com/Broadcom/
https://twitter.com/search?q=ca+workload+automation+idash
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=ca+workload+automation+idash
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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